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PREFACE
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(HPN), and, all other members of HPN for their support during the process of carrying out
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Netherlands and the UK who allowed me to be present during their classes and who gave me
their time.
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erland). Numerous language surveys in Northern Brabant, the Netherlands and Europe played
a role in pleasantly but thoroughly luring my attention away from this dissertation. I would
also like to thank the other members of PatiN (Kutlay Yagmur, Rian Aarts, and Peter Broe-
der) for their fruitful cooperation. Furthermore, I would like to thank Patricia Goldrick and
Mark Vitullo of the Language Centre for correcting my English.
Many thanks also go out to Mahendra Verma at the Univerisity of York (UK), whose many
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I am also very grateful to my colleagues at the Science Shop of Tilburg University: Lenka de
Graaf, Iris Sliedrecht, Annelieke Koster, and three generations of student mediators.  I am sure
that it was not always easy for them to deal with someone who combined two jobs and the
process of finishing a dissertation.

Finally, I would like to thank my parents, Juliate, and my friends and colleagues at the univer-
sity for their interest and support, and, not in the last place, their patience.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Interest taken on behalf of the Surinamese Hindustani community in the Netherlands contrib-
uted to the shaping of the research project of which this clissertation is a result.  In this disserta-

tion, the language use of Hindu communities in the Netherlands and the United Kingdom
(UK) is the central theme.

There are a number of reasons why it is interesting to carry out research into the lan-
guage use of these communities.  In the first part of this introduction, the reasons for carrying
out research into linguistic minority groups such as Hindu communities in the Netherlands and
the United Kingdom are addressed. In the second part of this introduction, the goals and

backgrounds of the project are spelled out. Furthermore, an indication is given of the availabil-
ity of information on Hindi speakers in the Netherlands and the United Kingdom at the start of
the project. Both the quantitative and qualitative aspects of this information are addressed. In
the last part of this introduction, a description is provided of the contents of the various parts
of this dissertation.

1.1     Motivation for doing research into the language use ofHindu
communities in the Netherlands and the United Kingdom

A good deal of research in the fields of sociolinguistics and the sociology of language focuses on
the learning of a second language (L2) by etlmic minority (EM) group members. The status
and use of EM group languages themselves, probably more correctly labelled 'community
languages'  (CL), have not received the same amount of attention by researchers in these Aelds
of scientific investigation. Extra & Verhoeven (1993) noticed that this biased interest in L2
acquisition  and  L2  use  is an accurate reflection  of the vast American literature on bilingualism.
In the latter part of the twentieth century, however, a small number of studies did indeed
focus on the language use of EM groups in various European countries. The Linguistics Minor-
ity Project (LMP, 1985), a large-scale survey study on ethnic minority languages in the United
Kingdom, focussed in-depth attention on the language use of various EM groups in the United
Kingdom. Allaclina & Edwards (1990)  were the editors of a book on languages other than Eng-
lish (including indigenous minority languages) in Britain. In the same period as these two
books were published, and in the years following, related studies appeared in other European
countries, most notably Boyd (1985) for Sweden, Vermes (1988) for France, and De Ruijter
(1991), and Extra & Verhoeven (1993) for the Netherlands.

The group of language users that is the focus of the current investigation, members of
Hindu communities in the Netherlands and the UK, only received attention in the British and
Dutch studies mentioned above. boked at from an international perspective, it can be noted
that for groups with a similar linguistic and cultural background the same lack of information
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exists with respect to the language use of these groups. Verma (1990) makes this observation
for the British situation, Ramyead (1985) and Bhuckory (1988) for the situation in Mauritius

and Prabhakaran (1992) for the situation of Indian languages in South Africa.
For the Netherlands, in those cases in which an interest was actually taken in the status

and use of minority languages, the focus was mainly on the language use of two other promi-
nent groups in Dutch society: Turl<s and Moroccans. First generation immigrants of these

groups were confronted with Dutch as an unknown language. For immigrants with a Suri-
namese background, of which the community of Hindus in the Netherlands forms a sub-
group,   Dutch  was  not an unfamiliar language  at  all. In Surinam, Dutch  was (and still  is)  the
official language. Hindustanis who live in the Netherlands, in particular the older ones, have
far better control of Dutch than their Turkish and Moroccan counterparts. This high level of
profidency in Dutch on the part of Hindustanis might well act as a camouflage net for the use

and proficiency of their community languages.
Another important motivation for focussing the current investigation on Hindu

communities in the Netherlands and the United Kingdom is the observation that both groups
of speakers have a history of double migration.1 In the case of the Dutch Hindustanis, the
ancestors of the present generations moved from India to Surinam around 1900. After the
Second World War, there was substantial migration from Surinam to the Netherlands. It is
interesting to see what the effects of this double migration on the language use and culture of
this group have been and how patterns of language use have changed under the influence of
this double migration.

Furthermore, these communities appear to be interesting test cases for the investiga-
tion of language shift. The Dutch Hindu communities and their ancestors have had long-term
exposure to Dutch  (and a number of other languages in both Surinam  and the Netherlands).
This begs the question of what the effects are of an exposure to languages other than the lan-
guages of the community that has been that lasting and intense. For our British focus group a
similar situation exists, in which English plays a crucial role. In India, and for a substantial

number of (the ancestors of) members of the Hindu communities in the United Kingdom also
in East Africa, English has held a prominent position.

There is, however,  also a different type of motivation for focussing on these groups of
language users. It is very interesting and to some extent innovative to make a cross-national
comparison between two groups which are similar from a cultural and linguistic perspective.
In deir book on research into ethnic minority groups, Heeren, Vogel & Werdm61(let

(1996: 16) expressed  the  long  felt (but rarely fulfilled)  need for research that focuses  on  (as-

pects of) ethnic minority groups from an international comparative perspective. The research

reported on in this dissertation could be regarded as a contribution to the fulfilment of the
need as expressed by Heeren, Vogel and Werdrn6lder.  In the next section, the issue of cross-

national comparisons is elaborated on present a number of motives are presented for carrying
out a cross-national research project in the manner of the current investigation.

The current investigation fits in a research tradition which pays attention to similarities
and differences that exist between ethnic minority groups rather than to similarities and differ-
ences between a majority group and the collection of minority groups as a whole. Throughout
the 204 century, the Netherlands became an increasingly multi-ethnic society. Larger and

1 It will be seen below that for the group of Surinamese Hindustanis in the Netherlands as a whole this
is the case. The British situation is somewhat more complicated. Not all members of the Hindu com-
munities in the UK have ancestors who migrated via East Africa to the UK. A considerable number,
however, have ancestors who migrated to East Africa before moving to the UK.
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smaller groups of migrants,  of whom the origins vary from the Dutch colonies to countries
with an unstable political and/or negative economic climate, have entered Dutch society.
Scientists in the social sciences have taken an increasing interest in the position of minority
groups as part of the Dutch population. Whereas initial research projects focused on contrasts
between the indigenous Dutch population and the migrant minority groups, research has be-
come increasingly diversified. Awareness of differences between the various minority groups
formed the catalyst for more detailed research into the distinctions between minority groups.
In the late seventies and early eighties, the group of immigrants from the Dutch colony of Su-
rinam became a separate subject of research in the Netherlands. Quite a number of books,
articles and reports on this group have appeared since that period. References to crucial books
and articles on Surinamese immigrants in the Netherlands can be found in Ministerie van Wel-
zijn, Volksgezondheid en Cultuur (1991) and Leistra (1995). Although diversification of re-
search took place at a more global level, only a few research projects focused on sub-groups
within the ethnically and culturally heterogeneous community of Surinamese immigrants.
Surinam itself has been a multicultural society for centuries. Throughout the ages, ethnic
groups with a great variety of backgrounds have moved to the country. This diversity is re-
flected in the Surinamese community in the Netherlands. Researchers have paid little attention
to the diversity of the group of Surinamese migrants in the Netherlands. Illustrative is the ob-
servation that it was only the last decade of the twentieth century that members of the Suri-
namese group of migrants were asked for their ethnic background as part of demographic re-
search into ethnic minority groups in the Netherlands. Roelandt, Roijen & Veemnan (1992)
reported on a small-scale research project, in which Surinamese Dutch were asked to indicate
their ethnicity, based on self-categorisation, in terms of the Surinannese ethnic group to which
they felt they belonged. This enabled the researchers to specify their research findings for the
various ethnic sub-groups within the Surinamese community. Remarkable differences came to
light between the various groups. Explanations for these differences could not be offered,
mainly because of a lack of specified background information on the various sub-groups.

Another motive for carrying out this research project were demands as expressed by
organised interest groups of Surinamese Hindustanis in the Netherlands. These groups were
interested in the language use of their community and in the vitality of the languages in use by
this community. From the viewpoint of this community, these demands should come as no
surprise and are actually a reflection of the lack of specific information on this community and
other 'shortcomings' mentioned above. Again,  the same line of reasoning can be applied to the
situation of the Hindu community in the United Kingdom. Our experience is that members of
this community are, likewise, most interested in the outcomes of our comparative research.

Furthermore, there is not a tradition in the gathering of demolinguistic data in the
Netherlands. The Dutch government, unlike the governments in countries like Canada, the
United States and Australia,2 has not been collecting data on the language use of members of
ethnic minority groups. This makes it very hard to gain insights into,  e.g., the extent to which
members of ethnic minority groups are still using their community languages and the needs for
education of Dutch as a second language and for home language instruction (i.e., education in
the language spoken by members of ethnic minority groups at home).

The situation for the United Kingdom is somewhat different with respect to this issue.
In the UK, there is, in fact, a tradition of collecting population data by means of census re-

2 Cf. De Vries (1994), Veltman (1983) and Clyne (1991) for a description of the tradition of
collecting demolinguistic data in Canada, Australia and the United States, respectively.
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search. However, investigation of the collected data reveals that language questions have not
often been included in census research. Systematic collection of language data has not been
taking place in the United Kingdom and the few census questions on language use have fo-
cused exclusively on the language situation in Wales and Scotland.  As a result of these poli-
cies, no systematic and broad data have been available in the Netherlands and the United
Kingdom for research into language shift, in particular with respect to the disclosure of de-
terminants of language shift. For the groups of language users which form the focus of our
project, the existing gaps could be Med to some degree.

Above, a number of motives have been given for carrying out research into the lan-
guage use of two specific groups, the Hindu communities in the Netherlands and the United
Kingdom. In some respects, the research reported on in this dissertation may be considered an
uncommon undertaking. A comparison of the language use patterns of ethnic minority groups
which, on the one hand, to a high degree posses common cultural and linguistic backgrounds

and, on the other hand, live in societies which should be considered as possessing distinctive
features and characteristics, has not often been the focus of scholarly work in the fields of the
sociology of language. Therefore, in this introduction, explidt attention is given to the goals
and backgrounds of the current investigation and to the rationale for investigating associated

groups of language users in differing societies.

1.2     Goals and backgrounds of the research project

Most research on the language behaviour of ethnic minority groups reported on in the litera-
ture concentrates on either one ethnic or social group in one specific context, region or coun-
try (typical examples are Fishman, 1971 and Gal, 1979) or on the enumeration and/or the
comparison of two or more groups in one specific context, region or country (see, for in-
stance, Linguistic Minorities Project 1985, Clyne 1991, and Extra & Verhoeven 1993). Of
course, it is not difricult to come up with a number of explanations for why the approach to
the investigation of community languages mentioned above has been the dominant one chosen

by scholars in the field of the sociology of language. Although it can be observed that Europe is
swiftly becoming unified politically and economically and that even traditional borders be-

3 In the 1991 census (Office of population censuses and surveys/General register offlce for Scotland
1991), only questions on Scottish Gaelic and Welsh (in the censuses for Scotland and Wales, respec-
tively) were included: Can the person speak, read or write Scottish Gaelic? and Does the person speak, read or

write Welsh? There were, however, some other language questions in the tests prior to the 1991 census.

Three designs were tested:

Design Formulation

m                Does this person speak a language other than English at home?

If YES:  1.  What is this language?  (If more than one language other than English is spo-
ken, please write the one used most often.)
2.  How well does this person speak Englishi

Vl                     Does this person usually speak English at home?
If NO: 1. Please write the name of the language he or she usually speaks at home.
2.  How well does this person speak English?

IX                Does this person speak only English at home?
If NO: 1. Please write the name of the other language spoken?
2. How well does this person speak Englishi
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tween countries are being broken down for the benefit of the creation of a global village, many
barriers still exist for doing literally border-crossing research. In the given case that scholars,
either in cooperation with other researchers or on their own, decide to carry out cross-
national research, they can be sure that obstacles will arise, which will present them with both
practical and technical dimculties. However, it is believed that in a field of study which con-
centrates on the interaction between group members of various ethnic, cultural and linguistic
backgrounds, doing cross-national research is a conditio sine qua non for gaining better insights
into situations of language contact and into social circumstances which influence patterns of
language use.

There are a number of reasons why the cross-national approach to the study of lan-
guage contact can produce interesting results. In the first place, it enables us to better compare
the language use and language behaviour of linguistic minority groups. By looking into the
variation between similar groups in varying contexts an understanding is gained of which situ-
ational factors and processes determine the variation in language use patterns for these groups.
If comparisons are made between dissimilar groups, another source of variation is introduced
into the research design. By minimising the variation between the target groups of the current
investigation, it becomes easier to make differences in language use more explicit between
these groups. Taking this variation as a starting point for the current investigations into the
factors that influence language use patterns will yield more successful results than is the case
with a method which works the other way around,  i.e., a method in which the variation be-
tween groups of language users are used to explain variation in language use and behaviour.

One could also do a cross-national study by comparing research on language use pat-
terns of one group in one context with findings on another group in another context. Interpre-
tation of the findings will be hindered by the inherent variation that exists between the two
groups. Furthermore, it is very likely that the underlying methodology of the data collection
will differ and this will introduce even more unwanted variation into the data. In this investi-
gation, the position is taken that the best way to gain insight into social factors that influence
language use patterns is by restricting the variation within the research design to variation
within these external, social factors. With respect to all other elements that are part of the
research design, variation should be minimised, and preferably, reduced to almost zero.

Of course, as was mentioned above, doing cross-national research entails a number of
difficulties. It is believed that in this research project these difficulties were overcome by tak-
ing a number of straightforward measures. Typical practical problems were overcome by
seeking the assistance of researchers and language users  who were experts on the focus groups
in their home countries. A number of technical problems were also faced, which were related
to incompatible differences between the situations of investigation and were overcome by
means of an approach in which an attempt was made to abstractify differences that exist at a
low level of investigation. However, precautions were taken to make sure that this research
would not become what could be considered trivial. A level of investigation was sought that
made possible natural and useful comparisons. Below, in Chapter 3, the methodology of the
current investigation is dealt with more extensively.

Below, the main goals are set out that we wish to achieve with this approach. The
foremost goal of this research is to present an inventory of the language use and language
behaviour of Hindu communities in the Netherlands and the United Kingdom. Secondly, we
want to present a number of outcomes which demonstrate the surplus value of the type of
cross-national research as reported on in this dissertation by combining, comparing and con-
trasting data that were collected cross-nationally. Thirdly, ensuing from the previous point, a
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further aim is to present an insight into the factors that influence language use and are consid-
ered to be determinants of language shift. 11ese three goals  are not unrelated. The descriptions

given of the language use of Hindu communities in the Netherlands and the UK serve as the
basis for a cross-national comparison. On the basis of the cross-national data collected on lan-
guage use we will be in a better position to come up with explanations as to why and to what
extent language shift takes place.

1.3 Information available on Hindu communities
in the Netherlands and the United Kingdom

If we  follow the line of reasoning as presented above and want to determine what would be
interesting groups to which to apply the proposed methodology, a number of interesting eth-
nic minority groups would spring to mind:

-    Turks and Moroccans in various Western-European countries;
- Greeks and Italians in various Western-European countries, the United States of

America and Australia;
-    Germans in Australia and the United States.

However, it has already been mentioned that there is one very good reason for focusing on
Hindu communities: the language use of Hindus,4 in both the Netherlands and the United
Kingdom, can be regarded as a neglected area of research within the field of sociolinguistics,
particularly in comparison to the groups mentioned in the list above. However, this is not only
a relative matter,  i.e., in comparison to other groups. In absolute terms, one could argue that
few researchers have been interested in the language use of the members of Hindu communi-
ties. Below a general overview is presented of the research dedicated to the language use of
Hindu communities  in the Netherlands  and  the United Kingdom. Furthermore, possible  ex-

planations can be generated on why it is the case that so little attention has been paid to these

groups of language users. This inventory is not a summary of facts already known about the
language use of Hindi speakers in the Netherlands and the United Kingdom, but only provides
a brief outline of the information available. In Chapters 2 and following, the actual available
information is presented and integrated with the new findings of our project.  In  1.4, the focus

is on the information available on the Hindu community in the Netherlands. In 1.5, the same
is carried out for the Hindu community in the UK.

1.4 Research findings available on Dutch
Hindustanis and their language use

Extra & Van (ler Avoird (1994) indicated that there is little available in terms of research re-
sults on the Surinamese Hindustani community in the Netherlands in general, and more spe-

4At this stage 'Hindustani community,' 'Hindustanis,' 'Hindi speakers,' and 'Hindus' are used inter-
changeably. In Chapter 3, it is made clear that mixing these terms is not unproblematic and prindpally
incorrect.
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cilically on the language use of this community.5 With respect to the language use of Hindu-
stanis, only indirect information is available, collected by means of:

-    research on the language use of Surinarnese migrants in general (De Haan, 1994);
- research projects which investigate the position of Surinamese children at school

(Koot, Tjon-a-Ten & Uniken Venema, 1985);
-    research as part ofmore general investigations into Hindustanis (Tjon-a-Ten, 1987);
- sporadic small-scale inventories on the language use of Hindustanis (De Haan & Ram-

nandanlal, 1990; Habraken, 1992);
- large-scale inventories on the language use of ethnic minority groups in the Nether-

lands in general (see Van der Avoird, Broeder & Extra, 2001 for a description of a
number of studies in the Netherlands).

Putting the pieces from these sources together gives us a far from complete and highly inco-
herent picture of the language use of Hindustanis in the Netherlands.

If we try to put forward reasons for the lack of information on the language use of
Hindi speakers, the following might be conceivable explanations relevant to the Dutch situa-
tion.  In the Netherlands, the Hindustani community is encapsulated in the community of Suri-
namese migrants, which should be considered a highly heterogeneous group. Members of this
group come from a wide range of ethnic backgrounds. Apart from people with Hindustani
roots, we can distinguish, amongst others, the Creoles, the Chinese, the Javanese, and the
Dutch. Nevertheless, all these groups have one common point of reference: their  land of ori-
gin, Surinam. Moreover, and that makes this matter even more complex, the group of Suri-
namese migrants is part of a very diverse collection of ethnic minority groups which migrated
to the Netherlands, primarily during the course of the last century.6

Furthermore, it is striking that, although in actual numbers the Hindustani community
is the largest population within the Surinamese community in the Netherlands, it remains rela-
tively unnoticed within Dutch society. The unobtrusiveness of Hindustanis in general might be
considered an important explanation for this observation.

Not only is little known on the language use of the Dutch Hindustanis, but also infor-
mation on this group of a more general nature is scarce. A relatively large amount of research
on the Surinarnese community is available, but only in a few cases do these investigations pro-
vide results specified by the ethnic background of the subjects investigated. It is only since very
recently that a small number of research reports with specific data on Hindustanis have be-
come available. The differences found in these reports between Hindustanis and Creoles show
that a specillcation by ethnic group is fully justified and necessary in the case of research into
the characteristics of the Surinamese community in the Netherlands. It is not surprising that
differences exist with respect to the language use of the various Surinamese groups, but also

  An interesting exception is the book Hindostanen in Nederland ('Hindustanis in the Netherlands,' Van
der Burg, Damsteegt & Autar, 1990), which looks at the Hindustani community in the Netherlands
from many perspectives. This book is discussed in greater detail further on in this introduction.
6 Lucassen & Penninx (1994) provided a well-documented overview and interesting analyses of the
arrival of immigrants in the Netherlands in the last four centuries.
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with respect to achievements at school, socio-economic status and health issues, substantial

differences have surfaced in the various reports.
At the beginning of the last decade of the previous century, a book appeared entitled

Hindostanen in Nederland ('Hindustanis in the Netherlands'; Van der Burg, Damsteegt & Autar,

1990).  This book is more of a collection of articles on, among other topics, language and lan-

guage usage, religion, education and dietary habits than a systematic description of various
dimensions of the Hindustani community in the Netherlands. It gives the reader some impres-
sion of the lives within and the nature of the community of Hindustanis in the Netherlands.

However, most of the articles in the book do not exceed the level of impressions. Undoubt-
edly, the lack of systematic data on Hindustanis contributed to the book's lack of depth.

1.5 Research findings available on the language use
of Hindus in the United Kingdom

An extensive library search indicates that the language use of the Hindu community in the
United Kingdom has attracted slightly more attention than is the case for the comparable

community in the Netherlands. The number of reports is, nevertheless, not overwhelming
and does not give us a good indication of the language use of this community in the UK. For
good reasons, Verma (1990:107) reported that there is a real dearth of facts and Agures on
Hindi speakers in Britain, making it very difficult to build a reasonably accurate picture of the

"
number, distribution and patterns of language usage of this group.

Since the publication of Verma's article, at least one interesting study has brought
some light in the darkness. Saxena (1995) is an ethnographic study on the language use of Pan-
jabi Hindus in London. This study includes a broad inventory of the language behaviour in
various domains. It goes without saying that it is not unproblematic to generalise Saxena's

findings to other Hindu communities in the United Kingdom. This is particularly the case be-
cause Saxena focuses on one specifc community. This community has some particular charac-

teristics, among which is the high concentration of Hindus in one area. There are no other
groups of Hindus living in comparable concentrations in other parts of the United Kingdom.

There are some other reports available that give an indication of the language use of
Hindi speakers in the United Kingdom, e.g., reports on inventories held by education authori-
ties (e.g., Bradford Education Policy and Information  1994,   1995). Incal education authori-

ties (LEA's) have carried out inventories among pupils attending public schools. These figures
reflect tie numbers of speakers in specific towns and areas, but should not be considered to be

very sophisticated. However, they could well serve as a starting point for further research.

One of the most comprehensive studies on minority languages in the United Kingdom
is the research reported on in The Other Lan8uages efEngland (LMP 1985) Although this very

interesting study is becoming somewhat outdated, it still provides us with extensive data on
the language use of various ethnic minority groups. Unfortunately, the report does not present
any data on the use of Hindi in the United Kingdom, which is a bit of a surprise, since the LMP
researchers investigated several groups of Panjabi Hindus. Although they were well aware of
the fact that Hindi plays an important role for this group of language users ('Hindus originating
from this region will speak Panjabi, and may know how to write it in the Gurmulchi script, but
are more likely to know spoken and written Hindi and exhibit loyalty to Hindi, rather than

7 Reports in which ethnic differentiation within the Surinarnese community takes place include Roe-

landt, Roijen & Veenman 1992, Martens, Roijen & Veenman 1993, Tjon-A-Ten (198D, Tjon-A-Ten

& Campbell (1992) and Lalmahomed (1995).
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Panjabi, as both their offlcial language and "mother tongue,"' p. 47), they decided not to in-
clude Hindi among the languages investigated.

it is not surprising that, relatively speaking, more research results are available on
Hindi speakers in the United Kingdom than in the Netherlands. All immigrant groups from
the Indian subcontinent taken together form the largest group of immigrants in the United
Kingdom. just as is the case with the largest language groups within the Turkish and Moroccan
communities in the Netherlands, these groups have been given more attention in research than
smaller language groups. However, it is important to note that the Hindu community fonns a
minority within the Indian community in the United Kingdom: Furthermore, there is another
interesting issue to consider. The Hindu community in the United Kingdom appears to be a
different type of linguistic minority group than other ethnic communities in Dutch and British
society. On average, members of the Hindu community are socio-economically reasonably to
very successful and almost all of them have at least a reasonable control of the dominant lan-
guage of the country of residence. These might be considered two more reasons why re-
searchers in the social sciences have not been interested in this group in the first place.

One last remark with respect to the cross-national character of the current investiga-
tion.  During the project, the possibility was explored of extending the research to South Af-
rica, in order to increase the numbers of contexts in which the language use of Hindi speakers
could be investigated. For at least two reasons it would have been interesting to include South
Africa in this research. In the kwaZulu/Natal area lives the largest Indian population outside of
India. Furthermore, among the languages that play an important role in South Africa are Eng-
lish and Afrikaans, a language closely related to Dutch. In some respect, adding the investiga-
tion of Hindi speakers in South Africa to research efforts in the Netherlands and the United
Kingdom would have been like fitting the missing piece into the jigsaw puzzle. Regrettably, it
turned out to be too ambitious to include a third cross-national comparison to the description
of the language use of the Hindu communities in the Netherlands and the UK within the
framework of this thesis. We will reflect on the language situation of the Hindu community in
South Africa by including analyses from Dellevoet (1997), who investigated the status of In-
dian languages in KwaZulu-Natal.

1.6    The four parts ofthis dissertation

This dissertation consists of eight chapters, which can be grouped into four parts. The first part
of the dissertation gives the reader background 4rmation on Indian languages and deals with
methodological issues, including the presentation of the design of the underlying research project
(Chapters  2  and  3). The second part concentrates on the Hindu communities in the Netherlands
and the United Kingdom. It presents background information on these communities and 0ves
an extensive description of the language use of both groups (Chapters 4 through 6). The third
part of the book focuses on issues of language sh#i and determinants flanguage sh#i. Theories on
language shift are applied to the findings  of the second part of this thesis (Chapter  7). The final

'  If we make a rough estimation of the number of individuals with Hindi affiliations in the United King-
dom on the basis of small-scale surveys, it would make sense to argue that between  10 and 15 percent
of the members of the Indian community in the United Kingdom have Hindi aIRliations. The total
number of speakers is comparable to the size of the Hindi-speaking community in the Netherlands.  If
we take into account the smaller size of the Netherlands compared to the United Kingdom,  we have to
conclude that there is a lower overall concentration of Hindi speakers in the United Kingdom.
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part of this dissertation wraps up the previous parts and contains the concluding remarks (Chap-

ter 8).



2 INDIAN LANGUAGES

2.1 Introduction

The Hindu communities in the Netherlands and the United Kingdom find themselves in a
complex language situation. This is due to at least three factors: (i) the language situation in
their country of origin, India;  (ii) the language situation in the countries to which they or their
ancestors moved throughout the ages; and (iii) the language situation in their current country
of residence.

To give the reader a good understanding of the basis of this complex language situa-

tion, essential background information is presented in this chapter on the following issues:

-    a general description of Indian languages: general remarks, some historical facts and an
introduction to the wealth of Indian language families (Section 2.2);

-   the current language situation in India: general figures, distribution and description of
the main languages, with special attention given to languages relevant to Dutch and
British Hindustanis and to sociolinguistic information (Section  2.3);

-   an account of the situation of Indian languages abroad: the spread of Indian languages
throughout the world (Section 2.4).

In the section on Indian languages abroad, a substantial section is dedicated to the language

situation of the Dutch and British Hindu communities, based on information available in the
literature. The reader should regard these descriptions as general introductions to these lan-

guage situations. In the subsequent chapters, the details of the language situation of these

groups of speakers are unfolded, based on the outcomes of our own research.

2.2 Indian languages

In this section, a general introduction to Indian languages is presented. Subsequently, some
historical background is added to these general remarks. A description of the great variety of
language families that make up the group of Indian languages completes our general descrip-
tion of Indian languages.

2.2.1       A general introduction to Indian languages

The South Asian area, and India in particular, has been described as a 'sociolinguistic giant'

(Srivastava 1984), 'linguistic madhouse,' and 'museum oflanguages.' The wealth oflanguages
contained within this area is immense. The relatively Iluid segmentation patterns in social and
language behaviour and the diversilication of language use prevailing in the traditional socio-

political order in large parts of the subcontinent is astonishing. The country is one of the most
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interesting laboratories of multilingual experience in the world today. The prevalence of tiny
linguistic minorities scattered in small clusters throughout the country exemplifies a degree of
tolerance of linguistic and cultural variation in India's history. Acculturation processes among
migrants have, to a great extent, been voluntary and gradual (Khubchandani 1983). India is
often referred to as a 'sub-continent' and this term seems to be intuitively more appropriate
than the formally more correct term 'country,' if we take the complex language situation of
the country into account.

In the last 150 years,  there has not been a single country from which so many migrants
have spread throughout the world and to so many countries. This flow of language migration
is comparable to the spread of English, France and Spanish to many parts of the world, includ-
ing Africa,  Asia and the Americas, in earlier days. Of course, these patterns of migration were
of a different nature. The Indian migrants were attracted as labourers by contractors in their
target migrant countries and made their entrance to these countries less violently than the
British, French and Spanish conquerors did some centuries before. Furthermore, the countries
of entrance could be characterised as more stabilised from a social, political and sociolinguistic
viewpoint. Therefore, the influence of the influx of Indian labourers in these countries was less
dramatic than the arrival of the European conquerors four centuries earlier.

Although in some cases the migrants even outnumbered the 'original' population of
these target countries (e.g., in Mauritius), the Indian languages which they brought with them
did not become the dominant languages of these countries. Nevertheless, in a number of
countries, a high concentration of speakers of Indian languages kept these languages alive.

As a result of the labour migration movements, Indian languages were spread
throughout the world and are, therefore, nowadays not only spoken in In(lia, but in numerous
other countries as well. Current Indian languages like Panjabi, Gujarati and Hindi are spoken
by substantial numbers of language users outside of India and new forms of and/or variations
on Indian languages can be found in a substantial number ofwidely-spread locales.

In  the  old days, processes of linguistic change and language formation involving Indian

languages were mainly influenced by pressures from outside of India. It is a constant factor in
the history of India that language users from various backgrounds have moved into the South
Asian region. By means of their numbers and power, they have exerted their influence on the
linguistic diversity of India.   In  the  case  of the arrival of small groups of language users  (e.g.,
gypsies)  the influence has been minimal.  But the effect on linguistic diversity has been much
stronger in the case of the rarely peaceful entry of mighty conquerors, such as the Muslim
moguls (introducing Persian languages) and the British colonisers (introducing English).

In more recent history, we have seen a movement which took place in the opposite di-
rection. Indian languages have left the mother country and might be considered the main ex-
port article of India in the previous centuries.

2.2.2       languages and language families in India

The languages of the vast Indian sub-continent, composed of people of diverse racial elements
and cultures, can be classified into four distinct families:2

1 Details of these language situations are discussed in Section 2.4.
2 The information on language families in India is mainly derived from Khubchandani (1983) and Ni-
gam(1971).
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1.    the Indo-European language family;
2.   the Austro-Asiatic language family;
3.   the Sino-Tibetan language family;
4.   the Dravidian language family.

The people speaking languages of these different families represent four broad linguistic and
cultural groups and have had a history of living together for at least three thousand years.

The classiftcation of alllanguages available in India into these four major language fami-
lies is based on prototypical reconstructions. These reconstructions are, theoretically speaking,
carried out by comparing two languages, then two reconstructions and so on, resulting in a
branching tree diagram. Such a diagram represents a family of different languages and can be
constructed in such a manner as to 0ve a relative chronology of development as well as illus-
trating a proximity of relationship.  On the basis of such reconstructions and preliminary com-
parisons, it is possible to group most of the languages into a number of related families, sub-
families, branches, and groups.

The Indo-European language family
The largest and most important language family, regarding the social and global importance of
its major languages, is the Indo-European language family. It is nowadays more-correctly
termed Indo-Hittite, including Anatolian and the Indo-European group, which is further sub-
divided into a number of branches. The original home of Indo-European speakers may have
been South Central Russia.

One of the groups that are part of the Indo-Hittite family, the Indo-Iranian broad
group, splits into the Iranian and Indic (Indo-Aryan) branches. The Indo-Iranian languages
include Sanskrit, Avestan, Old Persian, and the modern languages of India, Pakistan, Afghani-
stan,  Persia and parts of the former Soviet Union.  The main languages of India have had their
history of characterisation and development within the undivided Indian sub-continent, part of
which is now the independent country of Pakistan.

In India, the great family of Indo-European languages is represented by its sub-family
of languages, the Indic/Indo-Aryan. This family covers the widest area of the country and
languages that are part of this family are spoken by the largest proportion of the Indian popula-
tion. According to the figures of the 1991 census, the languages classified as Indic/Indo-Aryan,
and considered to be Indian languages within the geographical bounds ofpost-1947 India, have
registered a strength of approximately 611 million speakers,3 which is about 74 percent of the
entire Indian population.4 Of the 15 major as specified in Schedule VIIl of the Indian Constitu-
tion, eleven, including Sanskrit, come within the orbit of the Indo-Aryan sub-family.

The Indic/Indo-Aryan sub-family is further divided into three branches: (1) the Iranian

branch; (2) the Dardic branch; and (3) the Aryan branch. The Iranian branch is represented by
such languages as Persian, Pashto and Balochi. The Dardic branch is represented by the Kafr,
Dard and Khowar groups of languages. The third branch, represented by the largest number
of languages,  is the Aryan branch of the Indo-Aryan sub-family. The coverage of the languages
of the Indo-Aryan branch being much too wide, the focus is restricted here to a brief descrip-

3 The regions of Jammu and Kashmir are not included in these Bgures, as in these areas the 1991 cen-
sus could not be conducted due to disturbed conditions.
4 Atotal number of some 838 million language users is reported on in the 1991 census. In 2000, the
population of India had increased to nearly one billion.
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tion of the main languages and dialects of this branch. A broad group of languages are enumer-
ated, based on a classiflcation in their proper circles, with reference to common characteristics
and sociolinguistic tendencies that are often not found in other groups. Italics are used to indi-
cate the languages relevant to our research subject in the Netherlands and the United King-
dom. The groups of Indo-Aryan languages distinguished are:

(i)           the North-Western group including Lahnda or Western Panjabi dialects and Sindhi;
(ii) the Southern group including Marathi and Konkani;
(iii) the Eastern group including Assamese, Bengali, Oriya and Bihari languages such as

Maithili, Magahi and Bhojpuri;

(iv) the Central group including the broad Hindi language areas of Awadhi and Chattisgari,
the  Hindi area of Delhi and Western Uttar Pradesh including its literary forms of Urdu
and Khan Boh Hindi, Bangru, Brai Bhakha, Kanauji and Bundeli; Panjabi including Do-
gri, Gularati, Rajasthani languages such as Manvari, Jaipuri, Mewati and Bhili Khandesi

dialects; and
(v)      the Pahari group including Eastern Pahari or Nepali in Nepal and India, Central Pahari

including Garhwali and Kumauni dialects and Western Pahari including Chameali,
Mundeali, Kului, Mahasu and Sirmauri.

The languages relevant in our project turn out to all be part of the Aryan branch of the Indo-
Aryan sub-family. Furthermore, most of the lan ages are members of the Central group of
this branch (Panjabi, Gujarati, Khari Boli Hmdi) Below a more detailed description of these

languages is given.

The Bihari language group includes three main dialects, namely Maithili (about 5 million),
Magahi (about 3 million) and Bhojpuri with about 8 million speakers. 'Bihari' is the name
given to a non-existent language with a number of grammatical features shared by these three
main dialects. The ofllcial language of the entire Bihari area is, however, the Standard Khari
Boli form of Hindi, which is used all through the state of Bihar. Although the Bhojpuri-
speaking community is numerically quite large, there is not much evidence of literary activity,
except for folk songs, verse, and drama.  Most of these are passed on orally. Bhojpuri speakers,
though very proud of their linguistic and cultural traditions, have been looking more to the
west of Bihar for their affiliations.

The largest group of languages of the Aryan branch, i.e., the Central group, encom-
passes the broad Hindi regional language areas of Eastern and Western Hindi, including dia-
lects of Awadhi, Chattisgari of East Uttar Pradesh, dialects spoken in and around Delhi. This
group is represented by a total  of more than 444 million speakers (1991 census). This broad
central circle includes four major languages as specified in the Constitution of India. They are
Panjabi, Gujarati, Hindi and Urdu.

In a historical attempt to classify the languages of the Central group of the Aryan
branch, Beames (1872-79) assumed that there were seven primary members of the language

family: Hindi, Panjabi, Sinhdi, Gujarati, Marathi, Oriya, and Bengali. He characterised both
the mutual relations among these languages and the relationship of them to a common pro-
genitor, Sanskrit.

5 The predominant ancestor language of Sarnami Hindi, Bhojpuri,  is part of the Eastern group.
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Beames referred to Hindi, Marathi and Bengali as "the three principal languages", with
Hindi enjoying a superior position among these, being called "the legitimate heir of Sanskrit,
and filling that place in the modern Indian system which Sanskrit filled in the old" (Beames,
1872-79:31).

Panjabi is more appropriately to be affiliated with the languages in the North-Western
group. However, for reasons of being strongly influenced by the languages of the Central
group of languages, it has been included in the Central group and is represented by about 23
million speakers. The Majhi dialect of Amritsar has come to be recognised as the standard Pan-
jabi variety. Panjabi is now the official language of the reorganised state of Panjab. The official

script is Gurmukhi.
Gujarati is the official language of the State of Gujarat with a strength of 40 million

speakers and a cultivation of literature. Modern scholars are inclined to define three dialect
areas of Gujarati, mainly on geographical basis. The language has developed some characteris-
tics of its own. With respect to some of these features, like the preservation of three genders,
Gujarati compares with Marathi as opposed to Rajasthani, Hindi and Panjabi, which only have
two.

The next language area to be mentioned in the Central group of the Indo-Aryan
branch is the Hindi regional area. This regional language area is defined as that part of North-
ern India where Hindi serves as the omcial medium of local government and administration.
Before the advent of the British, there is no evidence of any particular attainment of prestige
by regional languages in the then prevalent social climate. These languages, however, flour-
ished to a certain extent, perhaps under a balanced patronage of the rulers supporting the co-
existence of different religious cults or literary traditions.  Old Vedic was used for traditional
Brahmanical rituals, Sanskrit for scholarly discussions and studies, while Persian was the lan-
guage of the administration and law courts. The trading communities used their own special
medium of communication, which developed around Delhi bazaars with a basic structure on
the basis of the vernacular of that area, 'Dalhalwi' or 'Hindawi.'

The older literary languages of the Hindi language areas, such as Awadhi and Braj
Bhakha, have gradually lost their importance. Although nowadays these literary dialects still
attract attention, the present socio-cultural processes have tended to push them to the back-
ground in favour of the regional standard language, which is based on a local dialect of the
West of Uttar Pradesh and the vicinity of Delhi, Khari Boli Hindi. It has now come to serve
urbanised society,  and has attained the status of regional language through its cultivation,  even
by speakers from widely divergent dialect areas.

The development of the modern regional language (lid not really begin until the sec-
ond quarter of the nineteenth century. After the consolidation of British rule, when literary
Urdu replaced Persian as the official language, this Urdu came to be taught in schools and

gained greatly in prestige. Because  of its association with Islam, Hindus  did not consider  it
acceptable as the sole literary language. A prose style in Devanagari script, which substituted
Persian loans by Sanskrit borrowing terms, was cultivated. This Hindi for some time became a
symbol of rising forces of Hindu reforms represented by the centres of Banaras and Allahabad,
Arya Samaj movements in Panjab and a national uprising in Bengal. Thus, with the turn of the
nineteenth century, the New Delhi Regional Standard replaced the sub-regional dialect litera-
tures throughout the present regional Hindi language area. With the incrusing tempo of ur-
banisation and improvement:s of communication, the Regional Standard made greater inroads
among tile local dialects. The native speakers of the Standard still represent a minority. For a
much larger number of individuals, the Standard functions as a second or third speech style.
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According to figures from the 1991 census, Hindi was returned by a total of 337 million
speakers, about 40 percent of the total population of India.

The Indo-European language family was discussed in detail, because a number of languages

which are part of this family are highly relevant to this project. We will only touch upon the
other language families briefly. Three other well-known families are present in India. These
are the Dravidian languages of the family of the same name, the Munda and Mon Khmer
groups of the Austro-Asiatic family and the Tibeto-Burman group of the Sino-Tibetan family.
The great bulk of the Dravidian language speakers are found in the southern and central areas
of India, while all the important Dravidian languages have been found to be spoken within the
Indian borders.

The Austro-Asiatic family
The Austro-Asiatic family consists of a number of languages widely scattered through South-
Eastern Asia and generally surrounded by languages of other families. In India, this language
family is represented by all the languages of the Mun(la Branch, and Khasi and Nicobarese of
the Mon Khmer branch, of which many languages, including Khmer of Cambodia, are spoken
beyond Indian  borders in South Vietnam,  Laos  and Thailand. Until recently,  the great major-
ity of Austro-Asiatic languages have been unwritten and were spoken in desolate regions. The
linguistic information available on these languages is inadequate for satisfactory analytical stud-
ies on the original home of the Austro-Asiatic speakers or their centre of dispersion. About  1.5

percent of the Indian population uses one of the languages of the Austro-Asiatic family.

The Sino-Tibetan family
The language family characterised by an extensive spread along Central Asia down to Southern

Burma, including the whole of China, is the Sino-Tibetan family. It is considered to contain
two branches, the Tibeto-Burman and the Chinese branches. Tibetan is not only spoken in
Tibet proper, but also in many areas around its borders. Burmese, the language of the domi-
nant people in Burma, is, together with Tibetan, the largest language in the Tibeto-Burman
branch. The mountainous nations lying between these two largest languages in India, Pakistan

and Burma, are inhabited by people speaking a very wide variety of mostly Tibeto-Burman
languages.  This area is linguistically one of the most diversified areas in the world and it has as
yet not been at all possible to get a clear picture of the interrelationships between the numer-
ous languages. In fact, the inaccessible areas of the mountainous terrain, which are very
sparsely inhabited by small and mostly isolated speech communities, have contributed to this
paucity of any reliable linguistic information on many of these language areas. Of the three
main languages of the Tibeto-Chinese family, the earliest written records of Chinese go back
to 2000 BC, Tibetan attained an alphabet in the seventh century, while Burmese inscription is
dated 1113 AD.

Speakers of the Tibeto-Chinese family of languages of Mongoloid origin are considered
to have penetrated the Indian frontiers much earlier than the Indo-Aryan speakers. The area of
spread of Tibeto-Chinese languages in India is extremely vast.  It stretches from Baltisan in the
west to the north-eastern frontiers of the country and further reaching up to the southernmost
portion of Assam. Most of the region being mountainous and full of thick forests, the density
of the population is small. In the 1961 census, as many as 226 names of mother tongues were
enumerated which, upon scrutiny, were tentatively considered to consist of no less than 98
languages. The population represented by the entire family of speakers was, according to the
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1991 census, only about 5 million. Relative to India as a whole, these speakers account for less
than one percent of the population. However, seven languages of the family were recorded as
possessing strength of more than one lak/16 of speakers each. The languages with the largest
numbers ofspeakers are Meithei/Manipuri, Bodo, Garo, Tripuri, Lushai, Miri and Abor.

The Dravidian language family
Of the four language families in India, the Dravidian family is represented by the second larg-
est total of speakers,  i.e.,  more than 188 million, which is about 23 percent of the total popu-
lation of India. This family encompasses four major regional language areas of South Asia, i.e.,
Telegu (about 66 million speakers), Tamil (about 53 million), Kannada (32 million) and Mala-
yalam (30 million). These four languages account for about 96 percent of the total number of
Dravidian speakers in the country (figures from the 1991 census).

2.3 The current language situation in India

The goal of this section is to present recent figures on languages and language users in India
and on the distribution of the main languages. Special attention is given to languages relevant
to the Dutch and British Hindu communities. In addition, an number of Indian sociolinguistic
issues are addressed.

2.3.1    General figures
There are complications with respect to the identification of not only single users of a lan-
guage, but also with respect to the existence of languages and with respect to language atti-
tudes of language users. Various grounds can be put forward for these complications. In the
first place, people might report other languages than their actual home language for reasons of
prestige or perceived importance. Secondly, there might be a distance between the (implied)
linguistic reality of researchers and the actual language situation. Above, a classification was
given of languages and language families, which is nothing more than an abstract idealisation. It
might not always fully match with language situations in real life. As a result, it will not always
be clear how and on what grounds, on the one hand, to separate distinct languages and dia-
lects, and, on the other hand, to bring together similar languages and dialects. Thirdly, prob-
lems can also emerge from a quantitative perspective. It is often difflcult to get an accurate
figure for the speakers of a particular language. All figures are only estimates, even census
figures. Some sources do not include all dialects in their figures. Some sources count members
of ethnic groups, whose membership does not always agree on a one-to-one basis with the
actual number of speakers of a language. Some sources do not make clear whether they refer
to the total number of speakers in all countries/areas, or only to those in one of the coun-
tries/areas. Some do not distinguish first language speakers from second language speakers.

It is particularly in the case of Indian languages that the situation is very complex. To
Indians, it is not extraordinary that such a large number of languages play a role in their daily
life. This collection of languages might consist of, e.g., regional languages and dialects, state

languages, national languages and religious languages. For most European language users, who
grow up mainly in monolingual, or perhaps bilingual language situations, it is not always easy
to grasp the implications of this complex language situation for single language users and for a
country as a whole. The divergent evaluation of multilingualism as a burden or threat as op-

6 From Hindi: 1 lakh equals one hundred thousand.
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posed to regarding it as an asset might well be explained by the variation in background and

experiences of language users on different continents.
Typical language users in India will be confronted with the following dominant lan-

guages during their educational career: (i) their regional language or dialect at primary school;
(ii) Hindi at secondary school; and (iii) English at the university.

When we turn to the spread of Indian languages throughout the world, the situation becomes
even more complex, because of the mixing of Indian languages with each other and with other

languages.
An interesting collection of information on the world's languages is available on the

Internet, on the website of the Summer Institute of Linguistics. The most recent figures on
Indian languages and language users can be found at this site.i

In 1995, India had a total population of 904,800,000 persons. According to the 1991
census,  the four language families had the estimated numbers of speakers as presented in Table
2-1. These figures provide an indication of the proportions of the various language families.

Table 2-1 Reported language families in the 1991 census

Language family Number of speakers % of population
Indo-Aryan languages 626 million                             75
Dravidian languages 197 million                                24
Austro-Asiatic languages 11 million                                        1

Tibeto-Burman languages 5 million <1

Table 2-2 Reported languages in the 1991 census

Language Number % 1 Language Nurnber %
Hindi 337,272,114 40 Panjabi 23,378,744    3

Bengali 69,595,738 8 Assarnese 13,079,696    2

Telugu 66,017,615 8 Sindhi 2,122,848 <1

Marathi 62,481,681 7 Nepali 2,076,645 <1

Tamil 53,006,368 6 Konkani 1,760,607 <1

Urdu 43,406,932 5 Manipuri 1,270,216 <1

Gujarati +0,673,814 5 Kashmiri 56,693 <1

Kannada 32,753,676 4 Sanskrit 49,736 <1

Malayalam 30,377,176 4 Other Languages 31,142,376    4

Oriya 28,061,313 3 Total 838,583,988 100

The literacy rate of the Indian population is estimated between 36 and 52 percent. The coun-
try  has 15 national languages, including English  as the associate offlcial language and lingua

franco. Todd and Hancock (1986) stated that the official figure of 'mother tongues' in India is

1,683. An estimated 850 languages are in daily use. We get somewhat more detailed, but
slightly diverging figures, if we look ata classification of the various Indian languages reported
on in the 1961 census.

7 The URL ofthis site at the World Wide Web: http: //www.sil.org/ethnologue/
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Table 2-3 Classification of mother tongues in the 1961 census

Classification Number of
mother tongues

Mother tongues reported 1,652

Mother tongues considered (tentatively) classifiable 1022

Mother tongues considered undassiliable 527

Foreign mother tongues 103

2.3.2       Distribution of the main languages of India

Figure 2- 1 Map of Indian languages (source: www.mapsofindia.com)
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Four linguistic regions are distinguished in India (Khubchandani 1983). The country has a fed-
eral organisation and consists of twenty-two states and nine Union territories. It comprises
twelve principal language areas, each dominated by a different language enjoying full or partial
recognition in the sphere of public communication within that area. These areas can be
grouped together into four major linguistic regions, which show many parallels in their overall
communication environments, despite widespread linguistic heterogeneity within each region:

1.   The South, dominated by four Dravidian languages, with around 25 percent of the coun-
try's total population: Telegu in Andhra Pradesh, Tamil in Tamil Nadu, Kannada in Kar-
nataka, and Malayalam in Kerala.

2.     The East, dominated by three Indo-Aryan languages,   with  more  than 15 percent  of the
population: Bengali in West Bengal, Oriya in Orissa and Assamese in Assam. It is the most
multilingual region, with the presence of many Tibeto-Chinese and Austro-Asiatic lan-

guages.
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3.    The West, dominated by two Indo-Aryan languages, with nearly 14 percent of the popu-
lation: Marathi in Maharashtra and Gujarati in Gujarat.

4.  'The North-Central region, dominated by two Central Indo-Aryan (Hindi/Urdu and Pan-
jabi) languages and one Dardic (Kashmiri) language, with nearly 46 percent of the popula-
tion. Hindi/Urdu is spoken in six states: Uttar Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh, Bihar, Rajast-

han,   Haryana and Himachal Pradesh   (also in Delhi). Panjabi is spoken in Punjuab  and
Kashmiri in the Kashmir valley.

The eight Indo-Aryan and four Dravidian languages listed above account for 87 percent of the
entire Indian population. Hindi is the official language of six states and two Union territories;
Bengali of two states and the remaining ten major regional languages are recognised as state

languages in ten different states. I.Irdu continues to enjoy the status of an official language in

Jammu and Kashmir, though Dogri and Kashmiri are gradually taldng its place in public com-
munication. Manipur recognises Manipuri, a Tibeto-Chinese language; and Goa recognizes

Konkani, a South Indo-Aryan language, for oflicial purposes. Most of the Union territories
represent multilingual pockets within different linguistic regions. Some multilingual territories
retain English as the administrative language.

Altogether, fourteen Indian languages plus English enjoy official recognition at the
administrative level in different parts of the country.  At the federal level, Hindi is the declared
official language, and English is being retained as the associate official language until non-
Hindi-speaking regions are equipped to accept Hindi. Apart from twelve major regional lan-
guages, the Indian Constitution recognises three languages without any region: Urdu, Sindhi
and the classical language, Sanskrit.

In  Appendix  1, a description is given  of the main languages of India. The languages
were  selected on the basis of the importance of these languages in India, mainly in terms of the
number of speakers of these languages. Special attention was also given to the languages of the
Hindu communities in the Netherlands and the United Kingdom. The enumeration of lan-
guages in Appendix 1 provides only a small indication of the complex language situation in
India. Although at the level of scale India and Europe are comparable, from a socio-cultural
perspective the situation in India is different from the European situation, in which nation
states and nationality groups exist. Khubchandani (1983:5) observed that the plural character
of the Indian society is well recognised:

In a plural society, there is a shared core of universe, and different partial "universes"
of the groups within coexist in the region in a state of mutual accommodation. De-

spite several varying socio-cultural characteristics, such as caste, religion, occupation,
and mother tongue, cutting across over 370 districts in 31 states and Union territo-
ries, members of a group having a common identity share a core of experience. Indi-
vidual identity groups criss-cross in more than one manner, hardly ever coterminat-
ing within the same boundary. Each of the identities such as age, status and religion,

occupation, and language may be important under some circumstances, but no single
characteristic is so important that it operates to divide one group from another in all
traits.

Groups of individuals that are joined by a single characteristic (be it language or religion) are
generally marked by their variety, their lack of unity, and their tendency to act as fairly dis-

8 some of the categories of information are not available for alllanguages.
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crete groups relative to the pulls and pressures of time and space. It would be wrong to char-
acterise the plural Indian society in terms of the dominance of one group over, or its depend-
ence upon, another group.

2.4 Indian languages abroad

Indian languages have been exported to all continents, by groups of language users that con-
sisted of far more than a handful of speakers.  In this section, both a general description of this
process of spreading is provided, as well as a more detailed description of an Indian language
abroad: a case study on Hindi in Mauritius, a language situation on which relatively many stud-
ies are available. Another part of this section is dedicated to the language situation of the Dutch
and British Hindu communities.

2.4.1 The spread of Indian languages throughout the world
An outline of the spread of Indian languages throughout the world will add a broader context
to the current investigation, which focuses on two groups of Indian language users in two
Western European countries. The migration of Indian languages is a global rather than a re-
gional (or European) phenomenon. First, information is presented, by means of figures, on
the number of speakers of Indian languages that live outside of India. The focus is on the larg-
est groups of speakers. Subsequently, some background and historical remarks are provided
for these numbers. Our main source is again the Ethnologue Database at the Summer Institute               -
of Linguistics on the Internet:

This discussion is concentrated on the following languages: Bhojpuri, Gujarati, Hindi,
(Eastern) Panjabi, Telegu and Urdu; and the following countries: South-Africa, East-Africa
(Kenya, Uganda, Tanzania), Mauritius, Surinam,   Fiji, the Netherlands  and the United  King-
dom. In the choice of languages there is a link with the languages presented in the previous
section.  In the choice of countries the countries of main interest were combined with the in-
formation available on the languages chosen.

' http://www.sil.org/ethnologue/countries/Inda.html.
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Table 2-4 Spread of Indian languages throughout the world

Lan- South- East-Africa Mauritius Surinam Fiji Nether- United

guage Africa (Kenya, lands Kingdom
Ugan(la,

Tanzania)

Bhojpuri 330,000 150,000 110,000 <10,000

(Sarnami (Sarnami
Hindi) Hindi)

Gujarati 25.120 50,000 in             - 6,000 <SOO 140,000

(Mesthrie Kenya

1995) (1995
SIL);

250,000 in
Tanzania

(1993
John-

stone);
147,000 in

Ilganda
Hindi 25.900 147,000 L2: L2: 380,000 L2: Ll:25,000

(Mesthrie (Uganda) 250,000 150,000 100,000 L2:

1995) 200,000
(Eastern) --       10,000 in               -               - 1,167 <1,000 300,000

Panjabi Kenya
(1995 SIL)

Telegu 4,000 2,008 <500 10,000

(Mesthrie
1995)

Urdu 13,280 64-,000 <5,000 Mostly

(Mesthrie L2:

1995) 100,000

There is a reflection of the complicated language situation in India in the countries to which
Indian languages have travelled. And as is the case for India, it is not easy to get accurate and
up-to-date data on Indian languages abroad. Using various sources, the information was com-
piled as given in Table 2-4. Saifullah Khan (1990) indicated which problems there are with
estimating the number of speakers of Urdu in the UK:

'It is esumated, for instance, that there are 30,000 Pakistanis in Bradford, mainly
from Mil-pur, out of a total dty population of 300,000 (Sail'ullah Khan,  1977).  Pan-
jabi-Urdu speakers also settled in relatively large numbers in Birmingham, parts of
east london, Southall and other towns and cities in the south of England.  It is difficult
to estimate the numbers of Urdu speakers in the UK. One problem is that they are a

very heterogeneous community which draws on speakers from both India and Paki-
stan, and from both the Panjab and other areas of India. This situation is further com-
plicated by the fact that there is very little statistically reliable information available
on British-born Urdu speakers.'
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The data fur South Africa are from Mesthrie (1995), which uses the 1980 census as his main
source. Included are solely Ll users of the languages. According to these figures, the total
number of users of Indian languages in South Africa is less than 100,000. In the 1970 census,
more than 400,000 people reported they were Ll users of Indian languages. According to
Mesthrie, a fast shift to English is taking place in South Africa among the Indian communities.
If L2 speakers of Indian languages are include(1 in the 1980 figures, the total number of lan-
guage users would approach the 1970 figure.

In countries in Eastern Africa, Gujarati is the main Indian language, whereas in Mauri-
tius, Surinam and the Netherlands, Bhojpuri, the main ancestor of Sarnami Hindi, is the most
widely used Indian language. Indians in Fiji consider themselves to be mainly speakers of Stan-
dard Hindi.

There are no accurate data on Indian languages in the UK. Gujarati and (Eastern) Pan-
jabi can be considered the main mother tongues, with Hindi and Urdu holding firm positions
as second languages.

2.4.2 Historical remarks on the spread of Indian languages throughout the world
The spread of people (and, consequently, languages) from India took place mainly in the
eighteenth, nineteenth and twentieth century, and was motivated by economics. During the
eighteenth century, various groups of Indians were forced to leave their country to work as
slaves under the control of the British colonisers in other countries. In the late nineteenth and
early twentieth centlny, Indians mainly migrated as indentured labourers, replacing the slaves
on the plantations after the abolishment of slavery and being sent to, among other countries,
South-Africa, East-Africa (Kenya, Uganda, Tanzania), Mauritius, Surinam and Fiji. The links
between these countries and the labourers' country of origin, India, to the countries of their
colonisers were at the moment of independence of the colonies an impetus for a third wave of
migration of Indians to Europe in the mid-twentieth and late-twentieth century. The effects of
these waves of migration on the spread of Indian languages are very interesting.  For the most
prominent Indian language, Hindi, Verma (1988) presented a small but colourful portrait:

'Hindi is the first or second language of many people in Britain, Canada, Holland,
Fiji, Mauritius, Trinidad, Guyana and Surinam. In the nineteenth century thousands
of Indians from the Hindi states were encouraged to migrate as indentured labourers
to various British colonies. Today in Fiji virtually the entire Indian population speaks
the Fijian dialect of Hindi at home, and a large number of Bhojpuri speakers in Mauri-
tius study Hindi as one of their languages. More than Afty percent of the population
of Guyana is of Indian origin and traditionally speakers of Hindi. In Surinam and

Trinidad many Indians have cultural affiliations with Hindi.  Many of the Surinamese
are now settled in Holland, where their children have the opportunity to learn Hindi
in schools runby the communities themselves.'

Hindi is the frst or second language of substantial groups of language users in Britain, Canada,
the Netherlands, Fiji, Mauritius, Trinidad, Guyana and Surinam. Other countries where sub-
stantial numbers of speakers of Indian languages can be found include the United States and

Australia, to which migration mainly took place after the Second World War.
Among the groups of speakers of Indian languages abroad, the group of language users

which has been studied the most is the group of Hindi speakers in Mauritius.
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2.4.3      A case study on Hindi in Mauritius

T'he information presented in this section is gathered mainly from Ramyead (1985) and
Bhuckory (1988), Avo extensive studies on the use and status of Hindi in Mauritius.  It is inter-
esting  that two extensive sociolinguistic studies  are  dedicated to Hindi in Mauritius. In other

contexts, Indian languages abroad are at best the subject of small-scale studies, on which in-

formation from only one source is available.

The position of Hindi in Mauritius is an interesting one, because it is in at least one

important respect comparable to the situation of Hindi in the Netherlands and the United
Kingdom, the focal countries of the current investigation: the language is not the first (Indian)
language of the people on the island who use this language, but the language is nevertheless

held in high esteem, used frequently, and transferred through education within the Indian

community.

The history of Indian languages in Mauritius
Towards the end of the eighteenth century, the Indian element in the Mauritian population
was about ten percent.  Out of a population of 60,000 persons, 50,000 were slaves,  of whom
6,000 were from India, mainly from the south of the sub-continent. Indians first came to Mau-

ritius, as slaves, during the French occupation, in 1729. These slaves and their descendants

were among the slave population down to the very abolition of slavery. The main Oriental
language spoken on the island until the arrival of the Bhojpuri-speaking Biharis was Tamil.

When Indian immigrants arrived in the course of the 19th century, Creole as alingua

j;anca was already firmly established in Mauritius. It was a French-based language with a mix-
ture of African (particularly East African) and Malagasy vocabulary. It was the medium
through which the Franco-Mauritian planters had addressed their slaves and the means of
communication among the slaves themselves, as well as the language of the streets and the
markets. It was the same Creole patois which the French foremen and overseers used in order
to communicate with their Indian workers in the fields and factories. English was the language

in which the business of government was conducted, French the language of the France-

Mauritians, the Catholic Church, and upper class society in general; this included free African

Creoles,  who took pride in cultivating the cultural pattern of the French bourgeoisie. English
and French were also the languages taught in primary schools. These languages were also

taught to the privileged few in secondary institutions. This linguistic situation must have ap-
peared complicated to the Indian immigrants, particularly in the early stages after their arrival

in Mauritius, even though the structural simplicity of Creole was very probably a help in ena-

bling them to acquire a basic knowledge of the language without too much difflculty. The in-
troduction of Indian languages to the island, however, rendered further complexity to a lin-

guistic situation which was already fairly complicated.
The language of the great majority of Indian immigrants arriving since 1834 was Bhoj-

puri. The introduction of Indian labour started shortly after the abolition of slavery. There
must have been small dialectal differences in the Bhojpuri spoken by Biharis Wing from dif-
ferent parts of the vast province of Bihar, and somewhat wider differences in the Bhojpuri of
the Biharis and that of immigrants originating from the North-Western Provinces of India.

The arbitrary settlement of immigrants on estate camps, with mobility conflned to
limited areas, led to a homogenisation of the Indian community, and parallel with this move-
ment their dialectal differences must have undergone a process of homogenisation. The conse-

quence was the evolution of a more or less standardised mutually intelligible language, a uni-
fied Bhojpuri, spoken by people who had grown socially and culturally very much analogous.
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It was the beginning of the formation of the Mauritian Bhojpuri of today, not identical to any
single Bhojpuri dialect in India:

'Bhojpuri I.,1 can be compared with the Creole patois. Bhojpuri is to Hindi what
Creole is to French. Just as somebody who knows Creole can understand French and

speak it in a way, so can people knowing Bhojpuri understand Hindi and speak it in a
way. I..] Creole verbs, nouns and adjectives have been freely imported into Bhojpuri
but these words are pronounced in the Indian way.' (Bhuckory,  1988)

Freed from the restrictions of plantation life, the immigrants were now receptive to the reli-
gious and cultural forms flowing from a rich and resurgent Bhojpuri oral culture. The 20th
century brought about religious and political consciousness. It also saw the emergence of an
Indian middle class in Mauritius.

The language of the majority of this group was Bhojpuri. What boys and girls were
taught in state schools and private gurus' classes was not Bhojpuri, but Khari Boli Standard
Hindi, in the Kaith and Persian scripts. In fact, literacy and language education presented a
problem to Bhojpuri speakers, because Bhojpuri was not a written language, nor was it re-
garded suitable to be so. Formal education, of necessity, had to be in Khari Boli Hindi, the
language perceived to have both literary and cultural prestige, whether as Hindi or Urdu. It
was to Khari Boli Hindi, therefore, that the Indians in Mauritius looked for their educated and
cultural modes of expression; there  was  no  hope of Bhojpuri ever achieving this  for  them.  On
the other hand, had Bhojpuri been a prestigious written language with an established written
literature, the Bhojpuri speakers, like the Telegus and Tamils, would have continued to culti-
vate their own language, and Khari Boli Hindi would not have stood a chance in Mauritius.

The reasons for learning Khari Boli Hindi in those days had more to do with the lan-
guage having a written tradition  than  that  it was a more prestigious language than Bhojpuri.
Manillal Ghandi founded a weekly paper called Hindustani on the 15th of March 1909. This
was the first Hindi paper in Mauritius.

In considering the sodolinguistic situation of the Indian community in Mauritius in  1900, it is
also important to examine its members' attitudes towards learning the two prestigious Euro-
pean  languages  in the country, English and French.   In  the last quarter  of  the 19th century,
Indian parents were becoming increasingly conscious of the fact that social and economic ad-
vancement in Mauritius required English and French qualifications much more than those in
Oriental languages. At the start of the twentieth century, there was already a small population
of Indian boys and girls with a smattering in English and French. An increasing number of par-
ents began to regard English and French as the essential languages of academic education for
their children, with Khari Boli Hindi or some other Oriental languages as media of religion
and culture.

In the course of the twentieth century a further rise of Hindi could be observed in
Mauritius. Bhuckory (1988:30) reported that by 1935 Hindi was being taught in 48 primary
schools in Mauritius. However, the teaching of the language was far from effective. The inde-
pendence of India in 1947 marked an important year for Indians in Mauritius. This momen-
tous event was bound to have repercussions on the Indians in Mauritius. To them, above all, it
was the land of their ancestors, which had become free. They started to take more pride in
Hindi, which was bidding to become the officiallanguage of a free country.
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The present status ofHindi in Mauritius
Currently, Hindi and other Oriental languages are being taught in official schools in Mauritius
with the same professional approach as English and French. The need for supplementary
teaching of Hindi in the part-time schools run by voluntary bodies that played such an impor-
tant role in the past, is felt less and less today, particularly when the courses are run on a secu-
lar basis. Quite a few of these voluntary schools, however, have of late shifted their emphasis
to the teaching of secondary level courses, which are popular and well-attended.

Data on the position  f Hindi in Mauritius
The most recent data available  on the position of Hindi in Mauritius  are  from   1962,  as  part  of
the latest census (data from Bhuckory 1988: 7-8). On 30th June 1962, the total population of
681,619 had the composition presented in Table 2-5. In Table 2-6, data on various groups of
mother tongue speakers in Mauritius are presented.

Table 2-5 Population of Mauritius, according to reported ethnicity

Group Number of members

'General population' 203,652
Hindus 344,587

Muslims 110,322

Chinese 23,058

In the reports on the 1962 census, the cryptic term 'General population' is used. It should be
understood as referring to persons other than Hindus, Muslims and Chinese. In Table 2-5, it
can be seen that the Hindus make up more than 50 percent of the population of Mauritius.

Table 2-6 Population of Mauritius, according to mother tongue

Language Number of users Language Number ofusers

English 1,606 Tamil 44,044
French 47,109 Gujarati 1,306

Creole 199,091 Ur(lu 92,276
Hindi'o 248,359 Chinese 19,484

Marathi 11,533 Other languages 588

Telegu 16,181 Number oflan-                           42
guages not stated

Further, Table 2-6 makes it clear, when compared to the figures in Table 2-5, that not all
Hindus regard themselves to be mother tongue speakers of Hindi.

The instrudion efHindi in Mauritius
Hindi and other Oriental languages relevant to Mauritian life are taught in the great majority
of Government Primary Schools. The comparative position of the different Asian languages at
the primary level for the year 1984 is set out in Table 2-7.   Out of a total primary school

population of 129,744 children, 58,560 were learning Hindi, i.e., about 45%. About 95% of
the children of North-Indian origin were learning Hindi, particularly in the lower grades.
When considered in conjunction with the voluntary schools, there is adequate provision for
the teaching of Hindi at the primary level.

10 Notice that mother-tongue speakers of Bhojpuri regard Hindi to be their mother tongue.
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Table 2-7 Asian languages in Mauritian primary schools in 1984

No. ofschools in which No.  of pupils No.  of teachers
the language is taught learning the language teaching the language

Mandarin                                                                            9                                                     1,307                                                              1 1

Arabic                                               9                                965                                    9
Marathi                                64                      1,998                         84
Telegu                            93 2,893 125

Tamil 185 8,383 222

Urdu 183 19,091 426

Hindi 260 58,560 877

Appreciation of Hindi education

Notwithstanding the adequacy of provision for Hindi teaching, the Hindi protagonists of Mau-
ritius have so far failed to have it made an academic school subject to be taken on an elective
basis on a par with English and French in the Primary School Leaving Examination, which is
the entry to State and State-aided Secondary schools. Hindi and other Oriental languages tend
to be regarded by students and parents alike as being of religious and cultural interest,  but not
as being academically important in terms of the curriculum. They treat it, therefore, as being
of secondary importance. Hindi is taught in most of the State Secondary Schools and Junior
Secondary Schools, but the teaching and the progress of the pupils is restricted by the fact that,
generally speaking, it has not been studied seriously at the primary level for the reasons given
above. Another consequence of its reduced academic standing at primary level is that tile per-
centage of students taking classes in Hindi and other Oriental languages at the secondary level
is lower than that at the primary level. In 1981, for example, out of a total of 560 Indo-
Mauritians at one secondary school (the total school intake being 925), 163 did not study an
Oriental language, and many of those who were studying one, were doing so solely out of
cultural interest. Similar circumstances can be observed in other Secondary schools. Apart
from the lack of incentive at the primary level, another reason for declining interest at the
Secondary level lies in the present lack of any opportunity to pursue the subject for a degree in
Mauritius.

The status  ofBhojpuri in Mauritius
The position of Bhojpuri, the home language of most Indians at Mauritius, is most relevant to
the position of Hindi. Bhojpuri is still the language spoken in the homes of Hindi-spealdng

people. Educated as well as uneducated people make use of it generally. In urban areas, how-
ever, there is a increasing tendency to use Creole at home, with the result that Bhojpuri is very
often familiar to the youngest generation.

As a spoken language at home, Bhojpuri is today the most current language among
Indo-Mauritians. •There are very few homes where Hindi is used by family members. Barz
(1988) referred to the relationship between Khari Boli Hindi and Bhojpuri in Mauritius as
symbiotic, with Bhojpuri providing the living base and Hindi providing the literacy prestige
and respectability of a cultural tradition.  Barz does not believe Standard Hindi could survive a
drastic reduction in the number of Bhojpuri speakers and sees the fate of both languages as
linked.

The decline of Bhojpuri in the face of Creole seems to have begun to level out and the
number of speakers of Mauritian Bhojpuri has stabilised at around one third of the population.
l'here has been a recent upsurge of interest in Bhojpuri with a Department of Bhojpuri being
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established, charged with the task of collecting Bhojpuri folklore, investigating various features
of Mauritian Bhojpuri, and examining its relationship to standard Hindi and its place in the life
of Mauritius. Whatever the outcome of all of this,  it is clear that a strong base of spoken Bho-

jpuri is a vital underpinning for Khari Boli Hindi in Mauritius.

The position  of other  languages  in  Mauritius
The principal constraint  on the further progress of Hindi in Mauritius  is its position vis-8- vis the
other prevalent languages. Creole and, to a lesser extent, Bhojpuri and French, are spoken
home languages in Mauritius. Hindi is in general not a home language, nor is it likely to be-
come one. It is used as a medium of familiar discourse in very few families and, on restricted
occasions, between certain educated Hindus.

The Oriental languages of the minority groups in Mauritius, Marathi in particular,
have, to a limited degree, lost to Bhojpuri and Khari Boli Hindi. They are used primarily on a
few formal occasions like religious festivals.

The position efmodern Standard Hindi in Mauritius
The position of modern Standard Hindi in Mauritius can be referred to as a medium for for-
mal, religious and cultural discourse, and as a vehicle of literary expression. As such, it is
firmly established among the numerically predominant Hindus of North Indian origin.  In reli-
gious (liscourse, Hindi is the language of the platform.

It is important, however, not to exaggerate the extent of Hindi literacy. Although the
number of people who know and understand Hindi in Mauritius is now considerable, this
knowledge is essentially passive and not of a nature that it will produce active readership. In
consequence, as with newspapers, there is not much demand in Mauritius for Hindi literature,
whether imported or local.

But even if the habit of reading Hindi has not yet developed, the habit of watching and

listening has. Cinemas showing current Hindi films attract large audiences, and Indian films,
shown at least twice a week on television, are enjoyed by thousands of families. Both local
television and radio devote part of their daily broadcasting to news and entertainment in
Hindi. Film, television, and radio are therefore the media through which standard Hindi
makes its greatest and widest impact in Mauritius.

It is not enough to simply describe the position of Hindi, without at the same time of-
fering some assessment of how the language is perceived: how people feel about it and what
their subjective perspective on the language is. This is a much more difficult area to explore
and express. Without appreciating something of the depth of the hold that Hindi has among
many Indo-Mauritians, as opposed to the extent to which they use it, it is impossible to see
why and how Hindi has found a place and maintained it on a linguistically very over-crowded
island. There are, perhaps, two aspects to be considered,  that of prestige and that of cultural
identity. As was previously shown, the two most prestigious languages in Mauritius are Eng-
lish, the official language, and French, the language of social distinction. However, among a
substantial body of Indo-Mauritians, Hindi is also prestigious, although not in the same way or
to the same degree as French and English are. The contexts in which Hindi is used in Mauritius
are essentially prestigious, and those who have command of the language are held in high re-
gard, particularly if they combine it with proficiency in French and English. The second and
probably more potent aspect is that a great many Indo-Mauritians feel Hindi to be a living
connection with their cultural origins and the source of their values and identity. This power-
ful symbolic value is difficult to illustrate, but one example is that there are circumstances in
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which a Hindi education, as opposed to a 'Western' education, can be an important factor in

deciding between girls as potential marriage partners. Hindi certainly plays a role in marriage
patterns. Nevertheless, it should be remarked that Indo-Mauritians look towards India for
their past, not for their future.

Below a short summary is given of the position of Hindi in Mauritius. This summary is rele-
vant in comparing the position of Hindi in the Netherlands and the United Kingdom, two
other contexts outside of India in which the language is used:

-    There are hardly any Indians in Mauritius who use Hindi as their home language.

-   The main reasons for them to learn and use Hindi are related to symbolic values in
terms of culture, religion and identity.

-   Among the Indian population, there is a growing awareness of the importance of the
major languages in Mauritius (Creole, English, and to some extent French) for socio-
economic upward mobility.

-  Hindi is being taught in government primary schools on a regular basis. A high per-
centage of Indian pupils is taking classes in Hindi (and/or another Indian language). In
secondary education this percentage is, however, much lower. This might be related
to the non-existence ofprograms in Hindi in Mauritius.

-  Film, television, and radio are the media through which standard Hindi makes its

greatest and widest impact in Mauritius.

2.4.4      languages of Surinamese Hindustanis

At least four languages play a role in the daily life of Hindustanis in the Netherlands: Sarnami

Hindi, Dutch, Standard Hindi and Sranan Tongo. Sarnami Hindi is the main language of com-
munication within the Hindustani community and within Hindustani families. Dutch is the
official language of both the Netherlands and Surinam, the former Dutch colony in South

America, and the language used by Hindustanis in contact with out-group speakers. Sranan

Tongo, the community language of the Surinamese Creoles, also plays a role as the hngua

franca within the Surinamese community and is, consequently, of direct relevance to Hindu-
stanis in communication with members of (non-Hindustani) Surinamese groups. Standard
Hindi is used during (religious) ceremonies and is regarded more highly than Sarnami Hindi by
most Hindustanis.

Below, a general introduction to the languages of Surinamese Hindustani is presented,
with a focus on the typical languages of the Hindustani community, Sarnami Hindi and Stan-
dard Hindi: 1 Central to this discussion will be the development and evolution of Sarnami

Hindi,   on the position of Sarnami Hindi in Surinam, the position of Sarnami Hindi   in  the
Netherlands and the position of Standard Hindi in the Hindustani community. The main
sources consulted for this section are Damsteegt (1985, 1988, 1990, 1993) and Mungra
(1990).    Specific   and more detailed information   on   the   use of these languages within   the
Hindustani community in the Netherlands is presented in Chapter 4.

11 In Chapter 4, which reports on language survey research among Hindustanis in the Netherlands, the
status of Dutch and Sranan Tongo are also taken into consideration.
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Sarnami Hindi
Sarnami Hindi is a relatively new language. Like other overseas dialects of Indian languages, it
was formed in the period after the emigration of Indian labourers around the turn of the twen-
tieth century. The language finds its basis in the contact situation of speakers of a number of
Indan languages.

Characteristics  of Sarnami  Hindi
In one of the theses accompanying his dissertation, Adhin (1961) argued that Sarnami Hindi
should be considered a Surinamese language rather than an Indian language. He devised the
name Sarnami Hindustani for the language. And, indeed, it could well be argued that above all
Sarnami is a Surinamese language. The language originated in Surinam, on the basis of the lan-
guages brought to Surinam by the indentured labourers from India and it was shaped in the
following centuries under the influence of other Surinamese languages. The main characteris-
tics of Sarnami Hindi are the following:

-    A mixture ofgrammatical forms from various Indian languages in the language;

-    A lack in Sarnami Hindi of a full set of grammatical features of one of the Indian lan-

guages;
-   New grammatical forms, due to internal changes, have come into existence, which are

not part of any other Indian language and cannot be factored to leaving aside the influ-
ence ofother Surinamese languages;

-  An influence of Sranan Tongo, which can be concluded mainly on the basis of the
presence of Sranan Tongo loanwords in the language.

As is true in Mauritius, the Fiji Islands, Trinidad, and Guyana, Indian-related languages are
spoken that are not identical to the Indian languages of the country of origin. In English, these
languages are referred to as 'transplanted Hindi' or 'overseas Hindi.'  The term 'Hindi'  is used
as a cover term for various languages which are spoken in the Northern part of India, the area

of origin of the indentured labourers. The various forms of transplanted or overseas Hindi are
all related, as these languages have their basis in more or less the same Indian languages. They
also show substantial dissimilarities, among other features, differences in vocabulary. It is evi-
dent that research into Sarnami will benefit from insights gained from the investigation of
other forms ofoverseas Hindi.

The development of Sarnami  Hindi
The Indian labourers who came to Surinam were originally from a variety of districts in
Northern India in which various languages were spoken (Bhojpuri, Awadhi, Magahi, Maithili,
Braj and other languages). All of these languages were related, but this does not mean that all
these language were mutually intelligible for speakers of these languages. In particular difficul-
ties in communication occurred between speakers of languages spoken in non-neighbouring
areas. Even prior to the shipment from India, the labourers were forced to communicate with
speakers of other languages. It is very likely that these speakers avoided forms of their language
that were incomprehensible to speakers of other languages. This might be the explanation why
a number of forms of relevant Indian languages were not carried over to Sarnami Hindi.  As
there was no single dominant group of speakers of one particular language, a mixture of vari-

ous languages came into being, a so-called 'koine' (cf. Mohan 1978:11-14, 20-23; Gambhir

1981: 178ID.
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The immigration of the majority of the British Indians into Surinam took place be-
tween 1873 and 1916. In this period, more than 34,000 indentured labourers came to work
on the plantations in Surinam, at that time a Dutch colony. About one third returned to India
after their contract had expired, while the other labourers settled in Surinam, in particular in
the districts of Commewijne, Saramaca and Nickerie (Dew 1978:14) and, later on, in Para-
maribo, the capitol of Surinam.  In  1971, at the time of the fourth population census in Suri-
nam, more than 140,000 Hindustanis, descendants of the indentured labourers, lived in Suri-
nam. They comprised 37 percent of the total population, while the Creoles, the second largest

group, comprised about 31 percent (Moerland 1984:35). With a dramatic increase after
1973, many Hindustanis migrated to the Netherlands and more than 100,000 are now living
in this country. It is estimated that in Surinam and the Netherlands, Sarnami Hindi is currently
spoken by more than 200,000 people (extrapolation of figures presented in Kishna 1983:84).

There are two (main) varieties of Sarnami Hindi: 'standard' Sarnarni Hindi and 'Nick-
erian' Sarnami Hindi (named after the second largest city of Surinam, in which many speakers
of Sarnami Hindi  live).  This  is a unique feature of Sarnarni Hindi among the other varieties  of
overseas Hindi (Damsteegt 1985). The main contributions to Sarnami Hindi come from
Awadhi, Bhojpuri and Magahi. All three languages have at least one unique feature in common
with Sarnami. The language shares the most unique features with Bhojpuri.

In order to determine the processes that played a role in the development of an over-
seas variety of Hindi, it is essential to determine which Hindi dialect (or dialects) it is based

upon. As mentioned above, Sarnami has its origin in a mingling of mutually related dialects

brought from India. The merger of several Hindi dialects in Sarnami can be established by
observing that, among other things, the first person present tense suffix -ila is a characteristic
Bhojpuri form (Tiwari 1960:175), whereas the ending-0, found in several tenses and moo(is,
is a typical Western and Eastern Hindi element, hardly ever found in Bhojpuri (Damsteegt
1990).12

De Klerk (1953:5Off) drew the conclusion that Sarnami is based on Bhojpuri and
Avadhi, while according to Kishna (1983:816 Bhojpuri is its basis, with a considerable influ-
ence from Avadhi. Marh6 (1985:11) has argued that Bhojpuri and Avadhi are the basis of Sar-
nami «with Bhojpuri as a dominating factor." Damsteegt (1988) notes that exact data about the

regional origin of British Indian immigrants into Surinam are lacking, which makes it very hard
to draw conclusions about the relative strength (in number of speakers) of the dialects proba-
bly  spoken by  them. It forces  him to conclude  that  the only thing that can safely be  said  is  that
the Eastern Hindi and the Bihari dialect have played an important role in the development of
Sarnami and that among these dialects Avadhi, Bhojpuri and Magahi may have contributed the
most.

12
Damsteegt (1990) noted a number of problems with respect to the determination of the exact

sources of overseas Hindi (OH) varieties: 'It is possible, in theory, to list the occurrence or absence of
each linguistic feature in an OH variety in Hindi dialects. This search could first be limited to the dia-
led:s spoken or used in the areas where the ancestors of the speakers of the OH variety in question
originally come from I.]In practice, however, the fact that the Hindi dialects form a linguistic contin-
uum  and the character itself of a koine language, in which forms common to most of the  partidpating
dialects have the best chance of sunival (cf. Gambhir  1981 :  191 f.), makes it quite possible that such a
dialect cannot be found and that by means of linguistic research at best a combination of dialects can be

pointed out which (or part ofwhich) may be the basis of an OH variety.'
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Sarnami Hindi is still used very frequently among Hindustanis in Surinam. In general

terms, the following factors promoted language maintenance in the early periods of residence
of Hindustanis in Surinam:

-    the initial lack of education for Hindustanis and the fact that later on for some time In-
dian languages were used as the language of instruction;

-    the frequent arrival of new indentured labourers from India;
-    the isolated position of indentured labourers among the population of Surinam;
-      the number and concentration of indentured labourers from India;
-    the fact that the indentured labourers in Surinam came from neighbouring areas;

-    the  fact that a language other than English  was the prestigious language of Surinam.
There are three countries in which the Indian languages have more or less been main-
tained. In two of these countries, Surinam (Dutch) and Mauritius (French), English
was not the prestigious language at the moment of arrival. The Indians in Surinam
learned to speak Sranan, the everyday language, but the low prestige of this language
was one reason for them not to give up their own language.

Not only pressure from outside of the Hindustani community (such as Westernisation) is
threatening the maintenance of Sarnami Hindi. The low prestige of the language among
Hindustanis is also contributing to problems in maintaining the language. The language is
sometimes referred to as ttital bhds,i ('broken language'). This negative attitude can partly be
ascribed to the growing popularity of Standard Hindi as a language for literature and culture at
the beginning of the 20  century. Hindi became the prestige language for Hindus in the cen-
tral part of northern India. The indentured labourers took this idea of prestige languages with
them to Surinam. It was maintained and amplified through contacts with people in India, par-
ticularly by means of religious movements. This positive evaluation of Standard Hindi is com-

monly accompanied by a negative attitude towards Sarnami Hindi.
In the 198Os, a group of Surinamese Hindustanis, mainly from the population that mi-

grated to the Netherlands, tried to raise the prestige of Sarnami Hindi by publishing stories,
poems and articles in Sarnami Hindi. Furthermore, a process of standardisation of Sarnami
Hindi was initiated: a committee chaired by Adhin proposed a system of spelling for Sarnami
and Marhd (1985) provided a description of the grammar of Sarnami Hindi.

In the 199Os, there  was a certain recognition of Sarnami Hindi  as a fully fledged,  Suri-
namese language. In formal situations, however, Hindustanis still prefer to speak 'incorrect'
Hindi instead of using Sarnami Hindi, just like they have done through the years. The slowly

growing impact of Sarnami Hindi has been neglected, unconsciously or consciously, in order
to keep up the 'Indian identity' by means of the language of India, Standard Hindi.

During the first decades of the twentieth century, this focus on Standard Hindi was not
endangering the position of Hindustanis in Surinam,  as long as the Dutch language formed a
kind of barrier between Hindustanis and Creoles. In the 19504 however, a nationalistic-
cultural movement among Surinarnese Creoles emerged, which regarded Sranan as the only
'true' Surinamese language. Some Hindustani intellectuals felt that an exclusive identification
with India by the Hindustanis in Surinarn could endanger the position of Hindustanis and their

language in Surinam.
Adhin included the following thesis in his 1961 dissertation on economics:

'Hindostaans (Sarnami Hindustani), spoken in Surinam, should be considered a Suri-
namese language on the same grounds on which Creole ('Neger-Engels') is consid-
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ered a Surinamese language. Therefore, Creole should not be considered as the lan-
guage of Surinam. (Adhin 1961, thesis XV).

This statement can be regarded as the first explicit reference to the Surinamese identity of a
language spoken by the Hindustanis. However, Adhin (1964) and Arya (1968) considered
Sarnami Hindi (which they termed Sarnami Hindustani) as the Surinamese dialect of Hindi.

Adhin published his proposal  for a Romanised spelling  €f Samami Hindustani through  the
Bureau for Folk Literature (Adhin 1964). Eersel (1969:30) remarked that Adhin's proposal
did  not  have much following  in the years after   1964. The first printed  text in Sarnami,   the
Parable of the Prodigal Son, was published in  1956 in the magazine Kroeskie Rooshnie.  It was
published in Sarnami for practical reasons: the proficiency of Hindustanis in Sarnami was much
better than their proficiency in Standard Hindi. More bible texts in Sarnami followed. The
Arst literary text in Sarnami was published in 1968 in Paramaribo, the poem 'BulAhat; by the
famous Hindustani poet Shrinivasi (M.H. Lutchman). The choice for Sarnami Hindi as the
language used for the poem was not a political statement by Lutchman, but rather a reflection
of the linguistic reality in Surinam. Lutchman also used other Surinamese languages for his

poems.
In the 19603, and early 19705, some attention was focussed on Sarnami Hindi, but this

attention was not very explicit and most Hindustanis remained ambivalent in their attitudes
towards the prestige languages, Dutch and Standard Hindi. In 1973, Marh6 argued in favour of
the Surinamese identity of Sarnami Hindi and for a revaluation of the language, including on
the  basis of linguistic arguments.  In 1977, Sarnami Kollektief Jumpa Rajguru (the Samami  Col-
lective Jumpa Rajgurt) was established, which was named after the Hindustani indentured la-
bourer  who was considered the leader  of the revolt  at the Alliance plantation  in  1902.  It  is
interesting to note that this collective was based in the Netherlands. In general, it has been the
case that almost all of the activities aimed at the emancipation of Sarnami Hindi have taken
place in the Netherlands. The Sarnami Collective Jumpa Rajguru brought together both lin-
guists and political activists. The main goal of this collective was 'resistance to the ruling
classes' and as a result a revaluation of Sarnami Hindi. Members of this collective published a
number of articles on and/or in Sarnami Hindi. An important article was published in 1978 by
Mar116: 'Waarom toch die emancipatie van het Sarnami?' ('Why the emancipation of Sarnami

Hindi?') It was in this article that for the first time a well-documented plea for the revaluation
of Sarnami Hindi was laid down and supported by arguments. The main arguments, as put
forward by Marh6, were the following:

-   On structural grounds, Sarnami should not be considered a dialect of Standard Hindi
or Urdu (let alone a degenerated form of these languages);

-   There are no reasons why Sarnami Hindi should only be used as an informal colloquial

language, and not as a formal language in culture, politics and religion;
-  The emphasis which is laid on Standard Hindi and Urdu by prominent Hindustanis

leads to a sense of superiority with respect to the culture of India and feelings of infe-
riority with respect to the Surinamese Hindustani culture among Hindustanis, which
has its implications for awareness, development of personality an(1 creativity. It could
also result in misuse of power, as most Hindustanis are no longer able to speak and
understand Standard Hindi;

-   The maintenance of Sarnami Hindi is a precondition for the maintenance of Standard
Hindi and Urdu in Surinam;
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-   'Sarnami' in the name 'Sarnami Hindi' refers to Surinam, which implies an orientation
to Surinam and Surinarnese culture rather than to India and Indian culture.

In the seventies and eighties several poems, books and magazines, partially or fully written in
Sarnami Hindi, were published. These were mainly written by members of the Sarnami
Kollektief Jumpa Rajguru or by individuals in some way associated with the Kollektief. The
main authors of this period were Narain (1980, 1981, 1984, 1987), Rahi, and Choenni

(1980).
The  first long piece of prose in Sarnami Hindi was published  in   1984, the novel Stda

(Farewell) by Rabin S. Baldewsingh. A second novel by the same author, entitledSunw ii kahdn

(No reply), was published in 1987. The Stichting Sarnami Nederland garnami Foundation Neth-

erlands) was established in April 1984 in the Hague, to take over the activities which were pre-
viously organised by the Sarnami Kollektief Jumpa Rajguru. Damsteegt (1990) noted that one
of the tasks of SSN was the publication of Sarnami Hindi texts, but he was also of the opinion
that it would have been better if these had been published by regular publishing houses.  How-

ever, none were interested, because there was only a small market for such publications. This
is, of course, directly related to the small number of Hindustanis in the Netherlands and in
Surinam  and,  even more importantly,  to  the  fact that there is a no tradition of reading Sarnami
texts.

Furthermore, a number of articles and other publications, mainly in Dutch, appeared
in that period on Sarnami Hindi. The subjects covered by these articles included the position
of tlle language, education in Sarnami Hindi, proposals for a wvriting system, spelling proposals
and Sarnami Hindi proverbs and folk tales. Apart from Marhe' s article (1978), the following
publications deserve mention: Shila Sahtoe-Bainathsah's master's thesis on the grammar of
Sarnami Hindi (1975), the many articles by the Sarnami Kollektief Jump Rajguru in 'Aisa
Samachar,' the Foundation  for the Surinamese magazine,   based  in the Hague, K. Bajnath's
thesis on the history of Sarnami Hindi literature (1978), D. Ramlal's and R. Sarnlal's Sarnami

Hindi, een eenvoudige handleiding (A basic guide to Sarnami Hindi, 1977), scientific articles by
Sita Kishna, among which the master's thesis Lexikale inte rentie in het Samami, een sociolin-
gukische benadering (Lexical interference in Sarnami, a sociolinguistic approach), and J. Na-
rain's and T. Damsteegt's text book for Sarnami Hindi KA hdi (1987).

A number of magazines began to see the light in this period. 'Kollektief,' published by
the Sarnami Kollektief Jumpa Rajguru, published articles in Dutch on the Sarnami movement
and on Sarnami Hindi. 'Sarnami,' edited by Jit Narain, focussed attention on the development
of Sarnami Hindi as a written language. Articles in this magazine were dedicated to poetry,
short stories, serial stories, plays, informative articles on Sarnami Hindi and the emancipation
of the language, Hindustani culture, literature and sociology. All of the articles in this maga-
zine were written in Sarnami Hindi. The magazine made an important contribution to the
development of Sarnami Hindi as a written language for both literary and non-literary pur-
poses. It was the second goal in particular that formed an important precondition for the re-
valuation of Sarnarni Hindi. The magazine was published by the Stichting Sarnami Nederland
(SSN, Sarnami Foundation efthe Netherlands)

Damsteegt (p.c.), a Dutch expert on Sarnami Hindi and its development, confirms the
observation  that  in the 1990s the Sarnami movement ceased to exist. No active movement
was involved with the further emancipation and revaluation of Sarnami Hindi.  A few publica-
tions appeared at the end of 1980s and at the beginning of the 19905: CAndani (1990), Sukul

(1989), Naraina (1988) and Narain (1991). Furthermore, in some of the programmes on
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OHM (the Dutch Hindu Broadcast Organisation, aimed at Hindustanis and airing since 1984),
Sarnami Hindi was used instead of the commonly used languages of the Hindustani media in
the Netherlands, Standard Hindi and Dutch. Also, Mungra (1990), in her dissertation on
Hindustani families in the Netherlands, included a summary in Sarnami Hindi. In general,
however, we have to conclude that the Sarnami movement has not flourished in the nineties as
it did in the seventies and eighties of the twentieth century.

What happened in Surinam in the meanwhile? Is has already been noted that activities
for the revaluation of Sarnami Hindi took place primarily in the Netherlands.  In 1986, the
Surinamese Council of Ministers decided on the spelling of Sarnami Hindi in the Roman
script, published in the Government Gazette of Surinam (Staatsblad van de Republiek Suriname

1986, no.41, Resolutie no. 4562). Between 1983 and 1987, the magazine 'BhdsA' Wanguage)
was published, in which articles in and on Sarnami Hindi were published. In june 1983, the
first ever seminar on Sarnami was organised in Paramaribo. In 1985 and 1986 two books of
folk tales in Sarnami Hindi were published by the Scientific Information Foundation in Para-
maribo. The Summer Institute of Linguistics published a number of books in and over Sar-
nami, e.g., the textbook by Huiskamp (1980).

Damsteegt (1990) noted that it is hard to predict the future of Sarnami as a living lan-
guage, notwithstanding the activities for the promotion of the language which have been taking
place in the Netherlands and Surinam. Survey research among one hundred Creole, Javanese
and Hindustani pupils of four primary schools in Paramaribo (Hagoort an(1 Schotel 1981) indi-
cated that Hindustani children spoke Sarnami 100 percent of the time with their grandparents,
64.8 percent Sarnami with their parents and other relatives of that generation (25.9 percent
Dutch  and 9.3 percent Sranan)  and  29.1  percent with their own generation (40.4 percent
Dutch, 10.5 percent Sranan). It also appears to be the case that among the three major ethnic
groups in Surinam, the Hindustanis use their community language the most. For the language
data of the 1964 census, see Dew (1978: 11).

The current position fSarnami Hindi in the Netherlands
An important part of this dissertation is dedicated to the position of Sarnami Hindi and the
position of speakers of Sarnami Hindi in the Netherlands. At this point, a number of general
remarks are made in order to clarify the main characteristics of Sarnami in the Dutch context.

1. One ofmany Surinamese and non-indigenous languages
In the Netherlands, Sarnami Hindi is one of the languages from the Surinamese set of lan-
guages, which includes, among other languages: Sranan, javanese, and the Paramacan and
Saramacan languages.  This set is part of the much wider collection of many ethnic minority
languages in the Netherlands. The ten main languages distilled from language surveys held by
researchers from Tilburg University at primary schools in six cities in the Netherlands are
Turkish, Arabic, Berber, Hind(ustan)i, English, Papiamentu, Sranan Tongo, Spanish, Kurdish
and 'Surinamese' (Van der Avoird, Broeder & Extra 2001).

2. No official status in whatever respect
So far, the language has achieved no offidal status, in whatever respect. It took a long time
before the language was recognised as a language, making speakers eligible for home language

instruction (HLI, in Dutch: OET = Onderwijs in Eigen Taal). It is only under the OALT re-
gime (OALT = Onderwijs in Allochtone Levende Talen, in English: Instruction of non-
indigenous living languages), which started  in  1998,  that the language has a chance of being
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recognised as a target language for instruction at the municipal level. However, hardly any
Hindustani parents aspire for their children to receive education in Sarnami Hindi, as they
would prefer this to take place in Standard Hindi.

3.  Low prestige among Hindustanis (and also among non-Hindustanis)
Dutch and (Standard) Hindi are considered prestigious languages by the Hindustanis. Sarnami

Hindi is a colloquial language, which is regarded as neither useful nor appropriate in many
domains by Hindustanis. In their perspective, the use of Sarnami Hindi is confined to certain
informal domains.

4. Under pressure from other languages, particularly Dutch
There seems to be strong outside pressure on Sarnami Hindi from other languages, mainly

from Dutch, but also from Standard Hindi. Hardly any outside support exists and the support
from inside the community ofspeakers of Sarnami Hindi is not overwhelming.

The position ofStandard Hindi within the Hindustani community
Standard Hindi is not a language that is spoken as a mother tongue by Surinamese Hindustanis
in the Netherlands. It is a language that is learned in addition to the languages learned by

Hindustanis at home, that is, Sarnami Hindi and Dutch. Standard Hindi is learned primarily in
Hindi classes organised by the Hindustani communities themselves.

The standard Hindi variety as spoken and used in India, is the guiding language for
Hindustanis in the Netherlands. The language is written in the Devanagari script. Methods
used in the voluntary schools in which Hindi is taught come directly from India. For Dutch

Hindustanis, there is no direct link with India, e.g., by means of relatives who live there.

However, there is an important indirect influence from India: the Hindi-spoken movies from
India, which are popular among many people with an Indian background around the globe.

Also, the fact that Standard Hindi is the official language of India strengthens the position of
Standard Hindi within the Hindustani community in the Netherlands.

There is a direct link between the Hindu religion and Standard Hindi. The religion was
conceived and documented and is transmitted to a significant degree in Standard Hindi. The
crucial role of Standard Hindi for the Hindu religion (and the support for the language by the
religion) becomes clear  when we  look at the small group of non-Hindu Hindustanis from  Su-

rinam (in the Netherlands) and migrants from India other than Hindus (in the Netherlands and

abroad) for whom Standard Hindi only plays a very marginal role.
Standard Hindi is, together with Sanskrit, the language which is used in religious

ceremonies by Hindustanis. This and the fact that Standard Hindi is the official language of
India are the major reasons for the popularity of and the positive attitudes towards Standard

Hindi among Hindustanis in the Netherlands.
Standard Hindi is not a language which is used in any of the national or local media in

the Netherlands. It is only in the programs of the national Hindu broadcast organisation,
OHM  (Organisatie voor Hindoe Media, Organisation for Hindu Afedia), which broadcasts

weekly programmes on radio and television, in which Standard Hindi plays a role, either as a

language of communication or as a subject of programs. Likewise, a number of local Hindu-
stani radio stations, particularly in the area of the Hague, make use of the language, mostly in
combination with Dutch and, sometimes, Sarnami Hindi.
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Standard Hindi, and more generally Indian culture, benefit somewhat from the popu-
larity the country and Hinduism have gained among certain groups of non-Hindus and non-
Indians for reasons ofreligion, faith and spirituality.

2.4.5      Languages of the Hindu community in the UK
In the previous chapter,  it was remarked that the group of Hindi speakers in the United King-
dom is less homogeneous than the comparable group of language users in the Netherlands.
Alladina & Edwards  (1990: 69-73) noticed that the history of migration from various parts of
India, Pakistan and Bangladesh have contributed to the range of different South Asian people
who have made their home in Britain. During the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, the
major group to travel overseas were Hindi speakers. At present, however, Hindi speakers in

Britain are very much a minority and are composed almost entirely of a middle-class and
highly educated elite. In contrast, settlers from the Panjab and, to a lesser extent, the Gujarat,
come from a rural background and are, in the main, farmers with little formal education.
However, not all Indians with a Panjabi or Gujarati background share these characteristics.
Members of these groups who arrived in Britain via East Africa, Fiji and Mauritius form a dis-
tinct group. On average, they are well educated and come from a background as traders and

entrepreneurs.
In this research, the focus was on the group of people of Indian origin who have Hindi

affiliations. The complexity which is characteristic for the group of South Asians as a whole
was also reflected in the heterogeneous composition of our British focal group. Our group of

13language users in the United Kingdom drew on three main groups. The first group consisted
of native speakers of Standard Hindi and their descendants. In the United Kingdom, this is a
small group. The second group consists of Panjabi Hindus who speak and aspire for their chil-
dren to speak Hindi as a second language for cultural and religious reasons. For both these
groups, Hindi is the main language of literacy. The third group is made up of speakers of Hindi
as a second language, other South Asians, particularly Gujaratis, either Hindus, Muslims or
Sikhs who perceive and use Hindi(-Urdu) as a lingua franca and as an in-group language of a
superordinate South Asian ethnic identity (Verma  1990: 105).

Speakers ofHindi in the UK
The main centres where Hindi has a predominant position among the variety of South Asians
communities in the UK are Nottingham, Southall (Middlesex) and Edinburgh. The language is
taught mainly in community-run schools, in some mainstream (state) schools, and at the un-
dergraduate level in three British universities, i.e., Cambridge, London, and York. Public
examinations are available in Hindi at various levels (Verma 1988)

The group of mother tongue speakers of Hindi includes native speakers of Hindi and
their descendants. This group of speakers consists of a small minority from the Hindi states
who speak Khari Boli Hindi as their mother tongue, and others, mostly first generation immi-
grants, who also speak Maithili, Magahi, Bhojpuri or Awadhi in addition to Khari Boli Hindi.

As noted above, Hindi mother tongue (HMT) speakers are an essentially middle-class
community in Britain. The vast majority are professionals - doctors, teachers, engineers and
civil servants - whose roots lie in any of the seven Hindi states in India. This is in marked
contrast with both the early Hindi migrants in the colonial period and the more recent non-

I3

Verma  (1990: 105) distinguished a fourth group of Hindi speakers, namely 'White learners of Hindi
as a foreign language.' This group oflanguage users was not included in the current investigation.
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Hindi migrants from linguistically and geographically marked areas. Unlike Panjabis, Gujaratis
and Bengalis, HMT speakers hardly ever have a network of close relatives in Britain (Verma
1990). Furthermore, they also do not inhabit communities characterised by tight neighbour-
hood networks. If it is the case that they live in inner-city areas, Hindi families will not, gener-
ally speaking, seek the presence of other Hindi families. Verma remarked that as a conse-

quence of this settlement pattern, children from Hindi-speaking families are distributed

among various schools and generally grow up alongside monolingual English children. Many
of these children are in private schools where there is hardly any chance of ethnic, linguistic or
cultural support.

Table 2-8 Number of children reporting Hindi as first, second and
third additional language (Ealing School L.anguage Sun·ey, 1985).

Hindi as flrst Hindi as second Hindi as third
additional language additional language additional language

620 (5.4 %) 804 (40.6 %) 51 (19.7%)

Gujarati speakers
The second group of language users with Hindi affiliations are members of the Gujarati com-
munity. This community in Britain is extremely heterogeneous. It consists of two main
groups, i.e., those who have come directly from India and those who have come via East Af-
rica.   Each of these groups  can be further divided  into  two main religious groups, i.e., Hindus
and Muslims. Hindus can be subdivided still further on the grounds of caste and Muslims on
the basis of the sect to which they belong.

The state of Gujarat in India is situated in the northwest of the country. It has an area
of almost 2,000 square kilometres and a population of some 40 million people. Gujarati is the
official language of the state, but several other languages are also spoken, including Hindi, the
national language, which most Gujaratis can understand and speak, and Urdu, which is widely
studied by Muslims.  In the majority of cases, therefore, Gujaratis in India are not merely bilin-

gual, they are multilingual.
There are also slight variations between East African and Indian varieties of Gujarati

and some differences between male and female speech, particularly in the area of intonation.  It
is estimated that there are over 300,000 Gujarati-speaking people in the UK, making it the
second largest of the South Asian speech communities (Mobbs 1985). Although many Gujara-
tis have come directly from the central and southern parts of Gujarat, particularly the districts
of Surat and Charotar, perhaps the largest section of the community arrived via East Africa in
the late 1960s and 1970s.  As was noted previously, recruitment of overseas labour took place
at the beginning of the century.  It is not clear how many of the Gujaratis in the UK have affilia-
tions with Hindi and what their level of proficiency in Hindi is. However, approximately
three-quarters of them are Hindus and it can be assumed that Hindi is of at least some signill-
cance to this group of Hindus.

There are many important divisions within the East African Gujarati community. Ap-
proximately three-quarters of them are Hindus who can be further subdivided into various
castes. The importance of caste was considerably weakened in East Africa. The legal system
(lid not sanction the division of labour according to caste rules. However, Gujaratis remained
strictly endogamous, thus retaining an important sense of the identity and exclusiveness of the
jaat which enabled them to reassume their proper place in the local system on their visits
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home to India. Desai (1963) reported that the rules of commensality had completely broken
down. The remaining quarter of the Gujarati community ismade up of Muslims.

Desai (1963) indicated that Gujaratis from India were better educated than their Pan-
jabi and Bangladeshi fellow immigrants.  'rhis is even more true of those Gujaratis who arrived
from East Africa. The Gujarati population in Britain is thus, by and large, well educated with

strong middle-class aspirations.
Dave (1990) noted that the first generation of Gujarati speakers in the UK use more or

less the same range of Gujarati as is found in the home country. All members of the commu-
nity engage to some extent in code mixing, though this behaviour is more common in the case
of second and subsequent generations.  A wide range of code switching behaviour is also found
within the Gujarati community. Speakers switch from English to Gujarati from sentence to
sentence and even within the course of the same sentence. When talking with South Asian
friends, they use Hindi as a lingua franca and will often switch between Hindi and English.

Panjabi speakers
Within the Indian geographical area of the Panjab, there are Muslims, Hindus and Sikhs, all of
whom might be referred to with the generic term 'Panjabi.' The Sikhs, a predominantly rural
and farming religious community, claim the geographical Panjab as their homeland. Panjabi,
the language, belongs to the Indo-European family of languages and is descended from Sanskrit
through  Pali. The variety spoken  in the south  and  east  is very close to Hindi, whereas  on  the
western and northern extremes Panjabi gives way to Lahn(la. It has been estimated that there
are some 50 million speakers of Panjabi in Pakistan and a further 23 million in India. The
southern portion of the Panjab has a predominantly Hindu population which looks to Hindi as
the  language  of high culture  and  in 1966 became  the new state of Harayana, in which Hindi  is
the official language. Only one group within the Panjab, the Sikhs, owe their primary language

loyalty to Panjabi (Mahandru,1990).
To the Panjabi Hindus, Standard Hindi is highly relevant and important. They adhere

to the language mainly for religious and cultural reasons, but also for reasons of ease of com-
munication within the South-Asian community in the United Kingdom.

The position ofStandard Hindi within the Indian community in the UK
The role that Hindi plays within the Indian community in the United Kingdom is in one re-
spect comparable to the position of the language within the Hindustani community in the
Netherlands. Hindus use the language for formal, religious and ceremonial purposes within
their community. However, there is a tendency towards a symbolic use of the language, par-
ticularly among the young generation of Hindi speakers.14

There is, however, an additional role reserved for Hindi within the South Asian com-
munity in the United Kingdom. Standard Hindi, and its counterpart Urdu, are used as alingua

franca within this community. Because of the colonial past of the United Kingdom in South

Asia and, as a consequence, the presence of people from various countries within this area
among the British population, there is a wide variety of Asian languages spoken in the United
Kingdom.  Most of these languages are hardly  or  not all mutually intelligible,  and when speak-
ers of different language meet, they will switch to English or Standard Hindi/Urdu. A switch
to English might be preferred by speakers who feel hindered by the close link that exists be-
tween Standard Hindi and Hinduism.

14 On the reduction of the functions of a language to symbolic use, see Edwards (1985).
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Verma (1990) reported on a small-scale study of five mother tongue Hindi-speaking
families. He observed that there can be little doubt that there is a significant shift to English
among the younger generation. He regarded the size of the group of Hindi speakers, its pat-
terns of settlement, the spread of the Hindi community and the lack of extended families or
village networks as the main reasons for this language shift to English. He also noted that both
parents and children tend to think that English, and not Hindi, will be of help in education and
in the job market. According to Verma, there are also some small 'counter-assimilative forces'
at work which might encourage language loyalty and language maintenance: religion, Indian
nationalism with Hindi as the symbol of being a Hindu (as opposed to being Sikh), parental

pressure, and the Hindi video industry which provides an extremely popular form of home
entertainment.

According to statistics released by the Department of Education and Science in 1983,

approximately 2,571 school-age children were studying Hindi in LEA schools in 1982. Rela-
tive to the total Hindi-speaking population in Britain, however, such provision is insig ificant.
Hindi is almost non-existent in primary schools, even in areas where parents would like their
children to acquire literacy in the language. There are only a few secondary schools where
Hindi is available as part of the modern languages curriculum.

However, Hindi is available as an examination subject. In june 1987, for instance,
there were 29 candidates for A levels in Hindi and 125 candidates for the 0 level offered by
the University of London Examinations Board. These examinations have often met with con-
siderable criticism from the Hindi community. Young learners often lind them uninteresting
and archaic. It is also often felt that they fail to recognise the importance attached within the
community to literacy and the study of literature. The majority of Hindi learners take lessons

outside their normal school hours, during weekdays or on Saturday and Sunday, usually on
temple premises or in Hindu community centres. The Hindu community, with some help
from the LEAs, has been organising these classes since 1970, though the extent of this support
is highly variable.  In most cases, community schools draw on relatively small numbers of pu-
pils. The largest number is in two Nottingham schools where the combined classes have 150

pupils on roll. Most pupils learning Hindi come from Panjabi-speaking homes, with Hindi

speakers as the second largest group (Verma  1990).
Neither the children nor the teachers find the environment in community schools

conducive to learning. Upadhyay (1988), for instance, summed up her impressions of one
such class in the following terms:

T'he most obvious problem the class seems to face is the shortage of space, the inade-

quate supply of teaching materials and the inappropriateness of the latter. There is a
regrettable shortage of teaaing aids and equipment - the level of noise and the re-
striction of movement within the one room available for the class is also a major
problem for class organisers. The teachers work with the bare minimum of re-
sources, coping among other things, with irregular attendance and with the changing

composition of the groups they meet.

2.5 Concluding remarks

In the last three centuries, many languages from India have been exported and became em-
bedded abroad. The degree to which these languages have been maintained by the local com-
munities varies. The descriptions of the positions of these languages, both in their country of
origin and abroad, add some context to the investigation of Indian languages in the Nether-
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lands and the UK, the host countries of the Hindu communities under observation in the re-
mainder of this book.



3 THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK, DESIGN AND
METHODOLOGY

3.1 Introduction

This chapter deals with the theoretical framework, design and methodology of the current
investigation on the language use of Hindu communities in the Netherlands and the United
Kingdom.   The main thrust   of this investigation is based on language surveys among these
communities.  In the first part of this chapter, the common practices applied in language sur-
veys among users of minority languages are described.  In part two, the framework for ethno-
linguistic description and language shift is introduced. This framework acts as the reference
point for the language surveys of the current investigation. The third part of this chapter is
dedicated to the design and methodology of the current study.

3.2 Language surveys ofminority language users

Broeder & Extra (1999:23) noted that 'the collection of reliable information on the composi-
tion of the multicultural society in the Netherlands is getting more complicated." This is due
to the decreasing intergenerational significance of nationality and birth-country criteria. Fur-
thermore, as remarked in the first chapter of this book, there is a lack of information on the
language use of Hindu communities, in both the Netherlands and the United Kingdom.

The use of an extensive language survey is a good means of meeting the needs ex-
pressed by these observations. There is little experience in the Netherlands with this type of
linguistic survey research. In the United Kingdom, there is some experience in this field, but
the community of Hindi speakers has not been given much attention in the surveys that have
been conducted until now.

Below, some major research endeavours that were undertaken to conduct large-scale
data collections on the language use of ethnolinguistic minority groups are described: census
research in English-dominant countries, the collection of general population and pupil statis-
tics in Sweden, the Linguistic Minority Project in the United Kingdom and the language sur-

veys carried out in the Netherlands by Tilburg University at schools for primary and secondary
education throughout the country.

3.2,1 Nation-wide population surveys
Below, the focus is on countries which have a long history of immigration and a long tradition
of carrying out census research, and in which English is the dominant language and/or the
lingua jranca: Australia, Canada, the United States, the United Kingdom and South Africa.
Descriptions of the census experiences in these countries are mainly taken from Broeder &
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Extra (1995, 1999), Linguistic Minorities Project (1985), Clyne (1991) and Extra & Maartens

(1998).

Australia
Every ten years, general census research is carried out by the Australian Bureau of Statistics.

Questions concerning language use have been included in the census questionnaires since
1976. In that year, the census included the following question:

Indicate all languages regularly used whether at home, at work, at school, when
shopping etc. Remember: many people may use more than one language - tick each
language used regularly. If an Aboriginal tribal language is used, (...) write name of

language.

This type of question probes for information that is by nature very general.  It can be used to
inventory potential sources of and needs for languages other than English. Broeder & Extra
(1996: 18) have argued that data on home language use are more useful for the prediction of
changes in language use patterns, such as processes of language shift and language mainte-
nance, than the data collected in the 1976 census in Australia on languages reported to be used

regularly.
In the 1986 census, a question was included on home language use for the first time:

Does  the  person  speak  a  language  other  than   English   at   home?   (No:   speaks  only  English.   f yes:   please

print language spoken.) Furthermore, a question on the use of English was included: How well
does the person speak English? (very well  / weil / not well  / not at all). The outcomes of the language

questions in the Australian 1976 and 1986 censuses were reported on in Clyne (1991).
The approach taken in Australian census research gives us a general impression of the

language use of ethnic and linguistic minority groups and enables researchers and policy mak-
ers to analyse the distribution of language use in terms of such criteria as regional spread, age,
gender and socio-economic status. It also supplies data on the language patterns of different
generations and on the ethnolinguistic composition of the population.  Data on language use, in
combination  with  data on place of birth, length of stay in Australia and/or  age,  shed a light on
processes of language maintenance versus language shift for various ethnic groups and various

age groups.
Census data can typically only reveal general patterns of language use, which are

mostly unidimensional. Because of the lack of space in census questionnaires, an inventory of
language use is commonly confined to one dimension, be it either home language use or regu-
lar usage of languages. For more intricate information, it is necessary to study linguistic groups
in more detail and to investigate more dimensions of language use.

Canada
There  is  a long tradition of census research in Canada. The first census  was  held  in  1871.  At
the beginning of the twentieth century, two questions on language use were included in the
census questionnaires: one on the language proficiency of the informant in English and/or
French, the two official languages of Canada, and a second one on the informant's mother
tongue. Until 1961, the following question was used to obtain information on the informant's

language proficiency in English and French:  Is your ability to speak English, French  or both  weH

enough to ca,Ty on a  conversation? (English on.b French on(y, both, neither) Until  1941, the second
question was formulated as follows: 117lat is the respondent's mother tongue? Mother tongue was
operationalised as the languagefust learned in childhood and still spoken.  From  1941  till  1971,  this
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was  altered  to the languagejirst  spoken  and still understood.  In   1981,  it was formulated  as the lan-
I guagefirst learned and still understood.

  Since   1971, one question  on the language  use  at  home  has  also been included:  H/hat
language doyou (rourse#) most  Ren speak at home now.2 Since 1985, General Social Surveys (GSS)

 
have been carried out yearly in Canada. Each GSS is made up of a sample of 10,000 persons of
15 years and older and consists of a core and ajbcus element.  In the second GSS, the focus ele-
nnent was on language. An extensive questionnaire on language use was used. Informants were
asked about their main language,  that is,  the language in which you are most  at ease. The answer
could consist of one language, but also of a combination of offcial and/or non-official lan-
guages of Canada. Moreover, informants were asked to provide their level of proficiency and
frequency of use for each of the languages provided. Informants were also asked to specify
their proficiency in and use of English and French.

In the following section of the  1986 GSS questionnaire, an inventory was made of the
language use of the informant during his or her childhood and adolescence. Also questions on
the current language use of the informant at home, at school, and with friends were included
in the questionnaire, together with questions on the language use at work and in the working
environment, and oral and written communication at work and with colleagues. Further-
more, actual and preferred language use at government institutions, in the media, and at
health services were included in the second GSS.

The long history of collecting basic information on language use as part of census research in
Canada provides us with interesting longitudinal information. The detailed GSS survey on
language gives a detailed picture of the language use of a substantial group of Canadian citi-
zens. It is interesting to note that preferences of language users are taken into account. De-
rived from the data on the informants' language use during their childhood and on current
language use practices,  it is possible to investigate intrapersonal patterns of language shift on a
large scale.

United States
In the United States, there is a long tradition of carrying out census research. Since 1790, a
census has taken place every ten years. The Bureau of the Census was established in  1902.

US census research takes place by means of two questionnaires: a short and a long one.
The long questionnaire is filled out by approximately 20 percent of the population. The census

questionnaires include questions on race, language, origin and ethnicity. Questions on race
and (Hispanic) origin are put to every citizen. Questions on language and ethnidty are part of
the long questionnaire.

Since 1910, questions on language have been included in the census. These questions
form a rich source for sociolinguistic research (Lieberson 1981). Basically, two types of ques-
tions have been included in the census: questions on the language first learned by the infor-
mant and questions on the profidency of the informant in English. There has been a great
variation throughout the years in the formulation of the language questions used in the cen-
suses.  In  1940, the following question was used to query the mother tongue of the informant:
11'liat  language  was  spoken  in this person's  home  when  he  was a child.2  In   1970 a question  was  used
which resembled the question of 1940 to a high degree, but which yielded very different re-
sults: What language, other than English, was spoken in this person's home when he was a childi
(Veltman 1983). On the basis of the 1970 census, it was concluded that 16 percent of the
population in the United States had a language other than English as its mother tongue. In
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1971, however, a Reinterview Study was held, which made clear that only 68 percent of the
respondents who answered in the 1970 census that a language other than English was spoken
at home indeed had a mother tongue which was not English.

From 1910 till 1970, the census contained questions on mother tongue. In 1980 and

1990, the questions on language were divided into three parts: 1. Does this person speak a lan-

guage other than English at home? 2. What is this language? 3. How well does this person speak English?

The emphasis was on the current language use,  i.e., the language spoken at the moment of the
survey.  It was the census researchers' intention to use these data for an assessment of the needs
for bi- and multilingual education.

The great variation throughout the years in the formulation of the language questions as used
in the censuses, makes it more dillicult to make longitudinal comparisons of the collected
data. An evaluation of the American census experiences makes it clear that variation should be
kept to a minimum in the formulation of census questions, in order to enable researchers to
make comparisons, albeit comparisons of a cross-temporal or other nature.

United Kingdom
Since 1801, census research has been carried out every ten years in the United Kingdom (with
the exception of 1941). The most recent census was held on April, 21  1991. As part of this
census, questionnaires were available in  11  languages.

In general, identification of various population groups takes place on the basis of coun-
try (Counuy of birth). In 1991, a question on ethnicity was included in the census for the first
time.  In the preparation of the 1991 census, questions on language use for the identification of
various population groups were taken into consideration by the census researchers, but in the
final census questionnaires no questions on language appeared. In 1991, it was only in the cen-
suses for Wales and Scotland that questions on the proficiency in indigenous minority lan-
guages were included: Does the person speak/read/write IVelsh/Scottish Gaelic?

Another important source of information on linguistic diversity in the UK are the lan-
guage surveys held among school pupils by Local Education Authorities in the previous dec-
ades. A survey and commentary on the most important British language surveys was compiled

by Nicholas (1988, 1992).
Another relatively large-scale survey is presented in Rosen & Burgess  (1980).   They

took as the starting point for their investigations Fishman's (1966) classic question: Who speaks

what language to whom and when? In London, 4600 pupils took part in the survey. Rosen & Bur-
gess reported that 15 percent of the pupils used a language other than English and another  15

percent spoke an overseas-mainly Caribbean - form of English.
Since 1978, the ten districts which make up the Inner London Education Authorities

(ILEA) have organised a language survey every two years among all pupils in primary and sec-
ondary education. The goal of the primary-school survey is to assess the needs of pupils who
do not have an adequate proficiency in English.  From  1981  on, an inventory of the home lan-
guage use of the pupils has been part of the surveys. There has been a constant increase in the
number of pupils speaking a language other than,  or in addition to, English at home:  14 % in 1981,

16 % in 1983, 19 % in 1985 en 23 % in 1987. In addition, the actual number of languages

spoken by the pupils has been on the rise.

The survey by Rosen & Burgess (1980) and the surveys that have been carried out by the
ILEAs yield relevant data on the language diversity among the population of primary and sec-
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ondary pupils in London. In these surveys, however, an emphasis is put on the assessment of
the proficiency of pupils in English. No information has yet been collected on the proficiency
in the home languages of pupils who are non-native speakers of English. Furthermore, no in-
ventory has been made of the needs as expressed by these pupils for instruction in the home
language. It should also be noted that the data on the language use of the pupils have been col-
lected by means of the impressions of their teachers of this language use, which is a very indi-
rect way of collecting data on actual language behaviour.

South Africa
South Africa has a very particular history of census research into linguistic diversity, due to the
particular spectrum of languages in this country and its history of apartheid (Broeder & Extra
1998). During the era of apartheid (1948-1994), English and Afrikaans were the only two
languages with an officially recognised nation-wide status, despite the wide variety of lan-
guages learned and spoken in South Africa:

-    Languages ofAfrican origin: Bantu languages, including Zulu, Xhosa and Swati;

-    Languages ofEuropean origin, including English, Afrikaans and French;

-    Languages of Indian origin, including Hindi, Gujarati and Tamil.'

Censuses have been held in South Africa every ten years during the 2db century. Since 1991,
the frequency has been doubled. The 1980 and 1991 censuses were based on questionnaires,
written in English and Afrikaans only, and delivered to the heads of households. Both censuses
contained questions on ethnicity/race and language.   In   the 1991 census, the first question
asked for 'population group' in terms of 'White/Coloured/Asian/Black.' The second  ques-
tion was formulated as follows: Indicate whether each person (in the household) can speak (communi-
cate  in),  read  and/or  write thefollowing  languages:  Afrikaans/ English/Black language/Other. In addi-
tion, the following two questions were asked: State which language each person most €Ren speaks at

home and  f more than one language is usually spoken at home, state the other language which is spoken.
In the most recently held (1996) census, available in any of the by then eleven omcial

languages, the phrasing on ethnicity/race was: How would (the person) describe him-herse#7 Possi-
ble answers related to A#ican/Black, Coloured, Indian/Asian, and 11*ite. The two questions re-
garding language use were phrased as follows: 11%ich language does (the person) speak most Ben at
home? and Does (the person) speak more than one language at home?  The answer to the former ques-
tion had to be specified as yes or no. If yes, 'The language (the person) speaks next most often'
was requested.

Information based on the 1980 census data is provided by Grobler, Prinsloo, and Van
der Merwe (1990). The 1991 census data have been documented by Luus and Oberholzer
(1994), and I<rige, Cairns, Makalima & Scott (1994). Van der Merwe and Van Niekerk
(1994) provide interesting comparative data on the 1980 and 1991 censuses.

From the descriptions of census data in Australia, Canada, the United States and the United
Kingdom,  it is clear that the English-dominant immigration countries in the world have a rich
tradition of systematically collecting data on their populations. Although language has not
played a major role in these data collections, general information on the (growing) linguistic
diversity of these countries has been made available throughout the years. South Africa holds a

See Mesthrie (1995), Extra and Maartens (1998) and Broeder, Extra and Maartens (1998) for a his-
torical and sodolinguistic discussion on linguistic diversity in South Africa.
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special position, The growing awareness of linguistic diversity in the post-apartheid era makes
it an interesting country to watch in the upcoming decades.

3.2.2       Small-sized or focused surveys
It is not only through large-scale census research that information on the ethnolinguistic com-

position of a population can be gathered. Studies on a smaller scale or with a specific focus are
also very useful in collecting this type of data.  In this section, our focus is on the collection of
school statistics in Sweden, the Linguistic Minority Project in the UK, and language surveys
among primary and secondary school children in the Netherlands.

Sweden
In Sweden, data on language use is collected yearly by means of pupil statistics at the level of
municipalities. At the individual level, data is collected on the home language of all school
pupils, the so-called hemspr3ksstatittik. The following types of information are collected:

1.             language used at home (one language per pupil);
2.               need for and participation in home language instruction;
3.          need for and participation in Swedish as a secondlanguage;
4.           a global estimation of the level of proficiency in Swedish in comparison to the level of

proficiency of Swedish pupils.

The home language statistics form the main input data in Sweden for decisions on language
policies and are of direct consequence to the organisation and funding of the instruction of
languages. In October  1991, 12 percent of the primary ('Grund') school children and 7 percent
of secondary ('Gymnasie') school pupils reported speaking a language other than Swedish at
horne.

Of great value is that in Sweden a specific administration is in use for the determination of the
multilingual character of the Swedish school population. This type of information has been
used in Sweden for the most suitable cause: the formulation and implementation of language
policy within the field of education. However, the limitations of this type of data should not be
overlooked: the data collected concern only the language use and language behaviour of one
generation of language users. This limitation makes it harder to determine or predict processes
of language shift and the speed at which these processes are taking place.

Linguistic Minority Project in the United Kingdom
In the early 1980s,   under the authority  of the Department of Education and Science,  a  lan-
guage survey was carried out by the University of London in five districts in the United King-
dom. This so-called Lin8uistic Minorities Project  (LMP)  was  one  of the largest research projects
into language diversity ever held in the United Kingdom. The questionnaires and procedures
that were developed for the LMP project have been applied by a great number of Local Educa-

tion Authorities (LEAs) in local language surveys since then.
The LMP researchers developed three types of surveys: a School Language Survey, a

Secondary Pupils Survey and an Adult Language Use Survey. The School language Survey
(SLS) was administered by the teachers. The target groups of this survey consisted of primary
school pupils. As a screening question, the following was asked: Do you yoursdfever speak any
language at home apartfrom English? Following a positive answer to this question, a number of
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questions were put to the pupil: 1Vhat is the name ef that language?,  Can you read that langua8ei,
and Canyou BTite that language, The goal of the SLS was to obtain a global picture of the degree
of language diversity at a particular school and an identification of the proficiency of pupils in
languages other than English. The Secondary Pupils Survey (SPS) was filled out by the target
group, i.e., secondary school pupils.  The  SPS  is a detailed questionnaire for collecting socio-
linguistic information on 'who uses which language to whom and why.'

The administration of the Adult I.anguage ilse Survey (ALUS) took place by means of
bilingual local interviewers. The target group of this survey was formed by a group  of  2500
adults. A bilingual questionnaire, consisting of 156 questions,  was used in the ALUS.  The out-
comes of this survey consisted of detailed information on language use in various domains,
attitudes towards bilingualism and processes of intergenerational language shift.

More than 216,000 pupils were surveyed in the SLS and SPS. The percentage ofpupils
who reported using a language other than English at home varied between 7 percent and 30
percent for the various districts.

The Linguistic Minorities Project emphasised the use and status of ethnic minority languages.
This approach should be considered ground-breaking, because it does justice to the cultural
and linguistic diversity  in the United Kingdom. Furthermore, various age groups of speakers
were included in the LMP research design: children, adolescents and adults were the subjects
of the various surveys. The project elicited a unique combination of large-scale, global, and
detailed information on linguistic diversity.

Language surveys in the Netherlands: 'Taalpeiling'
Researchers of Tilburg University carried out large-scale municipal language surveys ('Taalpeil-
in8'  throughout the Netherlands over the past ten years. A pilot study was done in the city of
Den Bosch (1992) and another survey was carried out among pupils of primary schools in the
live major cities of the province of Northern Brabant (1994). In later years, the same type of
study was undertaken at secondary schools in the Hague and at primary and secondary schools
in a number of other towns in the Netherlands. The Taalpeiling formula has also been applied
in other countries, including South Africa, Australia, and a number of countries of the Euro-
pean Union (see Van der Avoird, Broeder & Extra,  2001  for an extensive discussion of these

language surveys).
As part of these sun·eys, pupils at primary schools were interviewed by their teacher.

At secondary schools, the pupils filled out the questionnaires themselves. Although, since the
first study in Den Bosch, the scale and target groups of the Taalpeiling research have broad-
ened, the same dimensions of language use and home language instruction have consistently
been surveyed in the Taalpeiling:

1.   Language repertoire: Which other languages instead of or in addition to Dutch are used

in your home?
2.    Language pro ciency: Can you understand/speak/read/write these languages?
3. Language choice: Do you speak these languages with your mother/father/older broth-

ers and sisters/younger brothers and sisters?
4.    Language dominance: Which language do you speak best?
5.     Langu(We pr Arence: Which language do you prefer to speak?

6. Needjbr education in minority language: Would you like to go to classes in the minority
language?
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7.   Participation in education f minority language: Do you go to classes in the minority lan-
guage?

The Taalpeiling investigates both the use and status of ethnic minority languages and the use
and status of Dutch among school children.  In the 1994 survey of Northern Brabant,  21 per-
cent of the primary school pupils reported that another language instead of in addition to
Dutch was used in their home. A total number of 34,451 pupils were include(1 in this survey.
In subsequent years, after members of the PatiN2 research group at Tilburg University carried
out a magnitude of such surveys, including such major Dutch cities as Utrecht and the Hague.
Both primary and secondary schools were included and more than 150,000 pupils  took part  in
these surveys (Van der Avoird, Broeder & Extra, 2001),

As a spin-off of the Taalpeiling project, more detailed research was carried out by re-
searchers and students in the framework of the Taalpeiling project. These investigations fo-
cused on the status and use of specific ethnic minority languages at home and at school in more
detail. The investigation of the language use of the parents of ethnic minority children was also

part of the project. The languages investigated were Turkish and Arabic (reported on in Van
leI· Heijden 1994, Linssen 1994), Sranan and Papiamentu (De Abreu 1994), Khmer (Kip-

perman 1994) and Romanes (Venes 1994, 1995). In the years since 1994, the Taalpeiling
concept has been taken abroad and tested in Australia among the Turkish community in that
country and on Indian languages in South Africa (Dellevoet 1996).

The research reported on in this dissertation is in the tradition of the Taalpeiling research. A
relatively large group of informants was surveyed and a broad perspective taken on language
use: for each informant, a multi-dimensional language profile was compiled. The surveys did
not focus solely on Dutch or on the instruction of Dutch as a second language, but explicitly
paid attention to the use of minority languages. Furthermore, the need for instruction in these
languages was taken into consideration. Although the large-scale surveys were administered

only with pupils, the data collected made possible an investigation of intergenerational pat-
terns of language shift. The questionnaires,  as  used in the Taalpeiling,  is aimed at the collection
of data on the language use patterns with various interlocutors at home.

3.2.3 The present study
From an evaluation of the language surveys in various countries presented above, the follow-
ing prerequisites for the current investigation were defmed:

1.     It makes sense to survey large groups of language users.  This is even more true of the aIr-

rent investigation, as it focuses on a number of comparisons of a cross-national and inter-
generational nature.  It will be necessary to include a large number of informants in our in-
vestigations in order to make valid comparisons. Other surveys have made it clear that

patterns of language use vary by generation, context, etc.
2.    An  inventory  of the language  use of ethnic minority group members boils  down to more

than a description of their level of proficiency in English (for the British situation) or
Dutch  (for the Dutch situation). Various dimensions of language  use  need  to be taken  into

consideration, including the repertoire of the languages relevant to ethnolinguistic minor-

2 PatiN = Projectgroep allochtone talen in Nederland / 'Research group on ethnic minority languages
in the Netherlands.'
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ity groups and the instruction of ethnic minority languages. Attention should be directed
equally to all languages relevant to informants.

3.   If feasible, questions on language use should be put directly to the language user, be it a
younger or an older informant, instead of using teachers or other mediators.

4.    To obtain an accurate picture of a group of ethnic minority language users as a whole, it is
advisable to include more than one generation or age group of language users in the re-
search sample. The approach taken in the LMP project could act as a guidance. In this ap-
proach, various age groups of speakers were surveyed: children (School Language Survey),
youngsters (Secondary Pupils Survey) and adults (Adult I.anguage Use Survey).

5.   The outcomes of the LMP research show that it is useful to strive for both global and de-
tailed information at a large-scale level.

6. There should be enough depth in the questionnaires to make useful comments on the lan-
guage use of the informants. Census research indicated that shallow questionnaires can
only lead to shallow results and interpretations.

7. Although experience with focused language surveys is, internationally speaking, relatively
meagre, existing language surveys should be used to the extent possible. In particular, the
language surveys in the United Kingdom (LMP) and the Netherlands (Taalpeiling) could
serve as valuable starting points, given the promising results and the standards set for lan-
guage survey research by these projects.

The combination of quality (the use of in-depth multidimensional surveys) and quantity (a
sufficient number of informants from various age groups and in various contexts) added sur-
plus value to the current investigation. It was the intention in this study to strive for maximal
participation from members of the Hindu communities in the Netherlands and the UK, taking
into consideration restrictions of time and availability of informants. As noted in Chapter  1,
Hindus are not a group that can be traced back from data from municipal registers. An a-select
sampling approach was, therefore, not feasible in this project. Informants had to be found by
making use of contacts through Hindustani organisations, schools, Hindu temples,  etc.

In the selection of the informants and in the analysis of the collected data, special at-
tention was given to the following 'meta'-variables:

1.         Country (the Netherlands vs. the United Kingdom);
2. Generation (Primary school pupils vs. Adolescents vs. Parents);
3.         Concentration of speakers (Concentration vs. Non-concentration);
4.       Type of school visited by primary school children (Hindu primary schools vs. other

schools).

There are many other variables that could have been used as criteria for the composition of the
research population,  e.g., the focus could  have been placed on gender differences or social
background. The novel character of the criteria (cross-national comparison, concentration of
speakers, and type of school) mentioned above and the intergenerational perspective were
among the motives for selecting these criteria.

Counuy: In the introductory chapter of this thesis, the value and innovative character of doing
cross-national research in this field was discussed.
Generation: As noted above, including only one generation of language users provides an in-
complete picture  of the current status of a particular group of language users.  The inclusion of
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more generations will provide a broader and more dynamic picture of the language use within
Hindu communities in the Netherlands and the UK. Furthermore, it will provide specific in-
formation on patterns of intergenerational language shift and thus might 0ve us information
on future patterns of language use, and in this way, make possible a more dynamic manner of

interpreting the outcomes of the investigation.

Concentration  ef speakers:  In the Netherlands, concentrations of Hindustanis  can be found  in
three major cities,  i.e., the Hague, Rotterdam and Amsterdam.  It was considered of interest
to see to what degree the presence of a concentration of speakers effects patterns of language
use.

Dpe ef school: In the Netherlands, there are a number of Hindu primary schools (founded and
run by Hindus).3  It was considered of interest to investigate which effects could be observed in
comparing the patterns of language use of Hindustani pupils who attended schools of this type
and Hindustani pupils who attended other types of schools.

The choice of these four criteria was viewed as adding interesting and, to a certain degree,
novel perspectives to the ongoing practices of language surveys. Furthermore, it was consid-
ered useful to 'recycle' methodologies and approaches that were used in language surveys
previously carried out. In the construction of the research design, the best research practices in
the field of language surveys were combined.

3.3     Towards an ecological research framework for ethnolinguistic description
and language shift

3.3.1       Prerequisites
In this section, an integrated framework for language-ecologid description and intergenera-
tional language shift is presented: This framework serves as the basis for a comprehensive
description of (minority) languages, the language use of minority groups,  and the overall con-
text in which these languages and their users appear. Furthermore, the framework gives an
indication of the nature and extent of (intergenerational) language shift within these groups of
language users. The framework also makes it possible to perform a systematic inventory of
determinants of language shift for the communities of language users under consideration.

The framework is defined on the basis of an extensive review of the literature on mod-
els for the description of language use situations and the inventory of language survey practices
and models of language shift. It produces a basic collection of research questions which can be
used almost directly as the basis for the compilation of questionnaires for the collection of in-
formation on (minority) languages, their users and the context in which these languages are
embedded.

In the remainder of this introduction to the framework, the goals of this project are
explained and the requirements set by the project with respect to the design of the framework
for language-ecological description and intergenerational language shift are set out. Further-
more, an indication is given of the topics covered in the literature search.

3 A detailed desaiption of a number of these schools is given in Chapters 5 and 6.
4 An earlier version of this framework appeared as Van der Avoird (1995).
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From the requirements presented above, a triad of main goals for the current project can be
derived. These goals are related to the description of the language use of a selected group of
language users and the interaction of these language users with the (soaal) context of which
the language and its users are a part.

The first objective is to compile an inventory of the language use of Hindu communi-
ties in the Netherlands and the UK. As noted above, the language use of these communities in
the  Netherlands  and the United Kingdom  can be considered a neglected area of research in  the
field of sociolinguistics.  The same is true for Hindu communities in other countries.

Furthermore, interest also lies with the nature and extent of language shift, i.e., the
shift in language use patterns from the minority language(s) towards the language spoken by

majority groups, among both communities of Hindi speakers.
The third goal of this project is to gain an insight into factors which might be consid-

ered the most prominent determinants of the processes of language shift taking place in Hindu
communities.

In order to make a connection between these objectives, the framework for language-eco-
logical description and intergenerational language shift is constructed. It should be noted that
this framework is a general framework and could be used for the description of other groups
of language users in other contexts as well. More importantly, it would be very interesting to
increase the number of languages, language users and language use contexts to which the
framework is applied. Research into language shift would be enhanced if comparisons between
various language use contexts were made on the basis of a standardised framework for data
collection and analysis.

Three steps were used to translate the research goals of our project into a framework
which captured the needs put fonvard by it. In the next section, the exact requirements set in
the project (and the investigation of language use and language shift) are determined. The re-
search goals, as described above,  form the basis for the definition of this set of requirements.
Subsequently, the results of a literature search is presented. This literature search focused on
three topics. An outline of these topics is discussed below. The findings of the review of the
literature are presented in Sections 3.3.2 through  3.3.4.  On the basis  of the insights  of the
literature search, the framework for language-ecological description and intergenerational
language shift was defined. This framework was used as the basis for our data collection and
analysis (Section 3.3.5). In the same section, it is also indicated how the framework can be
transformed into questions which can be used in questionnaires for the survey of (minority)
languages and their contexts of use.

From the main goals of our project, a number of requirements, to be considered as opera-
tional definitions of these goals, could be derived. These requirements served as guidance for
the literature search.

1. Abroad inventory of the language use of the groups surveyed in our project should be
compiled. This is even more important 0ven the lack of information available on the
language conditions in Hindu communities in both the Netherlands and the UK. It is
of vital importance that a solid understanding be obtained of the current repertoire of
languages of various generations of language users.
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2.   Although a general framework has been constructed, the specific language situation of
Hindus in the Netherlands and the UK should be taken into account. More specifi-
cally, the framework should accommodate for the specific migration patterns of Dutch
and British Hindi speakers, which include patterns of double migration.

3. This study investigated the nature and extent of language shift among members  of
Hindu communities in both countries. It describes the patterns of language shift taking
place among both groups of language users and in order to provide insights into possi-
ble determinants of language shift.

4. This study not only concentrated on the language use of Hindi speakers, but also took
into account social and psychological dimensions of this language use.

5.    Furthermore,  it was a distinct aim to gain insights into the factors (determinants)  that
influence the processes of language shift among Hindu communities.

3.3.2 The study of language ecology
In our search for a descriptive method for deflning (minority) languages in their context of
use, several studies were found springing from a research framework that has been termed
'&O1O8y eflanguage.' This concept was introduced by Haugen in his book The ecoloW oflan8uage

(1972).
Haugen's ideas led to a first attempt to come up with an ecological approach to lan-

guage use. Haugen defined a set of ten questions that provided an indication of the ecological
status of a language. These questions probed such issues as the users of the language, the do-
mains in which the language was used, and the institutional support for the language.

Haugen's approach might be qualified as promising. A few shortcomings, however,
thrust themselves to the fore. The selection of questions (variables) included in the ecological

description of a language is rather non-systematic and could even be considered arbitrary.
Obvious variables missing among Haugen's set of ecological variables include the socio-
economic significance of a language and its (perceived) cultural importance. Furthermore, the
ecological questions, as formulated by Haugen, are stated in a very general manner. For these
questions to be of both theoretical and practical value, they should be made operational. Nev-
ertheless, Haugen (1972) can be regarded as an important impetus to research into ecological

descriptions oflanguages.
Haarmann, in his  1986 book Language in ethnicity: A  view of basic ecological relations, em-

broidered on the theme of the ecological description of languages. His approach can be re-
garded as more systematic than Haugen's. Haarmann defined a set of ecological variables

which are part of one of seven main groups, which include ethno-demographic, ethno-

sociological and ethno-political variables.
Although Haarmann's ideas should be regarded as a follow-up to and in some regards

as an improvement on Haugen's proposals, the same types ofshortcomings can be put forward
with respect to his ideas. Haarmann does not by any means prove the validity of the set of
variables he proposes nor does he test these variables in practice. Again, it can be observed
that a number of obvious variables, e.g., ethno-historical variables,  are not part of this ecologi-
cal framework.

It should not go unnoticed that in order for an ecological description of a language to
be valid, no main categories of variables should be missing. In the process of obtaining an in-
sightful description of the status and users of a language, the main objective should be to strive
for an extensive collection of ecological variables.
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Edwards' s  artide  Socio-political  Aspects  of Language  Maintenance and  Loss:  Towards a  Typol-
0W of Minority Lan8uage Situations (1992) meets a number  of the objections set forth  in  this
current work with respect to Haugen's and Haarmann's work. Edwards's proposal, which can
be  regarded  as  part  of the tradition  of the ecology  4 language, seems  thus  far  to  be  the  most
promising. The set of language-ecological variables proposed by Edwards should be regarded
as the most comprehensive. The main strength of Edwards's proposal lies in the systematic
nature in which he constructed his framework. In comparison to the proposals by Haugen and
Haarmann, it links up more closely with social reality, in which languages play a crucial role.

In Edwards's proposal, two types of categorisations are of great importance. The first
is a three-level categorisation that includes speaker, language and setting. The second categorisa-
tion contains eleven dimensions: demography,   sociologr,   linguistics,   psychologr.   historb   poh-
tia/law /government,  geofiraphy,  education,  religion,  economics,  and the  media. When these categon-
sations are combined, a matrix of thirty-three variables can be constructed that is labelled by
Edwards as a "typological framework for minority-language-situation variables". This frame-
work is given in Figure 3-1.

Figure 3- 1 Typological framework for minority-language-situation
variables (source: Edwards  1992)

Categorisation A Categorisation B
Speaker Language Setting

Demography                     1           2           3
Sodology                        4           5          6
Linguistics                         7            8           9
Psychology                                                               1 0                            1 1                            1 2

History                                                                         13                             14                           15

Politics/law/government        16          17         18
Geography                      19          20         21
Education                              22             23            24
Religion                         25          26         27
Economics                               28              29             30
The media                                    31                32               33

Edwards explained that the typological framework can be translated straightforwardly into a
set of thirty-three general language-ecological questions. For example, an interpretation of the
first variable would boil down to the following question: What is the number and concentration of
spwkers of a langua9ei

This is, however, where Edwards's study ends. The same objections can be raised as
were made with respect to the proposals by Haarmann and Haugen: Edwards's typological
framework is still very general and it will take additional steps to translate the framework into
questions which could be used in an empirical study. Such an elaboration is necessary to test
both the validity and the practical value of the framework.

On the other hand, there is at least a spirit of exhaustiveness about Edwards's typo-
logical framework for the description of minority languages. Of the three proposals under
investigation and other proposals made in the literature, Edwards's proposal seems to be the

most promising for adaptation in a descriptive framework of language use in a wider context.
The variables that make up the framework have a high degree of face validity.
Another important observation to be made concerns the relationship between Haugen's and
Haarmann's frameworks and that of Edwards. Edwards's collection of variables subsumes the
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sets of variables as proposed by Haugen and Haarmann.5 There is, however, one major part
from Haugen's proposal missing: a comparison between a language and its users and another
language  and its users  (in  the same context or outside  it). This comparison, which relates  the
description of a language to other (descriptions of) languages, should be regarded as an impor-
tant addition to the framework presented by Edwards. This observation was kept in mind in
the construction of the current framework.

There is another general research framework that should be taken into consideration. This
framework, which was used as the basis for a number of studies into the status of minority
languages in majority language contexts, is known as Ethnolinguistic Fitality Giles, Bourhis, and
Taylor (1977) and Allard & Landry (1994) made important contributions to this framework.

The vitality of a language is a measure  of the chances of survival of a language within  a
context in which other languages and language users are in contact with this language. In the-

ory, any language whose speakers do not live in isolation will be influenced by one or more
other languages and groups of language users. The vitality of a language is also determined by
the intrinsic characteristics of the group of language users who use the language.

Ethnolinguistic vitality is typically determined by the suin of a (great) number of fac-
tors. Clearly, there are similarities between the ethnolinguistic vitality approach and the lan-
guage-ecological framework. According to Giles, Bourhis and Taylor (1977), factors which
play a crucial role in the determination of the ethnolinguistic vitality of a language belong to
the following three main categories: demographic, status, and institutional support factors.
Factors which belong to these categories are straightforwardly translated into «esearch) ques-
tions that are used to draw up an inventory of a language. Giles, Bourhis and Taylor argued
that the ethnolinguistic vitality status of a language can be calculated from this inventory.

It should be noted that the description method proposed by Giles, Bourhis, and Taylor
is straightforward and clear. However, it seems to be much more difficult to come up with an
interpretation (or evaluation) mechanism that determines the ethnolinguistic vitality status of a
language from such a description. Giles, Bourhis, and Taylor do not go into the (formal) defi-
nition of such a mechanism or procedure. An important conclusion can be drawn from this
observation: simply defining  what a framework for the description  of a language in terms of an
exhaustive set of factors or variables might look like is not sufficient. The construction of an
evaluation mechanism that is able to translate an ecological description of a language into ethno-

linguistic vitality status judgements is of equal importance.

One step beyond the original ethnolinguistic vitality framework is the research framework
known as subjeaive ethnolin8uistic vitaliy. In this framework, it is not the actua/ description of
vitality factors that is a·ucial for the determination of the vitality of a language and its users in a

context, but the perception of these factors by individual language users.
An elaboration of this framework can be found in Allard & Landry (1994). In this

study, a framework with various levels for the description of ethnolinguistic vitality was intro-

5 In Haarmann's proposal, there was a category of 'interactional variables' for which it is not straight-
forwardly clear how they fit in Edwards's typological framework. A more precise investigation of
these variables makes clear that they can be placed under the category of 'linguistia' in the latter
framework.
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duced.6 The general structure of ethnolinguistic vitality as conceived by Allard & Landry
(1994) is represented in Table 3- 1.

Table 3- 1 The structure of ethnolinguistic vitality

Sociological level Objective ethnolinguistic vitality
Sodo-psychological level Individual network of linguistic contacts

Psychological level Subjective ethnolinguistic vitality

Allard & Landry underlined the importance of considering ethnolinguistic vitality at more than
one level of description. It is not sufficient just to measure factors at the level of objective vi-
tality; it is also necessary to include the perception of these factors by language users (at the
psychological level) in relation to and in interaction with other groups of language users of
other languages (at the socio-psychological level).

This distinction of several levels of ethnolinguistic vitality should, indeed, be of impor-
tance, since language users cannot have a direct, intrinsic knowledge of all the factors enumer-
ated in the ethnolinguistic vitality framework. Only by indirect means, notably through lan-
guage contacts with both in-group and out-group members and the individual perception of
ethnolinguistic vitality factors, can the actual language behaviour of language users be influ-
enced.  The sum of the behaviours of the individual language users is decisive for the condition
and status of a language and, consequently, its ethnolinguistic vitality.

The main findings of our literature search with respect to ecological description can be sum-
marized in the following five conclusions:

1.   A framework for the ecological description of a language should comprise an exhaustive
set ofrelevant language-ecological variables. The attempts made by Edwards (1992) to de-
fine a typology of minority language situations is more comprehensive than other propos-
als within the ecology of language framework or the ethnolinguistic vitality framework.

2.    Not only is it important to take the language itself into consideration, but it is also impor-
tant to devote space in the framework to the users of this language and the context of lan-
guage use.

3.    A distinction should be made between various levels of description within the framework.
A differentiation between at least a description at an objective and a subjective level of
relevant language-ecological variables should be introduced. A description of a language
and its context of use in terms of objective variables seems to be insuffldent and does not
take into account the fact that the language behaviour of a language user cannot be influ-
enced directly by these objective factors, but only by means of his or her perception of
these factors.

4.    The effects of objective ecological factors on the language behaviour of language users take
place through intermediate levels. The connection between the various levels of descrip-
tion should be made explicit. This can probably be done best by defining one level of de-
scription in terms of another level of description or by using an abstract set of variables as
the basis for aillevels.

6 The notion of subjective ethnolinguistic vitality beliefs is presented in Allard & Landry (1994). We
will not go into this notion, but concentrate rather on the description of the three levels of ethnolin-
guistic vitality.
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5.   Within the overall framework, we should allow for the interaction of a language and its
group of associated language users and other languages and language users that are in con-
tact with and influence this group.

On the basis of these insights, a general framework for the description and evaluation of a (mi-
nority) language was constructed. Edward's set of language-ecological variables forms the
basis for the description of a language and its use at three levels of description: the objective,
the  intermediate  and the subjective level. The framework is graphically presented in Figure
3-2.

At the objective level, a description of a language, its use and its users is given in terms of an

objective description of the set of language-ecological variables. The result is a description of a
language, its use, and its users, in the context of use.

Figure 3-2 A framework for language-ecological description

Objective descriphon

A basis of language-
Intermediate level of ecological variables
language contacts (based on

          Edwards. 1992)

Subjective evaluation

At the subjective level, a description of a language and its users in terms of a subjective evalua-
tion of the set of language-ecological variables is presented. This description presents a broad
idea of the perceptions of a group of language users with regard to the use of their language
and the broad context in which this language is used.

At the intermediate level, a description is constructed of how language users perceive
the status of their language in relation to other languages and language users in the contexts in
which these languages and language users are in interaction with each other. This level is re-
lated to Allard's & landry's socio-psychological level, in which the ethnolinguistic vitality of a
minority language is considered in relation to and in interaction with otlier languages and
other groups of language users.

Afull ecological description of a given language in a given context consists of the sum of
the descriptions of this language at the various description levels.

3.3.3      The study of language shift

The second part of the groundwork for the construction of the framework for language-

ecological description and intergenerational language shift was a study of the literature on lan-
guage shift. This investigation should answer the question of how the nature and extent of
language shift taking place within a group of language users should be described and how the
framework for the analysis of language shift in terms of its determinants should be sketched.

From an analysis of the literature on language shift, it can be concluded that most re-
search on language shift is descriptive by nature. The objective of the researchers was to con-
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centrate their research efforts on describing the nature and extent of language shift for various

groups in one country or, in a limited number of cases, in a number of countries.  Only a few
studies report on research which takes the next step: studying the underlying principles which
act:ually determine the nature and extent of language shift taking place within a group of lan-
guage users. The objective of this type of research is to search for explanations for the differ-
ences in the extent of language shift taking place between different groups under similar cir-
cumstances or between comparable groups under different circumstances.

In the construction of the framework, a description of the nature and extent of language shift
was included and the framework was arranged in such a way as to give an indication of the
determinants of language shift for our groups of language users.

These objectives led to the following research questions for this part of the framework:
- Which method of research for the description of the nature and extent of language

shift should be used in our framework?
- Which factors should be included in the search for determinants of language shift?

Below, insights on language shift from the following researchers are presented: Fishman

(1966), Veltman (1983), jaspaert & Kroon (1990), Clyne (1991), and Wei (1994). These
sources are a representative selection of the theories and empirical evidence available on lan-
guage shift, spanning three decades ofresearch into the phenomenon.

Fishman (1966), with its indicative title Lan8uage maintenance and language sh#i as afieW efin-
quiry: A d inition of the field and suggestions for itsfurther development, is an early study dat Wres
an  outline  of what research into language maintenance and shift might  look like. Although
Fishman's suggestions do not seem to have much direct following, his theoretical remarks
appear to be rather accurate.

Fishman suggested that language maintenance and shift as a field of systematic inquiry
should be divided into three major parts:7

1.  Research into bilingualism and into habitual language use in various domains, at vari-
ous moments in time, and under conditions of intergroup-contacts;

2.     Research into psychological, social, and cultural processes influence the processes  of

language shift;
3.   Research into attitudes towards language shift.

Bilingualism should be investigated in a dominance conBguration, which is created by combining
variances in media (written, read, and spoken language), role (inner speech, comprehension,
and production), situation (formal, semi-formal, and informal) and domain (family,
neighbourhood, mass media, self-organisation, and occupation). Interpretation and compari-
son of the dominance configurations for different ethnic or age groups should provide us with
insights into the nature and extent of language shift results for the ethnic group(s) under con-
sideration.

With respect to the second part of the inquiry into language shift, i.e., the investiga-
tion of psychological, social, and cultural processes and their influence on language shift,

7 These are paraphrases of the labels attached to the dividing parts by Fishman. We use terminology
which is in line with terminology previously used in this chapter.
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Fishman referred to other researchers. These researchers mentioned the following socio-
cultural variables as influential on language shift: geographic obstacles or facilitations, indigen-
ousness, cultural or ethnic group membership, religion, race, age, social status, occupation,
rural vs. urban residence (Weinreich), family, neighbourhood, political amliation (Haugen),
duration of contact, frequency of contact, and "pressures" of contact derived from economic,
administrative, cultural, political, military, historical, religious, or demographic sources"

(Mackey).
The third component is concerned with the attitudinal-affective behaviours of language

users, the overt behavioural implementation of attitudes, feelings and beliefs, and the cogni-
tive aspects of language response. According to Fishman, the main concern lies with the be-
haviour of language users toward language, particularly with "more focused and conscious
behaviours".

Veltman (1983) presented an extensive desITiption of the language shift that has taken place

among minority language users in the United States. For the main part, Veltman's book is
concerned with methodological issues concerning language shift, and especially with the ques-
tion of the means by which language shift should be measured. Veltman indicated that, in his
opinion, language mobility, a shift in language dominance by individual language users from
the minority group language towards the dominant group language, is a crucial concept. Ac-
cording to Veltman, there are various methods to measure this language mobility. Our gener-
alisation is that all these methods include the comparison of two distinct measurement points:
a point of departure and a point of arrival. The point of arrival is associated with the  use of the
ethnic minority language, while the point of arrival is related to the use of the dominant lan-
guage of society. In Table 3-2, three methods for the measurement of language mobility are
presented.

Table 3-2 Methods for the measurement of language mobility

Points of departure Points of arrival
Ethnic origin Membership of a minority language group
Mother tongue Current language practice
Current parental practice Current language practice of children

Jaspaert & Kroon (1990) investigated which social factors are of direct or indirect influence on
the language use of Italian migrants in the Netherlands and Flanders. They made use of
Bourdieu's notion of linguistic market to get a better understanding of the processes of language

shift that are taking place among these groups of Italian migrants. Two types of linguistic mar-
kets, plus the attitudes towards these markets, function as 'intermediary concepts' between
social factors (which include generation, community, and oral and written contact with the
land of origin), and the operationalisation of actual language behaviour in terms of language
shift and language loss.

According to Jaspaert & Kroon, the measurement of language shift should take place
by means of two scales. Firstly, the language use of informants should be investigated in a
number of situations. Secondly, language shift should be measured as "the average use of
Dutch and Italian regardless of the domain in which the interaction took place". These two
scales attach importance, on the one hand, to the domains in which the interactions take place

and, on the other hand, to the frequency with which the languages under investigation are
used.
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Clyne (1991) is concerned with the Australian experience with respect to ethnic minority (or,
in Clyne's terminology, community) languages. Part of his research is concerned with the
investigation of various models for the investigation and prediction of language shift among the
rich set of communities in Australia. The models included in Clyne's study include proposals
made by Kloss (1966), Giles, Bourhis, and Taylor (1977, Bour(lieu (1982), and Smolia
(1979, 1981). Clyne considered the ideas put forward by Smolicz as the most interesting and
relevant ones for the Australian situation. According to Smolia's theory, certain cultural
manifestations should be considered as core values of a group's or an individual's ethnic idell-
tity. Clyne considered the fact that a language might or might not act as an ethnic marker an
important indicator for differences in the degree of language shift that has taken place between
various ethnic minority groups in Australia.

However, Clyne did not translate Smolicz's ideas into a well-defined model of lan-
guage shift. He indicated that it is very hard to come up with one model to suit all his data. As
was the case with the data collected by Veltman for the language situation in the United States,
Clyne's data for Australia are not very suitable for the disclosure of determinants of language
shift. The collected data sets are very extensive, but they lack detail for these specific pur-

poses.

Wei (1994) is a study that reflects the results of a research project on patterns of language
choice and shift within one specilic Chinese community in the UK.  In his investigation of lan-
guage shift, Wei made a distinction between two focus levels: a macro-societal level, which
studies the influence of higher-order social structures on language choice, and a micro-
interactional level, which investigates the influence of social values and norms on interactional
behaviours. In a first attempt to analyse determinants, Wei focused on a number of external
factors: age, sex and duration of stay. The results of this analysis were not satisfactory in his
view, because they did not offer transparent explanations for the observed processes of lan-
guage shift. A second attempt in terms of a social network analysis, which includes analyses of
the density, complexity, structure, and content of social networks, had much more power in
terms of explaining patterns of language shift.

A general conclusion from this spectrum of studies into (determinants of) language shift is that
this field of research is less coherent than the field of research that focuses on language-
ecological description. Two approaches to the study of language shift are predominant. On the
one hand, research can be recognised, that takes place ona very large scale (census research)
and that is able to make some generalisations about various groups of language users. How-
ever, the results from this approach, which includes research by Veltman and Clyne, showed a
lack of detail, which complicates the recovery of determinants of language shift.  On the other
hand, research into language shift that was carried out on a much smaller scale can be identi-
lied.  This type of research does not allow generalisations to be made about groups of language
users other than the group(s) under investigation. Processes of language shift get more detailed
attention in this approach, which includes research carried out by jaspaert & Kroon and Wei.

On the basis of the literature on language shift discussed above, the following conclusions
are drawn:

1.      In the measurement of language shift,   it is important to contrast two measurement
points. The Arst measurement point acts as the standard measure for the second one.
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l'he difference in language use at these measurement points indicates the extent of
language shift within the community of language users under consideration. Veltman
indicated that there are three measurement techniques for the determination of lan-
guage shift. Given the design of the current investigation, contrasting the language use
of various generations of language users is the most appropriate method for measuring
the extent of language shift taking place within Hindu communities in the Netherlands
and the UK.

2. With respect to the establishment of determinants of language shift, i.e., finding out
which extra-linguistic factors promote or demote language shift, a great number of
factors are put forward in the presented literature as being potentially influential on
processes of language shift. It seems unwise to make a selection from these factors and
to include only a small number of them in the current framework.  There is no need to
confine ourselves to a small set of factors, since our interest lies with, as part of our
ecological description of a language, a variety of social and psychological variables,
which we can also use in our investigation ofdeterminants of language shift.

3. Both laspaert & Kroon ('linguistic markets') and Wei ('sodal networks') made use of
intervening concepts between, on the one hand, social factors and, on the other hand,
language use and language behaviour for the explanation of the influence of the first on
the latter.  In the construction of the final framework for language-ecological descrip-
tion and intergenerational language shift, the question is whether such intermediary

concepts strengthen the explanatory power of our framework. It should be decided
whether to make these concepts operational and to include them in the current

framework, or to use these concepts in our analyses on the basis of the collected data.
The latter approach would amount to a reconstruction of the concepts in the later

stages of the project.

An outline of the conceptual framework for intergenerational language shift is presented in
Figure 3-3. Within this framework, a variety of factors are investigated as potential determi-
nant:s of language shift. Language shift is operationalised as the difference in language use and
behaviour between various generations of language users within one community. A number of
'intermediary concepts' could be used as instruments to enlarge the explanatory power of the
framework. In the upcoming sections, the details will be fitted into the conceptual frame-
work.
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Figure 3-3 A framework for (intergenerational) language shift
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3.3.4 The study oflanguage use
From the viewpoint of the ecological description of language and the research into the extent,
nature, and determinants of language shift, we are interested in constructing a comprehensive
language profile of tlle communities under investigation. As formulated above, a broad and
extensive inventory of the language use of Hindu communities in the Netherlands and the UK
is aimed at. The information on language use is used to determine the nature and extent of
language shift and acts as a dependent variable in the current investigation into the determi-
nants of language shift.

A multidimensional inventory of language use and language behaviour is made as part
of our framework for language-ecological description and intergenerational language shift.
This inventory is based on the language survey ('Taalpeiling') research carried out at Tilburg
University as mentioned above. A full description of this framework and outcomes of various
project carried out within the framework of Taalpeiling research can be found in Broederet al.
(1993) and Broeder & Extra (1995, 1999). This framework is used as the basis for the current

inventory of language use. It provides us with a description of language use in several dimen-
sions, in terms of language repertoire, language choice, language proficiency, language domi-
nance, and language preference. Below, the framework described in Broeder & Extra (1999)
is presented and an outline is given of the additions and modiflcations that have been made to
the framework to bring it in line with our objectives. Four dimensions of language use are
distinguished in the presentation of the framework.

1.     Language repertoire

An inventory of the repertoire of languages used within the communities which are the fo-
cus of the current investigation was made. This inventory included language(s) used by
minority group members and by other groups, typically languages used by majority
groups.

2.    Language choice

As mentioned in the introduction to this section, the investigation of language choice has
our special attention.  To what degree is an inventory of this dimension of language use
needed? Should we follow the proposal made by Fishman (1966be followed to use a
dominance configuration which is a combination of variances in media, role, situation,  and
domain? For this project, such a broad inventory of language choice may prove to be too
ambitious, since we do not only focus on language choice patterns. Proposals in
Greenfield (1968) and Fishman (1972) may help us out, however. The schemes for the
study of language choice presented in these works are less extensive than the original pro-
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posals of Fishman, yet they show a certain depth. The crucial parts in these proposals are
the generalised domains of family, friendship, religion, education, and employment.
Ozguzel (1994) presented another five domains which are added to the original set of five.
The full set of ten domains can be put on a scale which indicates their position relative to
the individual language user. In Figure 3-4, reproduced from Ozgiizel (1994), the ten
domains fit in a two-dimensional representation.

Figure 3-4 Domains of language use (source: Ozguzel  1994)
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Fishman (1972) indicated that it is important to consider various interlocutors and locales
within each domain. In the current study, no use was made of an invariable set of inter-
locutors and locales that should be applied to each domain. In the elaboration of the frame-
work, there was a need to identify the interlocutors and locales that were relevant to each
domain.

3.    Language proBcien€y, langua#e dominance

For each language in the repertoire of individual members of minority language groups,
the (reported) proficiency of individual language users in both oral and written skills were
determined. Furthermore, the dominant language, i.e. the language best spoken, for indi-
vidual language users was also determined.

4.   Language pr ferences (including language attitudes)

Not only the language preferences of individual language users were determined, but also
the backgrounds of these language preferences. Research into language attitudes was part
of the research framework. language users were asked why they prefer one language to
other languages in terms of both instrumental and intrinsic motives.

3.3.5 An integrated framework for language-ecological description and intergenerational
language shift

The main task is now to integrate the framework for language-ecological description, the
framework for language shift, and the inventory of actual language use into one framework for

language-ecological description and intergenerational language shift. First, it is demonstrated
how the three partial models can be put together to form the overall framework. Then, the
formal definition of the framework is presented. In the third part of this section, the way in
which the framework for language-ecological description and intergenerational language shift
can be used as the basis for empirical research is indicated.
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Figure 3-5 Graphical presentation of the framework for
language-ecological description and intergenerational language shift
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Outline ofthe framework for language-ecological description
and intergenerational language shift
The three partial frameworks were merged to constitute one general framework. The frame-
work for the description of language use and language behaviour formed the bottom part of
the general framework. The differences in language use and behaviour between generations of
language users formed an indication of the nature and extent of language shift taking place.

The other part of the framework was constructed on the basis of the partial frame-
works for language-ecological description and intergenerational language shift. The socio-
psychological level, at which the interaction with other groups of language users is taken into
consideration, and the psychological level, at which the subjective perception of factors is
measured, were considered to be intermediary levels between the sociological level and the
actual language use and behaviour. Within the framework, no other intermediary concepts or
levels were distinguished.

Operationalisation
In this section, the formal definition of the framework for language-ecological description
and intergenerational language shift is presented. In Table  3- 3, the framework categories  and
their descriptions are enumerated. This is the formal definition of the categories that were
presented in previous sections.
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Table 3-3 Desaiption of categories of the framework for
language-ecological description and intergenerational language shifg

Framework Description Specification
category
A Objective level A collection of objective language-ecological variables

Bx Interactional level A collection of interactional language-ecological variables for
the desaiption of generation x

C* Subjective level A collection of subjective language-ecological variables for the

description of generation  x
Dz                Language use and A collection of language use and language behaviour variables

language behaviour for the description ofgeneration x
E Language-ecological Function that constructs a complete language-ecological de-

desaiption scription on the basis of the collection of objective, interac-
tional, and subjective language-ecological variables an(i language
use and language behaviour variables

F 1.2 Language shift Functions that yield a desaiption of language shift a and deter-
mine a set of determinants of language shift from the collection
ofobjective, interactional, and subjective language-ecological
variables and language use and language behaviour variables

G, H, I Transformations Functions that transform the basic collection of language-
ecological variables to the collections of objective, interactional,
and subjective language-ecological variables respectively

J                        unguage-ecological A basic collection of language-ecological variables
variables

In Table 3-4, an elaboration of the categories E and Ft,2 is given. These are formal models for
the full language-ecological description and the estimation of (determinants 00 language
shift on the basis of other categories of the general framework.

Table 3-4 Definition of evaluation functions

E:

Language eeologiel desaiption (LED)
LED  = At  (Bx -1-  . . .  4-  B*+y)  +  (Cx  +  . . .  +  CX+y)  +  (Dx  4-

... + DX+Y)
Fl:

Determination of language shift (LS)
LS = evaluation(Dx...  DR+y)
F2.

Determination of determinants of language shift (DLS)
DLS = evaluation(A, Bx ... Bx+Y' Cx ... CX+y, Dx ··· Dx+y)
G, H, I:
Transformation of language-ecological variables

A=G(J)
Bx=H(D for generation x

CA=IC) for generation x

8  For the basic collection of language-ecological variables (J) we refer to Section 3.3.2. The collection

of language use and behaviour variables (D) consists of the dimensions of language use as presented in
Section 3.3.4. These description are supposed to be part of the formal definition of the framework.
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The formal definition of the framework indicates in which way the language-ecological de-

scription, (determinants of) language shift and language use and behaviour are interrelated.
We believe that this is the main contribution that the framework makes to the study of lan-
guages, their use, and users and to the determination of the influence of external factors on
languages and their users. It creates  the  preconditions  for a systematic and comprehensive

investigation.
The evaluation functions for the determination of language shift and the determinants of

language shift need to be fleshed out. These issues will be dealt with in the chapter on language
shift (Chapter 7). However, the boundaries ofoperation are set for these functions.

Empirical goals
The formal definition of the framework emphasises that the three levels of description as dis-
tinguished within the framework are not isolated entities. There is a relationship between the
variables at the various levels. They are derived from one basic set of language-ecological vari-
ables.  In our understanding, there is a path that starts from the objective evaluation of the vari-
ables and that ends -via the interactional and subjective values of these variables- in the
actual language use and behaviour.  In the analyses of data collected on the basis of the frame-
work, the nature of this path and the influences on it at the interactional and subjective level is

investigated.
To explain the translation of the framework into questions that can be used in a ques-

tionnaire, the focus is on one of the basic variables from the collection of thirty-three lan-
guage-ecological variables (from Edwards  1992)  in the framework. An example  of a question
that can be used for the collection of data on language use and language behaviour data is in-
cluded. The variable from the framework that is used is «Economics/Speaker". The language
variable  that is selected  is "language choice/Work". The target  of this operationalisation is  the
questionnaire for the Hindu community in the Netherlands. The translation of the variables
into research questions is given in Table 3-5.

Table 3-5 Questions to be used in a questionnaire

Level Question in questionnaire
Objective level What is your economic position?
Interactional level How good do you regard the economic

position of Hindustanis in the Netherlands

compared to the position of the indige-
nous Dutch population?

Subjective level In your opinion, how good is the eco-
nomic position of Hindustanis in the
Netherlands?

I.anguage use and behaviour Which languages do you use at work7

The sum of all the answers given by individual language users results in a description of the
economic position of Hindustanis at the objective level. In the same manner, a description at
the interactional and subjective level is obtained. The sum of the answers to the question with
respect to the languages used at work by individual language users forms a part of the descrip-
lion of the language choice patterns of Hindustanis in the Netherlands. This example indicates
that the framework for language-ecological description and intergenerational language shift
can be used in a straightforward manner as the basis for empirical research. It enables the in-
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terpretation of the collected data in a coherent framework and improves the quality of the
estimation of processes and determinants of language shift.

The framework for ethnolinguistic description and language shift acts as the main
source for the investigation of the language use of Hindu communities in the Netherlands and
the United Kingdom and of the language shift taking place among these groups.

3.4     Design and method

Now that the general framework for the current investigation is set, we can turn to the design
of the current study and the methodologies that were employed to collect data on the lan-
guage use of Hindu communities in the Netherlands and the United Kingdom.

3.4.1 Preliminary remarks

A number of preliminary remarks will be made in this section on the meta-variables, research

samples, and methods for data collection that were employed in the current investigation.

Meta-variables and research samples
In the first part of this chapter, it was explained which four 'meta-variables' play a crucial role
in the design of the current investigation:

1.     Country
2.    Generation
3.     Concentration of speakers
4.   Type of school

Country (the Netherlands vs. the United Kingdom)

In Chapter 1 of this dissertation, the issue of doing a cross-national research was addressed and
a more general motivation was given for the choice of the Hindu communities in the Nether-
lands and the United Kingdom as the focus groups of the current investigation. In this section,
the groups of language users that are selected in the Netherlands and the United Kingdom are
defined. In Table 3-6, both groups are defined in terms of their language situation, their mi-
gration and cultural backgrounds, and the multicultural position of these groups in society.

Why are these groups chosen and why are other groups excluded? For the Nether-

lands, this meant the exclusion of non-Hindu Hindustanis, mainly Muslim an(1 Christian
Hindustanis. Hindustanis in the Netherlands are, from a religious viewpoint, not a homogene-
ous group. According to Van der Burg & Van der Veer (1982: 515), the Surinamese Hindu-
stani community in the Netherlands consists of three groups: Hindus (76 percent), Muslims
(20 percent), and Christians (4 percent). In the United Kingdom, the group of Indians with a
non-Hindu background are excluded, mainly Muslims, Sikhs, Christians, and Buddhists.

It was decided to include two particular Hindu communities in the Netherlands and
the UK for reasons of comparability. Religion, on the one hand, and Standard Hindi, on the
other hand, play a crucial role in both communities. As can be seen above, there are a number
of other factors which make these two groups interesting to compare in the current investiga-
tion.
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Table 3-6 Characteristics of Hindu communities in the Netherlands and the United Kingdom

Hindu community in the Netherlands Hindu community in the UK
Relevant Sarnami Hindi, Standard Hindi, Dutch, Panjabi, Gujarati, Standard Hindi, and
languages and Sranan Tongo English
Migration For most Dutch Hindustani, migration     For a significant number of British Hin-
patterns of ancestors from India to Surinam. dus, migration of ancestors from India

After the second World War, migration to East-African countries. After the
from Surinam to the Netherlands 1960's, migration from those countries

to the United Kingdom. For others,

migration (of informants or their ances-

tors) from India.
Cultural Hinduism, Hindi, inlluences of other Hinduism, Hindi, inlluences of other
background groups in the Surinamese and Dutch groups in the East African and British

soaeties societies
Multicultural - India: Migrants come from various - India: Users of Panjabi, Gujarati,
and muldlingual linguistic and cultural backgrounds: and Khari Boli Hindi.
environments Bhojpuri, Avadhi, and Hindi - East-African countries: East-African

- Surinam: Influences of speakers of and Western languages
Creole languages (Sranan, Saramac-   -    In the UK: English and other ethnic
can), Dutch, Javanese, Chinese. minority languages

-    The Netherlands: Dutch and other
ethnic minority languages

Encapsulated in Surinamese community Indian (and South-Asian) community
larger sub-group

Generation

Generation is another criterion that is used in the selection of the informants. A broad insight
was gained into the language use of our focus groups by including several groups of language
users. But this study also aimed at investigating differences in 1anguage use patterns between
various age groups of Hindus. Three age groups were included in the investigation: primary
school pupils, adolescents and adults. The group of primary school pupils consisted of pupils
who visited primary schools  and  who  were between  the ages  of 4 and  13.  The group  of ado-
lescents consisted of Hindu youngsters who went to secondary school and who were between
13 and 20 years ofage. The group of adults consisted of Hindus ofthe age of 21 and over.

Concentration ofspeakers

The city of the Hague in the Netherlands is often referred to as a concentration area of Hindu-
stanis. Large groups of Hindustanis can also be found in the cities of Rotterdam and Amster-
dam. This criterion was used in the selection of our informants„ although it was very hard to
come  up  with a solid  delinition of 'concentration area':  In  the  Netherlands,  the  dties  of the
Hague, Rotterdam and Amsterdam are considered to be concentration areas of Hindus. All
towns and villages outside of these three major dues are considered to be non-concentration
areas.

' The definition of 'concentration areas' in terms of percentages of Hindus in particular urban areas
would be a possibility. However, no specific data are available to check this particular definition.
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There does not seem to be a single situation in the United Kingdom which can be
compared to the situation of the Dutch Hindus in the three concentration areas, except for
one: the group of Panjabi Hindus in certain areas of London (cf. Saxena 1995). This issue is
elaborated on in Chapters 6 and 7. The results for the community of Panjabi Hindus in Lon-
don, found by Saxena (1995), are used for comparative purposes.

Type of school
Article 23 of the Dutch constitution makes it possible for Hindustanis in the Netherlands to
found their own schools on the basis of the Hindu religion.  Four such primary schools exist in
the Netherlands. So far, no such schools have been established in the United Kingdom. Only
for the Netherlands, were Hindu primary schools used as a variable to distinguish between
pupils who visited a Hindu primary school and pupils who did not go to such a school.

On the basis of these 'meta'-variables, the following ten sub-groups of informants are distin-
guished in the current investigation (Table 3-7).

Table 3-7 Matrix of criteria for the various groups of informants

Sub- Country Generation Concentration Type of school

Group
NLl Netherlands Primary school pupils Concentration area Hindu primary

school
NL2 Netherlands Primary school pupils Concentration area Regular primary

school
NL3 Netherlands Primary school pupils Non-concentration area Regular primary

school
NL4 Netherlands Adolescents Concentration area n/a

NLS Netherlands Adolescents Non-ooncentration area n/a

NL6 Netherlands Parents Concentration area n/a

NL7 Netherlands Parents Non-concentration area n/a

UKt United King- Primary school pupils Non-concentration area     n/a

dorn
UK2 United King- Adolescents Non-concentration area n/a

dom
UK3 United King- Parents Non-concentration area n/a

dom

Groups  NLl,  NL2,  NL3,  and  UK1 were included  in the large-scale survey. Groups  NL4,
NLS, NL6, NL7, UK2, and UK3 were part of the in-depth survey. Cross-national compari-
sons were made between some of these groups on the basis of exact matching group
characteristics. In Table 3-8, these sub-groups are enumerated.

For the comparison of Hindu communities in concentration areas, the findings of Sax-
ena (1995) for the London area were used for comparisons with the outcomes for Hindus in
concentration areas in the Netherlands.
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Table 3-8 Comparison of sub-groups in the Netherlands and the United Kingdom

The Netherlands United Kingdom
Primary school pupils, Non- NL3 UKi
concentration area, Regular primary
school

Adolescents, Non-concentration area NLS UK2
Parents, Non-concentration area NL7 UK3

Data collection methods
The following methods for the collection of data and (background) information were used in
this  study:

1.    A study of the literature on the Hindu communities in the Netherlands and the UK (to
be introduced in Section  3.4.2)

2.     A large-scale survey (3.4.3)
3.   An in-depth survey (3.4.4)
4.   Observations (3.4.5)
5.   Interviews (3.4.6)

In the sections below, these methods of data collection are elaborated on.

3.4.2    A study of the literature on the Hindu communities in the Netherlands and the UK
A study of the literature on the Hindu communities in the Netherlands and the United King-
dom, their languages, and socio-cultural status provided us with basic information for the cur-
rent investigation. Since the study of the language use of Hindi speakers in neither the Nether-
lands nor the United Kingdom is a well-trodden path, a lot of time is invested in the retrieval
of those research findings which might be directly or indirectly relevant to the project. More
specifically,  for the following topics, information is retrieved by means of a study of relevant
books, articles, and other sources of information:

- background information on the languages relevant to the Hindu communities in the
Netherlands and the United Kingdom (already presented in Chapter 2);

- background information on language users in the Netherlands and the United King-
dom (to be presented in Chapter 4);

-      information  on the social circumstances and political situations  of the countries  of resi-
dence (to be presented in Chapters 4 through 7).

Information is collected from a wide variety of disciplines, including linguistics, sociology,
education, theology, and anthropology.

3.4.3    Large-scale survey

Introduction
In the first part of this chapter, the practice of language surveys in the Netherlands was dis-
cussed. Home language surveys have been carried out by researchers of Tilburg University in,
among other places, the city of Den Bosch (Broeder et at.  1993), the province of Northern
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Brabant (Broeder en Extra 1996), Durban, South Africa (Broeder, Extra & Maartens 1998),
the Hague (Aarssen, Broeder & Extra 1998), and other cities (Van der Avoird, Broeder &

Extra 2001).
The frst-mentioned studies were intentionally designed to investigate the value of

home language use as a complementary or alternative criterion for the definition and identifi-
cation of ethnic minority groups. However, the design used in these surveys suited not only
this goal,  but also produced useful information on the language use of ethnic minority groups
for various dimensions of language use. Particularly in the latter surveys, the emphasis was put

on the collection of data on linguistic diversity.

Design
In the current investigation, several dimensions of language use were investigated. These di-
mensions were derived from a language projile that was developed for the research project as

presented in Broeder et at.  (1993). The following dimensions of language use are part of the
language profile:

- I nguage repertoire;

-    Language proficiency;
-

Language choice;
-

Language dominance;
-

Language preference;

plus:

-    Instruction in minority languages.

Language repertoire: Our general introduction above indicated that more than one language is of

importance to the Hindu communities in the Netherlands and the UK. For the Dutch situa-

tion, the focus of the current investigation was on the three main languages that are of direct
relevance to members of the Hindustani community, i.e., Dutch, Sarnami Hindi and Standard

Hindi. It should be taken into account that other Surinamese languages also play a crucial role
within the Surinamese community. As mentioned above, Sranan Tongo was the most likely
candidate to be included in our set of languages to be investigated. For the British situation,
the investigation focused on the use of the Indian mother tongue / first language of our infor-
mants (most likely Panjabi or Gujarati), Standard Hindi, and English.

Language pr€Bdeng: With respect to the languages used by Dutch and British Hindi speakers,

data collection included several dimensions of language proficiency:

-    receptive oral competence (Can our ig»mants understand a particular lansuage);

-      productive oral competence (...speak a language);
-

receptive written competence (. . .read a language);
- productive written competence (. . .write a lan8uage);

Language choice: In the determination of our informants' patterns of language choice, two vari-
ables were taken into account: the domain in which a conversation takes place and the interlocu-

ton involved in the conversation. For the domain variable, a wide range of possible values ex-
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ists,  which vary  from very informal domains, e.g., among family and friends, to formal do-
mains, such as political meetings and domains which lie within formal institutions. The domain
variable is supposed to be of influence on the language choice. Within each situation, the pres-
ence of different interlocutors can also be regarded of importance to the patterns of language
choice.

In the large-scale survey, the focus was on the domain that is regarded the one in
which the home language is safeguarded best: the family (or home) domain. Language choice
patterns of the typical interlocutors within this domain, parents and children, are investigated.
In the in-depth survey, a substantial number ofdomains were added to this set.

Language dominance: The dimension of language dominance is,  in fact, a derivative of the language
proficiency dimension. A language user's dominant language is that language out of the collec-
tion of languages used by this language user in which he or she holds the highest proficiency.

Language pr ference: Under the heading of language prfference, the attitudes of a speaker towards
the various languages he or she has at his or her disposal were investigated. A distinction can
be made between a more general type of language preference and a preference that is domain-
dependent. The large-scale survey focused on the general type of language preference. This
dimension of language use was elaborated on in the in-depth survey.

Instruaion in minority langua8es: Pupils have the opportunity to attend Hindi classes at so-called
Hindi schools in the Netherlands and the United Kingdom (if available in their area). If Hindu
pupils do not visit these Hindi schools, are they interested in attending such classes?

Questionnaire
The questionnaire that is used in the large-scale survey on the language use of Hindustani pri-
mary school children consisted of three sections. The following information is collected by
means of these three sections:

-    Personal it#ormation: name, school, city, grade,  year of birth, gender, country of birth
ofpupil, father, and mother;

-   A language pr€file: language repertoire, proficiency, choice, preference, and dominance
in the languages (for the Netherlands) Sarnami Hindi, Standard Hindi, Dutch, and
possibly a fourth home language or (for the UK) Standard Hindi, another Indian lan-

guage, and possibly a third home language.
-   Il#ormation on home language instruction: inventory of or preference for instruction in

(for the Netherlands) Sarnami Hindi, Standard Hindi, and possibly an additional lan-
guage or (for the UK) Standard Hindi, another Indian language, and possibly an addi-
tional language.

The full questionnaire of the large-scale survey is presented in Appendix 6.10

mThe questionnaire that was used in the United Kingdom is induded in the appendix.
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Informants
More than 700 pupils in the Netherlands and the United Kingdom took part in the large-scale

survey. The following set up is used for the two data collections that makes up this survey.

Table 3-9 Overview ofinformants

Large-scale 1 In-depth survey Total
1 .. survey   i

1

1

Parents Adolescents
United Kingdom   101    |    24          13          138
The Netherlands 613         77 195 885

Total 714 1 101 208 1,023

Large-scale survey in the Netherlands
Language profiles of a total of 613 subjects were compiled at 38 schools in 20 cities and towns.
The informants were pupils of all grades in primary education. In Table 3-10, the years of
birth of the informants are listed. Children from both Hindu and non-Hindu primary schools
were included in the sample. All four Hindu schools in the Netherlands participated in the
project: 1 The percentages of children coming from Hindu and non-Hindu schools are given in
Table 3-11.

Table 3-10 Grade and year of birth of informants in large-scale

survey in the Netherlands (in % of all subjects)
12

Year of birth Percentage
After 88                                    8
88                   6

87                  11

86                 10

85                  11

84                  16

83                 15

Before 83                     22

Table 3-11 Type of school of origin of informants in large-scale survey
in the Netherlands (in % of all subjects)

Type of school Percentage
Hindu school                           76
Non-Hindu school                      24

A distinction was made between informants who live in concentration areas of Hindus and
those who do not. The three biggest cities in the Netherlands, the Hague, Amsterdam, and
Rotterdam, were considered to be concentration areas. The list of smaller cities and towns

includes, amongst other cities, Hoorn, Weesp, Deurne, Dronten, Drachten, and Winschoten.

"  Because of the strong partidpation of Hindu schools, pupils of these schools are over-represented in
our sample. This over-representation is corrected for by presenting analyses for sub-groups of infor-
mants.
12 Data for the large-scale survey in the Netherlands were collected in 1994.
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Details on the numbers of subjects coming from concentration and non-concentration areas

are given in Table 3-12.

Table 3-12 Type of area of informants in large-scale survey
in the Netherlands (in % of all subjects)

Type of area                                                                                                                         %
Concentration areas (the Hague, Amsterdam, Rotterdam)         87
Non-concentration areas (Other cities and towns)                                   1 3

Below, statistics are presented  for the three groups   (NL 1,   NLZ   NLB) of Hindustani pupils
distinguished in the Netherlands. 13

Sub-group NLI
Sub-group NLl consisted of 471 informants (246 males, 225 females). The average age of the
informants was 9 years and 10 months (s.d. = 2.4713). The towns of origin of the informants
were Rotterdam (146 informants), the Hague (220), and Amsterdam (105). The majority of
the pupils of sub-group NLl  were born in the Netherlands, whereas the majority of their par-
ents were born in Surinam (Table 3-13).

Table 3-13 Country ofbirth of the informants, their fathers, and mothers of NLl (in %)

Pupil Father Mother

Netherlands                  71              2               1
Surinam                          28             95              97
India                             0             2               1
Other countries            < 1              1                1

Sub-group NL2
There were 62 informants (27 males, 35 females) in sub-group NL2. Their average age was  11
years and 5 months (s.d. = 2.4158). Their towns of origin were Rotterdam (12 informants),
the Hague (48), and Amsterdam (2). As was the case with sub-group NLl, the majority of the
pupils of sub-group NL2 were born in the Netherlands, whereas the majority of their parents
were born in Surinam (Table  3- 14).

Table 3-14 Country of birth of the informants, their fathers, and mothers of NL2 (in °/0)

Pupil Father Mother

Netherlands                  85             2               3
Surinam                                        15                   92                      95

India                             0             7              0
Other countries              0             0               2

Sub-group N13
The number of informants in sub-group NL3 was 80 (37 males, 43 females), and their average
age was 10 years and 4 months (s.d. = 2.5838). The towns of origin of the informants in NL3
were Overtoomse veld (2), Amstelveen (2), Hoorn (1), Diemen (1), Ridderkerk (1), Nieu-
wegein (2), Groningen (17), Deurne (5), Dronten (1), Drachten (12), Purmerend (3),

I3 See Table 7 for a description of these sub-groups.
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Zoetermeer (29), Capelle a/d Ilssel (3), and Winschoten (1). Again, most pupils were born
in the Netherlands, whereas most parents were born in Surinam (Table 3-15).

Table 3-15 Country of birth of the informants, their fathers, and mothers of NL3 (in %)

Pupil Father Mother

Netherlands                    83              5                  4
Surinam                          17            91                93
India                             0             4               0
Other countries              0             0                3

Most parents in the three sub-groups above were born in Surinam and most pupils in the
Netherlands. More pupils at Hindu primary schools were born in Surinam than was the case at
other schools (28.4 % versus  14.8 % and 16.7 %). Also, more parents at this type of school
were born in Surinam than was the case at the other school types. Only a few parents were
born in India. Some fathers were born in India and, occasionally, the mother.

Large-scale survey in the Unite(1 Kingdom
During a three-month stay at the University of York, a survey, on a smaller scale than was the
case in the Netherlands, was conducted in the United Kingdom. Data collection took place in
three towns: Bradford, London, and Nottingham. The informants  of this data collection made
up just one sub-group of informants. There are no primary schools on a Hindu basis in the
United Kingdom  and no areas in which a concentration of Hindus  can be found were included
in the data collection. Such areas can be found in a district of London, but we decided not to
include informants from these areas in our survey. As was mentioned above, a good sociolin-
guistic survey on this group is already available (Saxena 1995).

Sub-group UKI
The number of informants in sub-group UK1 was 101 (48 males, 53 females). The average
age of the pupils in UK1 was 9 years and 9 months (s.d. = 3.701). The towns of origin of the
pupils were Bradford (35 informants), Nottingham (54), and Lnndon (12).

Table 3-16 Country of birth of the informants, their fathers and mothers of UKI On %)

pupil Father Mother

United Kingdom             99            15             14
East Africa                                              0                       2 3                            1 1

India                                   1             59               71
Other countries                0             3               5

Hardly any pupils were born outside of the United Kingdom (Table  3-16). The majority of the
fathers and particularly the mothers were born in India, although substantial numbers were
born in East Africa.

Procedure
The large-scale surveys were mainly carried out at primary schools. For this part of the re-
search project, a special questionnaire for administration by the teacher was designed. This
questionnaire was an adapted version of the questionnaires used in the Tilburg University lan-

guage surveys  (e.g.,  in Den Bosch, Northern Brabant, and Durban). The adaptations  were
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made to cater for the specific goals of our project and for the specific language situation of the
Hindu communities in the Netherlands and the United Kingdom.

The distribution of questionnaires took place by means of Hindustani organisations, by
mail, and by means of personal delivery to schools. Teachers were asked to administer the
questionnaires with each of their pupils individually. On the basis of the dimensions of lan-
guage use mentioned above, a language profile was compiled for each informant. The com-
plete set of language profiles gives us a substantial indication of the current language situation
of the Hindu communities in the Netherlands and the United Kingdom.

The distribution of the questionnaires took place in two ways:
-    distribution to schools. This was the case in areas in which organisations of Hindustanis

are active, mainly the concentration areas of Hindi speakers, and they were distributed
by organisations of Dutch Hindustanis (the Dutch Hindi Foundation and Hindi
Parishad Netherlands);

- direct distribution to primary schools by the researcher. This was the case for most of
the questionnaires in the United Kingdom and for areas in the Netherlands other than
those mentioned above.

The questionnaires were administered by the regular teachers of the informants. Question-
naires with a (short) explanation were handed over to the directors of participating primary
schools. Completed questionnaires were returned to the university by means of the organisa-
tions of Hindus, by mail, or they were collected by the researcher.

The teachers made an inventory of the personal characteristics of a pupil by complet-
ing the first section of the questionnaire. This section included information on the age, grade,
school, sex, and country of birth of the subject and his parents.  In the second part of the ques-
tionnaire, information was collected on the languages spoken in the subject's home. This in-
formation included the proficiency of the subject in each of these languages and the frequency
with which each of these language was spoken with various family members. Furthermore, the
dominant and preferred language ofthe pupil was asked for.

For the inventory of the frequency of use and the informant's level of proficiency in a particu-
lar language, four-point scales were used. An example of the questions in the questionnaire is
given below. The full questionnaire can be found in Appendix 6.

Do you speak Sarnami Hindi  withyour mother?
o Always
o Often
0 Sometimes
o Never

In the last part of the questionnaire, the subject was asked whether or not he received instruc-
tion in one of the languages (other than Dutch) used at home. If this was the case, the subject
was asked whether this instruction took place during or after school hours. When the subject
indicated that he did not receive home language instruction, he was asked whether or not he
would like to receive this type of instruction.
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3.4.4 In-depth survey
The research carried out by means of the large-scale survey was mainly exploratory by nature.
In this type of survey, general information was collected on the language use of Hindu com-
munities in the Netherlands and the United Kingdom, which is of great importance in itself,
but this part of the project also acts as the basis for further research carried out within the
frameworkof this dissertation.

The in-depth survey adds depth to the data that were collected by means of the large-
scale survey. The group of informants in the in-depth survey was still relatively large. The
main goal of the in-depth survey was to get a detailed description of the language use patterns
of the Hindu communities in the Netherlands and the United Kingdom and detailed informa-
tion on the backgrounds of their members. This study aimed at getting a detailed understand-
ing of the language use patterns of the Hindus communities in the Netherlands and the United
Kingdom, the backgrounds of these language users, and the contexts in which they use their
languages. A second goal was to collect information on patterns of language shift and determi-
nants of language shift. Using the collected data, it was investigated which factors influence the
language use of Hindustanis in the Netherlands and the United Kingdom and which factors
should be regarded as determinants of language shift.

Design
In line with the goals formulated above, the questionnaires used in the in-depth survey consists
of three parts:

1. background information on the individual language user;
2.    data on language use (patterns);
3. background information on language use and language shift.

The measurement of language shift is complicated. Theoretical considerations made by Jas-
paert & Kroon (1990) for their study of language shift among Italian immigrants in the Nether-
lands and Belgium were taken into consideration. Jaspaert & Kroon have argued that research
into language shift should concentrate on those domains of language use in which a language

user has an actual choice between his group language and another language, typically the lan-

guage of a dominating group.
For Hindus in the Netherlands and the United Kingdom, it is clear that these language

users cannot choose which language to speak if confronted with a language situation in which

indigenous speakers of Dutch or English are present. However, in other situations or domains,
for instance, at home or with Hindu friends, a member of a Hindu community may choose
any one of his group languages as his means of communication.  When this language user nev-
ertheless prefers to speak Dutch or English in these particular situations, an actual instance of

language shift can be observed.
To determine the extent to which language shift has taken place, the language choice

patterns of language users of different generations were compared. In doing so, an insight into
intergenerational patterns of language shift was gained.
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Questionnaire
The questionnaire that was used in the in-depth survey consisted of three parts.

Background itformation on the individual language user (Part A)

General sketch
Part A constituted a general profile of the individual language user, providing essential infor-
mation on personal background, migration history, education and the home situation of the
informant. These data were mainly collected to get a better understanding of the data of the
language use survey. Categories in the inventory included:

1. Basic personal information: this included such straightforward categories as name,
place of residence, nationality, gender, date of birth, country of birth, ethnic back-

ground, and religion.
2. Personal history/background:   this  part  concentrated on three domains  to  get  an  un-

derstanding of the background of the individual language users and the effects this
background may have (had) on the language profile of the informant. These domains
were the migration history, educational history, and employment history of the in-
formant.

3.   Composition of the informant's family: this section of the questionnaire made an in-
ventory of the home situation of the informant and included data on the partner, chil-
dren, and other persons who might live together with the informant.

Furthermore, a more sophisticated impression of the life of the informant was aimed at: who
were his friends, what was his religious background and what kind of social contacts did he
have? Where did his relatives live and how frequently he made contact with these relatives?

Below, an analysis is given of a number of questionnaires that were used by researchers in
similar investigations of other groups of language users.

1.    Ozguzel (1994) research among Turks in the Netherlands;
2.     Aarts (1994): research among Turkish children in the Netherlands and Turkey;
3. Taalpeiling Noord-Brabant 1994: questionnaires used with parents; research among

Cambodians and Turks   in the Netherlands   (Van der Heijden 1994, Linssen   1994,
Kipperman  1994);

4. Linguistic Minorities Project: research among speakers of languages other than English
in the United Kingdom;

An evaluation of existing questionnaires

Ozgtizel (1994)
The main insight gained  from an evaluation  of the questionnaires  used  in  Ozguzel  (1994),  a
study into the vitality of the Turkish language in the Netherlands, is concerned with questions
on the socio-cultural orientation of informants. Ozguzel investigated the orientation of Turk-
ish informants towards their own culture and towards Dutch culture. The situation of the
Hindustanis in the current investigation was more complicated than the binary situation of
Ozgiizel's informants. For the Dutch situation, the orientation of our informants could be,
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e.g., towards Hindu, Surinamese, and Dutch culture. Another dimension  can be added   to

this: their orientation could well be towards India, the country oforigin of their ancestors.

As an operationalisation of the concept of socio-cultural orientation, Ozgiizel used the fol-

lowing questions:

1.     Does the informant go to his country of origin for holidays?
2.     What is the attitude of the informant towards remigration?
3.   What type of food does the informant eat, what type ofmusic does he listen to?
4.    Does the information feel at ease in the Netherlands?

Ozgiizel  does not explain  why he chose these questions.  Useful  additions to these questions on
socio-cultural orientation could well be:

5.     Does the informant go to shops run by members of his ethnic group?
6.   What type of newspapers does the informant read?
7.   Is the informant an active member of an organisation of his own ethnic group?

Aarts (1994)
In Aarts (1994), a study on functional literacy among Turkish children in the Netherlands and
in Turkey, socio-cultural orientation was defined on the basis of the following dimensions:

1. Language: behaviour and attitudes;

2.   Country and culture: behaviour and attitudes (Aarts 1994: 79).

Aarts's operationalisation of these four dimensions into research questions looks as follows:

Language. Behaviour
1.     The language used with brothers and sisters
2.    The language used with friends from own ethnic group
3.   The language of the informant's newspaper
4.   The language used in short notes

Language. Attitudes
1. Most important language
2. Most beautiful language
3. Preferred language
4.    I.anguage in which the informant is able to express himself the most conveniently

Counuy and culture: Behaviour

1. Friends: Dutch or from own ethnic group
2.    Television
3.   At school: contacts with pupils from Dutch or own ethnic group

Country and culture: Attitudes

1. Preferred country to live in
2. Most interested in which country
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This collection of research questions also looks somewhat arbitrary.  In the perspective of the
current investigation,  it was considered to bea useful resource.

Taalpeiling Northern Brabant 1994
In the questionnaires developed for administration with parents as part of the Taalpeiling pro-
ject in Northern Brabant, an elaboration of the employment and educational history factors
can be found:

1.     Are you employed?
2.     What kind of employment?
3. Which school or type ofeducation did you attend?
4.   Did you complete this school or type of education?
5.   Did you attend this school or type of education in the Netherlands?

This category of question was used in our in-depth survey.

Linguistic Minorities Project
The questionnaires used in the Linguistic Minorities Project (LMP) recorded the language use
of informants in great detail. It was not feasible to adapt such an extensive questionnaire, be-
cause the focus  in the current investigation  was not  only  on the language use of the informants,
but also on their personal backgrounds and information related to (determinants 00 language
shift. The questionnaires that were used in the Linguistic Minorities Project acted as a useful
source of information for the compilation of our questionnaires.

Elaborated Scheme for  Part A of the Questionnaire
Figure  3-6 is an elaborated scheme of the data that was collected in Part A of the questionnaire
in the in-depth survey. For every part of the figure,  it is indicated what type of questions were
used in the questionnaire. An elaboration of the scheme can be found in Appendix 2.
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Figure 3-6 Profile ofthe informants

Basic data                                                                            I

Personal history/backgrounds                                              11

Migration Educational Employment
history history history

Surroundings     III  

Family Relatives Friends I

Socio-culmral
orientation                                                            IV             I

Orientation towards the Orientation towards the
country of origin and own Netherlands/UK and

group culture Dutch/British culture

Inventory of language use (part B)
The foundations for parts B and C of the questionnaire were laid in the framework for ethno-

linguistic description and language shift (cf. Section 3.3.5). Part B of the questionnaire was an
elaboration of Section 4 of the framework. This section was the basis for the inventory of lan-

guage use:

1. Language repertoire
2. language choice

3.     Language proficiency
4. I.anguage dominance
5. Language preferences

The following dimensions were added to these categories:

6. I.anguage attitudes
7. Language instruction
8.    Use of books and media
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Language attitudes: Language attitudes were already mentioned implidtly as part of the dimen-
sion of language preferences. The following dimensions of language attitudes were taken into
consideration:

1.    Motives to make use of a language;
2. Aesthetic evaluation of a language;
3. Importance attached to a language.

Language instruction: In this part of the questionnaire, the questions were answered as to
whether or not the informant and/or his children attended classes in ethnic minority languages

(mother tongue education) and how much time the informant and/or his children spent on
these classes and preparation for these classes.

Questions on the attitudes towards these classes in ethnic minority languages can be
found in Part C of the questionnaire.

Use 9.f books and media:  In the questionnaire  that  was  used  in de Taalpeiling Northern Brabant
1994, a section was dedicated to the reading habits of the family of the informant. A section on
reading habits was also included in the questionnaire. Furthermore, this inventory was ex-
tended to the 'viewing habits'  of the family of the informant, since the availability and popular-
ity of Hindi (video) movies within the Hindu community in both the Netherlands and the
United Kingdom make this an important factor. These movies can be regarded as an impor-
tant means by which Hindus are exposed to the Hindi language and the Indian culture.

Background ilformation on lan8uage use and sh ft (Part C)
Part C of the questionnaire was an elaboration of the research questions on language shift from
the framework for ethnolinguistic description and language shift. The basic collection of lan-
guage-ecological research questions, as formulated in Section  3.3.2, was elaborated  on  in  Part
C of the questionnaire on the basis of the three levels ofdescription:

1. Objective level;
2. Subjective level;
3. Interactional level.

A description at the objective level is formed by the sum of all personal answers and opinions
of the informant on his personal situation.  At this level of description, the collection of basic
research questions were translated to questions on the personal situation of the informant.

In principle, all research questions from the basic collection of language-ecological re-
search questions were translated at all levels of description to questions in the questionnaire.
However, this did not seems to be a feasible operation not for all questions. Below, the basic
research questions that could not be given a straightforward translation at all descriptive levels
are discussed. All other research questions did get such a straightforward translation. See
Table  3- 17 for such a straightforward translation.
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Table 3-17 Questions to be used in a questionnaire

Level Question in questionnaire
Sodological level What is your econo-finandal position?
Sodo-psychological level        How do you regard the eeono-financial position of Hindus in the

Netherlands compared to the position ofthe indigenous Dutch

populationi

Psychological level What is the econo- financial position of Hindus in the Nether-
lands?

Language use and Which languages do you use at worki
behaviour

The order of categories in the first categorisation of Edwards (1992) is used as a guidance in
the discussion below (cf. Figure 3-1). By Indian languages, below, Sarnami Hindi and Stan-
dard Hindi are meant for the Dutch situation and Panjabi, Gujarati, Standard Hindi, and
other Indian languages for the British situation.

Demography
-   It was not useful to determine the number of Hilldus in the Netherlands and the

United Kingdom at the objective description level from our data collection, since
one can be sure that not all Hindus in both countries were included in our survey.

- Questions concerning the personal language use of the informant were included in

part B of the questionnaire.
-   It was not useful to include questions on the use of Indian languages by indigenous

Dutch and British language users.

-    Data on the use of Indian languages in various domains of use can be deduced from
the data on basic information and personal language use.

Sociology
Questions on the personal level of eclucation were included in part A  of the questionnaire.

Linguistics
Questions on the personal language use of the informant were included in part B of the
questionnaire.

Psychology

Questions on the language attitudes of the informant were included in part B of the ques-
donnaire.

History
The personal educational and employment history of the informant were included in part A
of the questionnaire.

Politics
The right of a group as a whole does not have a reflection at the personal description level.
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Geography
In Edward's framework, geography refers to groups of language users who live in areas in
which the use of their language is dominant. This type of distinction is not relevant to Hindu
communities in the Netherlands and the United Kingdom. However, a distinction was made
between members of a Hindu community who live in a concentration area of Hindus and
those who do not.

Education

Questions with respect to mother tongue education were included in part B of the question-
naire.

Religion
Questions concerning the religious background of the informant were included in part A of
the questionnaire.

Above is a description of the process of developing a questionnaire for the systematic inven-
tory of personal background information, patterns of language use, and background data with
language use and language shift. This approach shows that the translation of a complex re-
search framework to straightforward questions is feasible. The resulting questionnaire can be
found in Appendix 7.

Informants
In Table 3-18, the number of informants who took part in the in-depth surveys in both the
Netherlands and the UK is given. In these in-depth surveys, a total of 309 informants were
interviewed.

Table 3-18 Number of informants in the in-depth survey

Large-scale In-depth survey i Total

survey

Parents
 

Adolescents

United Kingdom 101          24           13      1    138

The Netherlands 613         77 195 885

Total 714 101 208 1,023

Below, the characteristics of sub-groups NL4 through NL7 and UK2 through UK3 are pre-
sented. For a definition of these sub-groups, see Appendix 8.

Sub-group NL4

Sub-group NL4 consisted of 183 informants (88 males and 95 females). The average age of
these informants was 14 years and 2 months (s.d.=2.94). The towns of residence of these
informants were the Hague (155 informants), Amsterdam (25), and Rotterdam (3). The ma-
jority of the informants were born in the Netherlands and almost all their fathers and mothers
were born in Surinam (Table 3-19).
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Table 3-19 Country ofbirth of the informants,
their fathers and mothers of NL4 (in %)

Informant Father Mother

Netherlands                         66              1               1
Surinarn                                  32             90              95
India                                     1              5               3
Other countries                        1               4                 1

Sub-group NLS
There  were 12 informants (4 males  and 8 females) in sub-group NLS. Their average  age  was
15 years and 11 months (s.d.=3,99). They lived in Groningen (4 informants), Zoetermeer

(3), Tilburg (2), Eindhoven (1), Gemert (1), and Vlaardingen (1). The majority of the infor-
mants were born in the Netherlands (67%), the others were born in Surinam (Table 3-20).
All their fathers and mothers were born in Surinam.

Table 3-20 Country ofbirth of the informants, their fathers

and mothers of NLS  (in  %)

Informant Father Mother
Netherlands                           67               0                0
Surinam                                  33 100 100

India                                        0               0                0
Other countries                       0               0                0

Sub-group NL6

Sub-group NL6 consisted of 47 informants (32 males and 15 females), whose average age was
40 years and 6 months (s.d.=12.18). They lived in the Hague (38 informants), Rotter(lam
(5), and Amsterdam (4). Table 3-21 shows that almost all informants were born in Surinam

(94%).

Table 3-21 Country of birth of the informants of NL6 (in %)

Informant
Netherlands                              6
Surinam                                  94
India                                         0
Other countries                        0

Sub-group NL7
The number of informants in sub-group NL7 was 30 (13 males and 17 females). Their average

age was 40 years and 8 months (s.d.=12.02). They lived in Tilburg (16), Groningen (6),
Eindhoven (3), Deurne (1), Zoetermeer (1), Dedemsvaart (1), Helmond (1), and Hoogvliet
(1). All the informants in NL7 were born in Surinam (Table 3-22).
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Table 3-22 Country of birth of the informants of NL7 On %)

Informant
Netherlands                             0
Surinam 100

India                                    0
Other countries                   0

Sub-group UK2
There  were 13 informants (6 males  and 7 females) in sub-group UK2. Their average  age  was

15 years and 6 months (s.d.-1.71). They lived in London (4), Nottingham (3), Bradford (2),
York (2), Chessington (1), and Battley (1), Almost all informants (91%) were born in the UK
(Table 3-23). None of them was born in East Africa or India. Their parents were born either
in India or in East Africa.

Table 3-23 Country ofbirth ofthe informants, their fathers

and mothers of UK2 (in %)

Informant Father Mother
United Kingdom                   91             0              0
East Africa                                                            0                       23                           15

India 0      77       85

Other countries                      9             0              0

Sub-group UK3
There were 24 informants (17 males and 7 females) in sub-group UK3. Their average age was
43 years and 1 month (s.d.=9.12). Their towns ofresidence were Bradford (7), London (5),
Nottingham (4), York (2), Leeds (2), Battley (2), Halifax (1), and Guilford (1). Table 3-24
shows that the majority of the informants in UK3 were born in India.

Table 3-24 Country of birth of the informants of UK3 (in %)

Informant
United Kingdom                            13
East Africa                                   17
India                                        70
Other countries                      0

Procedure

Before the actual distribution of the questionnaires in the in-depth survey took place, the ques-
tionnaire was piloted. The questionnaire was filled out by ten informants, who commented on
the questionnaire. On the basis of these comments, some minor adjustments were made to

the questionnaire.
The distribution of questionnaires took place by means of Hindustani self-

organisations, by mail, and by means of personal delivery.  For the Dutch part of the data col-
lection sessions, were organised at Tilburg University, to which members of the Hindu com-
munity in the Netherlands were invited.
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3.4.5 Observational evidence

Particularly for the transmission of Standard Hindi , a language not typically spoken in most of
the homes of Indian families in the Netherlands and the UK, Hindi classes are of utmost im-
portance. The instruction of Hindi takes places in classes organised by the Hindi-speaking
communities themselves in the Netherlands and the United Kingdom. In the literature, no
description of the practices at these classes is available.  It was our main goal to gather informa-
tion on the instruction of Hindi in the Netherlands and the United Kingdom. The inventory of
Hindi classes in the Netherlands and the UK was concerned with the following main ques-
tions: who organises these Hindi classes and are these classes supported by the local govern-
ment? Who are the teachers and what is their educational background? Where do these classes

take place? What is the size of the classes and what materials are use(1 by the teachers? What is
our  evaluation of the quality of this  type of education? A  full  list of research questions can be
found in Appendix 3. I:his list  was used  as a checklist to make an inventory of the Hindi classes
in the Netherlands and the United Kingdom.

Observations were held at Hindi classes in the Netherlands (in the Hague, Rotter(lam,
Amsterdam, and Zoetermeer) and in the United Kingdom (in Bradford, London, and Not-
tingham). Observations took place during classes and informal interviews were held  with  the
teachers of these classes.

3.4.6 Interviews

In addition to the distribution of the questionnaires among Hindi speakers in the Netherlands
and the United Kingdom, interviews were held with members of the Hindu communities in
the Netherlands and the UK, and with other persons. These interviews were mainly intended
to deepen our understanding of the patterns of language use and language attitudes of the lan-
guage communities under investigation. The approach taken to the selection of persons  was
not systematic. Talks were held and interviews carried out with persons who, to us, seemed
relevant to the goals of our project. Interviews were carried out with:

- policy makers at the local level,  e.g.,  with a civil servant responsible for the instruc-
tion ofminority languages at Bradford Education;

-    key persons within the Hindu communities,  e.g., the chairman of Hindi  Parishad

Nederland;
-     watchers of communities and languages at universities,  e.g.,  a lecturer of Hindi at the

University of York (UK).

3.4.7 Language tests

In the margin of the data collection in the UK, some 'direct' (observed, non-reported) data
were collected on the language proficiency of members of the Hindu community in the UK.
Their proficiency in English and Standard Hindi was observed.

Informants came from three age groups: children, adolescents, and parents. A simple
instrument to test language proficiency was used, since the investigation of language profi-
ciency was not important to our investigation. The so-called word naming task from Fishman et
al's Bilingualism in the Barrio (1971) was chosen. The outcomes of this test give an indication of
the nature and degree of bilingualism  of the informants. Language proficiency was measured in
six domains: general, home, streets, religion, school, and work.

Below, the original test is included. For the current investigation in the United Kingdom,
only small modifications were made to the test, mainly to make the test more suitable to the
social world of the Hindu communities in the United Kingdom.
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1.   Now I'm going to ask you to tell me as many different words as you can. Any words at
all will be OK. They don't have to be big words or words they teach you at school.
Just any words at all - like (pause, to give the effect of giving words at random)cat, ta-
We, pen. When I tell you to start, tell me as many different English words as you can.
I'll tell you when to stop. Any questions?

2.      Ok,  now.  (When one minute has elapsed,  say) Good, that's fine.
3.   Now, I'm going to ask you to tell me as many different English words as you can that

name things you can see or flnd in a kitchen. Your kitchen or any other kitchen. Words
like sah, spoon, rice. OK? OK. Now. (When one minute has elapsed, say) Good, that's
fine.

4.   Now, I'm going to ask you to tell me as many different English words as you can that
name things you can see or find in a neighbourhood. Your neighbourhood or any other

neighbourhood. Words like street, car, barbershop. OK? OK. Now. (When one minute
has elapsed, say) Good, that's fine.

5.   Now, I'm going to ask you to tell me as many different English words as you can that
name things you can see or find in a church. Your church or any other church. Words
like candie, auc#ix, bible. OK? OK. Now. (When one minute has elapsed, say) Good,
that's fine.

6.   Now, I'm going to ask you to tell me as many different English words as you can that
name things you can study in school.  In any kind of school, primary school, high school,
or college. Anything you can study - like reading, chemical engineerin$ arithmetic. OK?

OK. Now. (When one minute has elapsed, say) Good, that's fine.
7.   Now, I'm going to ask you to tell me as many different English words as you can that

name jobs or occupations like doaor, machine operator, secretag. OK? OK. Now. (When
one minute has elapsed, say) Good. that's fine.

The version of the test that was used as part of the current investigation can be found  in Ap-
pendix 4.

Our informants were tested individually in two languages (Standard Hindi and Eng-
lish) by two instructors. The instruction and administration of the test took place in the same
language as the target language of the test. First, the test in one language took place, and after
that, the test in the other language. As an intermezzo between the two tests, a short interview
on and in the language of the test was held.

3.5 Concluding remarks

This concludes the description of the research framework and methodology of the current
investigation. The communities of Hindus in the Netherlands and the UK can be considered a
neglected area of research. Therefore, a broad approach was taken to the investigation of the
language use of these communities.

Hindu communities in both the Netherlands and the UK are relatively invisible, com-
pared to other minority groups in society. Furthermore, these communities cannot be traced
back by means of currently used official statistics or registrations. General information on
these communities is, therefore, relatively scarce. A multidimensional approach is applied in
getting a description of these communities, in combination with a systematic approach to the
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ethnolinguistic description of the language communities and a search for language shift and its

underlying mechanisms.



4 HINDU COMMUNITIES IN
COMPARATIVE PERSPECTIVE

For a good understanding of the sociolinguistic status of Hindu communities in the Nether-
lands and the United Kingdom, it is important to have at our disposal background information
on the positions of these groups of language users in their societies. Both groups are discussed
separately below and Each is looked at from two angles. First, the characteristics of each group
are considered, taking into their migration history and their demographic, socio-economic,
and cultural status. Second, the societies in which each of the two groups live, in the Nether-
lands and the United Kingdom, are examined. Our focus is on the political and social climates
of these countries and the governmental policies on language and education, including the
status ofhome language instruction.

The information that is presented in this chapter was collected by means of an extensive
review of the literature available on Hindu communities in the Netherlands and the United
Kingdom and by means of data collection, mainly through the first part of the questionnaire
that was used in the in-depth surveys.

4.1 The Hindu community in the Netherlands

There is not much information available on Hindustanis in the Netherlands. The story of the
Hinclu community in the Netherlands will be told on the basis of fragments of information that
were collected through a review of available studies. Of course, there is much more informa-
tion available on the society in which they live, particularly with respect to governmental poli-
cies on minority groups, including a relatively active policy on home language instruction.
Our 'context' description focuses on information relevant to the Hindu community in the
Netherlands.

4.1.1 Dutch Hindustanis

The overview of the history of Dutch Hindustanis focuses on the following aspects: migration
history, demographic factors, socio-economic and cultural status (including religious aspects),
and the status of Hindustanis and their languages in education and the media. For each aspect,
both general information, that was collected from the available books, articles, and databases,
and more specific information, based on the data collected by means of the questionnaires
used in the current investigation, is presented ifavailable.
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Migration History
A brief overview of the migration history of the Dutch Hindustani community and its ancestry
is presented. This overview is derived mainly from Koefoed & jadoenandansing (1993), Dam-
steegt (1988, 1990), Charry, Koefoed & Muysken (1983) and Jadoenandansing & Koefoed
(1991).

From  1853, the time that slavery ended, groups of Asian immigrants were contracted
to replace the blacks on the plantations in Surinam. They were usually contracted for a period
of five years. After that, they had the right to return home (a free return trip). However, after
these five years, the workers would receive a bonus of one hundred guilders and a small piece
of land,  if they were willing  to  stay in Surinam. Two-thirds  of the workers remained  in  Suri-

nam, mainly for economic reasons.
From 1873 until 1916, about 37,000 immigrant labourers arrived from India

in Surinam, at that time a Dutch colony. In 1971, at the time of the fourth census, more than
140,000 Hindustanis live(1 in Surinam. Aher 1973, two years before the independence of Su-
rinam, many Hindustanis migrated to the Netherlands. Autar (1990) reported that one of the
main motives for Hindustanis to move to the Netherlands was to safeguard their children's
prospects  for the future.  In the period of independence, around 85,000 Hindustanis  left  Suri-
nam. Their reasons for leaving Surinam were manifold, including (a) political and racial  ten-
sions between various groups in the Surinamese society; (b) tensions within homogeneous
groups as polarisation took place; and (c) the state of the Surinamese economic situation, as
this was deteriorating and more and more people were becoming unemployed.

Many Hindustani parents regarded a good education, which they felt was unavailable
in Surinam but available in the Netherlands, as a catalyst for social progress. According to
Ialmahomed (1992), in the decades before the independence of Surinam, the main reasons for
Hindustanis to come over to the Netherlands was the higher level of education in this country.
Most Hindustani students stayed in the Netherlands after completion of their education. In
general, perspectives were better in the Netherlands for Hindustanis, ranging from the quality
of education to the facilities available for medical care.

Figure 4-1 Migration from/to Surinam 1960-1995 (Source: Schoorl, 1997)1
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In  Figure 4-1, patterns of migration between Surinam  and the Netherlands  and vice versa  are
illustrated. It should be noted that there are two peaks in the immigration to the Netherlands.
Shortly before the independence of Surinam from the Netherlands in 1975, many people,

  Information based on CBS figures and R. Penninx, J. Schoorl, and C. van Praag, Consequences of
International migration for the receiving countries: the case of the Netherlands. Amsterdam, Swets
and Zeitlinger, 1993. Compiled and updated by J. Schoorl for a lecture on Demography and Statistics
as part of a course on Ethnic Minorities in the Netherlands, Tilburg University, February 1997)
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among whom relatively many Hindustanis, decided to leave Surinam. A second peak can be
seen  around 1980. Until five years after indepenclence, Surinamese people could choose
whether to live in the Netherlands or in Surinam. More recent figures on the migration from
Surinam show that 1900 men and women came to the Netherlands to marry or to join their
partner  in 1991. There are, however, no specific data on Hindustanis  as a sub-group of people
from  Surinam.

More specific data on the migration history of Hindustanis come from our in-depth survey of
Hindustanis in the Netherlands. Two-thirds of the group of Dutch adolescent informants were
born in the Netherlands (Table 4-1). Almost all others were born in Surinam.

Table 4- 1 Place of birth of Dutch Hindustani adolescents (n = 186)

Place of birt:h N %

The Netherlands 123 65.9

the Hague                                        84     45.2
Amsterdam                                                                                      16                8.6

Rotterdam, Groningen (each) 4     2.2

Voorburg, Enschede, Utrecht (each) 2      1.1

Apeldoorn, Zwijndrecht, Hengelo,           1         .5
Vlaardingen, Utrecht, Den Helder,
Hoorn, Leeuwarden
Gorinchem, Leyclen (each)

Surinam      59 31.7
Parimaribo 46    24.7

Nickerie 6      3.2

(Pad van) Wanica 5      2.7

Wageningen 2      1.1

India 2      1.1

New Delhi 2      1.1

Other countries 2      1.1

Kabul (Afghanistan), San Fernando             1          .5
(Trinidad) (each)

Table 4-2 Year ofmigration to the Netherlands of adolescents
who were born outside the Netherlands (n = 62)

Year of migration to N %          Year of migration  to                N                    %
the Netherlands the Netherlands

1978 3 4.8 1988 1      1.6

1979 4 6.5 1990 9    14.5

1980 4 6.5 1991 4     6.5

1981 2 3.2 1992 7    11.3

1984 2 3.2 1993 8    12.9

1985 6 9.7 1994 2      3.2

1986 3 4.8 1995 5      8.1

1987 2    3.2
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Table 4-2 shows that half of the group of adolescent informants who were born outside of the
Netherlands moved to this country during the nineties. The majority of the adolescents were
younger than eleven years at the time ofmigration to the Netherlands (Table 4-3).

Table 4-3 Age at the moment ofmigration of
Hindustani adolescents in the Netherlands (n=62)

Age group N %
Younger than five years                             23       37.1
Between six and ten years old                    28       45.2
Between eleven and fifteen years old          10       16,1
Older than fifteen years 1      1.6

Table 4-4 shows that almost all parents  in our sample  were born in Surinam. Around sixty
percent of this group moved to the Netherlands in the period around the independence of
Surinam (Figure 2). There is a close similarity between the general migration patterns from
Surinam (as depicted in Figure  4- 1)  and the migration patterns  of our group of informants

(Figure 4-2).

Table 4-4 Place of birth of Hindustani parents in the Netherlands (n = 73)

Mace of birth N %

The Netherlands 3      3.9

the Hague 3      3.9

Surinam      70 96.1
Parimaribo     33 42.9
District Surinam                                  15        19.5
Nickerie 9    11.7

Saramacca 7     9.1

(Pad van) Wanica 3     3.9

Nieuw-Nickerie, Commewijne 2     2.6

(each)

Meerzorg, Lelydorp, Dijkveld 1      1.3

(each)
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Figure 4-2 Migration pattern of Hindustani parents between 1963 and 1994 (n=74)
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Table 4-6 Age at the moment of migration of Hindustani adults in the Netherlands (n=74)

Age group N (percentage)
Younger than 10 years                            12        (16.2%)
Between 11 and 20 years old                      19         (25.7%)
Between 21 and 30 years old                     25         (33.8%)
Between 31 and 40 years old                      13         (17.6%)
Older than 40 years 5         (6.8%)

The data in Table 4-6 indicate that the vast majority of Hindustani adults moved to the
Netherlands at the age of 11 years and older. In the scatter diagram in Figure 4-3, the ages of
our informants, including both adolescents and parents, at the moment of migration, is
confronted with the year in which they migrated. A great variation can be seen in the ages of
the migrants in the period around the independence of Surinam. Migrants who moved to the
Netherlands more recently tend to be relatively young.
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Figure 4-3 Scatter diagram of age at moment of migration vs. year of migration
(for both Hindustani adolescents and adults; n =136)
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Demographics
At this moment, approximately   110,000   Hindustani2   live  in the Netherlands (Jadoenan-

dansing & Koefoed 1991; Roelandt, Roijen & Veenman 1992:69; Martens, Roijen & Veen-
man 1993:16). It is not easy to get exact information on the number of Hindustanis in the
Netherlands. In statistical data, people who have their origins in Surinam are generally classi-

fied as 'Surinamese,' regardless of their ethnic background. A small-scale survey among peo-
ple with a Surinamese background revealed that 43 percent of the heads of family identified
themselves as 'Hindustani' (Roelandt, Roijen & Veenman 1992).

A concentration of Hindustanis can be found in the Randstad, the area which includes
the four major cities of the Netherlands (Amsterdam, Rotter(lam, the Hague, and Utrecht).
Two-thirds of all Surinamese live in cities with a population of 100,000 and above. Most of
them live in Amsterdam, Rotterdam, and the Hague (Langbroek & Muus 1991; Harmsen &
Van der Heijdt 1993). Varying proportions of Hindustanis can be found in these three cities.
In the Hague, no less than 70 percent of the Surinamese community have a Hindustani back-
ground. In Amsterdam, this is the case for only 20 percent. A number of urban districts in the

Hague can be characterised as predominantly Hindustani districts.

Socio-economic status
Below, it is demonstrated that the average member of the Hindu community in the United
Kingdom seems to have a reasonable to good socio-economic position. For the Netherlands,
the picture is more diverse. From the current data collection, it became clear that most

2 This number is calculated from the information of various sources. There are no official statistics on
the number of Hindustanis in the Netherlands. This number includes a small group of Surinamese

Muslims with an Indian background.
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Hindustanis have jobs which are associated with a lower socio-economic status or that they are

unemployed. Only a small number of Hindustanis reported being shop-owners or business-
men. Some work as teachers in primary or secondary education. Bloemberg and Nijhuis
(1993) reported that most parents of children from Hindu primary schools do not have paid
employment. Because of their living conditions and the financial positions of the parents, they
even spoke of "deprived environments: Beerten (1992) stated that the socio-economic posi-
tion of Hindustanis in the Netherlands is lower than the position of the indigenous population.
In 1990, unemployment among Hindustanis was three times higher (17-20%) than among the
indigenous Dutch population (6%). Among young Hindustanis in the four major Dutch cities,
the unemployment rate was 43%. Lately, more and more Hindustanis find and create their
own employment in small enterprises, shops, and businesses. According to Willems (1996),
they are successful in this respect. Mungra (1993) also has argued that Hindustanis are in the
ascendant. 'This upward mobility can be explained in terms of zeal, desire to save money, sen-
sitivity to status, high expectations, encouragement of competition, use of kinship relations for
social mobility, tolerance inspired by the Hindu religion, and language and religion as sources

of inspiration for personal development.
In Appendix 5, a list is included that sums up the professions as mentioned by the in-

formants and their partners in our large-scale survey. Informants were asked to indicate both
the types of position they held in Surinam and the types they now hold in the Netherlands. A
confrontation of the lists of positions for Surinam and the Netherlands indicates that a shift has
taken place towards production work and clerical labour. Only a small number of our infor-
mants hold higher positions, e.g., as a doctor or a scientist.

Cultural orientation
The in-depth questionnaire that was used in the current investigation on the language use of
Hindu communities in the Netherlands and the United Kingdom was also concerned with the
collection of information on the ethnic backgrounds of the members of these communities and
on their cultural orientations, i.e., the contacts informants have with relatives and friends, the
visits they pay to their countries of origin, their attitudes towards these countries, and their
socio-cultural orientation. For reasons of comparison, analyses of both our Dutch and British
informants are presented below.

In Table 4-7, the scores for Dutch and British Hindus, divided into two age groups,
are given for a number of ethnographic factors.3 The term 'Young' is used for the group of
adolescent informants and the term 'Old' for the group of parents. An interpretation of the
scores and patterns in Table 4-7 leads to a number ofobservations.

3 A note on the computation of the scores as presented in Table 7. These are determined on the basis

of the multiplication of the relative number of informants who take part in the activity under consid-
eration and the reported frequency or intensity of partidpation.

This type of table is used throughout this chapter for reasons of uniformity, comparability be-
tween tables and sub-groups of informants, and ease of interpretation. However, the reader should
keep in mind that a score on one factor is not absolutely, but only relatively comparable to another
score on a different factor. Nevertheless, similar scores give an indication of the direction of the score

of a sub-group on the factors under consideration.
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Table 4-7 An ethnographic description of Hindu communities
in the Netherlands and the United Kingdom4

Netherlands United Kingdom
Ethnographic factor A score of 1.00 denotes that... Young Old Young Old

1. Relatives living All relatives live in country of resi- .64 .66 .25 .28

abroad dence

2, Relatives living All relatives who live in country of .50 .46 .24           .40

nearby residence live nearby
3.    Contact with Many contacts exist with relatives .47 .53 .54 .71

relatives abroad living abroad
4.  Contact with Many contacts exist with relatives in .79 .74 .70 .66

relatives in country country of residence
ofresidence

5. Hindu friends All friends are of a Hindu back- .70 .49 .35 .43

ground
6.  Holidays to Informants go to Surinam every year .28 .32 n/a n/a

Surinam

7.  Holidays to India Informants go to India every year .09 .18 .56 .56

8.    (Re)migration to Informants are certain that they will .15 .19 .46 .54

India (re)migrate to India
9.   Contacts with Many contacts exist with people in           .43 .52 n/a n/a

people in Surinam Surinam
10. Contacts with Many contacts exist with people in .09 .16 .50     .61

people in India India
11.At ease among Informants feel most at ease among .79 .78 .49 .66

Hindus Hindu friends
12.Indian food Informants eat Indian food every day .96           .93 .92 .86

13.Popular Hindu Informants enjoy popular Hindu .75           .82 .74 .78

culture (music, culture every day
television, radio,
movies)

14.Hindi/Hindu news Informants read Hindu news papers .15 .38 .05 .26

papers every day
15.Indian/Hindu Informants frequent Indian shops             .52 .55 .41      .40

shops every day

16.Active member of Informants are active members of             .32             .51 .48 .47

Hindu Hindu organisations
organisations

4 The ethnographic factors in the table are assodated with the following questions: 1. Where do your
relatives live,2. Where in the country of residence do your relatives live? 3. Do you have contact with
relatives abroad? 4. Do you have contact with relatives in your country of residencei 5. How many of
your friends have a Hindu background? 6. How often do you go to Surinam for your holidays1

7.  How  often  do  you  go to India  for your holi(laysi  8.  What  is your opinion on moving to India?  9.

How many contacts do you have with people in Surinam?  10.  How many contacts do you have with
people in India1 11. Among whidz friends do you  feel  the  most at  ease?  12. How often  do  you eat
Indian food? 13. How often do you listen to or watch Indian music, television programs, radio, or
movies? 14. How often do you read Hindu newspapers? 15. How often do you shop at Indian stores?

16.  Are you active as a member of Hindu organizationsi These questions are part of the questionnaires
which can be found in Appendix 7.
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A large number of relatives of Dutch Hindus live in the Netherlands and a substantial number
of these relatives live in the same town as the informants. The majority of the relatives of Brit-
ish Hindus live abroad. British Hindus have more contacts with relatives abroad than their
Dutch counterparts.

It is remarkable to observe that young Hindustanis in the Netherlands have predomi-
nantly Hindustani friends. In the Hague, for instance, there appear to be actual opportunities
to come into contact with other Hindustani youngsters and young Hinclustanis seem to seize
these opportunities. British Hindus score considerably lower on this factor. In general, they
will have fewer opportunities to get in touch with other Hindus, 0ven the lower concentra-
tion of Hindus in the United Kingdom. Furthermore, the more highly educated among them
have more opportunities to come into contact with people from other communities.

There is a difference between Dutch Hindustanis and British Hindus in respect of their
orientation towards India. British Hindus spend more holidays in India and have a more posi-
tive attitude towards migration to India. Dutch Hindustanis, on the other hand, do not have
many contacts with people in India. For the main part, this can be explained in terms of the
low number of relatives they have who live in India (most informants reported that they do
not  have any relatives  who  live in India). Nevertheless, India plays an important  role  in  the
minds of many Hindustanis in the Netherlands and, in fact, of other Indians all over the world
(Ramdas 1993, Willems 1996). Van Niekerk (1994) has argued that the existence of an Indian
community nearby, in the United Kingdom, strengthens the cultural orientation towards India
of Hindustanis in the Netherlands. However, contacts between these communities are few.
The distance between the two communities seems to be as large as the distance, be it geo-
graphically or culturally, that exists between the British Isles and the continent (or, in British
jargon: 'Europe'). Yet, Dutch Hindustanis seem to be more focused on their own ethnic
group: the majority reported feeling more at ease among Hindu friends than among friends
from another ethnic background.

Indian food and Indian (Hindu) culture are equally popular in both the Netherlands
and the United Kingdom: high scores can be found for the consumption of Indian food and the
enjoyment of Indian culture. Hindi-language (video) movies, especially, are very popular
among Hindus in both countries. Indian shops are not visited very frequently, but this may be
due to the fact that, in both countries, such shops are not always available to the informants
within a short distance of their home.

A substantial number of informants in both countries are active members of Hindu
organisations. In both countries, Hindus have to rely on their own organisations for the culti-
vation of their culture, language, and religion.

The following conclusion can be drawn from these observations. Dutch Hindustanis have
more relatives who live nearby than British Hindus have. However, British Hindus have more
contact with relatives who live abroad. Relatives, both those who live abroad and those
nearby, are of substantial importance to Hindus in both countries. India plays a more domi-
nant role in the lives of British Hindus than it does for Dutch Hindus.

Surinam is ofsome importance to Dutch Hindustanis, but the country seems to be less
important to them than India is to British Hindus. Many Hindus in the Netherlands and the
United Kingdom adhere to common aspects of Hindu culture on a daily basis, such as the en-
joyment of Indian food and Hindi-language media.
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Both groups manage to keep in touch with their cultural background to a substantial
degree by either keeping in touch with relatives, of whom many live nearby, or by keeping in
touch with India and relatives who live there. Moreover, with respect to the common aspects
of Hindu culture, a very high number of our informants reported that they are able to stick to
these.

The question arises as to whether Hindus in the Netherlands and the United Kingdom are also
able to keep another common aspect of Hindu culture alive, namely, the use of their commu-

nity languages. That question will be answered in Chapters five and six.
One other cultural aspect that is typical for our group of informants needs to be men-

tioned: the joint family. Houses in the Netherlands are not very suitable for joint families (par-

ents, sons and their wives, grandparents and grandchildren). According to Speckmann (1965),
the joint family was never a reality in Surinam. However, for Hindustanis, it was always some-

thing to strive for. When the Hindustanis started moving to the cities in Surinam, the days of
the joint family were over. Westernisation also had a strong influence on this process. In the
Netherlands,  hardly any joint families exist. Virtually no Hindustanis live together as part of a
joint family. Strong family ties do exist, but the financial responsibility which Hindustanis felt
for their family members has been replaced and taken on by the Dutch government. In our
data, none of the adolescents or parents reported having resident (grand)parents.

Religion
The group of Surinamese Hindus consists of two main streams: Sanatan Dharm and Arya
Samaj. These streams can be regarded as a more traditional brand of Hinduism and an inter-

pretation of the Hindu religion by a modernisation movement, respectively.
Hindu belief (Dharma) is a complex of traditional religious-ritual and social norms.  It

is probably better to characterise it as a way of living rather than as a religion. Hindus in the
Netherlands are able, even after two patterns of migration, to keep up tlie essence of their
culture and religion. However, Van der Burg (1990) described how Hinduism had to be re-
built after the heavy shock following the move from India to Surinam. In the process ofrecov-
ery of the Hindustani identity, Hinduism lost one of its most prominent features, the caste

system, that, before the arrival in Surinam, regulated all social relationships and ways of life of
the Indians. This caste system is based on one of the structuring principles of Indian culture
and society: ritual purity or immaculacy. It can be regarded as a closed system of social stratifi-
cation in which complementary groups are hierarchically ordered. This hierarchy is based

mainly on the relative purity of the castes.

During tile journey from India to Surinam, the caste rules for commensality could not
be obeyed and in the period of plantation life in Surinam, the Hindustani community was not
able to keep up the rules for marriage and employment. The forced integration ofmembers of
various castes put an end to the religious differentiation, which was related to social differen-
tiation in the tradition of Hinduism.

Because of the fall of the caste system, the Brahmans got an important position.  It was
not a more popular form of Hinduism which survived in Surinam, but rather a Brahman form,
which was strengthened by the absorbency of popular elements of Hinduism, such as ghosts,

illness, and magic.  In this process, the large majority of Hindus in Surinam were attracted to
this form of Hinduism.

Hinduism in Surinam is mainly a family religion, which might explain why ceremonies
for the community as a whole were of secondary importance. Van der Burg (1990) argued
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that even nowadays,  in the Netherlands, one could not speak of a fully developed temple relig-
ion.

The rise  of the fundamentalist reform movement Aga Samaj, founded in India in  1875  by
Dayanand Sarasvati, exerted pressure on the unity among Hindustanis in Surinam. Arya Samaj
became popular quickly among Indians in the Caribbean, also in Surinam. Arya Samaj was
especially popular among the lower social classes. The Brahmans regarded this movement as a
threat to their position and founded an association for followers of orthodox Hinduism in
1929, under the name of Sanatan Dharm (the eternal religion). A few months later, Arya Sarnaj
founded the Surinamese branch of this association, Aya Dew·aker (Aryan  sun).

The formalisation of Surinamese Hinduism and the split into two competing factions
awakened an awareness of religious identity among Hindustani believers, an awareness which
was not so strongly present before. After the second world war, when the Hindustanis en-
tered the political arena, the religious groups formed the basis for the political parties in Suri-
nam. However, after the Hindustanis saw themselves confronted with ethnic tensions be-
tween their group and the group of Creoles in Surinam, they realised that ethnic unity was
more important than religious discord.

As was demonstrated above, more than one-third of the Surinamese population moved to the
Netherlands in the seventies. Hindustanis from all backgrounds migrated to the Netherlands.
The Dutch government adopted a policy of spreading the Surinamese immigrants throughout
the country, to prevent a concentration of these migrants in the major cities (as happened with
Mediterranean labourers  in the sixties and early seventies). Again, the Hindustanis  had  to  re-
build their community, structurally, socially, and religiously

The first Dutch branch of Arya Samaj (ASAN) was founded in 1968. It took 14 years
before this movement got its own building, a cultural centre with a mandir (temple). In 1987,
a federation of Arya Samajs was founded: Federation Arya Samaj Netherlands (FAS-NED). In
the mid-nineties, there were around 30 local Arya Samaj organisations in the Netherlands.
FAS-NED played a role in the establishment of radio and TV broadcasts at the national level.

ASAN, now the branch of FAS-NED in the Hague and still the driving force of FAS-
NED, organises Hindi classes. It regards the language as one of the fundamentals of Hindu
culture. ASAN co-operates with Hindi Parishad Nederland (HPN) for the giving of instruction in
Hindi.5

Sanatan Dharm, the other major branch of Hinduism in the Netherlands, can be di-
vided into two groups of organisations: those for priests (pandits) and other organisations. Sri
Sanatan Dharm Fidvad Parishad Nederland is the national board for priests. The other organisa-
tions, mainly for laymen, have their own umbrella organisation, Sri Sanatan Dharm Mahasabha
Nederland. Yet another organisation is Sanatan Hindu Parishad, which is particularly involved in
the establishment of Hindu primary schools in the Netherlands.

There is also a national organisation for Hindustani interests in general: Lall Rookh,
named after the first ship that brought Hindustani labourers to Surinam in 1873. The above-
mentioned Sanatan Dharm organisations are represented in this national organisation.

There are around forty Hindu temples and places of prayer in the Netherlands (Mun-
gra 1990).  In the four major cities in the Netherlands, pastoral care for Hindus in prison has
been arranged (Bloemberg & Ramsoedh 1996).

5 More information on Hindi Parishad Nederland can be found in Chapter 5.
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In the Netherlands, Hindustanis have found new forms for their religious activities. Standard
Hindi is still considered the most appropriate language to keep the values of Hinduism alive,
which might be the reason why Hindustanis in the Netherlands resist a full assimilation in
Dutch society. However, for the pandits, the spiritual leaders of the Hindus, who stick to the
use of Standard Hindi in religious ceremonies, it is becoming increasingly difficult to reach
Hindus under the age of 30, since only older Hindus appear to have a (reasonable) understand-
ing of Standard Hindi. Apart from the language problem, it is difficult for Hindus to experi-
ence Hinduism in a world which is dominated by industry, science, and technique. This might
have been a lot easier in the Surinamese countryside.

The informants in the current investigation were asked to report on their religious
backgrounds and on the degree to which they considered themselves to be religious. In Table
4-8, data are given on the religious backgrounds of our adult informants and their partners.
Table 4-9 reports on the intensity of religiosity of this group of informants.

Table 4-8 Religion of Hindustani adults and their partners in the Netherlands (n=118)

Religion N %
Hindu 111 94.1

Christian 6     5.1

Hindu & Christian 1    <1

Table 4-9 Intensity of religiosity of Hindustani adults in the Netherlands (n=118)

N %

Religious  88 74.6
Fairly religious                28           23.7
Not religious 2     1.7

Almost all Hindu informants and their partners in the Netherlands considered themselves to
be at least fairly religious. The majority of them regarded themselves to be 'religious.'  In
Table 4-10 and Table 4-11, similar data on the religious backgrounds of Hindu adolescents in
the Netherlands are presented.

Table 4-10 Religion of Hindustani adolescents in the Netherlands (n= 177)

Religion N %
Hindu 162 91.5

Christian 2     1.1

Other                      13            7.4

Table 4-11 Intensity ofreligiosity of Hindustani adolescents in the Netherlands (n=192)

N %
Religious 122 63,5

Fairly religious                   56           29.2

Not religious                       14             7.3

Parents considered themselves slightly more religious than adolescents. However, quite a
large number of Hindustani adolescents in the Netherlands considered themselves to be reli-
gious. In comparison to other groups of adolescents in Dutch society, this is a remarkably high
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score. This high score might be an important factor for the maintenance of Standard Hindi,
because of the close entanglement of the Hindu religion with Standard Hindi.

Position ofthe Dutch Hindu community in education
From a large amount of studies on school achievement in the Netherlands, it can be under-
stood that pupils with a Surinamese background are less successful than their native Dutch
counterparts, but achieve scores than pupils of a Turkish or Moroccan background

(Boogaard, Damhuis, De Glopper & Van den Berg 1990, Hagen, Creusen & Zijlmans 1987,
Tesser & Veenman,   1997). It should be noted,  that  only in small-scale studies  is a differen-
tiation made on the basis of ethnic origin within the group of Surinamese pupils. Large-scale
studies such as Roelandt, Roijen & Veenman (1992) dis not differentiate between Surinam-
ese pupils with a Hindustani and a Creole background.

Koot & Tjon-a-Ten (1982) reported that Hindustani pupils at primary schools are
less successful than Dutch pupils on the basis of an analysis of report-marks. According to
them, the number of years of residence in the Netherlands is an important factor in explain-
ing school success. Another factor mentioned by them, is single parent families. Masson &
Van den Berg (1987) reported that 57% of Hindustani pupils are raised by one parent (for
Dutch pupils, this figure is 22%). Hook (1987) reported that there is a negative correlation
between school success and single parent families. According to Tjon-a-Ten  (1987),  more
Hindustani women become single parents in the Netherlands than in Surinam.

Table 4-12 Term results for 'Dutch' and Dutch reading skills of Creole, Hindustani and
Dutch pupils of eight primary schools, in percentages (Source:  Koot a al.  1985)

'Dutch' term results Dutch reading skills
Above Average Below n= Above Avaage Below           N=

average average average average

Creoles 7     73      20    38     23     67      10    30

Hindustanis 10 67 23 185 39 36 25 156
Dutch   17 70 13 358 35 56  8 255

Table 4-13 Percentages of pupils who transit from primary to secondary
education by ethnic background (Source: Koot a al.  1985)

LBO (technical MAVO (lower HAVO (higher VWO  N=
and vocational general secon- general secon- (pre-

training for  12- dary education) dary educa- university
16 year-olds) tion) education)

Creoles                                  36                         57                          7                    0          28
Hindustani                              57                        34                          6                     3          67
Dutch                                                                  40                                             34                                            2 2                                      4              370

A tendency that shows up in the tables above on the transition to secondary school (Table
4-13) and term results (Table 4-12) of Creole, Hindustani, and Dutch pupils is that the dif-
ferentiation within the group of Hindustani pupils is larger than within the group of Creole
pupils. No explanations are offered in the literature for these differences. Ill general, it
should be noted that both groups of Surinamese pupils have lower scores than native Dutch
children.

More recent research on the achievements of the pupils of three primary schools
based on Hindu principles revealed that the achievements of the pupils of these schools con-
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trast to those of Hindu pupils who attend ordinary primary schools (Bloemberg & Nijhuis
1993).  Bloemberg and Nijhuis reported that Hindu schools  link up more closely to  the home
situation of pupils and are able to live up to the high expectations of parents. Around 50
percent of the pupils move on to higher forms of secondary education. This score should be
considered very high. It is even higher than the average scores for indigenous Dutch pupils.

Ethnic minority groups in the Netherlands are often characterised by a relatively low
level of education (Tesser & Veenman,  1997).  As can be derived from Table 4- 14, the situa-
tion for Hindustanis in our sample is somewhat different. Almost 24 percent of all our infor-
mants (plus their partners) reported having completed a form of higher education, either

higher vocational education or university. The majority of them completed higher vocational
education (74.3%), the others received a university degree (25.7%).

This makes Hindustanis a relatively well-educated ethnic minority group. However, it
should be noted that this high level of education amongst Hindustanis in the Netherlands is not
fully reflected in the types of occupation reported for Hindustanis above.  Like many members
of other ethnic minority groups, Hindustanis might be a victim of superseding effects taking
place on the Dutch labour market (cf. Teulings  1990).

Another interesting observation can be derived from Table 4- 15. The level of educa-
tion of Hindustani women in our sample approaches the level of education of Hindustani men.
In fact, Hindustani women are relatively more successful than Hindustani men in higher levels
of education. These high scores reflect a general attitude among Hindustanis towards educa-
tion. Tjon-a-Ten (1991) reported that a good education is considered very important among
Hindustanis. Quoting one of her female informants, 'A diploma is your first man: your hus-
band might leave you, but your diploma will not.'

Table 4-14 Type of education followed and completed by informants and their partners

Type of education Proportion of Proportion of
informants partners of

(n=67) informants (n=48)
Completed primary 91.0 89.6

education

Completed secondary 82.1 70.8

eduation

Followed higher edu- 43.1 31.9

cation

Completed higher 29.9 15.6

educadon
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Table 4-15 Type of education followed and completed by gender

Type of education Male Female

(n=55) (n=60)
Completed primary education 89.1 91.7

Completed secondary education 83.6 71.7

Followed higher education 47.2 30.5

Completed higher education 29.8 25.0

Dutch Hindustanis and the media
In the national media (radio, television, national newspapers) in the Netherlands, only spo-
radic attention is given to Hindustanis, Hinduism, or Hindi. The situation is somewhat differ-
ent in the Hague, where there are local radio stations that are particularly aimed at or pay at-
tention to the extensive Hindustani population in the Hague and surrounding areas.

There is a weekly magazine program on the national Dutch radio, produced by the Or-

ganisatie voor Hindoe Media (OHM; Organization for Hindu Media). This magazine program is
partly in Hindi and partly in Dutch. The same organisation produces a weekly magazine on the
national television, which is broadcast on Sunday mornings. Every two weeks, the themes of
this magazine are aimed at the Hindustani community in the Netherlands in particular.  In the
alternating programs, the makers try to grab the attention of a much wider audience. The
language used in the programs is mainly Dutch. If a language other than Dutch is used, subti-

tling in Dutch is provided.
The religious festivities of the Hindus (e.g., Divali,  Holi) are given much less attention

than the religious festivities of other religious groups, for example, the dominant Christian
group and the other prominent minority religion in the Netherlands, Islam.

The national organization for local radio stations reported that in the following cities
local radio stations broadcast programs for (and by) Hindustani, in Sarnami or in Standard
Hindi: Amstelveen, Amsterdam, the Hague, Deurne, Hoorn, Leeuwarden, Utrecht, and
Zoetermeer (Olon  1998).

This description of Hindustanis in the Netherlands is concluded with a remark on the
general awareness of this community. Although, generally speaking, integration of this group
into Dutch society seems to be relatively unproblematic, there does not appear not to be a
major loss the ethnic identity among the members of this group. The group of Hindustanis
keeps its distinctiveness. The fact that the members of this group can be recognised easily on
the basis of their skin colour might play a role,  but the role played by the Hindu religion might
be even more important. In the next chapter, the question will be considered of whether lan-
guage plays an important role for the ethnic identity and the distinctiveness of Hindus in the
Netherlands.

4.1.2 The Dutch context of the Hindustani community
To have a good understanding of the Hindustani community in the Netherlands, it is impor-
tant not only to gain an insight into the community itself, but also to pay attention to the wider
context in which the members of this community live. The focus in this section is on the po-
litical and social climate in the Netherlands and the governmental policies on home language
instruction.
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Political and social climate
It is hard to focus on the position of Hindus in the Netherlands, because there is hardly any
specific information available on this group. Therefore, the issue of how ethnolinguistic mi-
nority groups in general are dealt with in the Netherlands is discussed. Where possible, the
focus is on the position of the Hindu community.

Extra & Verhoeven (1993) argue that many members of ethnic minority groups in the
Netherlands have a disadvantaged position. First of all, they often have a low socio-economic
status, determined by a low level of education, a low professional status or low employment
rates. Moreover, their legal status is often poor; this holds most strongly for ethnic minority
groups from non-EU countries. However, it should be noted that almost all Hindustanis in the
Netherlands have Dutch nationality. Extra & Verhoeven mentioned that the languages and
cultures of ethnic minority groups, in particular groups from Islamic countries, often have a
low status in the perception of indigenous majority members. In the case of Hindustanis,
Dutch people and policy makers are often not even aware of the fact that Hindustanis speak a
number of languages other than Dutch, which they cherish for a variety ofreasons.

Since 1983, the following groups have been omcially recognised as target groups of
governmental policy (cf. Ministry of the Interior, 1983: 11):

-    Moluccans from former Dutch Indonesia;
-    Surinamese and Antilleans;
- foreign workers, their families, and descendants originating from one of the eight

Mediterranean countries with which bilateral labour contracts were concluded in the
past (i.e., Portugal, Spain, Italy, former Yugoslavia, Greece, Turkey and Tunisia, and
Morocco);

-
political refugees;

- gypsies.

Extra & Verhoeven observed three major characteristics of governmental policy on ethnic
minorities over time:

1.   In most policy documents and guidelines, the concept of 'ethnic minorities' has never
been defined. Instead, ethnic minority groups are exhaustively listed in terms of target

groups for specific facilities.
2. Ethnolinguistic variation is commonly conceived of in terms of deficits and problems,

rather than in terms of differences and resources. The focus on socio-economic and
second-language 'deficits' rather than on ethno-cultural differences has led, in prac-
tice, to an equation of differences and deficits. As a consequence, and in spite of the
rhetoric about the Netherlands being a multicultural society, the minorities policy has

actually been equated with a deficit policy.
3. Ethnic minorities policy is conceived of as temporary policy. The focus on first and

second-generation immigrant groups is based on the implidt assumption that 'deficits
will  disappear over time.' Owing to this point  of view, there is no clear intergenera-
tional perspective on the future of the Netherlands as a multicultural and multilingual

soaety.

For Hindustanis, the first and third observations are especially relevant. With respect to in-
struction in the home language of ethnic minority members, the group of Hindustanis was
excluded from this type of education until the beginning of this century. The third observation
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also bears some relevance:  not only is there a lack of recognition of the community languages
of Hindustanis, but the implicit or explicit assumption is also common among the native
Dutch, that a shift towards Dutch has taken place among the group of Hindustanis, or is inevi-
table in the future.

Governmental policies on home language instruction
In 1999, policies on home language instruction in the Netherlands existed for 25 years. Extra
& Verhoeven (1993) have made clear that home language instruction for ethnic minority chil-
dren at Dutch schools has had a unique history of implementation. For large groups of pupils,
home languages were introduced as a subject and/or medium of instruction as early as 1974.
However, this introduction took place without previous curriculum development, without
teacher guidance and inspection, and even without a legal base.

The provision of home language instruction is a complex task for schools in the Neth-
erlands. The multicultural and multilingual composition of many primary schools (in some
schools more than thirty different languages might be spoken by the pupils), makes it neces-
sary to arrange multilingual rather than bilingual education. Practical experience with and
empirical evidence on education in a bilingual context can, therefore, only be used to a limited
extent. Furthermore, ethnic minority children show a large variation in the type and degree of
their bilingualism, with variation occurring both within and across different ethnic groups. In
an intergenerational perspective, these differences have increased steadily over time, with
language dominance patterns tending to shift towards Dutch. The implementation of home
language instruction for a variety of target groups in the school curriculum is not unproblem-
atic. This process is even more complex, if it is taken into consideration that some groups
receive home language  instruction  in  addition  to  the core curriculum, whereas other groups
receive it instead of instruction in other subjects. School directors have to find an answer to
the question of how to deal with cases where there is a relatively small demand from small-
sized and/or widely scattered groups.

The main reasons for introducing home language instruction were related to the socio-
economic and second-language deficits of ethnic minority children rather than to their ethno-
cultural backgrounds.  With the influx  of many ethnic minority children from low SES-families
in Dutch schools during the seventies and eighties, minorities policy became exclusively asso-
ciated with the struggle to eliminate educational deficiencies at the cost of ethnocultural dif-
ferences. According to Extra & Verhoeven (1993), the equalisation of minorities policy and
deficit policy in the Netherlands is not a universal phenomenon. Australia and Sweden are

examples of countries in which multicultural policy concepts for home language instruction
have been proposed in terms of language resources rather than language problems (cf. Clyne
1991 on LOTT: = lan8uages other than English in Australia, and the Home Language Reform
1976 in Sweden).

Between 1974 and 1998, access to home language instruction in Dutch primary
schools was granted to the following target groups: children who have at least one parent of
Moluccan or Mediterranean origin and children of at least one parent with a recognised refu-
gee status.  This list was indicative of multiple policy restrictions. Firstly,  it was meant to be
exhaustive in terms of source countries and/or target groups. Secondly, it is meant as a tem-
porary facility, with a focus on first/second generation children of EM groups. Finally, the list
took a deficit perspective by excluding Antillean and Surinarnese children, who are more or
less fluent speakers of Dutch as a result of the colonial status of Dutch in those countries.
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Until 1998, there was no omcial support provided by the (national) government for
the teaching of Hindi in the Netherlands. This was due to the fact that Hindustanis, as part of
the Surinamese group of inhabitants,  were not recognised as a group which was eligible for so-

called OET (Onderwils in Eigen Taal, 'home language instruction'). In the Hague, neverthe-

less, Hindi is taught in some schools on a voluntary basis, and the local government lends some

support to organisations which organise Hindi classes in one way or another. This is, however,
not a structural facility.

Recent eclucational policy in the Netherlands can be characterised in terms of a growing ten-
dency towards decentralisation (Broeder & Extra, 199D. Consequently, the responsibilities
and tasks of the Ministry of Education, municipalities, and schools are being redistributed in an
attempt to find a new balance.  In the context of this decentralization tendency and in reaction
to a CALO (1992) report, the Ministry of Education published a policy document ('Uitwerk-
ingsnotitie,'  1995)  on home language instruction. The document acknowledged three basic

elements:

-    the broad support of home language instruction as expressed by minority parents and

minority organisations;
-  the governmental responsibility for the provision and quality of home language in-

struction;
-    the relevance of the home language criterion instead of SES or generation criteria for

determining a child's entitlement to home language instruction.

These three elements were taken over from the CALO (1992) report. A new element, how-
ever, was the focus on local educational policy. In the view of the Ministry, municipalities
should have responsibility for public information about home language instruction facilities,
for home language instruction needs assessment, for a selective distribution of the local home

language instruction budget across schools, for interscholastic co-operation on home language
instruction for smaller language groups, and for the role of ethnic minority groups as actors
rather than just target groups for the implementation of a municipal home language instruction
policy. Schools should retain responsibility for the recruitment and employment of qualified
home language instruction teachers and for the quality of home language instruction.

The responsibilities concerning home language instruction are now divided among the differ-
ent actors as follows:

The national government
- provides legislation on home language instruction;
- provides earmarked budgets for home language instruction;

-    provides a national system of quality control (through the educational inspectorate).

The local governments
- provide information on home language instruction and may carry out surveys on the

needs for home language instruction among ethnic minority groups;
- allocate resources for home language instruction to schools on the basis of proposals

with respect to home language instruction made by these schools
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- establish co-operation between schools with respect to home language instruction for
smaller language groups;

-   get ethnic minority groups involved in the design of local policies on home language
instruction as actors rather than as target groups of this policy.

Primary schools

-   implement and realise home language instruction and ensure a high quality of home
language instruction;

- employ teachers to provide home language instruction.

Extra (1996) signalled a number of pitfalls with this new approach to home language instruc-
tion. According to him, the national government takes a standoffish attitude towards home
language instruction and reserves only a limited amount of funding for this type of education.
Under the new approach to home language instruction, it has two functions: supporting and
intrinsic. The first function is realised within school hours and has, therefore, a higher status
than the latter. Progress in languages taught under the new regime of home language instruc-
tion is still not recognised as school success.

For Hindustanis, the introduction of new legislation on home language instruction in primary
schools might have a positive effect, particularly in cities where relatively large numbers of
Hindustanis live. It should be made clear that the situation could not be worse for the Hindu
community. Before 1998, there was no provision of home language instruction for Hindustani
children in primary schools. Under the new legislation, Hindustani children in the majority of
the major towns in the Netherlands are eligible for home language instruction.

It is likely that home language instruction in Hindi will be introduced, especially in cit-
ies with a sufficiently high number of Hindustanis. According to recent surveys held in both
primary (Van der Avoird, Bontje, Broeder, Extra, Muis & Peijs 2000) and secondary
(Aarssen, Broeder & Extra 1998) schools in the Hague, the Hindustani language group is a
very prominent ethnic minority language group at schools in this city.  In the primary school

survey, 2,339 out of 27,900 pupils surveyed (= 8,4% of the research sample; 17,1% of pupils
having another home language besides Dutch) reported that Sarnami Hindi or Standard Hindi
were used in their homes instead of or next to Dutch. In the secondary school survey, the
relative number was even higher:  1,304 out of 13,703 pupils (9,5%; 21,2%).

In the United Kingdom, local educational authorities are responsible for education in minority
languages. This decentralisation of authority has led to a great discrepancy in policies between
various cities, but, in general, education in Hindi is not supported. As a result, Hindi classes

are organised in only a few cities. Nevertheless, until 1997, Hindi was a part of the National
Curriculum. Pupils taking Hindi classes  were  able  to  take a nationally organised  exam  in
Hindi. In the Netherlands, the situation until 1998 was exactly the opposite. There were
plenty of Hindi classes organised by national and local Hindi organisations, but there was no
such thing as a state exam for Hindi. Each year, hundreds of Hindu pupils have been taking
exams organised by the national Hindi organisations. These exams are based on test materials

and procedures from India.

It is obvious that, in both countries, the policies on education in minority languages did not
lend much support to the status and the maintenance of Hindi. Education in Hindi has de-
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pended strongly on the dedication of volunteers from the Hindu communities and on the

mercy of local authorities.

4.2 The Hindu community in the United Kingdom

As was the case for the Hindu community in the Netherlands, information is presented on the
Hindu community in the United Kingdom, and on the wider context in which this community
lives.

4.2.1       Hindus in the United Kingdom

Migration history
This overview on the migration history of the Hindu community in the United Kingdom is
mostly based on Verma (1990). The abolishment of slavery in the British Empire in 1834 led
to the recruitment of indentured labourers from India to other colonies. During the mid-
nineteenth century, thousands of Indians from the Hindi-speaking states of Bihar and Uttar
Pradesh were shipped to Mauritius, the West Inclies, Fiji, and South Africa to work on sugar
plantations. These were largely peasants from rural areas, who were poor and uneducated. In
the post-colonial period, following Indian independence in  1947, a large number of South
Asians migrated to Britain on the strength of labour vouchers. Unlike the nineteenth century,
the twentieth century did not see the emigration of masses of Hindi-speaking people. The
majority of immigrants from India to Britain came from non-Hindi-speaking areas, particularly
the rural Panjab or Gujarat. Other Panjabis and Gujaratis came from East Africa. Only a small
minority of native Hindi speakers, almost entirely urban-based, migrated to Britain. However,
the use and status of Hindi is highly important to those migrants from the Panjab and the Guja-
rat who have a Hindu background, as was described in Chapter 1.

Hindus from the Surat district of Gujarat, on the coast north of Bombay, were among
the first to be recruited as seamen, travelling intermittently to Britain, where some settled in
the first half of the last century in the ports around the country and the East End of London,
their numbers and ties with India gradually dwindling over the years (Taylor, 1985). Hindus,
who together with the Panjab Sikhs, fled from the West Panjab at the time of partition, and
Hindus from agricultural and craftsmen castes, mostly from the central and southern parts of
Gujarat, also emigrated to Britain due to pressure on land and unemployment. Many of these
were literate (Desai 1963).

Since the mid-1960s, a group of Asian immigrants from East Africa have been repre-
sented in the UK. The majority of Asians migrated to East Africa towards the end of the 19th
century, strengthening long-established trade connections (Shah 1978, cited in Taylor 1985).
In the first half of the 20th century, Panjabi Sikhs, often Ramgarhia craftsmen, assisted with
engineering projects on canals, dams, and the Kenya/Ugan(la railway, and many stayed on
(Ballard and Ballard 1977, cited in Taylor 1985). Gujarati Hindus and Muslims, largely traders
and merchants, Goans also from the West coast, and Muslims from Karachi were also at-
tracted to the economic prospects of this newly developed area. Most aimed to make some
money, stay a while, and then return, and thus maintained connections with India and made

frequent visits back (Ballard 1972-3, cited in Taylor 1985). However, many made East Africa,
particularly Kenya, Uganda and Tanzania, their home.

The Asians mainly formed an urban middle class, distinct from the Europeans and Af-
ricans. Within their own group, they were divided by religion, caste, and region of origin,
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which determined the scope of their social relationships. In Kenya, the sub-groupings 'mat-
tered more to the Asians than the larger divisions or the fact that they were Asians' (Shah,
1978: 13).

However, in the 1950s,  with the approach of independence and the process of Afri-
canisation in East Africa, the position of all South Asians became increasingly uneasy as they
began losing their jobs to Africans, experienced restricted opportunities, and had only tempo-
rary visas to stay. For some, there was no alternative but new emigration. Many, often the
most highly qualified, returned to India and Pakistan, and some went to Canada, but the ma-
jority settled in Britain. Until  the 1960s, migration to Britain  had been about 2,000 migrants
from this region each year, but in the latter half of 1967 and early 1969, an exodus of Asians
took place. Kenyan Asians leaving this country have been estimated to number 70,000. In
1980, it was estimated that around 192,000 Asians in the United Kingdom had their origins in
East Africa. East African Asian immigrants have generally been regarded as more 'Western-
ised,' better educated,  and more likely to speak English  and  to have higher standards of living
(Butterworth and Kinniburgh, 1970, cited in Taylor 1985).

More specific data on the migration history of the Hindu community in the United
Kingdom come from our in-depth survey. Almost all our adolescent informants were born in
the United Kingdom (Table 4-16). No informants reported being born in India.

Table 4-16 Place of birth of U.K. adolescents (n = 12)

Place of birth N %

United Kingdom                            11            93
Bradford 3     25

Nottingham 3    25

London 2     18

Southhampton, Kingston, 3    25

Hartlepool (each  1)

Abroad 17
Kingston, Jamaica 17

Table 4-17 shows that hardly any parent:s were born in the United Kingdom. The majority,
almost two-thirds, were born in India. The remainder, almost one-third, were born in Africa.
The time of migration of our parent informants to the UK is spread almost equally across the
years: 33 percent in the sixties, 29 percent in the seventies, and the same percentage in the
eighties. (Table 4-18).
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Table 4-17 Place ofbirth of UK parents (n = 23)

Place of birth N %

United Kingdom 2     9

London, Knotsford (each 1) 2      9

India 15   65

Delhi 2      9

Kerala, Karnataka State, Bombay, Nakodar,            13      56
Jullundui, Hoshiarpur, Phagwara, Madhopur,
Madras, jodhpur, Bokaner, Ludhiana, Panjab

(each 1)

Africa 6   26

Nairobi (Kenya) 3   13

Nanyuri (Kenya), Jinja (Ugan(la), Vacoas 3    13

(Mauritius) (each 1)

Table 4-18 Year ofmigration to the United Kingdom of UK parents
who were born outside the United Kingdom (n = 21)

Year ofmi- N % Year of N %
gration migration

to the UK to the UK
1962 1 4.8 1979 3     14.3

1964 2 9.5 1980 2      9.5

1966 1 4.8 1982 1      4.8

1968 3 14.3 1986 2      9.5

1973 1 4.8 1987 1      4.8

1975 1 4.8 1990 2      9.5

1978 1     4.8

Demographics
For the United Kingdom, it is even more difficult to get exact figures on the size of the
Hindu community than for the Netherlands. Verma (1990) mentions that 'there is a real
dearth of facts and figures on Hindi speakers in Britain, making it very difficult to build a rea-
sonably accurate picture of the number, distribution and patterns of language usage of this
group.' Taylor (1985:13) also indicated that 'the lack of numerical data on ethnic minority
pupils in British schools at the present time and for most of the period under review is a seri-
ous hindrance in presenting an account of the performance of pupils of Asian origin.'

Census research in the UK provides us with an abundance of general information on
ethnic minority groups, but, in these data, informants are classifled on the basis of their na-
tionality or country of birth,  not on the basis of their mother tongue or religious background

(cf.   Broeder & Extra,   1998).   In  the  case of Indians, this presents  us  with many difficulties,
because of the multicultural and multilingual nature of their country of origin. Data col-
lected by means of census research does not include specific information on the number of
Hindus in the United Kingdom. The number of Indians in general who live in the United
Kingdom is presented in Table 4-19. Their country of birth is also included in this table.  It is
taken from the 1991 census (Office of Population Censuses and Surveys/General Register
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Office for Scotland  1991) and indicates that around 840,000 Indians lived  in the United  King-
dom in 1991.

Table 4-19 Indians in the United Kingdom and their
country ofbirth (taken from the 1991 Census)

Total persons 840,255

United Kingdom 352,448

New Commonwealth 475,391

Eastern Africa (mainly Kenya, 141,555

Tanzania and Uganda)
South Asia (mainly India) 316,725

Table 4-20 sums up the areas in which Indians in the United Kingdom predominantly live.
This table is also taken from the reports on the 1991 census. A majority of the Indians in the
United Kingdom lives in the South East Region, which includes the Greater London area.

By combining the figures from 4-19 through 4-22 with other types of census informa-
tion, it is still not possible to calculate the number of Indians who are of a Hindu background
and have affiliations with the Hindi language.

Table 4-20 Indians in various areas within the United Kingdom

Focus area Indians born Total number
in India of Indians

Great Britain 409,022 840,255

England 395,563 823,821

South East Region 213,463 444,779

Greater London 151,619 347,091

Inner London 37,185 74,000

Outer London 114,434 273,091

The National Dwelling and Housing Survey (1977-78), from Taylor (1985), presented a list of
the main centres of Asian settlements. The prominent position of London can also be seen in
these figures (Table  4-21).   In  the same publication, information was available  on the settle-
ments of sub-groups within the Asian community (Table 4-22).
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Table 4-21 Main centres of Asian settlement (Source: National

Dwelling and Housing Sun·ey, 1977-78)

Thousands % of the

population
London 287.6 4.1

Birmingham 64.5 6.4

Leicester 45.0 16.5

Bradford 34.9 7.8

Wolverhampton 21.8 8.8

Kirklees 21.4 5.8

Coventry 19.2 6.2

Sandwell 18.1 5.7

Leeds 17.6 2.5

Manchester 13.7 3.1

Bolton 12.1 4.7

Walsall 10.8 4.2

Table 4-22 Variation within the Asian community (partly, for groups from India)

Area of origin Main religion Main language Main areas of
settlement in UK

Panjab Hindu Panjabi Southall/Birmingham

(Handsworth)
Sikh Panjabi Southall/Birmingham

(Handsworth)
Gujarat Hindu Gularati/Kutchi Wembley/Leicester

Muslim Gujarati/Kutchi Wembley/Leicester

Only small-scale surveys give an impression of the numbers of potential Hindi speakers and
learners in the United Kingdom. Table 4-23, taken from Verma (1990), shows that, in the
1985 Eating School Languages Survey, about eleven percent of the total number of pupils
who spoke at least one language in addition to English reported having affiliations with Hindi.
42 percent of these reported having Hindi as their first additional language.

Table 4-23 Number of dildren who reported speaking Hindi as their first, second or third additional

language in the 1985 Ealing School Languages Survey (taken from Verma 1990; corrected version)

Total pupils who speak Pupils speaking one Pupils speaking two Pupils speaking three
at least one language in additional language in additional languages additional languages

addition to English addition to English

13,552 11,574 1,978 259

Total number of pupils Hindi as first additional Hindi as second addi- Hindi as third addi-
who speak Hindi language tional language tional language

1,475 620 804                 51

(11% of all pupils speak (42% speak Hindi as (55% speak Hindi as (3% speak Hindi as

Hindi) first additional second additional third additional

language) language) language)
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More recent data is available from Bradford, an industrial town in the northern part of Eng-
land.  These data are taken from reports of the Bradford Education Authority (Bradford Educa-
tion Policy and Information  1995). In Table 4-24, the numbers of pupils with an Indian back-
ground in Bradford state primary schools are given. In Table 4-25, the reported mother
tongues ofpupils in Bradford state primary schools are presented.

Table 4-24 Ethnic origin of pupils in Bradford primary state schools

(source: Bradford Education Policy and Information 1995)

Boys Gals Both

Indian 1103 1054 2067

(3% of all boys)     (3% of all girls)    (3% of all pupils)
Totals 39237 37303 76540

Table 4-25 Mother tongue ofpupils in Bradford primary state schools

(source: Bradford Education Policy and Information 1995)

Boys Girls Both

Hindi                50          56     106 (0,1%)
Gujarati 527 511 1038 (1%)

Panjabi 1726 1591 3317 (4%)
Totals 39237 37303 76540

Only a small part of the group of Indian pupils reported having Hindi as their mother tongue.
However, as was shown above, this group does not constitute the full group of pupils with
Hindi affiliations.  Data on the mother tongues or ethnic origins of pupils do not give the exact
number of Hindi speakers in the United Kingdom. A combination of information on the reli-
gious and ethnic backgrounds of pupils, in connection with their language repertoire, would
be a far more accurate indicator of the actual and potential number of Hindi speakers/learners
in the United Kingdom.

A rough estimation of the number of persons with Hindi affiliations in the United
Kingdom indicates that between 10 and 15 percent of the members of the Indian community
in the United Kingdom are persons with Hindi affiliations. An estimated 100,000 persons with
Hindi affiliations live in the United Kingdom. The total number of speakers is comparable to
the size of the Hindi-speaking community in the Netherlands.  If the smaller size of the Nether-
lands is taken into account, it has to be concluded that there is a lower overall representation
of Hindi speakers in the United Kingdom. However, as can be seen in Table 4-20, there are
strong indications that there is a concentration of Indians and, possibly, people with Hindi
affiliations in the South East region, particularly in the Greater London area. Research on a
community of Hindu Panjabis by Saxena (1995) might be regarded a confirmation of these
indications. Saxena's research is discussed in Chapter 6. No data from our surveys are pre-
sented on this issue here, because the data collected in the current investigation come from
certain selected areas in the UK.

Socio-economic status
The members of the Hindu community in the United Kingdom seem, on the average, to have
a better socio-economic position than its counterpart in the Netherlands. However, there are
no systematic data available on this theme. Our impression is that the Hindu population in the
United Kingdom includes a substantial number of doctors who moved from India during the
sixties and seventies. This was during a period when the United Kingdom was confronted with
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a shortage of physicians. Furthermore, there  is a group of successful businessmen from Eastern
African countries who were forced to move to the United Kingdom, but were able to bring
part of their wealth from Eastern Africa. Bagley (1969, cited in Taylor 1985) argues that, in
comparison with immigrants from the West Indies, Asians, particularly Indians, were more
likely to be members of the skilled worldng class or professional and business classes. A very
high proportion of doctors, engineers, and scientists arrived in 1965-7, and some three thou-
sand teachers from India and around 600 from Pakistan were admitted in the same period

(Rose et al. 1969, cited in Taylor 1985). In the figures in Table 4-26, from a small-scale study

by Taylor, a reflection of these developments can be found.

Table 4-26 Socio-economic status of the indigenous population, Indians, Pakistanis, and

Bangladeshis aged 16 and over, by sex, 1981, in % (from Taylor, 1985)

Sodo- Indigenous population Indians Pakistanis and
economic Bangladeshis
group

Male Female Male Female Male Female

Professional 6.1          1.1 9.0 2.9 4.2 6.7

Employers 16.2 6.6 10.5 4.2 15.4 2.3

and managers
Other non- 17.9 53.0 16.9 41.1 7.9 39.9

manual
Skilled man- 38.0 7.4 36.7 13.0 31.7 14.1

ual
Semi-skilled 15.7 23.4 21.8 35.3 31.8 34.3

labour
Unskilled 4.7 8.1 4.8 3.4 8.6 0.0

manual
Armed 1.4 0.3 0.3 0.0 0.4 2.7

forces/others
Nos. 13,325 8,945 174          93         69         10

(thousands)

In Appendix 5, a list is included that sums up the professions mentioned by the informants and
their partners in the large-scale survey of the current investigation. The informants were asked
to indicate both the types of positions they held before their migration to the UK and the types
they hold currently in the UK. There is a relative over-representation of doctors and teachers

present among this group of informants.

Cultural orientation
Ethno-cultural characteristics of the Hindu community in the United Kingdom were discussed
in Section 4.1.1. We restrict ourselves here to comment on the existence of extended families
in the United Kingdom. Although more common than among the general population, the
majority of Asian households does not consist of either horizontally or vertically extended
families. Taylor (1985) indicated that nuclear families, typically parents living with their chil-

dren, predominate in 70-80 percent of the Asian households.
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Religious status
The religious affiliation of our informants in the UK is comparable to the situation of our in-
formants in the Netherlands. There is, however, a tendency for our UK informants to be
somewhat less religion-oriented than our informants in the Netherlands. This holds both for
the parents, their partners, and the adolescents in our sample (Table 4-27)

Table 4-27 Religion of Hindu parents in the UK (n=21)

Religion Parents Partners Adolescents
N % N % N %

Hindu    20 95.2 17 89.5 11    100

Christian 0 0.0 1 5.3 0     0.0

Hindu & Christian 1 4.8 1 5.3 0     0.0

Table 4-28 Intensity of religiosity of Hindustani parents in the UK (n=23)

Parents Partners Adolescents
N              % N %            N             %

Religious   12 52.2 10 45.5 7     50.0

Fairly religious 9 39.1 9 40.9 4     28.6

Not religious 2 8.7 3 13.6 3     21.4

Educational status
No specific information on the educational achievement of members of the Hindu community
in the United Kingdom is available. However, Taylor (1985) gives a review of research  into
the education of pupils of South Asian Origin in general.  From the surveys that are part of the
current investigation, there is some information available on the position of Hindus in educa-
tion. Table 4-29 demonstrates that the majority of our informants completed some form of
education higher than A-level education. These figures are a con rmation of our understand-

ing that the Hindu community in the UK is a relatively well educated minority group.

Table 4-29 Completed type of education by UK informants and their partners (in %)

Inforrnant Partner

Primary 100 100

Middle 100 100

Secondary (0-level/GCSE) 100 95.5

A-level 91.3 71.4

Higher 78.3 68.2

Media status
Although Hindi is not used frequently in broadcasts in the United Kingdom, programs aimed
at the Hindi-speaking community are available at several levels. BBC External services broad-
casts daily in Hindi. Programs including news and current affairs form the 'backbone' of these

services, but a wide range of other interests is also catered for in a number of feature pro-
grams. However, these transmissions are not beamed to listeners in the United Kingdom and,
therefore, are not easily audible there. Also, broadcasts in Hindi from India are not clearly
audible in Britain (Centre for Information on language Teaching and Research 1985).

On BBC Radio 4 each Sunday, a half-hour program, Apna Hindi 8har samajh re (Make
yourself at home), is broadcast. The aim of this program is to provide listeners with Asian
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music, talks and interviews, and features about events in the Indian communities as well as
information about topical matters. Hindi, Urdu, and some English are used. The musical items

are in Bengali, Gujarati, Hindi, Panjabi, and Urdu. Other South Asian languages are occasion-

ally used.
Asian Afagazine, broadcast on BBC television each Sunday, aims to inform and entertain

Asian viewers. It also aims to inform the host community about British Asians. There is a spe-
cial  emphasis on the achievements and aspirations of the younger generation.  As a magazine

program,  it is flexible,  but it consists mainly of studio interviews, film reports, features,  and
Asian music. Hindi, Urdu, and some English are used. The musical items are in Bengali, Guja-
rati, Hindi, Panjabi, and Urdu. Other South Asian languages are occasionally used.

Gharbar is broadcast on television every Wednesday. It is intended mainly for women
who work in the home. Emphasis is on studio discussions and talks about matters affecting

women, the home, and the family. There are also demonstrations, e.g., embroidery, sewing,

etc. The musical items are in Bengali, Gujarati, Hindi, Panjabi, and Urdu. Other South Asian

languages are occasionally used.
BBC Local Radio provides for a multicultural audience within the hstenership of its

local radio stations. At present, around 15 radio stations have programs for listeners with an
Asian background. More programs are planned. The language of presentation of Asian pro-
grams varies from station to station. Programs are presented in Hindi, Urdu, Gujarati, Bengali
and English, with programme inserts in Panjabi. However, stations are increasingly switching
to English, as it seems to attract greater numbers of young listeners and an ever-increasing

listenership from the host community.

All programs for multicultural audiences are magazine programs and music-based.

Magazine inserts includes 'what's on' information, public service announcements, discussions

and phone-ins on important issues, matters of topical interest, talks and interviews, mini-
documentaries, and background material on current affairs and health education. An impor-
tant component is its indirect educational content, prepared in co-operation with the BBC's
schools and educational programs- both radio and television. This is geared towards cultural
reinforcement benefiting all ages groups.

ITV, an independent broadcasting authority, broadcasts a weekly series in the Granada

region  only.  It  is  designed to inform the Asian community  in its transmission area about  a

range of sodal and community issues, such as health, housing, and social rights. It is broadcast

in Hindi and Urdu alternate weeks. Channel 4 is committed to recognising Britain's status as a

multicultural society throughout its programming, but it also produces programs specifically

for black and Asian audiences. A commission editor concentrates on developing polides and
programs of particular interest to minority communities.  A wide range of programs is broad-

cast. These include news and current affairs, comedy, arts and entertainment, music, classics

from the Indian cinema, and children's television.
Forty-three Independent Incal Radio (ILR) stations authorised by the Independent

Broadcasting Authority are on air, serving over 80% of the UK population. The stations pro-
vide magazine-style programs for multicultural audiences within their areas. The language of

presentation varies; programs are concerned with serving local communities. The programs
include a mix of information, public service announcements, phone-ins, and sessions on im-

portant issues and topical items, generally on a music base. Occasionally, language teaching

inputs are included and material on health education is popular.
BBC School Radio broadcasts Minority language magazines. The intention of the series is

to offer resources for tape-recorded use by groups and individuals, both in and out of school,
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who may be learning or seeking to widen their use of Asian languages as they are spoken in
Britain. Each broadcast contains a forty-minute sequence of varied examples of language in
use, such as plays, conversation, songs, stories, and jokes, in the following languages:
Urdu/Hindi, Bengali, Gujarati, Panjabi, and Cantonese.

satellite TV is also available to the Asian community in the UK. In 1992, TV Asia, set
up with an £8 million budget, was the first to be transmitted via satellite (though it is also
available on selected cable systems), and quickly established a high profle (Financial Times,
1992). It offers a mix of news, current affairs, and light entertainment, and draws heavily on
the ready supply of Indian films from the sub-continent. Hindi, Urdu, and English are the
main broadcast languages, with special programs broadcast in Panjabi, Gujarati, Bengali, and
Tamil. The potpourri of languages used is having some unexpected results, for example, in the
emergence of"Hinglish",  a hybrid of English and Hindi, which already features in many Hindi
pop songs and big screen films produced in India. Backed by a consortium from Pakistan and
India, the station draws its revenue from subscriptions and advertising.

A number of other satellite stations aimed at people from India and the surrounding
areas are also available.  Peak & Fisher  (1996) gave an indication of the number of subsaiptions
(Table 4-30).

Table 4-30 Number of cabled homes in the UK receiving the
various channels available from satellites or otherwise

Channel                                          N
Vision 323,718
Identity TV 233,322
Asianet 198,223
Namaste Asian Television 48,022
Zee TV 21,107

In sum, Asians in the UK have a much wider variety of television and radio programs to
choose from than the Hindu community in the Netherlands. The large Asian community in
the UK forms an interesting target group for television and radio stations.

4.2.2 The wider context ofthe Hindu community in the UK
Until the mid-19703, provision for mother-tongue teaching in mainstream education in the
UK received little serious consideration (Taylor 1985). The controversial debate about
mother-tongue teaching and bilingualism has emerged from the sympathetic awareness of
pupils' mother tongues shown by the Bullock Report (1975), the instigation to research and
policy developments by the  1977 EC directive, a natural extension of multicultural education,
and the greater organisation and articulation of some minorities who had been running com-
munity language classes unnoticed for many years.

The Bullock Report (1975:294), a report of the Committee of Inquiry appointed by
the Secretary of State for Education and Science, under the chairmanship of Sir Alan Bullock,
stated that

We should see bilingualism as an asset, as something to be nurtured, and one of the
agendes which should nurture it is the school. Certainly the school should adopt a
positive attitude to its pupils' bilingualism and wherever possible should help main-
tain and deepen their knowledge of their mother tongues. 1..] Bilingual pupils should
be encouraged to maintain their mother tongue throughout their sdiooling
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The Directive on the Education of Migrant Workers Children originated from an action programme
for migrant workers produced by the Commission of the European Communities in Decem-
ber 1974. In its original form, the directive proposed

1.     a receptive system offering a crash course of instruction  in the language  of  the  host

country;
2.     tuition in the mother tongue and culture  of the child within the regular school curricu-

lum;
3. specialised training for teachers in charge of migrant pupils and employment of foreign

teachers where appropriate.

While most EU member states generally welcomed this directive, Britain and Germany held
serious reservations. In Britain, no policy had been considered for the teaching of their mother
tongues to minority groups. The Department of Education and Science resisted its adoption
on several grounds:

1.     it  could not  be  enforced  with  a fundamental change  in  the law, because Britain's  edu-
cation system is decentralised;

2.    the definition of migrant does not cover all ethnic minorities in the UK. There should
be no distinction between EU and non-EU immigrants but the provisions suggested
for children ofmigrants do not fit the needs ofmany minority children in Britain;

3. statutory provision of mother tongue teaching would impose intolerable burdens.

Qualifted teachers of many languages do not exist and in the present economic situa-

tion the economic burden could not be met;
4. mother tongue teaching is low priority compared to other pressing demands. (Khan

1977)

Following this generally negative response and the known objections to certain clauses of the

directive by the German government, the effects of the Bullock Report and the EC Directive
on the UK policy on ethnic minority languages was minimal.

Furthermore, local authorities in the United Kingdom are granted a great deal of lib-
erty and flexibility in how they spend the funds allocated to them by the central government.
Funding of education, however, is to a high degree, limited by the constraints of the National
Curriculum. Modern foreign languages are part of this curriculum, but only the national lan-

guages of European Union countries are considered modern foreign languages. Educational
facilities for ethnic minority languages have to be funded by special subsidies. A ministerial

guideline known as Section  11  of the 1966 Local Government Act plays a key role here. 'This

guideline allows an earmarked budget to be allocated to local authorities, who are to take spe-
cial measures if a community includes persons belonging to immigrant minority groups whose

languages or customs differ from those of the rest of the community (Mackinnon, Statham and

Hales   1995).   For  a  long  time, the Section   11 target groups  had been limited to immigrant
minorities from Commonwealth countries like India and Pakistan. As of the school year

1995/1996, however, all immigrant minorities in Britain are, in principle, eligible for Section

11 support. These Section  11  funds can reach the local authorities in two ways. Firstly, as an
earmarked  part  of the total resources for local services. Secondly, Section   11   funds  can  be

obtained by Local Education Authorities (LEAs) bidding for earmarked funding to support
immigrant minority groups. In addition, some LEAs have also successfully applied for grants
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from the Single Regeneration Budget (SRB), which is also provided by the central govern-
ment. This SRB funding is intended to promote the general social and economic regeneration
of communities, including the improvement of people's educational skills and training qualifi-
cations. Some of this funding is being used to support Section 11 type activities in schools for
immigrant minority pupils. Some SRB funding also supports classes in ethnic minority lan-
guages which are organised by local immigrant communities.

Since 1985, government policy  has been highly influenced  by the publication Education.jor  All

(Swann Report, 1985). Any attention paid to languages spoken by immigrant minority groups
in addition to, or instead of, English almost exclusively serves an auxiliary educational objec-
tive: it serves to develop proficiency in English as a second language in order to enable immi-
grant minority children to participate in the National Curriculum successfully. According to
Broeder & Extra (1998), English education is predominantly education in English, and immi-
grant minority groups are made responsible for organising the instruction of immigrant minor-
ity languages themselves.

The decentralisation of authority leads to great discrepancies in policies between vari-

ous cities,  e.g., in Bradford, Hindi classes are supported by means of a financial compensation
for teaching materials and the appointment of teachers.However, the Hindi classes which are
organised at a Hindu community centre in London receive no financial compensation at all;
these classes are run by volunteers and they are fully dependent on the financial support of the
pupils' parents and the Hindu community. Nevertheless, in both cases, the Hindi-speaking
communities themselves are responsible for the organisation of Hindi classes.

Although no officially supported Hindi classes are organised, there are some ways in which
exams in Hindi can be taken by Hindi learners. The list below is taken from the Centre for
Information on Language Teaching and Research (1985):

Universky of Cambridge local examinations gndicate  -  General  Cert#icate of Education  at  the  Ordinary
level: This examination is open to candidates in Britain.  It is suitable for students of Hindi as a
foreign language and as amother tongue. The examination is held in November;
University of London School Examination Board - General Cerqficate of Education at the Ordinary and
Advanced levels: The examinations are suitable for students studying Hindi as a foreign language.
The Advanced level examination is held in June, and the Ordinary level examinations are held
in june and January.

4.3 Concluding remarks

It is very difficult to get more detailed information on the Hindu communities in both the
Netherlands and the United Kingdom. No data are collected on these specific communities at
the national or local level. Those pieces of information that are available originate from studies
that are small-sized and/or somewhat outdated. However, by pasting all the available pieces of
information together, it is possible to get an impression of the Hindu communities in the
Netherlands and the UK.

It became clear that the differences that exist between the two communities are fewer
than the similarities. Both communities have a tradition of repetitive migration. The Hindu
community in the Netherlands migrated first from India to Surinam, before migrating to the
Netherlands in the second half of the last century.  In the UK, a large number of Hindus (or
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their ancestors) moved from India to countries in the East African region before coming to the
UK.

Both communities have a long tradition of living in multicultural and multilingual so-
cieties, be that in India, Surinam or East Africa.  In the eyes of many members of these com-
munities the Net:herlands and the UK of the past decades must have looked like rather bleak
multicultural societies in comparison to the countries that they migrated from.

Another interesting phenomenon is that both Hindu communities form a subset of
minority communities within larger minority communities. The Hindu community in the
Netherlands is part of the larger minority community of Surinamese. The latter community
itself is part of a larger group of minorities which includes Turks, Moroccans,  and many other
ethnolinguistic minority groups. The Hindu community in the UK is part of the linguistically,
religiously and culturally speaking very complex Indian community in the UK. The Indian

community is part of the South East Asian community, which also includes immigrants from
Pakistan, Bangladesh and Sri Lanka. The South East Asian community is one of the largest mi-
nority communities in the UK, next to communities from Africa and the Caribbean. Both
Hindu communities still adhere to their cultural roots, particularly with respect to their relig-
ion, the food they eat, and their use of the media, in which movies from India play a crucial
role.

The political climate in both the Netherlands and the UK does not seem to be very fa-
vourable to the maintenance of the culture of the Hindu communities. Particularly with re-
spect to the maintenance of the Hindu community languages, not much support has been
given by the national and local governments. In the United Kingdom, the local governments
are responsible for education in minority languages. This decentralisation of authority has led
to a great discrepancy in policies between various cities, but, in general, education in Hindi
receives little from local governments. As a result, in only a few cities, Hindi classes are organ-
ised. Nevertheless, until 1997, Hindi was part of the National Curriculum and pupils taking
Hindi classes were able to sit a nationally organised exam in Hindi. In the Netherlands, the
situation until 1998 was exactly the opposite. There were plenty of Hindi classes organised by
national and local Hindi organisations, but there was no state exam for Hindi. Each year, hun-
dreds of Hindu pupils have been taking exams organised by the national Hindi organisations.
These exams are based on test materials and procedures from India. It is obvious that, in both
countries, the policies on the education of minority languages until recently has not lent much
support to the status and the maintenance of Hindi. The education of Hindi has depended
strongly on the dedication of volunteers from the Hindi-speaking community and on the
mercy of the local authorities.

Not many differences can be observed between the two communities. Although, in absolute
numbers, both communities are of a comparable size, the Hindu community in the Nether-
lands is relatively larger than the Hindu community in the UK. The Hindu community in the
Netherlands seems to be more tightly knit than the Hindu community in the UK. Hindus from
the UK look for their contacts more abroad, while Hindus in the Netherlands find these more

commonly within the boundaries of their country of residence.
The Hindu community in the UK seems, on the average, to be economically better off

than the Hindu community in the Netherlands. The influx of a great number of doctors from
India and Pakistan and the arrival of Hindu businessmen from East African countries in the UK
during the second half of the last century explains this difference.



5 LANGUAGE USE OF THE HINDU COMMUNITY
IN THE NETHERLANDS

5.1 Introduction

A description of the language use of the Hindu community in the Netherlands is presented in
this chapter. This description is based on the following sources of information:

-  outcomes from the large-scale survey conducted among Hindustani primary school

pupils;
-   results from the in-depth survey held among Hindustani adults and adolescents, based

in particular on the outcomes of Part Two of the questionnaire used in the in-depth

survey;
- information gathered from observations held at Hindi schools and at meetings of

Hindustani organisations;
-  interviews held with speakers and teachers of Hindi and with organisers of Hindi

classes and meetings of Hindustanis;
- additional information from a review of the literature on Hindustanis in the Nether-

lands.

The outcomes of the large-scale survey are reported on in the first section of this chapter. In
the second section, the results of the in-depth survey are presented, providing an elaboration
on these outcomes. The third section of this chapter is devoted to the teaching of Hindi in the
Netherlands. The final section contains a summary and concluding remarks.

In the sections in which the outcomes of the large-scale survey and the in-depth survey
are presented, the following dimensions of language use will be desaibed: language reper-
toire, language proficiency, language choice patterns, language dominance and language pref-
erence, and language attitudes.

5.2     Report on the large-scale survey

The large-scale survey gives an overview of the current state of various languages in use within
the Hindustani community in the Netherlands. This overview is based on the patterns of
community language use as reported by 613 Hindustani pupils from all over the Netherlands.
Outcomes are presented on the six dimensions of language use that were mentioned in the
introduction. Additional information is given on the extent to which Hindustani pupils partici-
pate in community language instruction and their needs with respect to this type of instruc-
tion. By default, outcomes are presented for a group of informants as a whole, but, where
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necessary, outcomes are presented separately for the three groups of informants that are dis-
tinguished  in the sample  for the large-scale survey (see Section  3.4 of Chapter  3  for a descrip-
tion of these groups) or for particular age groups.

5.2.1 Language repertoire
When the languages spoken in Hindustani families as reported by Hindustani primary school

pupils are take into consideration (Table 5-1), it is noted that Dutch is spoken in almost all
families. Furthermore, Sarnami Hindi is spoken in a large majority of the families. Standard
Hindi and other languages are only spoken in a small number of these families.

Table 5-1 Languages spoken in Hindustani families and the number of families
in which these language are spoken (in percentages ofall subjects)

1 nguage              %
Dutch                        99
Sarnarni Hindi         93
Standard Hindi           36
Other languages          12

The main languages reported to be spoken within Hindustani families apart from Dutch, Stan-
dard Hindi, and Sarnami Hindi are Sranan Tongo (used in 55 percent of the families in which
another language is used) and English (39 percent).

From the sample of 613 pupils, 22 pupils (4 percent) reported that one of their par-
ents was born in India. An effect of the presence of an Indian-born parent can be observed in
the status of Standard Hindi in these families. Standard Hindi is used in 77 percent of these

families. However, Standard Hindi is used in only 35 percent of the families in which an In-
dian-born parent is not present. There is a somewhat smaller effect on the use of Sarnami
Hindi in the two types of families. The reported outcomes for the use of Sarnami Hindi are 68
percent for the families in which an Indian-born parent is present and 94 percent for other
families. With respect to the use of Dutch, no difference can be observed between the two

types of families.

5.2.2       Language proficiency
A global look at the reported language proficiency of the informants shows that Dutch holds a

stronger position than Sarnami Hindi among Hindustani primary school children. In Table

5-2,  it is shown that almost all pupils reported having a sufficient command of Dutch. Almost
20 percent of the Hindustani pupils in the sample lack a good command of Sarnami Hindi.
Only a small minority, 15 percent of the informants, reported having an adequate command
of Standard Hindi.

Table 5-2 Percentage of informants who indicated that they were able to understand

Dutch, Sarnami Hindi and Standard Hindi at least reasonably well

Language            %
Dutch                      99
Sarnarni Hindi         82
Standard Hindi            15
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Table 5-3 reports on the command of Dutch, Sarnami, and Standard Hindi of the three sub-
groups of informants in the large-scale survey.1

Table 5-3 Reported oral comprehension of three sub-groups (NLl, NL2, and NL3)
for Dutch, Sarnami, and Standard Hindi (in percentages)

NLl NL2 NL3
Well Fairly Poorly/ Well Fairly Poorly/ Well Fairly Poorly/

not not not

Dutch   78 21  1 81 18 2 94 5 1
Sarnami Hindi 44    38      18   27    58      15   43    28      30
Standard Hindi 2 10 88 5 24 71 5 14 81

11e oral comprehension of Dutch increases for areas in which there is not a concentration of
Hindustanis present (sub-group NL3). The opposite tendencies can be seen for Sarnami and
Standard Hindi. Scores for Standard Hindi for NL2 deviate from this tendency. However, it
should be noted that in this group, in relatively many of the families, one of the parents was
born in India. As we will see below, relatively many informants in this group take Hindi
classes. The proficiency in Standard Hindi for this group will, therefore, increase, whereas, on
the other hand, this will have an effect on the overall proficiency in Sarnami Hindi of the pupils
in the sub-group.

If we examine this contrast between these two types of families, a difference in profi-
ciency in the various languages can be observed. In Table 5-4 through Table 5-6, data on the
proficiency in Sarnami Hindi, Standard Hindi, and Dutch for the two sub-groups of informants
are presented. The two groups represent, on the one hand, families in which both parents
were born in Surinam and, on the other hand, families in which one of the parents was born in
India.

The reported patterns for proficiency in Dutch (Table 5-6) look very similar for both
groups. DifTerences arise for the reported proficiencies in Sarnami and Standard Hindi. Pupils
from families in which one Indian-born parent is present reported a much higher level of pro-
ficiency in Standard Hindi and a lower level proficiency proficiency in Sarnami Hindi. The
reverse pattern can be observed for pupils from the other sub-group of families. When a set of
chi-square tests is performed on the data from these three tables, it is confirmed that the two
groups of pupils clo not report significantly different levels of proficiency for Dutch: X2=2.78
(p = 0.25). However, their reported levels of proficiency for Standard Hindi and Sarnami

Hindi are significantly different: X2=30.48 (p = 0.00) for Sarnami Hindi and X2=173.62 (p
= 0.00) for Standard Hindi.

1 The composition  of the sub-groups of informants is described in Chapter  3. A summary can be found

in  Appendix  8.
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Table 5-4 Reported profidency in Sarnami Hindi
for two types of families (in percentages)

Profidency in Both parents born       One of the parents
Sarnami Hindi outside of India born in India
Good                      43               27

Fairly good                                     39                               18
Bad                                             9                             9
Not at all                                          9                              46

Table 5-5 Reported proficiency in Standard Hindi
for two types of families (in percentages)

Profidency in Both parents not       One of the parents
Standard Hindi born in India born in India
Good                      1               46

Fairly good                                             12                                        23
Bad                        10                 5

Not at all                                           78                                  27

Table 5-6 Reported profidency in Dutch
for two types of families (in percentages)

Proficiency in Both parents born       One of the parents
Dutch outside of India born in India
Good                      80               77

Fairly good                                                      19                                               18

Bad <1 <1

not at all                                          1                                 5

In Table 5-7 through Table 5-9, the levels of proficiency for the full group of informants are
reported on. The results for the skills of understanding, speaking, reading, and writing are
included.

Table 5-7 Reported language skills in Sarnami Hindi

Sarnami Understand Speak Read Write
Good              42     29     7      4

Fairly good                       39          37         17           16

Hardy 9     17     15      17

Not                                  10           17         61           64

Most informants reported having a good or fairly good oral command of Sarnami Hindi (Table
5-7). They reported much lower writing skills for this language. This is not surprising, since
the use of written Sarnami Hindi is not very common. The language has been codified only
recently (Marhd, 1985:32). This is the main reason why few Hindustanis tend to use the lan-
guage in written communication. They prefer to use Dutch or Standard Hindi for this type of
communication, although, in general, their writing and reading skills in Standard Hindi might
not be sufficient to do so properly.
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Table 5-8 Reported language skills in Standard Hindi

Standard Hindi Understand Speak Read Write
Good                                   3           2           1            2
Fairly good                                                    1 2                       6                     8                        8

Hardly                                                                1 0                    1 1                     8                        7

Not                                       76           82          83           83

Only a very small minority of Hindustani primary school pupils reported a high level of profi-
ciency in Standard Hindi (Table 5-8). Most pupils reported having no command at all of
Hindi,  be it in oral or written communication. The acquisition of reading and writing skills in
Standard Hindi is particularly difficult for the informants. The script in which Standard Hindi
is written deviates very much from the Roman script. Generally speaking, only pupils who
either take classes in Standard Hindi or are educated by their parents have control of the
Devanagari-script that is used to write Standard Hindi.

Table 5-9 I.anguage skills in Dutch (in percentages)

Dutch Understand Speak Read Write
Good                            81          78        61          58
Fairly good                       19          20         25           27
Hardly <1 <1     1     2
Not                                    1             2          13           13

On average, the informants reported high levels of proficiency in Dutch for all skills (Table
5-9).  As we can see below, there is an age effect when we take the literacy of Hindustani pu-
pils into consideration. It is to be expected that most informants will reach fairly high to high
levels of proficiency in Dutch, both for oral and written communication.

A general picture that emerges from the results of the reported skills of the informants
in Sarnami Hindi, Standard Hindi, and Dutch is drawn up in Table 5-10,

Table 5-10 A matrix of language skills (based on Tables 5-7 through 5-9)2

Understand Speak Read Write

Good Dutch, Dutch Dutch Dutch

Sarnami Hindi

Fairly good Sarnami Hindi
Bad Standard Hindi Standard Hindi Sarnami Hindi, Sarnami Hindi,

Standard Hindi Standard Hindi

The matrix in Table 5-10 presents a clear-cut pattern. The levels of proficiency of Hindustani
pupils in Dutch are high for all skills. Proficiency in Sarnami Hindi decreases for the more
complex types of skills. Lvels of proficiency in Standard Hindi are very low among this group
of informants.

In Table 5-11, the effect of the factor 'concentration of Hindustanis' on the reported
levels of proficiency in Sarnami Hindi is clearly demonstrated. There is a clear-cut distinction
between the sub-groups NLt and NL2, on the one hand, and NL3, on the other hand. How-
ever, there is no effect on the level ofproficiency in Dutch.

2 In this table, the categories 'Hardly' and 'Not' are taken together and labelled as 'Bad.'
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Table 5-11 Percentage of pupils who reported having at least a fairly good command
of the languages (in percentages; pupils with an Indian-born parent excluded)

Sarnami Dutch
Understand Speak Understand Speak

NL1                     83           69                     99            98
NL2                     84          63                     98             98
NL3                                73                 51                                 99                   99

In  Table  5- 12, the language proidency of Hindustani children from Hindu primary schools  is
contrasted with the language proficiency of children coming from other schools (sub-group
NLt vs. sub-groups NL2 and NL3). The results for language proficiency indicate that pupils of
Hindu schools reach a higher level of proficiency in Sarnami Hindi than pupils from other
schools.

Table 5-12 Pupils who reported understanding and speaking Sarnami Hindi at least

reasonably well (in percentages of informants of sub-groups)

Pupils of Hindu Pupils of non-Hindu

primary schools primary sdiools (NLZ
BIL 1) + NL3)

Understanding
Sarnami Hindi                                 83                                 76

Spaking
Sarnami Hindi                             74                             57

Almost without exception, parents who acted as informants for the project in both the Neth-
erlands and the UK reported that their main concern is for their children to learn to speak the
dominant languages of these countries. Once their children have a fairly good command of
these dominant languages, these parents will also stimulate them to speak the community lan-
guage(s). These language attitudes are reflected in the reported levels of language proficiency
of Hindustani primary school children in the Netherlands. In Figure 5-1 and 5.2, the numbers

of pupils who reported understanding and speaking Sarnami Hindi and Dutch at least reasona-

bly well are presented. The youngest pupils are between four and six years old. The other age
groups consist of pupils of 7 and 8 years old, 9 and 10 years old and 11 years and older, re-
spectively.
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Figure 5-1 Oral comprehension of Dutdi and Sarnami Hindi in four age groups of
Hindustani primary school children (in percentages of informants in age groups)
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Figure 5 -2 Fluency in Dutch and Sarnami Hindi in four age groups of
Hindustani primary school children (in percentages of informants in age groups)
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From Figure 5- 1, it can be concluded that almost all Hindustani pupils reach a high level of
proficiency in understanding Dutch at a young age. A small number of these pupils lack this
proficiency at an early age, but will develop it at later stages. On the other hand, a reasonable
number of pupils (around 20 percent) do not have a receptive command of Sarnami Hindi at
the  beginning of primary school. About ten percent  of all pupils  will not develop  such a profi-
ciency at the end ofprimary school.

A similar pattern can be observed for the proficiency in speaking Dutch and Sarnami
Hindi of Hindustani pupils. These results are presented in Figure 5-2. It should, however, be
noted that the same percentage of pupils in the two oldest age groups reported having at least
a fairly high level of proficiency in Sarnami Hindi. 70 percent of all pupils in these age groups
reported being able to speak Sarnami Hindi. These figures suggest that, after the age of ten,
Hindustanis pupils who do not have a productive command of the language are not able (or
prepared) to improve their speaking abilities in Sarnami Hindi.3

With respect to the reported proficiency for the various languages in the repertoire of
Hindustani primary school pupils, the following conclusions can be drawn. First, Dutch has
gained a strong position among these pupils and their families. Not only is Dutch used (very)
often within the family domain, but for most of the young informants, it can be regarded as

3 It should, of course, be noted that these are not longitudinal but cross-sectional data.
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their fIrst language, both with respect to the order of acquisition and with respect to their pro-

ficiency in this language.
Second, for a considerable number of the young informants, the acquisition of Sarnami

Hindi will not be completed. It is very likely that they will stagnate in this language and ulti-
mately lose it. In terms of the repertoire available within the Surinamese Hindustani commu-
nity, these informants are not unlikely to become monolinguals.

Not many pupils have a receptive or productive control of Standard Hindi. The vast
majority of pupils from families in which there  is no parent from India present reported having
little or no receptive command of the language.

5.2.3 Language choice

When the patterns of language choice of Hindustani school children are taken into considera-

tion, we notice once again that Dutch has a strong position in Hindustani families. Dutch has a
prominent position in the conversations with their mothers, fathers, and brothers and sisters.
Sarnami Hindi is used less frequently with these interlocutors. Table 5-13 shows that, in 31
percent of all families, Sarnami Hindi is not used in the communication between the informant
and his or her mother. In more than half of the families, the informants do not use Sarnami
Hindi in interaction with older brothers and sisters. Table 5-14 shows that Dutch is used in
most cases as the substitute language. In a small number of cases, less than 10 percent of all
families, Standard Hindi or another language is used for that purpose instead of Dutch.

Table 5-13 Reported patterns of language choice for
Sarnami Hindi (in percentages of all subjects)

Always Often Sometimes Never
Sarnami Hindi with mother 6     21          42      31

Sarnami Hindi with father 8      19          35      38

Sarnami Hindi with older 3      12          29      56

brothers and sisters
Sarnami Hindi with younger                  3             9                   30           59
brothers and sisters

Table 5-14 Reported patterns of language choice
for Dutch (in percentages of all subjects)

Always Often Sometimes Never
Dutch with mother 40           37                   19             5
Dutch with father                    42           34                   18             6
Dutch with older                    60           26                   10             3
brothers and sisters
Dutch with younger                60           25                   12             3
brothers and sisters

The language choice patterns for Sarnami Hindi and Dutch in Hindustani families not only
show that a shift from the community language, Sarnami Hindi, to Dutch has taken place, but
also that this is a typical pattern of intergenerational language shift. The informants use Dutch
more often in their interactions with brothers and sisters than in interactions with their fathers
and mothers.
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Table 5-15 shows that Standard Hindi is used by only a fraction of the pupils in inter-
action with family members. On closer investigation, it is found that Standard Hindi is only
used regularly in Hindustani families in which either the father or mother was born in India.

Table 5-15 Reported patterns oflanguage choice for
Standard Hindi (in percentages of all subjects)

Interlocutor                                     %
Standard Hindi with mother             2
Standard Hindi with father              2
Standard Hindi with older <1

brothers and sisters
Standard Hindi with younger            1
brothers and sisters

Are there any differences in the language choice patterns between the three sub-groups in the
sample? Table 5-16 gives an answer to this question.

Table 5-16 Percentage of pupils who reported using Sarnami Hindi regularly with their mother and
younger brothers and sisters (pupils with an Indian-born parent excluded)

Mother Brothers and sisters

Always Often/ Never Always Often/ Never
sometimes sometimes

NLI                 6                 65             29                3                 42             54
NL2                 4                 65             32             <1                 38            63
NL3                 8                 48             44             <1                 23            77

An interesting, yet expected, pattern emerges from the data presented in Table 5-16. There is
a notable contrast between the three groups of Hindustanis. Particularly the patterns of inter-
action with younger brothers and sisters show a gradual shift in the use of Sarnami from NLl
to  NL3. On average, Sarnami Hindi is chosen more often  as the language of interaction  in
areas in which there is a concentration of Hindustanis. The language is chosen most often in
NLt.  However, an interesting contrast is present between the generations. This contrast can
be seen as a reflection of the attitude of Hindustani parents towards the use of Sarnami Hindi.
A small, yet interesting, contrast can be observed between NLI and NL2 with respect to the
use of Sarnami Hindi with the mother. Clearly this pattern is dictated by a strong positive atti-
tude of the parents in sub-group NLt, whose children attend Hindu schools, towards the lan-
guage. An effect of this attitude can also be observed in the reported data on the use of Sar-
nami Hindi with siblings.

In Table 5-17, the same type of data are presented for Dutch. The emerging patterns
for the use of Dutch are, basically, a mirror image of the patterns for Sarnami Hindi.
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Table 5-17 Percentage of pupils who reported using Dutch regularly with their mothers and younger
brothers and sisters (pupils with an Indian-born parent excluded)

Mother Brothers and sisters

Always Often/ Never Always Often/ Never
sometimes sometimes

NLI               38                 57               5               58                  39                3
NL2               49                 47               4              65                 35             <1
NL3               49                 49               1               77                 22                2

5.2.4 Language dominance

The Hindustani pupils reported that Dutch is the language best spoken by them. These out-
comes are not surprising and are, in fact, in line with their reported levels of proficiency in the
various languages. The results presented in Table 5-18 show that more than three-quarters of
the informants reported being dominant in Dutch.  Only 20 percent of all informants indicated
that they are (also) dominant in Sarnami Hindi. A small fraction of the informants, less than 3

percent, indicated being dominant in Standard Hindi or another language.

Table 5-18 Reported language dominance in Dutch, Sarnami Hindi, Standard Hindi,
or another language/combination of languages (in percentages of all informants)

Dutch Sarnami Standard Sarnami & Another language/
Hindi Hindi Dutch combination of

languages
Dominance            77             15                1                  6                            2

From the data on the three sub-groups (Table 5- 19), it is not surprising to find that the largest
fraction of Hindustani pupils who reported being dominant in Sarnarni Hindi can be found in

sub-group NLl.

Table 5-19 Reported language dominance in Dutch, Sarnami Hindi, Standard Hindi,
or another language/combination of languages (in percentages of sub-groups)

Dutch Sarnami Standard Sarnami & Another language/
Hindi Hindi Dutch combination of

languages
NL1              76               16                  1                    6                               1
NL2             81               9                2                  3                            5
NL3              80              11                  0                    5                               4

5.2.5 language preference
Table 5-20 reports on the reported language preference of the informants. It presents a pic-
ture in which Dutch again emerges as the language clearly preferred by the majority of Hindu-
stani primary school pupils. However, the number of informants who reported preferring
Dutch turns out to be lower than the number of informants who have Dutch as their dominant
language. The reported preferences of these pupils for Sarnami and Standard Hindi exceed, to
a small degree, the reported levels of language dominance.
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Table 5-20 Reported language preference in Dutch, Sarnami Hindi, Standard Hindi
or another language/combination of languages (in percentages of all informants)

Dutch Sarnami Standard Sarnami & Another language/
Hindi Hindi Dutch combination of

languages
Preference             67             26                2                  3                            3

When the various sub-groups of informants are taken into consideration (Table 5-21), it is not
surprising to find the largest number of pupils who choose Sarnami Hindi as their preferred
language to be in sub-group NLl. Their assumed attachment to the Hindustani culture was the
reason their parents decided to send them to a Hindu primary school. Neither is it surprising
to observe that less pupils in NL2 prefer Sarnami Hindi. The parents of the children in this
sub-group could also have chosen to send their children to a Hindu primary school, but de-
cided not to do so.  A reflection of this choice is expected to show up in the patterns of re-
ported language attitudes of these pupils.

Table 5-21 Reported language preference in Dutch, Sarnami Hindi, Standard Hindi
or another language/combination of languages (in percentages of sub-groups)

Dutch Sarnami Standard Sarnami & Another language/
Hindi Hindi Dutch combination of

languages
NL1              66              29                  1                     1                              2
NL2              66               14                 4                    7                              9
NL3              70               16                  3                    7                              5

The combination of data on reported language dominance and language preference indicates
that only a small number of informants (21%, see Table 5-22) reported a mismatch between
their language dominance and preference. For the majority of informants, their dominant lan-
guage can be regarded as their preferred language and vice versa.

Table 5-22 Mismatch analysis for language preference and
language dominance (in absolute numbers and percentages)

Dominant Preferred language
language

Dutch One ofthe

community

languages
Dutch 348            89

61% 16%
One of the                   27                      106

community 5% 19%

languages

5.2.6 Community language instruction

More than half of the informants reported receiving instruction in one of their community
languages (Table 5-23). For the main part, this concerns Standard Hindi. A small number of
the informants reported receiving instruction in Sarnami Hindi. Some informants reported
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receiving community language instruction in more than one language. 56 percent of all infor-
mants receive community language instruction in at least one community language.

Table 5-23 Informants who reported receiving community
language instruction (in percentages of all informants)

Language Community language
instiliction

Standard Hindi                                   54
Sarnami Hindi                                     7
Other languages                                       1

The availability of language instruction in both Standard and Sarnami Hindi is much lower in
non-concentration areas. As a result, fewer pupils from sub-group NL3 reported receiving
instruction in their community language (Table  5-24).

Table 5-24: Informants who reported receiving community
language instruction (in percentages of all informants)

NLl NL2 NL3
Standard Hindi            59        53        24
Sarnami Hindi 7    13     8

Other languages 1 2 0

In Table 5-25, the time at which pupils receive community language instruction is indicated.
Most pupils reported receiving community language instruction during school hours. How-
ever, it should be noted that this concerns mainly pupils who attend one of the four Hindu
primary schools that were included in the sample. At the moment of investigation, the Dutch

government did not recognise Surinarnese community languages as languages in which Suri-
narnese school children were allowed to be instructed during school hours. Instruction in
Standard Hindi was, nevertheless, part of the religious instruction at primary schools based on
Hindu principles.

Table 5-25 Time at which informants reported

receiving community language instruction (in percentages of all
informants who receive community language instruction in a language)

During After During and after
school hours school hours school hours

Standard Hindi                        70                    18                      12
Sarnami Hindi                         63                    37                        0
Other languages                         75                        0                        25

Among those informants who reported not receiving community language instruction, there
was a strong demand for such instruction. In Table 5-26, the demand for instruction in Stan-
dard Hindi, Sarnami Hindi, and other languages is presented.
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Table 5-26 Demand for instruction in Standard Hindi, Sarnami Hindi,
and other languages (in percentages of the group of informants who

reported not receiving community language instruction)

Demand for home No demand for

language instruction community lan-
guage instruction

Standard Hindi                                72                       28
Sarnami Hindi                                 76                       24
Other languages                                      75                             25

The demand for community language instruction among Hindustani primary school children
who do not receive community language instruction is high. 72 percent of these pupils re-
ported demanding language instruction in Standard Hindi. 76 percent reported a demand for
language instruction in Sarnarni Hindi.

Twenty-four percent of the informants who do not receive community language in-
struction demand community language instruction in both Standard Hindi and Sarnami Hindi.
Only 4.1  percent of all informants who do not receive community language instruction do not
want to receive community language instruction in either Standard Hindi or Sarnami Hindi.

In sum, the inventory of languages that are used in Hindustani families showed that Dutch is
spoken in more families than is Sarnami Hindi. Sarnami Hindi is not spoken as a community
language in seven percent of the families. This figure is higher than results found for Turkish
and Moroccan families  in the Netherlands,  as  reported  on in comparable research. Broeder et
al. (1993) reported that, in 3 percent of Turkish and Moroccan families in the Netherlands,
the community languages are not used.

With respect to language proficiency, similar patterns emerge. 82 percent of the in-
formants reported having a fairly high or high ability to understand Sarnami Hindi. Broeder &
Extra (1998) reported that 94 percent of the Turkish and Moroccan pupils are able to under-
stand their community language. They also reported that only 62 percent of the Surinarnese
informants are able to understand their community language. This score is considerably lower
than the figure for Hindustani pupils reported on in the current investigation. An explanation
for the difference in scores can possibly be given in terms of differences in attitudes towards
Dutch and the community language, and differences between Surinamese language users with
a Hindustani background and those with a Creole background, as reported in Koot, Tjon-a-
Ten, & Uniken (1985). They reported that 95 percent of Creole parents demand that their
children speak Dutch with them. In the case of Hindustani parents, this score was only 51
percent. These divergent attitudes between Hindustani and Creole Surinamese is likely to
influence the levels of proficiency in the community language reached by Creole and Hindu-
stani pupils. Furthermore, the research of Broeder A. Extra was carried out in cities that are
considered to be non-concentration areas of Hindustanis in terms of the current investigation.
The reported levels of proficiency for sub-group  NL3  in the sample (cf. Table  5-11)  lie  much
closer to the reported scores of Broeder & Extra.

The results reported for the language choice patterns of Hindustani pupils, which indi-
cated that in three-quarters of Hindustani families children speak Dutch with their parents, is
in line with the results presented in other reports (Van 1.angen & Jungbluth 1990, Broederet
al.    1993).   De  Haan (1986) reported  that  in 30 percent of Hindustani families parents speak
only Sarnami Hindi to their children. In comparison with the results reported above, which
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showed that Sarnami Hindi is always used as a means of communication between parents and
children in 7 percent of Hindustani families, a noticeable shift took place.

The outcomes for reported patterns of language dominance are in line with the out-
comes for reported language proficiency. The score of 77 percent of pupils who reported to
have Dutch as their dominant language falls between the scores reported in the research of
Broeder et al. for Turkish and Moroccan informants (45 and 47 percent, respectively), on the
one hand, and for Surinamese informants (93 percent), on the other hand.

The outcomes for language preference gave another indication that Hindustanis adhere
to their community language to a higher degree than do Surinamese Creoles. The score of 67
percent for Hindustanis who reported preferring Dutch to Sarnami Hindi is well below the
score of 79 percent reported for the total group of Surinamese pupils in Broederet al.  (1993)

The demand of Hindustani primary school children for instruction in their community
languages also gave an indication of the importance attached to these languages by Hindustanis.
The fact that only 4 percent of all informants do not wish to receive instruction in their com-

munity languages underpinned such a conclusion.

Resultsfor  sub-groups  of informants

Additional analyses are presented below for sub-groups of informants. The standard division of

informants (NLl,  NL2,  and NL3) is used, and, in addition, analyses are presented in which the
research sample of informants is divided into age groups.

Age groups
In the analyses below, four age groups are taken into consideration: youngest pupils (up to

approximately six years of age), young pupils (seven and eight years of age), older pupils (nine
and ten years of age) and oldest pupils (eleven years and older). The pupils in these age groups
are, in general, attending grades 1 and 2, grades 3 and 4, grades 5 and 6, and grades 7 and 8 of
the Dutch system for primary education, respectively. In the analyses for these age groups,
results are given for the usual dimensions of language use. These analyses involve cross-
sectional data.

Of the repertoire of languages that are used in Hindustani families by pupils from the
various age groups, Dutch is the one language used by almost all pupils in the group of young-
est pupils. From Table 5-27, it can be understood that 19 percent of the youngest pupils do
not use Sarnami Hindi.

Table 5-27 Languages used always or regularly by the group of youngest

pupils (in percentages of all informants of the youngest age group)

Language Use

Dutch                          98
Sarnami Hindi           81
Standard Hindi              8
Other languages            0

For the other age groups, the percentages of pupils who use Dutch and Sarnami Hindi at least

regularly rise quickly to levels which approach 100 and 95 percent for Dutch and Sarnami

Hindi, respectively.
The use of Standard Hindi shows a more gradual development. The results in Table

5-28 indicate that the use of Standard Hindi increases with the age of the pupils. The same
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pattern can be observed,  to a lesser degree,  for the development of the use of other languages

(Sranan Tongo and English), as can be seen in Table 5-29.

Table 5-28 Pupils who reported using
Standard Hindi (in percentages of informants in age groups)

Youngest Young Older Oldest

pupils pupils pupils pupils
Use of Standard Hindi 8      33 40 44

Table 5-29: Pupils who reported using languages other than Dutch, Standard Hindi,
or Sarnami Hindi (in percentages of informants in age groups)

Youngest Young Older Oldest

pupils pupils pupils pupils
Use of other languages                   <1              7            11             19

The pattern for the development of language proficiency in Standard Hindi is different from
the developmental patterns for Sarnami Hindi and Dutch, that were reported on in Figures 5-
1 and 5-2. In most Hindustani families, Standard Hindi is rarely, if ever, spoken. Most Hindu-
stani children acquire the language by receiving instruction in it. In Table 5-30, the numbers of
pupils in the various age groups who are able to understand Standard Hindi is presented.

Table 5-30 Pupils who reported understanding Standard Hindi at least

reasonably well (in percentages of informants in age groups)

Youngest Young Older Oldest

pupils pupils pupils pupils
Understanding
Standard Hindi                                       5                          9                     1 1                       24

As a result of instruction in Standard Hindi, the size of the group of pupils who are able to
understand the language gradually increases. This pattern can also be observed for oral profi-
ciency in Standard Hindi (Table 5-31), although the number of pupils who reach the highest
levels ofproficiency is substantially lower for most age groups.

Table 5-31 Pupils who reported speaking Standard Hindi at least

fairly well (in percentages of informants in age groups)

Youngest Young Older Oldest

pupils pupils pupils pupils
Spealdng
Standard Hindi                               5                             5                          6 1 1

For reading and writing proficiencies in Standard Hindi, similar patterns emerged, as can be
seen in Table 5-32.
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Table 5-32 Pupils who reported being able to read and write Standard Hindi
at least fairly well (in percentages of informants in age groups)

Youngest Young Older Oldest

pupils pupils pupils pupils
Reading
Standard Hindi                1             2            5          10
Writing
Standard Hindi                1             3            5            9

The development in proficiency in languages other than Dutch, Sarnami Hindi, and Standard
Hindi is gradual. In Table 5-29, it was shown that the pupils belonging to the youngest age
group do not use any language other than Dutch, Sarnami Hindi, and Standard Hindi. The
gradual development of proficiency in other languages, such as Sranan Tongo and English,
leads to the levels ofproficiency indicated in Table 5-33.

Table 5-33 Pupils who reported being able to understand,
speak, read, and write other languages at least reasonably
well (in percentages of informants of oldest age group)

Skill                          %

Understanding                18

Speaking                    14
Reading                         11

Writing 8

The language choice patterns of the various age groups of Hindustani pupils within the family
domain are taken into consideration below. These analyses are limited to two languages:
Dutch and Sarnami Hindi. Analyses of the language choice patterns of Standard Hindi and lan-
guages other than Dutch, Sarnami Hindi, and Standard Hindi would not lead to reliable re-
sults, because of the small numbers of families in which these languages are spoken.

Table 5-34 shows what the language choice patterns for Dutch and Sarnami Hindi for
the four age groups look like. The reported patterns of language choice for Dutch are rela-
tively stable; those for Sarnami Hindi are also relatively stable, with the exception of the group
of young pupils. The fact that Sarnami Hindi is chosen less frequently by this age group than by
the other age groups may be related to the fact that pupils in this age group start learning to
read and write Dutch. Dutch is the language most frequently chosen by this age group.

Table 5-34 Pupils who use Sarnami Hindi and Dutch with
their mother (in percentages of informants in age groups)

Youngest Young Older Oldest

pupils pupils pupils pupils
Use of Sarnami
Hindi with mother                    26              19              28              28
Use of Dutch
with mother                           74            79            70            71

Similar patterns emerged from the reported patterns of language choice in interactions with
older brothers and sisters. The figures for Dutch are at an even higher level than those re-
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ported for the use of Dutch with the mother. Conversely, the figures for Sarnami Hindi are at
a lower level. The pattern for Sarnami Hindi in Table 5-35 is, again, craggier than the pattern
shown for Dutch, but, yet again, an age effect can be observed for the group ofyoung pupils.

Table 5-35 Pupils who use Sarnami Hindi and Dutch with their older
brothers and sisters (in percentages of informants in age groups)

Youngest Young Older Oldest

pupils pupils pupils pupils
Use of Sarnami Hindi
with older brothers and sisters                               1 7                         8                     2 1                        14

Use of Dutch
with older brothers and sisters                     83                91               84                88

The patterns of language dominance reported by the informants follow the reported patterns
for proficiency in Dutch and Sarnami Hindi. As can be seen in Figure 5-3, Dutch is reported to
be the dominant language for the majority of Hindustani pupils of all age groups.  For the first
three age groups, the number of pupils who have Dutch as their dominant language increases
gradually. However, the informants of the oldest age group do not follow this trend. Also
noticeable is the number of pupils within this age group who reported being balanced bilin-
guals in Dutch and Sarnami Hindi.

Figure 5-3 Reported language dominance in Dutch and
Sarnami Hindi (in percentages of informants in age groups)

100- o Dominant inDutch

80- 0 Dominant in Sarnami
60- Hindi

40- m Balanced bilingualism in
Dutch & Sarnami Hindi

20- .- -- Emlilll
, I.- 10

Youngest pupils Young pupils Older pupils Oldest pupils

The language preference patterns for the four age groups are presented in Figure 5-4. Again,
an increasing preference for Dutch at the expense of Sarnami Hindi for the first three age
groups can be observed. In the oldest age group, Sarnami Hindi recovers some lost ground
from Dutch. Other sources (Broeder et al. 1993, Habraken 1992, De Jong & Riernersma

1994) also mention this phenomenon. It is understood that an awakening of ethno-cultural
self-orientation and a growing awareness of language use play an important role in the expla-
nation of this phenomenon.
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Figure 5-4 Reported language preference for Dutch and
Sarnami Hindi (in percentages of informants in age groups)

80- o Preference for Dutch
60-

i Preference for Samami
40-   Hindi

f  . _ . IL' L IL
I No preference

Youngest pupils Young pupils Older pupils Oldest pupils

The reported demand for language instruction shows a high demand for instruction in Sarnami
Hindi  for the youngest age group (Table  5-36). The demand for instruction in Standard  Hindi
is much lower for this age group. The older age groups reported a demand for instruction in
Standard Hindi equal to the demand for instruction in Sarnami Hindi.

Table 5-36 Demand for instruction in Standard Hindi and Sarnami Hindi (in percentages of age
groups of informants who reported not receiving community language instruction)

Youngest Young Older Oldest

pupils pupils pupils pupils
Demand for
Standard Hindi                50           77          70           69
Demand for
Sarnami Hindi                        94               71               81                70

The results on the language use patterns of the various age groups indicate that Hindustani
parents give their children's ability to understand and speak Dutch priority over their ability to
understand and speak Sarnami Hindi. The fact that almost all pupils in the youngest age group
are able to understand Dutch and that more than 20 percent of these pupils are not able to
understand Sarnami Hindi is areflection of this priority.

The outcomes with respect to the use of Standard Hindi indicate that the language is
learnt by the pupils after they have mastered both Dutch and Sarnami Hindi. This is, however,
only true for a minority of pupils.  The vast majority of pupils in the oldest age group reported
that they were not able to understand Standard Hindi. The acquisition of languages other than
Dutch, Standard Hindi, and Sarnami Hindi also takes place at later stages. The number of pu-
pils in the highest age groups who have a fairly good or good command of Standard Hindi or
other languages is not very high.

An interesting outcome is the stagnation  of the increase  in the number of pupils who
are able to speak Sarnami Hindi in the older age groups. For the three oldest age groups, this
number increases relatively slowly; for the two oldest age groups the number stabilises at 70

percent of all pupils in these age groups.

School type and concentrations of speakers
Results are presented for the language use of pupils from Hindu primary schools and non-
Hindu primary schools. The influence of the degree of concentration of Hindustanis on lan-

guage use patterns is shown.
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Firstly, the language use patterns of Hindustani children from Hindu primary schools
(sub-group NLt) was contrasted with the language use patterns of children from other schools
(sub-groups NL2 and NL3) for the dimensions of language proficiency, language choice, and
language preference, respectively.

The results for reported levels of language proficiency, presented in Table 5-37, indi-
cate that the pupils of Hindu primary schools reach a higher level of proficiency in Sarnami
Hindi than pupils from other schools. The reported levels of ability to speak Sarnami Hindi are
much higher for sub-group NLt than for the other sub-groups.

Table 5-37 Pupils who reported understanding and speaking Sarnami Hindi at least
fairly well (in percentages of informants per school type)

Pupils of Hindu Pupils of non-Hindu

primary schools primary schools

(NLI) (NL2 + NL3)

Understanding
Sarnami Hindi                           83                         76
Speaking
Sarnami Hindi                           74                         57

Prom the language choice patterns for these groups, presented in Table 5-38, it is clear that
pupils from Hindu schools choose to speak Sarnami Hindi at home more often than pupils
from other schools.

Table 5-38 Pupils who use Sarnami Hindi with their mother and their older
brothers and sisters (in percentages of informants per school type)

Pupils of Hindu Pupils ofnon-Hindu
primary schools primary schools

MLI) (NL2 + NL3)
With the
mother                                                    29                               19
With older brothers
and sisters                                                     17                                   10

The outcomes for the dimension of language preference are in line with the results for the
dimensions of language proficiency and language choice (see Table 5-39). More pupils from
non-Hindu schools preferred Dutch than pupils from Hindu schools. The opposite is true for
Sarnami Hindi.

Table 5-39 Reported language preference for Dutch vs. Sarnami Hindi
(in percentages of informants per school type)

Pupils ofHindu Pupils ofnon-Hindu

primary schools primary schools

(NLl) (NL2 + NL3)
Language preference                            66                            68
for Dutch
Language preference                            29                            15
for Sarnami Hindi
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Secondly, language users from concentration areas (the cities of the Hague, Amsterdam, and
Rotterdam) were contrasted with language users from other areas.4 In Table 5 -40 through
Table 5-42, the results for the three sub-groups are presented. The language use patterns of
Sarnami Hindi with the mother, language proficiency in Sarnami Hindi, and language prefer-
ence of Dutch and Sarnami Hindi are focused on.

Table 5-40 Choice of Sarnami Hindi
with mother (in percentages of each of the sub-groups)

NLI NL2 NL3
Choice of Sarnami Hindi
with mother                                  29          16          20

Table 5-41 Pupils who reported understanding Sarnami
Hindi at least reasonably well (in percentages of each of the sub-groups)

NLI NL2 NL3

Understanding
Sarnami Hindi           83        86       70

Table 5-42 Reported language preference of Dutch and
Sarnami Hindi (in percentages of each of the sub-groups)

NLl NL2 NL3

Language preference
for Dutch                          66        69        66

Language preference
for Sarnami Hindi               29        14        16

The outcomes, presented in the tables above, show three interesting patterns of contrast with
respect to the following dimensions of language use:

_      langua8e choice patterns of Sarnami Hindi (with mother): Hindu schools versus  non-
Hindu schools;

-    levels of language  profidency in Sarnami Hindi: concentration areas versus   non-
concentration areas;

_      language pr »ence of Sarnami Hindi: Hindu schools versus non-Hindu schools

The two dimensions of language use that show a contrast between pupils of Hindu primary
schools and non-Hindu primary schools are language choice and language preference. Both
dimensions reflect an attitude towards languages. Bloemberg & Nijhuis (1993) reported that
parents of children who visit Hindu primary schools adhere to the Hindu character of these
schools. Cultivation of the language is another means for Hindustani parents to pass on the
Hindu culture to their children.

The contrast between concentration areas of speakers and non-concentration areas in-
fluences the levels of language proficiency of Hindustani pupils. The contrast between Hindu
schools and non-Hindu schools does not influence this dimension of language use. Bloemberg

4 There are no Hindu primary schools in non-concentration areas.
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& Nijhuis (1993:45) reported that communication between teachers and pupils at Hindu pri-
mary schools takes place in Dutch. Instruction in Standard Hindi (or Sarnami Hindi) was, at
the time of this investigation, officially only part of the religious education, since Hindu
schools were not allowed to teach these languages in classes for community language instruc-
tion.

Having the opportunity to speak the community language outside of the family do-
main is of decisive importance for the proficiency levels that Hindustani pupils in concentra-
tion areas are able to reach.

5.2.7 Concluding remarks on the large-scale survey
The main conclusion to be drawn from the presented data on the language use of Dutch
Hindustani primary school children is that Dutch has gained a strong position in Hindustani
families. Dutch is the language most frequently in many families, particularly in the interac-
tions between children.

Most Hindustani children reach a moderate to high level of proficiency in Sarnami
Hindi, but they use the language less often than Dutch. Sarnami Hindi is the preferred lan-
guage for only a small group of informants. Most Hindustani children prefer to speak Dutch.

The language shift in the direction of Dutch that has taken place amongst Hindustani
pupils is much stronger than the shift observed for other ethnocultural minority groups in the
Netherlands, e.g., Turkish and Moroccan children (cf. Broeder & Extra,  1998:  70).  The main
explanation for this might be the fact that Hindustanis in Surinam have been exposed to Dutch
as a dominant colonial language for many generations. The same pattern can be observed in
the case of (Moluccan) Malay, the language of the Moluccan community in the Netherlands
(cf. Broeder & Extra,  1998: 71).  In the former Dutch colony of Indonesia, this community
has also been exposed to Dutch as a dominant colonial language.

The demand for language instruction expressed by many Hindustani informants is an
important indication of the connections felt by Hindustanis with their community languages.
De Haan & Ramnandanlal (1990) concluded that "there is a possibility that the position of Sar-
nami Hindi will be in one respect similar to the position of Hindi and Urdu: a language with
which Hindustani feel connected, but also a language which Hindustani are not able to speak".
11e results of the investigation reported on here agree, to a certain extent, with this conclu-
sion of De Haan & Ramnandanlal. Sarnami Hindi may end up having a symbolic value within
the Hindustani community in the Netherlands rather than a communicative function.

5.3     Report on the in-depth survey

The large-scale research on Hindustani primary school pupils presented a general picture of
the current state of language use within the Hindu community in the Netherlands. By means
of an in-depth survey, which focused on the language use of adults and adolescents, further
information was collected on the language use patterns of the Hindu community in the Neth-
erlands. Further evidence was found for the main outcomes of the large-scale survey:

-  After many generations 'on the road,' Hindustani community languages still have a
high symbolic value for the Hindustani community in the Netherlands and are still

used frequently by the members of this community.
- Nevertheless, Dutch has gained a strong communicative status within this community.
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-
Changing patterns of language use can be observed between different generations. A
clear tendency towards a shift from community languages to Dutch is present among

younger speakers.

Below, again, the various domains of language use are reported on, focusing now on Hindu-                           1
stani adolescent and adult language users in the Netherlands.

5.1.1 Language repertoire
The language repertoire of Hindustani adolescents and adults is presented in Table 5-43. The                               
division of sub-groups that was presented in Chapter 3 is used below. The informants were
asked to mention all the languages that they use. Apart from Dutch, Sarnami Hindi, and Stan-
dard Hindi, these included Sranan Tongo, the community language of Creoles in Surinam and
the Netherlands. In general, Hindustani parents reported having a richer language repertoire
than Hindustani adolescents. Eight percent of the group of adolescents reported that they did
not use Sarnami Hindi, Standard Hindi, or Sranan Tongo at all.  For the group of adults, this
percentage is only slightly more than one percent. Other languages in the repertoire men-
tioned by these groups of informants included English, German, Spanish, Urdu, Papiamentu,
French, and Arabic.

Table 5-43 Languages reported to be used by adolescents an(1 adults (in percentages)

Adolescents Adults
(NL4 + NLS) (NL6+NL'7)

Sarnami Hindi                        76                   96
Dutch                                   99                  100
Standard Hindi                        39                   78
Sranan Tongo                            39                     53

5.3.1       Language proficiency
Table 5-44 reports on the proportion of informants who have at least a fairly good command
of Sarnami Hindi, Dutch, Standard Hindi, or Sranan Tongo.

Table 5-44 Hindustani adults and adolescents who reported having at
least a fairly high level of profidency in various languages and skills,
by age group (in percentages of all informants in the age groupsf

Understand Speak Read Write

Young Old Young Old Young Old Young Old

Sarnami Hindi              89        97         72         95          49        73          40      71
Dutch 100 100 100     99 100 100 100    97

Standard Hindi             57        82         45         82          40        70          38       58
Sranan Tongo         50     73      34     60      27     55       18    47

Almost without exception, all informants reported having a fairly good or good command of
Dutch for all four skills. For oral skills, all parents reported sufficient skills for Sarnami Hindi.
Fewer adolescent informants reported having a fairly high or high level of proficiency in this

6 We use the term 'Young' for the group of adolescents and the term 'Old' for the group of adults.
The group of adolescents comprises sub-groups NL4 and NLS. The group of adults consists of sub-
groups NL6 and NL7. The reader is referred to Chapter 3 for a desaiption of these sub-groups.
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language. For Standard Hindi, a similar pattern of intergenerational differences emerged.
However, the scores for both adolescents and adults were somewhat lower than those for
Sarnami Hindi.

It is remarkable to see that a large proportion of the informants, including a consider-

able proportion of the group of adolescents, reported having at least a fairly good command of
no more than four languages. For two or three of these languages, they are unlikely to have
received any systematic or regular education.

As stated earlier, Sarnami Hindi is not widely used as a written language. It is not sur-
prising that a considerable number of the informants reported good oral, but bad writing skills
in this language.

5.3.2 Language choice

This section focuses on the language choice patterns of Hindustani adolescents and adults in

general and in various domains of language use.

General patterns of language use
The general patterns of language choice for Hindustani adolescents and adults are presented in
Table 5-46.

Table 5-46 Language choice patterns of Hindustanis
for three types of languages and by age group7,8

Young Old

Sarnami Hindi             .21      .30
Standard Hindi .08 .15

Dutch .54 .38

Dutch is the language used most frequently by both age groups, particularly by the group of
adolescents. Sarnami Hindi is the second most frequently used language.

Patterns  of Langualle Use in  Speqfic Domains

A number of domains were included in the questionnaires that were used in the in-depth sur-
vey. In the tables below, the language choice patterns in the domains listed in Table 5-47 are
reported on. In Table 5-48 through Table 5-53, the language choice patterns for these do-
mains are presented. For all these domains, informants were asked to report on their language
choice patterns among Hindustanis.

Table 5-47 Investigated domains of language choice

Domain name Domain descripdon
Self Talking to oneself
Parents/Children Interaction between parents and children
Hindustani friends When talking to Hindustani friends
Street On the street
Indian Shops At Indian/Hindustani shops
School At school

7 Reported scores for Sranan Tongo for both Dutch groups of informants: .09.
8 In this table and the following tables, product scores are used. Cf. footnote 3 of Chapter 4 for a ex-

planation of these scores.
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Table 5-48 Language choice patterns of Hindustanis for
three types of languages and by age group; domain = self

Young Old
Sanlami Hindi .16 .49

Standard Hindi .02 .08

Dutch .78 .42

Table 5-49 Language choice patterns of Hindustanis for three
types of languages and by age group; domain = parents/children

Young Old

Sarnami Hindi .13 .33

Standard Hindi .02    .04

Dutch .83 .63

Table  5-50 Language choice patterns of Hindustanis for three types

of languages and by age group; domain = Hindustani friends

Young Old
Sarnami Hindi .18 .62

Standard Hindi .02 .08

Dutch .75 .25

Dutch is clearly the language most often chosen by adolescents when talking to themselves

(Table 5-48). On the other hand, adults chose Sarnami Hindi more often than Dutch (.49
versus.42)

Tile pattern that emerges from Table 5-49 is very interesting and might explain why
Dutch has gained such a prominent position within the Hindustani community. The language
most prominently chosen in parent-child interaction is Dutch. This holds for both age groups.
In interaction with their parents, young Hindustanis rarely use a language other than Dutch.
Table 5-50 indicates that adolescents reported using Sarnami Hindi slightly more frequently
with their Hindu friends than they do with their parents. 'Among friends' is the domain with
the  highest  reported use of Sarnami Hindi  for the group of adults. Standard Hindi is hardly
used in this domain. The language choice patterns for the street domain (Table 5-51) look
fairly similar to the language choice patterns among Hindustani friends, although informants
tend to use Dutch somewhat more frequently in this domain. It is somewhat surprising to
observe that adolescents reported rarely using any language other than Dutch when visiting
Indian shops (Table 5-52). Adults use Dutch and Sarnami Hindi equally often in this domain.
The use of Standard Hindi is, again, reported to be low in this domain.

Table 5-51 unguage choice patterns of Hindustanis for
three languages and by age group; domain = street

Young Old

Sarnami Hindi .16 .60

Standard Hindi .02 .05

Dutch .80 .30
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Table 5-52 Language choice patterns of Dutch Hindus for three

languages and by age group; domain = Indian shops

Young Old
Sarnami Hindi .13 .47

Standard Hindi .01 .05

I)utch .85   .44

Table 5-53 Language choice patterns of Hindustanis for three

languages and by age group; domain = school

Young Old
Sarnami Hindi .13 .22

Standard Hindi .01 .09

Dutch .84 .67

In Table 5-53, the language choice patterns for the school domain are presented. This is the
domain that is typically associated with the highest use of Dutch. In this domain, it is most
likely that many out-group members are present and exert their influence on the language
choice patterns of in-group members. These effects are reflected in the patterns presented in
Table 5-53. Reported scores concern language choice patterns amon#it Hindustanis  in  the  par-
ticular domain. Adolescents reported using Dutch almost exclusively in the school domain.
Also for adults, Dutch was the language which was reported to be chosen most often in this
domain.

The following conclusions can be drawn with respect to the language choice patterns of
Hindustani adolescents and adults in various domains. For adolescents, in all domains, Dutch
was the language used with the highest frequency. There existed only small differences be-
tween the reported frequencies of use of Dutch in the various domains. The highest reported
scores of use for Dutch were .84 (school) and .85 (in Indian shops). The lowest reported
scores for Dutch were .75 (among Hindustani friends) and.78 (when talking to themselves).
The role of Standard Hindi in the language choice patterns of Hindustani adolescents was only
marginal. Sarnami Hindi played a minor role (varying from  . 13 in parent-child interaction,  to
. 18 among Hindustani friends).

Sarnami Hindi was reported to play a more important role in the lives of Hindustani
adults. Fairly large differences exist between the reported frequencies of Sarnami Hindi in the
various domains. The highest reported scores for Sarnami Hindi were .60 (in the streets) and
.62 (among Hindustani friends). The lowest scores for adults for this language were .22
(school) and, surprisingly, in parent-child interaction: .33.

Table 5-54 The use of Sarnami Hindi in various domains for
adults and adolescents, ordered by frequency of use

Adults Adolescents
Hindustani friends (.62) Hindustani friends (. 18)
Street (.60) Street (.16)
Self (.49) Self(.16)
Indian Shops (.47) Indian Shops (.13)
Parents/Children (.33) Parents/Children (.13)
School (.22) School (. 13)
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Table 5-54 gives a summary of the use of Sarnami Hindi in various domains, ordered
by reported frequency. We notice that there is no difference between the two groups of in-
formants in the rank order of these domains. However, for adults, Sarnami Hindi is the lan-
guage chosen most often in the majority of the given domains. For adolescents, Sarnami Hindi
plays only a minor role in all of the domains. Dutch holds a strong position among this group
of informants in all domains.

It is very interesting to obsen·e that the home domain is one of the domains with the
lowest reported frequencies of use of Sarnami Hindi. From interviews with Hindustani par-
ents in the Netherlands, it can be understood that, almost without exception, they emphasise
the importance for their children of speaking Dutch. The results from the tables above indicate
that they adapt their language behaviour in conversations with their children to this attitude.

Standard Hindi holds a marginal position in the language use patterns of both adults
and adolescents. The language is not used often within Hindustani families, although the lan-
guage might be present in this domain when family members watch Hindi films. Many chil-
dren are confronted with the language for the first time more structurally in either the Hindu
schools or in supplementary Hindi classes.

Koefoed & Jadoenandansing (1993) reported that the large number of contacts be-
tween Surinamese in the Netherlands and their relatives and friends in Surinam strengthen the
position of the Surinamese languages in the Netherlands. For the Hindustani community, the
contacts with people in India are in addition to this.

Koefoed & ladoenandansing also reported that it would not be easy for young children
of Hindustani families to learn to speak Sarnami Hindi. There are two factors that support the
position of Sarnami. One is the fact that Hindi, the formal language, continues to play a role in
Hindu religious rituals in the Netherlands. The other factor is the fact that Hindustanis from
Surinam still feel strongly connected with India and the Indian culture. Indian movies and In-
dian music are rather popular among Hindustanis, both in Surinam and in the Netherlands.
Although the young generation of Hindustanis in the Netherlands will not often find them-
selves in situations where they have to speak Sarnami, they grow up in an environment in
which comprehension of Sarnami Hindi and Standard Hindi is important.

The results of the current investigation offer an empirical confirmation of the impres-
sions of Koefoed & Jadoenandansing. Both Sarnami Hindi and Standard Hindi still play a role
in the lives of young Hindustanis in the Netherlands, but in their actual language use these

languages are under much pressure from Dutch.
From reports on the language use of Hindus of various ages, the intergenerational lan-

guage shift which is taking place among Hindustani language users in the Netherlands can be
seen. In Figure 5-5, the groups of informants is divided into six age groups. The informants in
the youngest age group are between 11  and 21 years old, the next group is between 21 and 31
years old, etc. The available data on general language choice patterns formed the basis for this
cross-sectional analysis of language shift patterns. The patterns which emerge from these data
show that there is a steady increase in the use of the dominant language in society, Dutch, by
the younger generations. The use patterns of Hindu community languages show a develop-
ment in the other direction. From the collected data, it is not possible to tell whether a bot-
tom level of use for the community languages has been reached or whether the development
will continue until a level is reached at which we should speak of the non-use of these lan-
guages. The figure lends some support to Koefoed & Jadoenandansing's impression that, for
young informants, Sarnami and Standard Hindi still play a role. These languages, however, are
losing their importance in the daily language use of these speakers rapidly.
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Figure 5-5 Reported frequencies of use of Dutch, Sarnami Hindi,
Standard Hindi and Sranan Tongo for various age groups
of Dutch Hindustanis (n=271; age between  11  and 74)
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5.3.3 Language dominance

In line with the proficiency patterns, the Hindustani informants reported the following pat-
terns of dominant languages (Figure 5-6).

Figure 5-6 Dominant languages for Hindustani adolescents and adults in the Netherlands
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6 = Dutch & Standard Hindi; 7 = Other languages and combinations'

It is clear that Dutch is the dominant language for both adolescents and adults. However, an
intergenerational difference can be observed: 77 percent of all adolescents reported being
dominant in Dutch, whereas only 40 percent of the adults reported being dominant in this
language. The number of informants who reported being dominant in Sarnami Hindi, Stan-
dard Hindi, or both languages was rather small: 8 percent of the adolescents and 22 percent of

9 Category 7 for adults contains the following major sub-categories: 4 percent of the informants re-
ported being dominant in Dutch, Sarnami, and Standard Hindi; 3 percent in Dutch, Sarnami, and
Sranan Tongo; and 3 percent in Sranan Tongo.
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the adults. Standard Hindi and Sranan Tongo play only a marginal role in terms of proficiency
within both groups of informants.

5.3.4 I.anguage attitudes

The informants were also asked to report on their language attitudes towards the four main
languages in their repertoire. They were asked to judge these languages on the basis of three
criteria: personal preference, importance, and aesthetic value. Furthermore, they were asked

to justify their attitudes. By approaching language attitudes in this way, a dissection of the in-
formants' languages attitudes was made in terms of personal, utilitarian and emotional consid-
erations.

Personal preference
The informants were asked which language(s) they preferred to speak. In Table 5-55, the data
for both generations of informants are presented.

The majority of language users in both groups preferred to speak Dutch. No less than
77 percent of all adolescents preferred to speak Dutch. For the group of adults, this score is 42

percent. There is substantial support for Sarnami Hindi within the group of adults (22 per-
cent). For adolescents, this language plays a minor role: 8 percent preferred to speak this lan-
guage. Standard Hindi  was only preferred by a small minority within the group of adults  (9

percent).

Table 5-55 Preferred languages for Hindustanis (in percentages of all informants)

Young Old
Dutch 77    42

Sarnami Hindi 8    22

Standard Hindi 39
Sranan Tongo 2       1

Dutch & Sarnami Hindi 5    15

Dutch & Standard Hindi 1 5
Sarnami Hindi & Standard Hindi <1    1
Other languages & combinations 34

The picture that emerges from these personal preferences is compatible with the reported
scores for language proficiency and language choice patterns. For all these dimensions of lan-
guage use, Dutch is clearly the most preferred language, particularly among the group of
Hindustani adolescents.

Importance
The informants were also asked how important they regarded the various languages that are
spoken within their community. A distinction was made between general and personal impor-
tance (see Table 5-56). However, the resulting patterns do not differ substantially. Dutch was
considered slightly more important to the informants personally than in general. Standard

Hindi was considered somewhat more generally than personally important.
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Table 5-56 General and personal importance of languages as judged by Hindustanis

General importance Personal importance
Young Old Young Old

Sarnami Hindi .66 .78 .65 .82

Standard Hindi .60 .83 .53 .80

Dutch .89 .92 .92 .93

From Table 5-56, it can again be understood that Dutch holds a prominent position. This it
true for both generations and for both types of importance. However, from the scores of both
Standard and Sarnami Hindi, it is clear that these languages are not neglected by either genera-
tion. These languages are considered highly important, particularly for the group of adults,
both from a general and a personal viewpoint. These languages are only fairly important to
adolescents.

The informants were also asked to explain why they found it important (or not) to
have a good command of the languages that are part of their language repertoire. From the
reasons given, an interesting pattern emerges. The reasons given for choosing Dutch, on the
one hand, and those for Sarnami and Standard Hindi, on the other hand, turned out to be al-
most fully complementary. Dutch was considered important by the informants because it is
the official language  of the Netherlands  and for instrumental reasons,  i.e., the language  was
considered to be important for education and upward social mobility. Sarnami and Standard
Hindi were of importance for reasons that are associated with the Hindu culture and religion
and the personal development of the informants.  The full  set of reasons was reduced to eight
categories. According to the informants,

1.     The language is associated with the self and with the Hindustani culture.
2.   The language is considered to be ofuniversal importance.

3.  The language is not used, not useful, or not important; informants see no use for
the language or consider other languages to be more important.

4.   The language is considered to be difficult.
5.   The language is important for instrumental reasons (school, career, work).
6.    The language is important because of the high frequency of use of the language.
7.  The language is important because it is the official language of the country in

which the informants live.
8.     The  language is relevant when visiting or contacting people in countries in which

the language is spoken.

In the figures below, the profiles of reasons for choosing Sarnami Hindi, Dutch, and Standard
Hindi are presented.
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Figure 5-7 Reasons for choosing Sarnami Hindi as given by Hindustanis
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Figure 5-8 Reasons for choosing Dutch asgiven by Hindustanis
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Figure 5-9 Reasons for choosing Standard Hindi as given by Hindustanis
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The patterns that emerge from the Agures above show remarkable similarities and contrasts.
The similarities between the profiles for Standard and Sarnami Hindi stand out, whereas the
contrasts between these two profiles and the profile for Dutch are noticeable.

Almost all reasons given for choosing Sarnami and Standard Hindi are related to the
association of these languages with the Hindustani group and/or identity. Dutch was consid-
ered mainly of importance for instrumental reasons or because Dutch is the official language of
the Netherlands. A small number of informants considered Standard Hindi also of importance
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for instrumental reasons. This has to do with the fact that, in the Netherlands, Standard Hindi
is the language that is used by Hindustani media, within the premises of Hindu temples, and in
language inskuction. However, there was also a relatively large group of Hindustanis who did
not consider Standard Hindi to be of importance to them.

Damsteegt (1990) focused on the status of Sarnami Hindi within the Hindustani com-
munity. He has argued that a substantial number of Hindustanis are not proponents of the
revaluation of Sarnami Hindi. Damsteegt referred to the editorial of Lalla Rookh, a magazine
for Surinamese people in the city of the Hague, in which the editors claimed that many Hindu-
stanis prefer a partner who has a productive command of Standard Hindi. In the data, traces of
such an attitude can be found, in that the position of Standard Hindi was stronger than the
position of Sarnami Hindi. Nevertheless, it should be noted that the 'opponents' of Standard
Hindi hold stronger views than the 'opponents' of Sarnami Hindi. Although the scores for per-
ceived importance were lower for Sarnami Hindi as compared to the scores for Standard
Hindi (as shown in Table 5-56), informants were more likely to make the connection between
Sarnami Hindi and their ethno-cultural background than was the case for Standard Hindi.

It appears that Hindustanis are able to draw up a relatively strict division between the
perceived degrees of importance of the various languages in their repertoire. Sarnami Hindi
plays an important role as the language associated with the self by Hindustanis and as the lan-
guage used in daily life. Standard Hindi is important as the language used for more formal as-

pects of Hindu culture,  e.g.,  as a religious language. Dutch is important mainly for use outside
of the Hindu community, as a language used in education, at work, and in contacts with non-
Hindus.

The idea of Smolicz (1980) of language as a core value of ethno-cultural identity is
given a specific interpretation in the case of the Hindustani community in the Netherlands. To
members of this community, it is not one specifc language that can be considered a core value
of their ethno-cultural identity, but rather many languages. Hindustanis in the Netherlands
(and in many other contexts) and their ancestors have been confronted with multilingualism
for  so many generations  and  in  so many situations (in India, Surinam,   and  the  Netherlands),
that multilingualism can be considered to be a part of being Hindustani, in a cultural and in a
historical sense.

From the UK sample, on which outcomes are presented in the next chapter, it is clear
that some members of the Hindu community in the UK associate English with their ethnic
group. In the Dutch sample, no informants with a comparable attitude show up. In the UK,
this might be due to several factors. Firstly,  it can be considered a reflection of a national pol-
icy  in the  UK  that has been targeted towards the assimilation of minorities towards the English
language and culture. Secondly, English has traditionally had a strong position in India. Fur-
thermore,  the role of English as an international linguafranca should not be neglected.

The main reasons given by Hindustanis in the Netherlands for the use of Dutch and the
data on language use patterns, also indicated that Dutch Hindustanis haven taken a major step
in their use of Dutch. However, their judgment of Dutch as being an important language for
upward social mobility, as a universal language, and as the official language of the Netherlands
should be interpreted as a sign of integration rather than ofassimilation.
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Aesthetic value
The informants were also asked to rate the various languages in their repertoire on a scale

which measured how beautiful they considered each language. The results are presented in
Table 5-57.

Table 5-57 The aesthetic value of languages as judged by Dutch Hindustanis

Young Old

Sarnami Hindi .65 .78

Standard Hindi .66   .90

Dutch .68 .75

In general, adults found all languages more beautiful than did the younger generations. The
adult informants considered Standard Hindi the most beautiful language. Dutch scores lowest
amongst this group of language users. The adolescent informants did not clearly favour one

language over another.
The aesthetic dimension deviates from the other dimensions presented above. The

position of Dutch is far less prominent on this dimension. The adult informants considered
Dutch to be less beautiful than Sarnami and Standard Hindi.

The high score of Standard Hindi is an indication of the symbolic value attached to this
language within the Hindustani community. At this moment, the language is fairly current,
particularly among adult speakers, but it should not be ruled out that the functional use (as
opposed to the symbolic use) of the language will be reduced over time. The language use
patterns of the group of adolescent informants showed signs of such a shift.  It is expected that
the functional use of the language will be less for future generations, but that the symbolic
value of the language will persist (cf. Edwards  1985).

5.3.5 The language use of Hindustanis in Surinam

Scheepers (p.c.) made available a collection of data in SPSS on the socio-cultural position and
orientation of people in Surinam.1 0 This collection consisted of a total of 342 informants with
various ethnic backgrounds. Informants were selected who regarded themselves and/or their
father and/or their mother as belonging to the ethnic group of Hindustanis. The sample for
analysis consisted of 148 informants. There were 78 men and 70 women in this group. All
informants were born before 1977. The oldest person was born in 1915, the youngest in
1976. In terms of the current investigation in the Netherlands, all these informants should be

considered to be part of the group of adults.
In Scheepers's database, information was available on the language use patterns of the

informants with the following interlocutors: (a) the informants' partner, (b) the informants'
parents among each other, (c) the informants' parents with the informants and their brothers

and sisters, (d) the informants with their children, (e) the informants' children among each

other, and (f) the informants' children with the informants. These six patterns of interaction
are reported on in the table below.

10 No publication has been written on this data collection.
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Table 5-58 Language choice patterns of
Surinamese Hindustanis (in percentages)

11

Language a b c d e     f

Dutch 44   12   20   58   63   58

Sarnami                                51         85        76        42         32         39

Sranan Tongo 513043
Other languages         0       1       1       0      0       1

Pattern a shows that the Hindustani adult informants reported using Sarnami Hindi somewhat
more often than they used Dutch, but the difference is small. Sranan Tongo played only a
marginal role among these speakers. The reported speech patterns for the informant's parents
were very different. For this older generation, Sarnami Hindi played a much more important
role  (Pattern b). The position of both Dutch (12 percent) and Sranan Tongo (1  percent)  was
fairly marginal.

Pattern c shows clearly that there is a noticeable shift in the language patterns of the
parents in their interactions with their children: the use of Sarnami Hindi falls from 85 to 76
percent,  and the status of Dutch increases.  In the communications of the informants with their
children (pattern d), Dutch is the most prominent language: 58 percent of the informants
opted for Dutch as opposed to 42 percent for Sarnami Hindi.

In the language use patterns of the informants' children, as reported on in Patterns e
and f, the position of Dutch is very strong (63 percent in the communication of children
among each other) and the use of Sarnami Hindi appears to be decreasing. The position of
Sranan Tongo remains marginal for this generation of Surinamese Hindustanis.

On the basis of the outcomes in the tables above, patterns of language shift over three genera-
tions of language users can be constructed. In Table 5-59, the reported interactions of three
generations of Hindustanis among each other are brought together,  plus the interactions of the
two oldest generations of Hindustanis with their children. The five resulting language patterns
show a gradual shift from Sarnami Hindi to Dutch from the oldest to the youngest generation.
The proportions of use of Sarnami Hindi and Dutch are not yet fully mirrored for these gen-
erations. The use of Dutch is clearly on the rise, however, while the use of Sarnami Hindi is
decreasing among young Hindustani speakers.

Table 5-59 Language shift patterns among Hindustanis
in Surinam, observed in language choice

A   BCDE
Dutch                                12         20        44        58        63

Sarnami Hindi             85        76        51        42         32

Sranan Tongo          1       3       5       0      4
(A = informants' parents among each other; B = informants' parents to their children; C= informants to their
partner; D = informants to their children; E = informants' children among each other)

It is now interesting to compare the reported patterns of language use from Surinam with the
results from the current investigation. Comparable data is available only for the Dimensions
C, D and E. However, these dimensions should be regarded the most interesting, because the

11 1-he use of Standard Hindi was not investigated.
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potential effect of a stay in the Netherlands is most influential on these dimensions. In Table

5-60, the language shift patterns among Hindustanis in the Netherlands are presented. The
Dimensions C and D are taken from the results of the in-depth questionnaire for adults. Di-
mension E is taken from the results of the in-depth questionnaire for adolescents. We notice
once again that Dutch is clearly on the rise among the youngest generation of Hindustanis in
the Netherlands.

Table 5-60 language shift patterns among Hindustanis
in the Netherlands, observed in language choice

CDE
Duta   45 65 82
Sarnami Hindi       47    30     13
Sranan Tongo           2        0        3

(C = adult informants to their partner; D = adult informants to their children;
E= adolescents among each other)

A comparison of the language patterns within the Surinamese and the Dutch Hindustani com-
munities shows some similarities, but also an interesting difference. First of all, we notice that
there is also an intergenerational language shift going on in Surinam. In three generations, a
shift takes place from mainly Sarnami Hindi (grandparents) to a balanced bilingualism (par-

ents) to mainly Dutch (children). Furthermore, it is interesting to note that the language use

patterns for Hindu parents in the Netherlands are comparable to those of parents in Surinam.
This intermediate generation showed balanced bilingualism for Sarnami Hindi and Dutch with
respect to their reported patterns of language use. The majority of informants in this group in
the Netherlands are migrants from Surinam and it is not unreasonable to conclude that they
took their language use patterns with them. A difference between the context in Surinam and
the Netherlands can be observed in the strength with which the intergenerational shift has
taken place in the Netherlands. Dutch figured somewhat more prominently in parent-child
communication in the Netherlands than in Surinarn (65 versus 58 percent). However, the
effects in terms of child-child communication are vast:  in the Netherlands,  in 82 percent of the
cases (versus 63 percent in Surinam), Dutch was the language chosen for communication.

It can be concluded that an intergenerational shift is clearly visible in both Hindustani
communities. The data show that the speed of the shift is much faster in the Netherlands than
in Surinam.

5.3.6 Concluding remarks on the in-depth survey

Dutch has clearly gained a strong position within the language repertoire of adult and adoles-
cent Hindustanis in the Netherlands. On various dimensions (including language proficiency,
choice, and preference), Dutch should be regarded  as  the most prominent language of the
group of informants. Sarnami and Standard Hindi hold a subordinate position in comparison to
the position of Dutch, particularly in the language use of Hindustani adolescents. It is, never-

theless, interesting and noteworthy to observe that both Hindustani adults and adolescents
have a very balanced attitude towards the various languages in their repertoire. One cannot
claim that a lasting exposure to Dutch has resulted in a marginal position of and a negative
attitude towards the Hindustani community languages. 'The importance attached to these lan-
guages by Hindustanis is clearly visible, although the reasons given for the maintenance of
these languages strongly differ from the reasons 0ven for choosing Dutch.
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Such a balanced attitude towards the languages in their repertoire forms clear counter-
evidence to the point of view that users of minority languages in the Netherlands should stop
using these languages to improve their use of Dutch. Hindustanis in the Netherlands, who, in
general, have a very good command of Dutch, show that an alternative for such an opinion is
available in terms of an attitude which evaluates multilingualism positively. Such an attitude
does justice to the complexities of the cultural, social, and psychological conditions experi-
enced by linguistic minorities in the Netherlands. The various languages of Hindustanis are
treated in a way that does justice to a community that is historically and by nature multilin-
gual. On a small scale, this community shows how a multicultural society can be given shape
in a balanced manner.

5.4       Instruction of Hindi in the Netherlands

Dutch laws on education have not been supportive to the instruction of Hindi throughout the
past decades. In this section, Dutch policies on immigrant minority language instruction are
discussed and the unfavourable treatment of the instruction of Hindi under these policies is
illustrated.  In the second section, the instruction of Hindi in the Netherlands is described. This
section is concluded with a report on the teaching practices at four Hindi schools.

5.4.1 Dutch policy on immigrant minority language instruction
Broeder & Extra (1999:93) remarked that the introduction of immigrant minority language

instruction  (IMLI)  to the Netherlands  has a remarkable history.   In   1974,  IMU (then called  On-

dernvs in Ewen  Taal en Cuhuur or  OETC in Dutch) was introduced for large groups of pupils in

primary schools without any previous preparation, supervision, or set curriculum, and it even
lacked any legal basis.  In the years following this, policies on IMLI became more clear and the
motives behind IMLI shifted from a remigration perspective to paying attention to the low
socio-economic status of most ethnic minority groups in Dutch society. The learning of Dutch
as a second language was seen as a key solution to solving the backward position of ethnic mi-
nority groups. In this light, IMLI was supposed to support the learning of Dutch as a second
language. It is exactly for that reason that immigrant children from Surinam, including the
group of Surinamese Hindustanis,  were not eligible for IMI.1. All Hindustanis were supposed to
have a good command of Dutch, because Dutch was the official language of Surinam and all
people in Surinam had learned to speak Dutch in the Surinamese school system, in which the
learning of Dutch was compulsory. The policies on IMIl did not take into account the fact that,
for the majority of Hindustanis, their community languages had a high value.

At the beginning of the eighties, the Committee for Immigrant Minority Pupils in
Education opted in its advisory report Ceders in de tuin ('Ce(lars in the garden,' CALO 1992)
for a perspective in which immigrant minority languages were not primarily considered as
sources of problems and deficiencies, but as sources of knowledge and enrichment (Broeder &
Extra, 1999:95).  In this perspective, IMLI can be a goal in itself instead of a means which facili-
tates the learning of Dutch.12 It was not until  1998 that a law (Instruaion in non-indigenous living
languages, in Dutch Onderwils in Allochtone Levende Talen or OALD was passed by the Dutch par-
liament. OALT makes it possible, in principle,  for all ethnic minority children to receive IMLI

/2 Broeder & Extra (1997) discussed the two perspectives which can be taken on IMLI: a deficit per-
spective, in which IMI.1 can be regarded a temporary and transitional facility, enabling children to go to
mainstream schooling, or a cultural perspective, in which IMLI is considered to be a structural facility
that can have a positive effect on the self-esteem of ethnic minority children.
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in their preferred languages. In theory, this law removes the exclusion of Hindustani lan-
13

guages. In practice, however, it is unclear what the effects of the OALT-legislation will be
on the instruction of Hindustani languages at regular schools. Given the complexity of the
legislation and the restrictions defined in this law, it is likely that only a small group of Hindu-
stani pupils will receive instruction in Hindustani languages at regular schools. An important
prerequisite built into the law is that there should be a suffldent number of Hindustani pupils
in a particular town or area and that they should not be outnumbered by too many other
groups of minority language users. In major cities like the Hague or Rotterdam, this restric-
tion should not pose a problem to the Hindustani communities, but in medium-sized cities like
Tilburg or Groningen, the number and concentration of Hindustanis might be too small to
claim instruction in Hindustani languages.

An even more serious threat to the instruction of Hindustani languages might be the
option, built into the OALT law, to add money available for OALT to the fmances available
for combating socio-economic deficits. From this option in the OALT-legislation, it can be
seen  that the deficit perspective on ethnic minority groups still prevails in polides  on IMLI.  As

before, the pressure is on organisations of 1ML speakers to fght for the  introduction of their
community languages   into the regular school system. The Hindustani community,   with  its
long history of taking care of IMLI itself, might be  in the most convenient position to mobilise

such pressure on politicians, boards of schools, and policy officials.
Although Dutch policies on IMU made it impossible, in the past, for Hindustani pupils

to receive instruction in their community languages at regular schools, there were two ways in
which the instruction of Hindustani languages could be realised. In the first place, Hindustani
organisations could  take  care  of the organisation  of IMLI themselves.  This  elaborated  on  in  the
upcoming sections. There was, however, another possibility. The Dutch constitution, under
Article 23, allows for the foundation of primary schools based on religious principles. During
the 20'h century, organisations of Catholics, Protestants, and free thinkers used the right to
found their own schools in order to constitute large numbers of reputable schools. Hindustani
organisations in the Hague, Rotterdam, and Amsterdam also took the opportunity to found
four schools based on Hindu principles. Although Dutch law prescribes that Dutch should be
the language of instruction at these schools, the instruction of Standard Hindi was introduced
at these schools as a part of religious education. An extensive description of the teaching prac-
tices and the founding history of Hindu primary schools can be found in Bloemberg & Nijhuis
(1993).

5.4.2 Hindi instruction in the Netherlands

In the Netherlands, two national organisations for the instruction of Hindi are very active and
have a stimulating influence on local Hindu organisations. These organisations take advantage
of the fact that a concentration of Hindustanis can be found in a number of towns in the Neth-
erlands, and that the Netherlands is a small country, which makes it easier for these organisa-
tions to hold national meetings which are accessible to all Hindustanis in the country. There
are two national Hindi organisations, Hindi Parishad Netherlands and the Dutch Hindi Foundation,

which, in total, run around 60 local schools for the instruction of Hindi, with the support of
members of the local Hindu community. These schools employ around 180 teachers and have
a total number of 1,500 learners of Hindi. There is a great variety in the sizes of these schools

13 For a detailed discussion of arguments, objectives, implementation and organization of'MLI through-
out the years, see Chapter 3 of Broeder & Extra (1999).
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and the numbers of pupils who attend Hindi classes. A school in a rural area may have as few
as five pupils  in one class whereas a large school  in the Hague may attract as many as130 pu-

pils.

In the Hague, a city with a Wgh concentration of Hindustanis, Hindi is taught (on a

voluntary basis) in some schools after school hours. The local government lends some support
to organisations which organise Hindi classes in one way or the other. This is, however, not a
structural facility. In most cases, financial support is not given directly for the teaching of
Hindi, but indirectly to Hindu organisations for organising cultural activities. Such govern-
ment policies have not lent much support to the status and maintenance of Hindi. The instruc-
tion of Hindi has been very much dependent on the dedication of volunteers from the Hindu-
stani community and on the mercy of some, mainly local, authorities.

5.4.3    Areport on four schools for the instruction of Hindi in the Netherlands

In this section, the teaching practices at four of the sixty Hindi schools in the Netherlands are
described in order to give some impression of the instruction of Hindi in the Netherlands.
Hindi schools  in the Hague, Rotterdam, Amsterdam, and Zoetermeer were visited,   and  or-
ganisers and teachers were interviewed. The visits and interviews focused on teaching prac-
tices, including the background of the teachers, facilities, and available learning tools. Informa-
tion was gathered through observations in classes in which Hindi was instructed.  A full list of
focus points can be found in Appendix  3.

Anand joti, Amsterdam
The Hindi classes of the Anand Joti school take place at a community centre. This Hindi school
does not get any support from the local government. Five people are involved in the organisa-
tion of the Hindi classes, of whom three are concerned with the actual teaching. All teachers
have a general teaching qualification, but none of them has a qualiflcation for the teaching of
Hindi.  Each of the teachers has at least 5 years experience in the teaching of Hindi. The rooms
at the community centre are considered suitable for the teaching of Hindi by the teachers.

However, these rooms are not decorated with either Hindu or Hindi materials. The Hindi
classes take place on Thursday and Friday evenings. On Thursdays, there are also other Hindu
cultural activities at the community centre. On Fridays, only the Hindi classes take place at the

community centre.
The three teachers take care of two Hindi classes in which there are 6 and 21 students,

respectively.  Only 10 percent of these pupils take part in the Hindi exams that are organised

by the national Hindi organisations.
During the classes, mainly Dutch and Sarnami Hindi are used. Standard Hindi is used

approximately 20 percent of the time. The teachers concentrate mainly on reading and writ-
ing skills, and on the analysis of texts. The methods and materials that are used come mainly
from the Wardha Institute in India. Sometimes the teachers use their own materials or materi-
als from Surinam. The teachers of the Anand Joti school think that the learning of Hindi gives
the pupils more self-esteem.

Insaniyat, Zoetermeer
The Hindi classes of the Insaniyat school also take place at a community centre. Five persons
are involved with the organisation of Hindi classes at this school,  all of whom are also involved
in the teaching of Hindi. Three of the five teachers have general teaching qualifications. None
of them has a qualification for the teaching of Hindi. Most of the teachers have four or more
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years experience in the teaching of Hindi. Like the Anand Joti school, this Hindi school does
not get any support from the municipality for the organisation and teaching of Hindi classes.

The rooms at the community centre are more or less suitable for the teaching of Hindi, al-
though they certainly do not meet the requirements for regular primary education. However,
a sufficient number of chairs, tables, and blackboards is available. No specific Hindu or Hindi
decoration or materials can be found in the rooms.

Most classes take place on Sunday mornings, except for two advanced classes, which
meet on Wednesday evenings. No other activities take place during the teaching of Hindi
classes. Five classes at various levels are organised, Twenty students take part in a class for
beginners, ten or fewer students take part in each of the other classes. All pupils, apart from
those taking part in the class for beginners, take Hindi exams from Hindi Parishad Netherlands
or the Dutch Hindi Foundation. Dutch and Standard Hindi are the languages that are mainly
used during the Hindi classes. Some Sarnami Hindi is also used. The classes concentrate on
reading and writing skills and on the expansion of the lexicon in Hindi. Almost all methods
and materials that are used come from India, from the Wardha Institute.

This Hindi school is easy to reach for pupils. This might contribute to the fact that the
learners of Hindi, both children and older learners, seem to be highly motivated and that the
drop-out rate appears to be low. The Hindi classes are integrated with the Hindu culture.
Each Sunday, there is 30 minutes of singing of Bhadjans and reading of religious and fictional
books.

Nauw Djawan, Rotterdam
The Nauw Djawan school is a Hindi school with only one teacher, who has a general teaching
qualification, but not a specific qualification for the teaching of Hindi. The teacher has been
teaching Hindi for many years.

The Hindi classes are organised at a community centre for socio-cultural activities.
The rooms at this community centre are not very suitable for the teaching of Hindi, because
they are noisy and have bad ventilation. Furthermore, other activities take place in the same
room in which the Hindi classes are organised.

There are four Hindi classes organised, in which 6 to 14 students take part. Generally,
all these pupils take part in the national Hindi exams. The main language that is used during
the classes is Standard Hindi. Some Dutch and Sarnami Hindi are also used. A wide variety of
topics is covered in teaching: lexicon expansion, translation from Hindi to Dutch and vice
versa, reading and explication of Hindi texts, and Hindi grammar. According to the teacher,
the methods that he uses are in line with methods that are used in regular primary and secon-
dary education. The teacher gives the students home assignments.

The Hindi classes of the Nauw Djawan school are supported by the municipality by
means of the provision of a blackboard and a cupboard for the storage of teaching materials.
The classes take place on Sunday afternoons. Other activities that take place at the community
centre during the Hindi classes are sewing an(1 homework assistance. There are no Hindu or
Hindi decorations  in the room in which the Hindi classes take place. The teaching materials
that are used in these classes come from India. The teacher elaborates on these materials.

The organisers of the Hindi classes at Nauw Djawan consider the support for the Hindi
classes from the local Hindustani community to be low.
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Hindi Parishad Den Haag, the Hague
The Hindi classes of Hindi Parishad Den Haag take place at a building that is owned by a local
Hindu organisation. As a result, the rooms in which the classes take place are decorated with
many pictures of India and Hindu gods, and have Hindi texts on the walls. The building is not
only used for Hindi classes, but also for yoga, music, dancing, and activities for the elderly and
for youth groups. Parts of the building are in use as a Hindu temple (mandir).

No less than seven people are involved in the teaching of Hindi, of whom four teach
the Hindi classes. Three teachers have a general teaching qualification and none of them has a
qualification for the teaching of Hindi. Most of the teachers are experienced teachers of Hindi.

The Hindi classes are indirectly supported by the municipality through a subsidy that is
given to the Hindu organisation that owns the building in which the Hindi classes are organ-
ised. The rooms in this building are more or less suitable for the teaching of Hindi. There is a
sufficient number of chairs, tables, and whiteboards available. The classes take place on Friday

evenings.
This Hindi school is the largest in the Netherlands: 130 pupils, divided into five

classes, attend this school. Except for the group of beginners, all pupils take part in the na-
tional Hindi exams.

More than half of the time, Dutch is used during the Hindi classes. Sarnami Hindi and
Standard Hindi are also used. The younger students concentrate on the learning of the Hindi
alphabet, while the other groups concentrate on reading and writing skills. The highest classes
are prepared for the Hindi exams. The methods and materials are mainly from India, from
Wardha-books. However, materials from Surinam and locally developed materials are also
used. The teachers take an individual approach to the teaching of Hindi: the speed of learning
is determined on the basis of the interests and abilities of the individual learner.

It is an advantage that these Hindi classes take place in the building of a Hindu organi-
sation, which creates a Hindu/Hindi atmosphere. However, there is a regular primary school
very close to the building. The organisers of the Hindi classes have tried to persuade the local
authorities to give them access to this primary school for their Hindi classes. These attempts
have been unsuccessful so far.

In sum, most teachers at the four Hindi schools are qualifled as teachers for primary or secon-
dary education. As we noticed in Chapter 4, relatively many Hindustanis in the Netherlands
are teachers by profession. However, none of the teachers is specifically qualified for the
teaching of Hindi. By now, most teachers have many years of experience in the teaching of
Hindi. The majority of the teachers have been teaching Hindi for at least four years. At the
Hindi school of Hindi Parishad in the Hague, two Hindi teachers were pupils themselves of
this school.

Hardly any support is provided by the municipalities for the teaching of Hindi. Teach-
ers are not paid to teach Hindi. Any support which is received from the municipality is indi-
rect, by means of the provision of accommodation. The circumstances under which the teach-
ing of Hindi takes place is far from optimal. No professional classrooms are available for the
teaching of Hindi. Most classes take place in all-purpose rooms at community centres. The
available facilities are minimal and are confined to tables, chairs, and blackboards. At most
schools,  no less than four classes are organised, for various levels of Hindi learners. The major-
ity of the pupils in these classes are prepared for the yearly Hindi-exams that are held by the
two national Hindi organisations. An average class consists of about 15 pupils,  with a variation
from 6 to 30 pupils.
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Hindi lessons are taught in a varying mixture of Dutch, Sarnami Hindi, and Standard
Hindi. Only at one school is the use of Standard Hindi dominant. The teachers do not use any
well-defined methods.  On the basis of books from India, basic tasks are executed in terms of
the promotion of reading and writing skills, lexicon expansion (for the younger learners), text
analysis, and translation (for the more advanced learners). Most materials originate from India,
some from the Netherlands or Surinam. Some teachers have adapted these materials for their
classes or developed their own materials. Most teachers remarked that the books from India
are not very suitable for the Dutch context.

Although teaching circumstances are poor, most teachers and pupils were enthusiastic
about the Hindi classes. Most organisations and teachers try to improve their materials and
facilities and are deterred by the lack of support from the national government or municipali-
ties.

5.5     Summary and concluding remarks

For many Hindustanis in the Netherlands, including the younger generations, Sarnami and
Standard Hindi are still part of their language repertoire. Nevertheless, Dutch has gained a
prominent position in this repertoire. In general, one could argue that the status of Dutch
within the repertoire of a Hindustani language user ten(is to be more prominent if the age of
this language user is lower. Many Hindustani adults display a truly balanced multilingualism in
terms of language profidency, language choice, and language attitudes, showing a proficiency
in Sarnami Hindi, Standard Hindi, and Dutch. Among young Hindustanis, a shift can be ob-
served from Sarnami Hindi (and Standard Hindi) to Dutch. The dimensions of language choice
and language proficiency are affected most by this shift, whereas the dimensions of language
preferences and attitudes resist more easily the forces of shift that are present within the
Hindustani community.

Although Dutch has become the dominant language, with higher reported degrees of
proficiency and an increased use in more and more domains, the language has not succeeded in

displacing Sarnarni Hindi. Dutch has also not demotivated young Hindustanis from learning
one more language, Standard Hindi, through which they can project their ethno-cultural iden-
tity. Any simplistic Eurocentric model of language attitudes or shift would fail to offer expla-
nations for the behaviour of this Hindi learning community in the Netherlands.

On the other hand, a strong tendency of language shift is visible ivithin the Hindu
community in the Netherlands. Although classes for community language instruction are or-
ganised (often with minimal, token governmental support) and a considerable number of
Hindustani pupils add one more language to their repertoire, the pressure on Sarnami and
Standard Hindi is high. Furthermore, although support for these languages is high within the
community and many Hindustanis have positive attitudes towards their community languages,
this cannot stop Dutch from gaining a dominant position within the Hindustani community

and displacing its community languages. Dutch is granted a very high prestige by Hindustanis
in the Netherlands, and, as a result, the use of community languages has been replaced by the
use of Dutch in the domain which is the most suitable for promoting the use of community
languages, i.e., the home domain.

It is unclear whether interest and support from the national and/or local governments,
which may become available through recent primary school legislation, could slow down or
reverse the process of language shift that is taking place among young Hindustanis. Processes

taking place within the Hindustani community and the actual language use patterns of Hindu-
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stanis might turn out to be the strongest threat to the maintenance of Hindustani community
languages in the long run. It is not unlikely that these languages will end up having a symbolic
value rather than a communicative function.



6 LANGUAGE USE OF BRITISH HINDUS

6.1 Introduction

In this chapter, a detailed description of the language use of Hindus in the United Kingdom  is

presented. Information was gathered by means of a large-scale survey among Hindu primary
school children and an in-depth survey among Hindu adolescents and adults in the UK. Fur-
thermore, observations and interviews were held with Hindus at Hindi schools and Hindu
meetings. Relevant parts from the scarce literature on (the language use of) Hindus in the UK
are also included.

As was the case in the previous chapter, the first section of this chapter reports on the
outcomes of the large-scale survey. The second section elaborates on the first section by pre-
senting the results of the in-depth survey. The third section of this chapter is devoted to the
instruction of Hindi in the UK. The final section offers a summary and concluding remarks.
The following dimensions of language use are described: language repertoire, language profi-
ciency, language choice patterns, language dominance, language preferences and attitudes.

6.2     Report on the large-scale survey

The large-scale survey, held among Hindu primary school children, gives an overview of the
current state of the languages that are in use within the Hindu community in the UK. This
overview is based on the patterns of home language use as reported by 101 pupils from various
areas in the UK.1 The outcomes of the survey are presented in the same manner as was done
in the previous chapter.

6.2.1 Language repertoire
From the languages spoken in Hindu families, as reported by primary school pupils (Table
6-1), English is the only language spoken in all families. Standard Hindi is spoken in almost all
families. Panjabi/Gujarati is spoken in a large majority of the families.

' For a desaiption of the research sample in the UK, the reader is referred to Chapter 3.
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Table 6- 1 1.anguages spoken in Hindu families and the number of families
in which these language are spoken (in percentages of all subjects)

Language                   %

English 100

Panjabi/Gujarati                78
Standard Hindi                                              95

Other language (Creole)           3

The position of English within the Hindu community in the UK is comparable to the position
of Dutch within the Hindu community in the Netherlands. The position of Standard Hindi,
however, is much stronger within the Hindu community in the UK. In the Netherlands, Stan-
dard Hindi has only a marginal position in Hindustani families, whereas the language is in use
in many Hindu families in the UK. This is clearly an effect of the higher number of mother
tongue speakers of Hindi present in the UK sample (more than twenty percent of all infor-
mants)   and the position of Standard Hindi   as a hngua.#anca within the wider South Asian

community in the UK.

6.2.2 Language proficiency
A global look at the reported language proficiency, presented in Table 6-2, shows that all pri-
mary school pupils reported having at least a fairly good command of English. The reported
levels of profidency in Panjabi/Gujarati and Standard Hindi are much lower. Standard Hindi
scores higher for this dimension of language use than Panjabi/Gujarati.

Table 6-2 Language proficiency: number of informants who reported being
able to understand English, Panjabi/Gujarati and Standard

Hindi at least fairly well (in percentages ofall subjects)

language                %
English 100

Panjabi/Gujarati 48
Standard Hindi              57

Table 6-3 Reported language skills in Panjabi/Gujarati

(in percentages of all informants)

Understand Speak Read Write
Well                                               31                26                 2                     1

Fairly well                    17          15          2            2
Hardly  31 38 11 7
Not                                22           22          85           90

The numbers of pupils who reported being able to understand Panjabi/Gujarati well, fairly
well, hardly, and not at all, respectively, are distributed quite evenly over the four categories,
as can been seen in Table 6-3. A majority of the informants (60 percent) reported that they
were not able to speak Panjabi/Gujarati at a reasonable level of proficiency. There were
hardly any informants who were able to read or write any of these languages.
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Table 6-4 Reported language skills in Standard Hindi

(in percentages of all infonnants)

Understand Speak Read Write
Good               35     22     10      9

Fairly good                         23            28           40            36
Hardly                             43           51          50           54
Not                                    0            0            1             2

In Table 6-4, the reported language skills for Standard Hindi are presented. There are two
evenly divided groups: pupils who reported having (fairly) good skills in this language and
pupils who had little or no skills in these languages. The average level of proficiency in Hindi
falls from good/fairly good (for understanding), fairly good (for speaking), fairly good/hardly
(for reading) to hardly (for writing).

Table 6-5 Reported language skills in English

(in percentages of all informants)

Understand Speak Read Write

Good                                82           82         79          78
Fairly good                                         18                   18                1 1                    9
Hardly                                                                0                         0                      9                     1 1

Not                                        0             0            1             2

On average, the informants reported high levels of proficiency in English for all skills (Table
6-5).Specific analyses show that there is an age-related effect with respect to the writing skills
of these pupils.  It is to be expected that most informants will reach fairly high to high levels of

proficiency in English, both for oral and written communication.
In Table 6-6, a matrix of language skills is presented, based on the reported skills of

the informants in Panjabi/Gujarati, Standard Hindi, and English.

Table 6-6 Matrix of language skills (based on the Tables 7-9)

Understand Speak Read Write

Good English, English English English

Standard Hindi

Fairly good Panjabi/ Gujarati Panjabi/Gujarati, Standard Hindi
Standard Hindi

Bad Panjabi/Gujarati Panjabi/Gujarati,

Standard Hindi

The matrix in Table 6-6 shows clear tendencies.  On the one hand, the reported levels of pro-
A deng for English remain high for all skills and, on the other hand, the reported levels of
proficiency for Standard Hindi and Panjabi/Gujarati decrease for literacy.

With respect to the reported levels of proficiency for the various languages in the rep-
ertoire of Hindu primary school pupils, the following conclusions can be drawn. English has
gained a strong position among these pupils and their families. The status of Panjabi/Gujarati
and Standard Hindi lags clearly behind the status of English.
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6.2.3 Language choice

In the language choice patterns of Hindu school children, English once again takes up a strong
position in Hindu families in the UK. English has a prominent position in their communica-
tions with all family members, including their mothers, fathers, brothers, and sisters. Pan-
jabi/Gujarati and Standard Hindi are used equally often, but far less often than English (Table
6-8). Table 6-7 shows that, in 26 percent of all families, Panjabi/Gularati is not used in the
communication between the informant and his or her mother. In more than Mty percent of
the families, informants reported that they did not use Panjabi/Gujarati in interaction with
older brothers and sisters. Table 6-8 shows that English is reported to be used in the majority
of interactions within Hindu families. The pattern for Standard Hindi in Table 6-9 looks simi-
lar to the pattern for Panjabi/Gujarati.

Table 6-7 Reported patterns of language choice for
Panjabi/Gujarati (in percentages of all subjects)

Always Often Sornetimes Never
With mother 4      18         52      26

With father 2      19         50      29

With older brothers and sisters                       0               2                   45             52
With younger brothers and sisters                 0               1                    54            45

Table 6-8 Reported patterns of language choice for
English (in percentages of all subjects)

Always Often Sometimes Never
With mother                                                    49             36                    15               0
With father                                                 52            37                  11             0
With older brothers and sisters                    79            17                    4             0
With younger brothers and sisters                 78             16                      3               2

Table 6-9 Reported patterns of language dioice for
Standard Hindi (in percentages ofall subjects)

Always Often Sometimes Never
With mother 1      18          52      30

With father 0     18         47     36

With older brothers and sisters                        0               5                     39             56
With younger brothers and sisters                 0             1                   34           65

The language choice patterns for Panjabi/Gujarati, Standard Hindi, and English not only show
that a shift from the community languages, Panjabi/Gujarati and Standard Hindi, to English is
taking place, but also that this concerns a typical pattern of intergenerational language shift.  In
interactions with brothers and sisters, the informants used English more often than in interac-
tions with their fathers and mothers. The reverse pattern can be seen for Panjabi/Gujarati and
Standard Hindi.

6.2.4 I.anguage dominance

The sample of Hindu pupils reported that English is by far the language best spoken by them.
This outcome is not surprising and is,  in fact,  in line with their reported levels of proficiency in
the various languages. The results presented in Table 6-10 show that almost 90 percent of the
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informants reported being dominant in English.  Only 5 percent of all informants indicated that
they are dominant in Panjabi/Gujarati or Standard Hindi.

Table 6-10 Reported language dominance in English, Standard Hindi, Panjabi/Gujarati,
or another language/combination of languages (in percentages of all informants)

English Panjabi/ Standard Standard Hindi Another language/
Gujarati Hindi & English combination of

languages
%               88                4                1                          4                              3

6.2.5 Language preferences
Table 6-11 reports on the language preferences of the informants. It presents a picture in
which English again emerges as the language clearly preferred by the majority of informants.
However, the number of informants who reported preferring English is substantially lower
than the number of informants who have English as their dominant language: 70 percent of the
informants preferred English, whereas 88 percent reported being dominant in this language.
Standard Hindi appears to be particularly popular among the group of informants.

Table 6-11 Reported language preferences in Dutch, Sarnami Hindi, Standard Hindi,
or another language/combination of languages (in percentages of all informants)

English Panjabi/ Standard Standard Hindi Another language/
Gujarati Hindi & English combination of

languages
%               70                3               12                        10                                5

6.2.6   Langua e instructiong

None of the pupils attends Hindi classes (luring regular school hours. One pupil reported that
he goes to Panjabi classes during regular school hours. The demand for instruction in Hindi is
high among the sample of pupils. 56 percent reported that they would like to go to Hindi
classes. For Panjabi/Gujarati, this is only 21 percent.

In sum, the inventory of languages that are reported to be used in Hindu families in the UK
showed that English was spoken in more families than were Panjabi/Gujarati or Standard
Hindi. In 5 percent of the families, Standard Hincli was not spoken. Panjabi/Gujarati was not
spoken in 22 percent of the informants' families. The position of Standard Hindi was clearly
stronger within this community than it was in the Netherlands. Within Panjabi/Gujarati farni-
lies, Standard Hindi should clearly be regarded a strong competitor.

The reported skills for the languages demonstrated that all children have (or are likely
to develop) good skills in English for both oral and written communication. Most pupils re-

ported a (fairly) good receptive oral proficiency in Standard Hindi and Panjabi/Gujarati.
However, for reading and writing, the levels of proficiency in Standard Hindi and Pan-
jabi/Gujarati were low, whereas, for English, the levels of profldency in these skills were
high. These patterns look similar to the patterns presented for Sarnami Hindi and Standard

Hindi, on the one hand, and Dutch, on the other hand, for Hindustani pupils in the Nether-
lands.

In the language choice patterns, more evidence was found for the strong position of
English within Hindu families in the UK.  In the majority of interactions, English was reported
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to be chosen, particularly among siblings. These patterns resemble the patterns for Hindustani
families in the Netherlands, with the exception of the position of Standard Hindi. This lan-
guage is clearly used more often within Hindu families in the UK than is the case for Hindu-
stani families in the Netherlands.

It is remarkable to see the high percentage of pupils in the UK who reported being
dominant in English. No less than 88 percent reported being dominant in English, whereas in
the Netherlands only 77 percent of the pupils reported being dominant in Dutch. The
stronger position of Standard Hindi, for various dimensions of language use, is not reflected in
reported language dominance. However, the reported language preferences showed a
stronger position for Standard Hindi,  with 12 percent  of the informants preferring Standard
Hindi and another 10 percent preferring both Standard Hindi and English. The reported 70
percent of UK pupils who prefer English is just above the reported 67 percent who prefer
Dutch in the Netherlands. Overall, it was clearly demonstrated that, also in the UK, the
dominant language of society, in this case English, holds a strong position among Hindu pupils.

Resultsfor  sub-groups of informants
Additional analyses are presented below for sub-groups of informants on the basis of a division
of the sample of informants into age-groups.  In the analyses below, four age groups are distin-

guished: youngest pupils (approximately six years of age and under; 26 pupils), young pupils
(seven and eight years of age; 14 pupils), older pupils (nine and ten years of age; 15 pupils),
and oldest pupils (eleven years and older; 46 pupils). The pupils in these groups are compara-
ble to the groups that were distinguished for the age analyses on the collected data in the
Netherlands. In the analyses for these age groups, results are presented for the familiar dimen-
sions of language use.

English is used on a regular basis by all pupils in the group of youngest pupils.  From
Table 6-12,  it is clear that members of the group of youngest pupils rarely use any other lan-

guages.

Table 6-12 1.anguages used at least regularly by the group of youngest
pupils (in percentages of all informants of the youngest age group)

Language                %
English 100

Panjabi/Gujarati          8
Standard Hindi             0
Other languages              0

Table 6-13 Pupils who reported using Panjabi/Gujarati, Standard Hindi, and
other languages regularly at home (in percentages of informants in age groups)

Youngest Young Older Oldest

pupils pupils pupils pupils
Use of Panjabi/Gujarati                           8                 7              1 5               24
Use of Standard Hindi 0           14           13           20
Use ofother languages                      0             0            0             2

Table 6-13 shows that it is only at a later age that Panjabi/Gujarati and Standard Hindi play a
role in the language repertoire of young Hindus in the  UK. This pattern is very similar to the
pattern that we saw for the development of the language repertoire of young Hindustanis in
the Netherlands. The effect of English on the community languages Panjabi/Gujarati and
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Standard Hindi, however, is much stronger than the effect of Dutch on Sarnami Hindi in the
Netherlands. The actual use of Panjabi/Gujarati and Standard Hindi in the UK lags behind the
use of Sarnami Hindi and Standard Hindi in the Netherlands. Languages other than English,
Panjabi/Gujarati, and Standard Hindi are rarely used within the family domain of Hindus in
the UK.

The repertoires of these age groups give only a global indication of the language use of
these pupils. An analysis of the receptive and productive oral competences of the various age
groups for English, Panjabi/Gujarati, and Standard Hindi indicates that, in all age groups, pu-
pils reported being able to understand English well or fairly well (Table 6-14). For Pan-
jabi/Gujarati, the percentage of pupils who are at least fairly good in understanding the lan-
guage rises from 23 percent in the youngest age group to 65 percent in the oldest age group.
For Standard Hindi, these scores are 15 and 78 percent, respectively. Similar patterns can be
observed for the dimension of speaking a language (Table 6-15). Again, all pupils in all age
groups reported that they are able to speak English (fairly) well. In the case of Pan-
jabi/Gujarati,  only 15 percent of the informants in the youngest age group reported being able
to do so. The figure rises to 61 percent in the oldest age group. For the ability to speak Stan-
dard Hindi, these scores are  15 and 69 percent, respectively.  For both dimensions of language
proficiency, the development in Standard Hindi 'overtakes' the development in Pan-
jabi/Gujarati. It is likely that this is due to the fact that Standard Hindi is used in Hindu homes,
at Hindi classes, and within the wider South Asian community. This pattern is different from
the pattern in the Netherlands, where pupils are mainly exposed to Standard Hindi in Hindi
classes, and the language is used less frequently at home or within the Hindustani community.

Table 6-14 Pupils who reported understanding
Standard Hindi, Panjabi/Gujarati, and English (fairly)

well (in percentages of informants in age groups)

Youngest Young Older Oldest

pupils pupils pupils pupils
Standard Hindi: well 4     29     27     57
Standard Hindi: fairly well                  12          21          47          22

Panjabi/Gujarati: well                  12        14       33       46
Panjabi/Gujarati: fairly well                  12           29             7           20

English: well                            39       86 100 100

English: fairly well                                                          62                    14                       0                       0

Table 6- 15 Pupils who reported speaking Standard Hindi, Panjabi/Gujarati,
and English (fairly) well (in percentages of informants in age groups)

Youngest Young Older Oldest

pupils pupils pupils pupils
Standard Hindi: well 0     21     20     35
Standard Hindi: fairly well                    15           14          43           35

Panjabi/Gujarati: well 8 14 13     44

Panjabi/Gujarati: fairly well 8           14           20           17

English: well                            70       86 100 100

English: fairly well                                30           14            0             0
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The language choice patterns within the family domain of the various age groups of Hindu

pupils are reported on below.
Table 6-16 shows how often Panjabi/Gujarati, Standard Hindi, and English are chosen

as a means of communication with the mother within the four age groups. The pupils in the
youngest age group chose English almost exclusively in the interactions with their mothers.
For the older age groups, English remained the most chosen language, but Panjabi/Gujarati
and Standard Hindi played a (minor) role in the language choice patterns of the pupils from
these age groups. Four percent of all pupils reported using only English with their mother 2

Table 6-16 Pupils who used Panjabi/Gujarati, Standard Hindi and English
with their mother regularly (in percentages of informants in age groups)

Youngest Young Older Oldest

pupils pupils pupils pupils
Panjabi/Gujarati 4     14     13      15

Standard Hindi 0     14     27     15

English 100     79     60     61

The reported patterns of language choice with older brothers and sisters show that Pan-
jabi/Gujarati and Standard Hindi play only a marginal role among siblings (Table 6-17). For all
four age groups, English is the language most prominently chosen, with a very high frequency
of use for almost all pupils. 35 percent of the informants reported using only English with
their older brothers and sisters.

Table 6-17 Pupils who used Panjabi/Gujarati,
Standard Hindi, and English with their older brothers and sisters

at least regularly (in percentages of informants in age groups)

Youngest Young Older Oldest

pupils pupils pupils pupils
Panjabi/Gujarati 0073
Standard Hindi                   0           8           0            9
English 100     92     93     91

The patterns of language dominance reported by the informants follow the reported patterns

for proficiencies in Panjabi/Gujarati, Standard Hindi and English. As can be seen in Figure
6-1,  English was reported  to  be the dominant language  by  all age groups. Again,  Pan-
jabi/Gujarati and Standard Hindi played a marginal role in the language dominance patterns of
all age groups.

The language preference patterns for  the  four age groups are presented in Figure 6-2.
There is an increasing popularity of Standard Hindi for the Arst three age groups at the ex-
pense of the popularity of English. Panjabi/Gujarati is preferred by only a small minority of
speakers, who are all part of the two oldest age groups.

2 Scores are based on reported frequencies of use, laid out in four categories: always, often, some-
times, never. The total of scores may exceed 100 %, because of overlapping categories.
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Figure 6- 1 Reported language dominance in Panjabi/Gujarati, Standard
Hindi, and English (in percentages of informants in age groups)
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Figure 6-2 Reported language preference for Panjabi/Gujarati, Standard
Hindi, or English (in percentages of informants in age groups)
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The presented results on the language use patterns of the various age groups show that, also in
the UK, Hindu parents 0ve their children's ability to understand and speak the dominant lan-
guage of society, English, priority over their ability to understand and speak Panjabi/Gujarati
and/or Standard Hindi.  The low levels of reported proficiency in Panjabi/Gujarati and Stan-
dard Hindi for the youngest age groups in Table 6-14 and 6.15, in contrast to the reported
high levels of proficiency in English for these age groups, indicate that English should be con-
sidered the first language of most pupils, in terms ofboth proficiency and acquisition.

6.2.7 Concluding remarks on the large-scale survey

The main conclusion from the presented data on the language use of Hindu primary school
children in the UK is that English has acquired a strong position in this community. In many
Hindu families, English is the language most used. English is used almost exclusively in the
interactions between siblings.
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The majority of pupils are not able to understand or speak Panjabi/Gujarati or Stan-
dard Hindi well. For both Panjabi/Gujarati and Standard Hindi, the pupils in the oldest age
groups can be divided into three almost equally large sub-groups: pupils who have a good
command of Panjabi/Gujarati or Standard Hindi; pupils who have a fairly good command of
Panjabi/Gujarati or Standard Hindi; and pupils who have little or no command of Pan-
jabi/Gujarati and Standard Hindi. A reflection of these reported patterns of language profi-

deng can be seen in the patterns of language dominance. The majority of pupils reported
being dominant in English, which is particularly true for the youngest age groups. In terms of
language preferences, we see that English is popular among this group of informants. How-
ever, Standard Hindi rebounds to some extent in comparison to other dimensions of language
use.

The scores of Panjabi/Gujarati, Standard Hindi, and English on the various dimensions
of language use suggest that, for most pupils, English should be regarded their first language,
from the viewpoint of acquisition, actual patterns of language use, and levels of reported pro-
flciencies. Standard Hindi and Panjabi/Gujarati are the second and third languages of these
pupils, respectively. However, this lower position has not led the majority of the pupils to
neglect or deny the importance of these languages. Standard Hindi is held in high esteem

among the young generation of Hindus. The position of Panjabi/Gujarati is somewhat more
awkward. Although Panjabi/Gujarati should be regarded as the mother tongue of the majority
of the parents of the pupils in the sample, Panjabi/Gujarati suffers from its low status among
Hindus in the UK and the pressure put on it from English and Standard Hindi.

6.3     Report on the in-depth survey

Additional information was collected on the language use patterns of the Hindu community in
the UK by means of an in-depth survey among Hindu adults and adolescents in the UK: Fur-
ther evidence was found for the main outcomes from the large-scale survey:

-   Also in the UK, the community languages of the group of Hindu informants are still

frequently used by members of this community.
-   However, the impact of English on this community appears to be even greater than

the impact of Dutch on the Hindustani community in the Netherlands.

-     As was the case in Surinam and the Netherlands, changing patterns of language use can
be observed between generations. There is a clear shift from community languages to

English among the younger speakers.

Below, the language use of adolescents and adults from the Hindu community in the UK    is
reported on for various domains. In the first section of the next chapter, comparisons will be
made between the Hindu communities in the Netherlands and the UK.

6.3.1 Language repertoire
As indicated in previous chapters, the group of Hindi speakers in the UK consists of three main
Froups: (a) native speakers of Hindi and their descendants; (b) Panjabi Hindus who speak and
aspire for their children to speak Hindi as a second language for cultural and religious reasons;
and (c) the other South Asians who use Hindi as a second language, particularly Gujaratis, both
Hindus and Muslims, and Sikhs who perceive and use Urdu-Hindi as a lingua franca and as an

3 The reader is referred to Chapter 3 for a detailed description of the in-depth survey in the UK.
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in-group language of superordinate South Asian ethnic identity 9erma   1990.105).   In  the
group of informants in the current investigation, native speakers of Hindi, Panjabi Hindus, and
Gujarati Hindus are present in substantial numbers, as are individual speakers of other Asian
languages, i.e., Bengali, Creole, Kannada, Tamil, Urdu, and Malayalam. In Table 6-18, the
reported language use patterns for this group of informants are presented. The proportion of
informants who use Gujarati and Panjabi in the UK is lower than the proportion of informants
who use Sarnami Hindi in the Netherlands. However, Standard Hindi is used by a greater
proportion of informants in the UK than is the case in the Netherlands. This difference is not
surprising. British Hindus can make use of this language more widely than can Dutch Hindu-
stanis, e.g., as an interlingua within the Indian community or in their contacts with family
members in India.

Table 6-18 Languages reported to be used at least sometimes

by British informants (in percentages of all informants)

Language          %

Panjabi               49
Gularati                       11
English              97
Standard Hindi        87

6.3.2 Language proficiency
Table 6-19 shows the levels of proficiency of British Hindus in Panjabi/Gujarati, English, and
Standard Hindi for the skills ofunderstanding, speaking, reading and writing.

Table 6-19 Informants who reported having at least a

fairly good control of various languages and skills by age group
(in percentages of all informants in age group)

Understand Speak Read Write

Young Old Young Old Young Old Young Old

Panjabi/Gujarati 39 83 39 78 8 57 8 52
English 100 100 100 100 100 100 100       96

Standard Hindi              69         91           54          91           62         74             62            74

Almost without exception, all informants reported having a fairly good or good control of
English for all four skills. With respect to oral skills, a majority of the adults reported having
sufficient skills in Panjabi/Gujarati. However, only a minority of the adolescents reported
having a (fairly) high level of proficiency in these languages. Almost all adults reported being
able to understand and speak Standard Hindi, whereas only a slight majority of the adolescents
can to understand and speak the language.

As is the case with Sarnami Hindi among Dutch Hindustani, Panjabi and, to some ex-
tent, Gujarati are not widely used among British Hindus as written languages. It is not surpris-
ing that many informants do not have a productive or receptive command of these as written
languages.

6.3.3 Language choice

General Patterns of Language Use
The general patterns of language choice among British Hindus are presented in Table 6-20.
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Table 6-20 Language choice patterns of British Hindusfor Panjabi/Gujarati,
Standard Hindi, and English by age group; domain =

general

Young Old

Panjabi/Gujarati .17 .16

Standard Hindi .20 .30

English .60 .43

English is the language most frequently used by both sub-groups of informants. The group of
young Hindus, in particular, reported choosing the language very frequently. Hindi is the sec-
ond most frequently used language among British Hindus.

Patterns of language use in spec$ic domains

In tile UK survey, the same domains of language use were investigated as was the case in the
Netherlands survey. The list of domains is repeated in Table 6-21. Informants were asked to
report on their language choice patterns in these domains when among Hindus. In Table 6-22
and 6.23, the language choice patterns for each of these domains are presented.

Table 6-21 Investigated domains oflanguage choice

Domain name Description
Self When talking to oneself

Parents/Children Interaction between parents and children
Hindu Friends When talking to Hindu friends
Street On the street
Indian Shops At Indian shops
School At school

Table 6-22 Language choice patterns of Hindus for Panjabi/Gujarati,
Standard Hindi, and English by age group

Self Parents/ Hindu friends

children

Young Old Young Old Young Old

Panjabi/Gujarati .05 .16 .10 .14     .01     .10

Standard Hindi .12 .31 .03 .22 .13 .52

English .81 .45 .87 .57 .86 .34

The adults' pattern for talking to themselves in Table 6-22 is almost equal to the general pat-
terns for adults in Table 6-20. It is remarkable to observe that young Hindus use English much
more often when talking to themselves than in their general language choice patterns. This
finding once again underpins the idea that English should be considered the first language of
young Hindus in the UK.

The patterns for parent-child interaction in Table 6-22 are, like the similar patterns for

parent-child communication in the Netherlands, very interesting and form another important
explanation of why English and Dutch, the dominant languages of society in the UK and the
Netherlands, have been able to gain such a prominent position among the Hindu communities
in both countries. The languages most prominently chosen in parent-child interaction are
Dutch and English respectively. In interaction with their parents, young Hindus in the UK
reported that they rarely use any language other than English.
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Table 6-22 also shows that the domain 'Among Hindu friends' is the only domain in
which Standard Hindi is substantially more frequently used than English among adults. In most
cases, adolescents make use of English; only on rare occasions do they make use of Standard
Hindi. Panjabi and Gujarati hardly play a role in this domain.

In the language choice patterns for the street domain (Table 6-23), it can be observed
that, in comparison to the previous domain, English is chosen somewhat more frequently.
English clearly remains the most prominent language for adolescents, yet Panjabi/Gujarati

plays a more important role and Standard Hindi is also chosen somewhat more frequently. For
adults, the choice within this domain is between Standard Hindi and English.

It is surprising to see that, also in the UK, young Hindus reported that they rare ly use
any language other than English when visiting Indian shops. Among the group of adults, the
use of English is also very prominent in this domain.

In the school clomain, the effects of the presence of many out-group members who
exert an influence on the language choice patterns of in-group members are clearly visible.
They are reflected in the patterns that are presented in Table 6-23. Young British Hindus re-
ported using English almost exclusively in this domain. This language is also, with distance, the
most frequently used language by adults in this domain.

Table 6-23 Language choice patterns of Hindus for Panjabi/Gujarati,
Standard Hindi and English by age group; domain

Street Indian shops School

Young Old Young Old Young Old

Panjabi/Gujarati .08 .09 .08 .04 .03 .02

Standard Hindi .15 .40 .10 .40 .06 .18

English .77 .39 .82 .56     .91    .74

Overall, the following conclusions can be drawn with respect to the language choice patterns
of British Hindus in various domains. For adolescent Hindus in the UK, English is clearly the
language most frequently used in all domains. Only small differences exist between the fre-
quencies of use of the dominant language in the various domains. The highest reported fre-
quency of use of the dominant language is .91 (in the school domain). The lowest reported
frequency of use of the dominant language is.77 (in the street domain).

From the presented figures for adults, the conclusion is that the type of domain de-
termines the patterns of language choice among Hindus. The school domain is the domain
with the highest reported frequency of use of the dominant language of society, i.e.,.74.  The
lowest use of English is among Hindu friends, i.e.,.25.

In general, English is used very frequently by both groups of informants, but adoles-
cents, in particular, use only English most of the time. Many British Hindus might not have the
opportunity to use their community languages outside the family domain on a regular basis,
because of the low concentration of Hindus in the UK. However, this does not explain why
they tend to use English very frequently among Hindus in the various domains. Below, it is
shown that there are no differences in language attitudes between Dutch and British Hindus in
this regard. These attitudes do not offer an explanation for the high frequency of use of English

among British Hindus.
Table 6-24 shows the relative order of frequency of use of Panjabi/Gujarati, Standard

Hindi, and English for the various domains. The patterns for adults and adolescents are taken
together for this table. Although the absolute figures underline the strong position of English
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and the weaker position of Standard Hindi and Panjabi/Gujarati, the order of frequency of use
of these languages shows some interesting patterns. Although Panjabi and Gujarati are the less
frequently used languages, it is in the family domain and the self-domain that these languages

are most frequently used. These domains are not among the group of domains in which Stan-
dard Hindi is used most frequently. This language is used most frequently among Hindu
friends, on the street, and in Indian shops. The prominent position of these domains clearly
indicates the status of Standard Hindi as a linguafranca within the Hindu (Indian/ South Asian)
community in the UK. It is interesting to observe that English is not only used very frequently
in the school domain, but also in the home domain. It should be understood that this is not a
typical situation among linguistic minority groups, for which the school domain and the home
domain are usually the two poles of the scale for the frequency of the dominant language of

society.

Table 6-24 Order of frequency of use of Panjabi/Gujarati, Standard Hindi,
and English in various domains for Hindus in the UK

Language Frequency of use

Panjabi/Gujarati parents/children > self > street >
Indian shops > Hindu friends > school

Standard Hindi Hindu friends > street > Indian shops >
self > parents/children > school

English school > parents/children > Indian shops
> self > Hindu friends > street

Figure 6-3 Frequency of use of English, Panjabi/Gujarati,
and Standard Hindi for various age groups of British Hindus
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From the reports of Hindu language users of various ages, a diagram of patterns of intergen-
erational language shift has been constructed (Figure 6-3). The group of adolescent and adult
informants were divided into four age groups.4 Available data on general language choice pat-
terns formed the basis for the analysis. There is a steady increase in the reported frequency of

4 Because of the small number of British informants, it was not feasible to divide this group into more
than four age groups.
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use of English by younger generations. For the use of community languages,   i.e.,   Pan-
jabi/Gujarati and Standard Hindi, a mirrorlike development can be observed.

6.3.4      unguage dominance

The patterns of language dominance for adolescents and adults are shown in Figure  6-4.

Figure 6-4 Dominant languages for Hindus in the UK
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1 = English; 2 = English & Panjabi/Gujarati; 3 = Panjabi/Gujarati;
4 = Panjabi/Gujarati & Standard Hindi; 5 = Standard Hindi; 6 = English & Standard Hindi;
7 = Panjabi/Gujarati, English & Standard Hindi, 8 = Other languages and combinations

Tile majority of adolescents reported being dominant in English. The group of adults appears
to be almost equally divided into three main groups, i.e., those who reported being dominant
in English, those who reported being dominant in Standard Hindi, and those who reported
being equally fluent in English, Panjabi/Gujarati, and Standard Hindi.

6.3.5 Language preferences and attitudes

As was the case in the investigation among Hindustanis in the Netherlands, language attitudes
were measured on three dimensions: language preference, importance and aesthetics.

Personal prierence

Informants were asked which language(s) they liked to speak most. In Table 6-25, the data for
adults and adolescents are presented.

Table 6-25 Preferred languages for Hindus in the

UK (in percentages of all informants)

Young Old

English 77   33

Panjabi/Gujarati 04
Standard Hindi 8    29

Standard Hindi & English 04
Standard Hindi & English & Panjabi/Gujarati 0    21

Other languages and combinations 15     8
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The high score for English among young Hindus should hardly come as a surprise, given the
high frequency of use of the language among this group of informants and the fact that, for
many of them, English should be considered their first language. It is, however, surprising to
see the low number of British Hindus who mentioned their community languages, Panjabi and

Gujarati, as their preferred languages. Standard Hindi is rather popular, particularly among
adults. Among young Hindus, other languages, like Spanish and French, have a certain popu-
larity.

Imponance

The informants were asked how important they regarded the various languages that are spo-
ken within their community. Again, a distinction was made between general and personal
importance. The patterns that emerge for general and personal importance do not differ sub-
stantially. Informants considered English to be  of more importance to them personally than in
general. Standard Hindi was considered somewhat more generally important than personally
important. The order for each sub-group and for each type of importance is the same: English
is clearly the language to which the most importance was attached, followed, at a certain dis-
tance, by Standard Hindi. The UK informants attached only some importance to Pan-
jabi/Gujarati.

Table 6-26 General importance of languages, as judged by British Hindus

Young Old

Panjabi/Gujarati .58 .68

Standard Hindi .73 .82

English .90 .92

Table 6-27 Personal importance of languages, as judged by British Hindus

Young Old

Panjabi/Gujarati .42 .66

Standard Hindi .69 .78

English .98 .94

Informants were asked about why they found it important (or not) to have a good command
of the languages that are part of their language repertoire. As was the case for the Nether-
lands, the given answers were categorised into eight types of motivations. For the reader's
convenience, the eight categories of motivations are repeated below. According to the infor-
mants,

1.     The language is associated with the self and with the Hindustani culture.
2.     The language is considered to be of universal importance.
3.  The language is not used, not useful, or not important; informants see no use for the

language or consider other languages to be more important.
4.   The language is considered to be difficult.
5.   The language is important for instrumental reasons (school, career, work).
6.     The language is important because of the high frequency of use ofthe language.

7.    The language is important because it is the omcial language of the country in which the
informants live.
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8.    The  language is relevant when visiting or contacting people in countries in which
the language is spoken.

In the figures below, the profiles of reasons for choosing Panjabi/Gujarati, English,  and Stan-
darci Hindi are presented.

Figure 6-5 Reasons for choosing Panjabi/Gujarati
as given by British informants
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Figure 6-6 Reasons for choosing English
as given by British informants
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Figure 6-7 Reasons for choosing Standard Hindi

as given by British informants
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In the UK also, a sharp division can be observed between, on the one hand, the community
languages, Panjabi/Gujarati and Standard Hindi, and, on the other hand, the dominant lan-

guage ofsociety, English.
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The main reason for regarding the Hindu community languages important is the cul-
tural or in-group value of these languages. Importance is attached to English for mainly in-
strumental reasons or because it is the (official) language of the country in which the infor-
mants live.

Specific comparisons based on the functions of the various languages reveal the follow-
ing. It is surprising to see that instrumental reasons are given as an argument for the impor-
tance of Indian languages other than Standard Hindi. However, a more detailed analysis of
these reasons indicates that they are motives associated with the use of the languages with
(other) Indian groups in the British society, not with the use of these languages for work or at
school. It should also be kept in mind that a considerable number of informants in the UK do
not attach importance to, or see no use for, these Indian languages in the UK.

With respect to the importance of English for Hindus, the following patterns can be
observed.  In the UK, there is a group of informants who (already) associate the dominant lan-
guage of this country, English, with their ethnic group and regard this language as their 'own'
language. There is also a small number of informants who consider English to be a 'universal'
language and, for that reason, consider it to be an important language.

British Hindus attach importance to Standard Hindi mainly because of the association
of the language with their ethnic group and the fact that they consider the language to be their
'own' language. Not many informants in the UK considered this language to be important for
instrumental reasons, e.g., for communication with other Indians in that country.

In sum, English is considered an important language by Hindus in the UK, for instru-
mental reasons mainly. Standard Hindi is attributed importance as a group language and as the
informants' 'own' language. There is an in-between position for Panjabi/Gujarati. Some in-
formants mentioned instrumental (in-group) reasons, others mentioned cultural and group
reasons, and a third group regarded Panjabi/Gujarati to be ofno importance.

Aesthetic value

Informants were also asked to rate the various languages on a scale that measures how beauti-
ful they regard each language. The results are presented in Table 6-28.

Table 6-28 The aesthetic value of languages as judged by British Hindus

Young Old

Panjabi/Gujarati .56 .85

Standard Hindi .67 .88

English .44   .69

Adults found all languages more beautiful than young generations did. Standard Hindi was
regarded the most beautiful language by both groups.  It is interesting to see how low English
scored among young Hindus in the UK, although they use the language with a very high fre-
quency. English also scores lowest among adults. It should be noted that the aesthetic dimen-
sion is the only dimension, out of all language dimensions reported on in this chapter, on
which English scores lowest. In terms of language proficiency, frequency of language use, and
even language preferences, English ranked first among both groups of UK informants.

6.3.6 language tests

language tests were carried  out  on a small scale during the survey research  in  the  UK.
Fishman's word naming task was employed as the basis for a Hindi-English language test. A
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total of 10 informants from three age groups (children, adolescents, and parents) were asked
to name as many words they knew in Hindi and English for the following domains: home,
neighbourhood, religion, school, and work. The complete word naming tasks can be found in

Appendix 4.
After the completion of the tests, a qualitative analysis was carried out on the an-

swers given in Hindi.  All of the Hindi words were divided into three categories. These catego-
ries,  with a description and examples, are given in Table 6-29. There is a fourth category,  i.e.,
words that are not part of the Hindi lexicon. These words were not counted as appropriate
answers in the Hindi word naming task.

Table 6-29 Categorisation of words named in the Hindi word naming task

Category Description Examples
1               Authentic Hindi words cammac, Hhaas

II                  Words borrowed from English which park, car

have an equivalent in Hindi
m Words borrowed from English which do washing machine,

not have an equivalent in Hindi pilot

As a result of the long period of British rule in India, some English words have become part of
the Hindi lexicon. Some English words became rivals for equivalent words in Hindi (Cat II).
However, other words covered concepts that had not yet been given names in Hindi  (Cat III).
If the informants mentioned a word from Cat III, it was not possible to determine whether
informants knew that a borrowed word is used in Hindi, or whether they used the English
word because they did not know the Hindi word.  If they mentioned a word from Cat II, we
could not be sure whether the informants were aware of the fact that there was also an equiva-
lent word available in Hindi. Findings are presented for separate categories and groupings of
categories.

After the qualitative analyses, a number of quantitative analyses were carried out. First
of all, the mean scores for English and Hindi were calculated for each age group. The scores
for English, in Table 6-30, indicate that adults and adolescents mentioned the same number of
words. Children mentioned 75 percent of these words. The scores for Hindi words show that
adults achieved the highest scores. Adolescents achieved about 80 percent of these scores and
children around 60 percent. If the same age effect as was evident for English is taken into ac-
count for Hindi, children's scores for Hindi are comparable to those for adolescents.

Table 6-30 Mean total scores for the English and
Hindi word naming tasks for each age group

English words Hindi words Hindi words Hindi words
(Cat I, Il & III) (Cat 1 & m) (Cat D

Children                                           65                                 35                                28                              23

Adolescents                   85                  47                 40                34
Adults                          84                  56                 49                41

If we take the various domains into consideration, we notice that informants are most familiar
with Hindi words in the domains of home and religion (Table 6-31).
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Table 6-31 Mean scores for Hindi word naming task for live
domains and all informants

Home Neighbour- Religion School Work
hood

All  words                                                     1 7                                     7                          10                       6                        5

(Cat I,  II &  III)
All 'authentic' words                1 3                           5                     9                4                4

(Cat I only)

The domains of home and religion are also the domains in which the informants knew the
highest percentage of authentic Hindi words. It is interesting to see, in Table 6-32, that chil-
dren mentioned the highest percentage of authentic words in these domains.

Table 6-32 Mean percentage of authentic Hindi words named in

word naming task for five domains by age group and all informants

Home Neighbour- Religion School Work
hood

Young children              76                     57               100             24            36
Adolescents               75                 79             92          50          34
Adults                       73                 63             92          82          60
All informants            74                 66             94          55          45

6.3.7 The language use of Panjabi Hindus in London

Hindus from concentration areas were not included in the current investigation, because there
is a fairly recent, extensive sociolinguistic study on such a community available, i.e.,A sociolin-

guistic study ofPanjabi Hindus in Southall. language maintenance and sh#i (Saxena,  1995). The aim
of Saxena's research, which was the first-ever detailed study of Panjabi Hindus in Britain, was
to study the phenomena of language maintenance and language shift among the Panjabi Hindu

community in Southall (London). The following questions from Saxena's research are highly
relevant to the current investigation: What are the day-to-day language practices, both spoken

and written, of Panjabi Hindus in this local community? What attitudes and values do they
associate with their spoken and written languages? What degree of age and gender related
variations in language practices, attitudes, and values can be identified? Although Saxena's

study is more ethnographically-based than the current investigation and focuses on one local
community, it makes sense to compare the outcomes of his research with the data which we
have collected from Dutch Hindustanis in concentration areas.

Below, results from Saxena's study are presented, re-analysed or re-ordered where
necessary for the purposes of our investigation. The focus is on the following dimensions of

language use: language repertoire, language proficiency, and language choice patterns. Saxena

investigated the sociolinguistic situation of 86 Panjabi Hindus in Southall. Their ages varied
from 10 to 50 and older.

Language repertoire

There are three main languages in the repertoire of Panjabi Hindus in Southall: Panjabi, Stan-

(lard Hindi, and English. Panjabi is one of the major languages of the north-western sub-group
of the Indo-Aryan language group. It is spoken by three major religious groups: Sikhs, Hindus,
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and Muslims, both in India and Pakistan. The literature suggests that historically religious-
political conflicts between the three communities in India led Sikhs to claim allegiance with the
Panjabi language and the Gurmukhi script; Hindus with the Hindi language and the Devanagari
script; and Muslims with the Urdu language and the Perso-Arabic script (Saxena 1995: 11). In
Table 6-33, the language repertoires of five age groups are given.

Table 6-33 Language repertoire of Panjabi Hindus in Southall

by age group (in percentages; Saxena  1995:  185)

N=86 Panjabi Hindi English Urdu Swahili Gujarati French German
10-19      29      86     59     100      0       0        0      69       28

20-29       12       83     83      100       0       0        8       42        17

30-39       17 100 100 100     12      6       6       0        0

40-49      14      79     79      93      7      29       14       0        0
SO+               14 100 100      86     36      21       14       0        0
Total 86 90 84 97 9 9 7 2 9 1 2

Only in the language repertoire of the oldest group of Panjabi Hindus, did Panjabi and Stan-
dard Hindi have a more prominent position than English . Other languages in the language
repertoires of these groups were French, German (in the repertoire of Panjabi Hindus of 29
years and younger), Swahili, Gujarati, and Urdu (in the repertoire of speakers of 30 years and
over). Only those informants who migrated from Eastern Africa claimed the use of Gujarati
and Swahili. Although the Panjab and Gujarat states in India are far apart geographically, which
does not support the development of Panjabi-Gujarati bilingualism, this was not the case in
Eastern Africa. There, Panjabis and Gujaratis live(1 and worked at close quarters. Panjabi,
Hindi, and Gujarati were taught in schools as well. In certain cases, as some of Saxena's infor-
mants reported, they had no choice but to learn Gujarati, because Panjabi and Hindi were not
offered  in the schools in their catchment area.  10.5  per cent of the total sample, mainly from
the first generation, reported Panjabi-Gujarati-Hindi-English-Swahili multilingualism. How-
ever, none of the third generation informants reported knowledge of Gujarati. Swahili has not
been passed on to the third generation, either. The main Indian languages that were being
passed on to the younger generations are Panjabi and Hindi. Saxena noticed that despite the
fact that the majority of the informants expressed a more positive attitude towards Hindi, Pan-
jabi was spoken by the third generation more than was Hindi. The importance of Hindi lay in
the written rather than in the spoken word for the majority of the informants lies (Saxena
1995: 186).

Language prEficieng

Saxena asked his informants to self-evaluate their linguistic skills in Panjabi, Hindi, and Eng-
lish. They had to judge their competencies in these language on the basis of a three point scale:

'Not  at  all,'   'Only a little,' and 'Quite  well.'   This three-point scale is somewhat coarse-

grained. There is quite a distance between 'Only a little' and 'Quite well.' The outcomes for
Panjabi, Standard Hindi, and English are presented in Table 6-34.
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Table 6-34 Self-evaluation oflanguage proficiency in Panjabi, Standard Hindi
and English (in percentages of all informants; Saxena  1995:  187)

Understand Speak

Panjabi Hindi English Panjabi Hindi English
Not at all 1            5               2              4           14              2

Only a little 9          15              11             17           27             12

Quite well                90         80            87           79          59           86

Informants reported having the best receptive language competence in Panjabi, although their

receptive command of English and Hindi was not much less. More informants reported having
a better productive command of English than of Panjabi.  Only a small majority of informants

reported having a good productive command of Standard Hindi. If we look at Table 6-35, it
becomes clear that different age groups displayed slightly different patterns. There is not much
variation among the various age groups in the proportions of informants who reported being
able to understand Panjabi. For Standard Hindi and English, two opposite patterns of language
shift can be observed: on the one hand, Panjabi Hindus of the oldest generation all reported
having quite a good command of Standard Hindi, whereas only two-thirds of the youngest age
group reported having a good command of this language.  On the other hand, all informants of
the youngest generation reported being able to understand English quite well, whereas only
71 percent of the oldest age group were able to understand English.

Table 6-35 Informants who reported being able to understand Panjabi,
Standard Hindi, and English, by age group (in percentages

of all informants in age group; Saxena 1995: 188)

Age Quite well Only a little Not at all

PHEPH E P H  E
10-20     90    66 100 72403 10  0

21-30    83    58   100   17  33    0 0 8   0

31-40 94 94 77 6 6 23 0 0  0
41-50     93    93    79 7 7   14 0 0   7

51+     86   100   71   14   0  21 0 0  7

Table 6-36 Informants who reported being able to speak Panjabi,
Standard Hindi and English, by age group (in percentages

ofall informants in age group; Saxena 1995: 188)

Quite well Only a little Not at all
P    H    E   P H   E P H E

10-20 62 31 100 31 34 0 7 35  0

21-30 75 25 100 17 58 0 8 17  0

31-40 94   77   77   6  24  29  0   0  0

41-50 93 86 79 7 14 14007
51+ 86 100 71 14 0 2 1 0 0 7

An intergenerational effect for the productive control of Panjabi can also be observed (Table
6-36). The shift between the oldest and youngest generation for Standard Hindi is for the di-
mension of speaking rather than for the dimension of understanding the language: it drops
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from 100 percent, for the oldest generation, to 31 percent, for the youngest age group. The
pattern for speaking English is similar to the pattern for understanding English.

Saxena claimed that there was also some gender-related variation in command of the
languages (1995:  189). It is clear from Table 6-37 that females reported better skills in Panjabi
and Standard Hindi than in English (their reported ability to speak Standard Hindi is an excep-
tion). For males, the opposite is true. They reported lower skills in Panjabi and Standard
Hindi than in English.

Table 6-37 Informants who reported being able to speak Panjabi,
Standard Hindi and English, by gender (in percentages of all

informants in gender group; Saxena  1995:  189)

Skill Panjabi Hindi English

Scale Male Female Male Female Male Fernde

Understand Not at all                  2               0 5 5 0 5
Little                                  1 2                       7 19 12            2              19
Quite well            86            93         77            84        98            77

Speak Not at all                       5                    2 16 12      0        5

Little                                        1 9                         16                  2 1                          3 3                      2                          2 3

Quite well            77            81         63            56         98            72

In Saxena's study, it is concluded that, in general, more first generation informants than sec-
ond and third generation informants reported having a good claimed command of Panjabi and

Hindi, notably with respect to oral skills.

Language choice patterns
In the overall language choice patterns of Panjabi Hindus in Southall, a balanced position for
Panjabi and English can be observed, as can be seen in Table 6-38. Standard Hindi is chosen
less often than Panjabi and English.

Table 6-38 Overall patterns oflanguage choice (Saxena 1995: 191)

Panjabi Panjabi- Hindi Panjabi- Panjabi- Hindi- English
Hindi English Hindi- English

English
very sorne- very some- very some- very sorne- very some- very some- very some-
often times often times often times often times often times often times often times

35     6 9 0 10 4 4 0 3 0 2 0   37     0

Saxena also investigated differences in patterns of language choice for various domains of lan-
guage choice. In order to capture the general trends of language choice, the domains of lan-
guage behaviour that were identified in this study are 'religion,' 'family,' 'community,' 'em-
ployment,' and 'education' (p. 194). Table 6-39 shows that the use of Panjabi is dominant in
the family domain, Hindi in the religious domain, and English in the education and work do-
main. Both Panjabi and English are used in the community domain.
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Table 6-39 Languages used regularly by Panjabi Hindus by domain (Saxena 1995:  195)

Domains Panjabi Hindi English
Religion 32 58 16
Family 75 24      19

Community                      50               21                    52

Employment 45 19 70
Education 7      3      92

The position of Panjabi is much stronger in this community than in the community of the in-
formants of the investigation that was carried out in the framework of this dissertation.  In this
community, English has gained a strong position in many more domains than just the em-
ployment and education domain. Panjabi still has a very strong position in the family domain
of Saxena's Panjabi Hindu community in Southall, whereas English is the prominent language
in the family domain of the informants of the current investigation. The relatively strong posi-
tion of Standard Hindi in a number of domains in the current investigation, in comparison to
the position of Panjabi/Gujarati, is only visible in the religious domain in Saxena's research. It
looks like the informants of the current investigation have surrendered to the pressures ex-
erted by the dominant English society, on the hand, and the pressures exerted by the Standard
Hindi speaking South Asian community, on the other hand. Because of its large number, the
community of Panjabi Hindus in Southall has been able to withstand these pressures to some
degree. The pressure exerted by English on the community domain is visible, but Panjabi re-
mains the dominant language in the family domain.

Saxena also investigated the language choice patterns of various interlocutors in the
family domain. Table 6-40 shows percentage scores of the informants' reported choices of
Panjabi, Hindi and English with different interlocutors in the family domain. As is shown by
the percentage scores in the table, the informants' use of Panjabi is very high with parents and
grandparents. The use of Panjabi is relatively lower, and that of English is the highest, in inter-
actions with the respondents' own generation, i.e., siblings.

Table 6-40 Informants' reported choice of Panjabi, Hindi, and
English with different interlocutors in the family domain

(in percentages of all informants; Saxena 1995:  199)

Interlocutor Panjabi Hind English

Very Some- Very Some- Very Sorne-

often times often times often times

Grandfather              86             1            26             5             6             5
Grandmother           87             1            25             4            6             1
Father                               71                15                  17                   6                27                  8

Mother                    80           11            20             5           13            14
Spouse                81          5         36          4        11         13
Siblings 50 0 19 0 45 0
Relatives                  71             9            28             4           22            12

Saxena tried to explain these patterns of language choice in terms of obedience, language con-

trol, and accommodation. Convergence occurs in most of the cases towards the language use
of grandparents. According to Saxena, Hindi is used with those grandparents who believe in
the value of Hindi and who encourage the younger generations to use it.  It is generally grand-
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parents who claim that Hindi is their mother tongue. In the case ofspouses, there is a relation-
ship of equality and, most of the time, they speak the language in which they feel most at ease.
The mother is traditionally seen as having the main responsibility for passing on the Hindu cul-
ture to the next generation. The highest frequency of use of Panjabi is between children and
their mothers. Thefather is the main authoritarian figure in the home. He is traditionally seen
as the one who has the main responsibility for maintaining the link with the world outside the
home. Therefore, he is expected to pass on knowledge of the outside world to the next gen-
eration.  He is likely to have a better knowledge of English than the mother. The father is also
likely to spend more time outside the home than the mother. The higher reported use of Eng-
lish with fathers than with mothers can be interpreted in this context, as can the lower use of
Panjabi with fathers than with mothers. Saxena observed that, in general, fathers encouraged
their children to speak English. English is seen being necessary to satisfy material needs in Brit-
ain, whereas the use of Panjabi and, to a lesser degree, Hindi serve ideological needs. Fre-
quency of language use with relatives is reported to be highest in Panjabi, less in Hindi, and
least in English. According to Saxena, older relatives are the ones to bring outside pressures
into the home. Some relatives demand that parents exercise their responsibilities for maintain-
ing the traditions and languages of the home and the community. Others expect them to pre-
pare their children for the host society's world. They are the ones who see English as a sign of
progress and modernisation. However, the choice of Panjabi, Hindi and English is sometimes
made to accommodate to relatives' attitudes, as well as their command of these languages.
Relatives also try to accommodate themselves to the fact that children find it easy to speak
English. The relationship among siblings, like that between spouses, is characterised by equal-
ity. Siblings are not generally under great pressure to choose a particular language. Among
themselves, they may use whatever language they feel comfortable with. The use of English
(50%) is somewhat higher than that of Panjabi (45%) among siblings. There is some use of
Hindi as well. Most respondents in this category fall into the middle and younger age group
ranges. The middle age groups feel comfortable with both Panjabi and En0ish, and have a
good command of both languages. Saxena (1995:203) reported that the younger age groups
felt most comfortable when speaking English and that they used this language most frequently.
This is an indication that, even in Panjabi Hindu families in Southall, English holds a prominent
position in the language acquisition process of the youngest family members.

Saxena has argued that, in the community domain, the individuals' behaviour is under
more scrutiny and constrained by the wider community norms than in the family domain:

The more an individual takes on a behaviour which is suitable to him/herself but
which is deviant from the wider community norms, the more likely s/he will be in
conflict with others. Language use is one of the significant components of this behav-
iour. (Saxena 1995: 204)

Saxena reported on three role relationships in the community domain: personal friends,
neighbours and shopkeepers. According to him, these role relationships exert different de-
grees of control on the individual and assume varying degrees of formality. In Table 6-41, the
reported choice patterns for Panjabi, Standard Hindi, and English are presented. Standard
Hindi is used as often with these interlocutors as it is with interlocutors in the family domain.

English and Panjabi have swapped positions. English is used much more frequently with inter-
locutors in the community domain than with interlocutors in the family domain. The reverse
is true for Panjabi.
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Table 6-41 Informants' reported choices oflangue
with different interlocutors in the community domain

(in percentages of all informants; Saxena  1995:  206)

Interlocutor Panjabi Hindi English

Very Some- Very Some- Very Some-
often times often times often times

Friends                     48                9          27               8             55               6
Neighbours 59 6 20 5 42 7
Shopkeepers 43 9 17 6 58 2

l'here is one domain in which Standard Hindi is the most prominent language for Panjabi Hin-
dus in Southall: the religious domain. Saxena assumed that this domain demands the highest
degree of formality and control. He also argued that this is generally considered to be a do-
main in which maintenance of culture and language is the strongest. Saxena distinguished three
situations in this domain: the priest, praying silently and praying aloud. Table 6-42 shows that
Standard Hindi is clearly the most used language within the religious domain. Panjabi  is used
less often. English is the language used least in this domain. The priests in this domain are re-
ported to make almost exclusive use of Standard Hindi and Panjabi, excluding English from
their language choice patterns.

Table 6-42 Reported choice of language with different interlocutors
in the religious domain (in percentages of all informants; Saxena  1995:  209)

Interlocutor Panjabi Hind English

Very Some- Very Some- Very Some-
often times often times often times

Priest                        38               1            55              0              4             2

Pra»g
Silently 37 0 54 0     24      0

Aloud                       20              0 66 0      20      0

Saxena reported that 60 percent of the children, who were born and brought up in the UK,
said they could understand the priest's sermons in Hindi. 54 percent of these respondents
thought that Hindi should be used for the sermons because this is the language of their relig-

ion,  whereas 46 percent of them thought Hindi should not be used because they do not under-
stand it well.

It is clear that English is used almost exclusively in the educational domain, both with
teachers and students (Table 6-43). Saxena has argued that, in the case of student-student in-

teraction, there is an equal relationship, but that the formality of the situation demands the

linguistic and cultural behaviour of the dominant ideology. A reflection of this demand can be
observed in the overwhelmingly high use of English in this domain. According to Saxena, the
use of Panjabi and Hindi within this domain is generally associated with conflict and a chal-
lenge to the teacher's authority and the system he represents. In this context, Panjabi and/or
Hindi are clearly symbols of identity.
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Table 6-43 Informants' reported choices of language
with different interlocutors in the educational domain

(in percentages of all informants; Saxena 1995: 212)

Interlocutor Panjabi Hindi English

Very Some- Very Some- Very Sorne-
often times often times often times

Teacher           5        3       3         3       90         3

Student            8        0        3         0       95         0

Saxena correlated socio-psychological factors with patterns of language choice. Below, the
focus is on the association of language choice with reported mother tongue and with attitudes
towards cultural and linguistic maintenance. In Table 6-44, the total group of informants is
divided into sub-groups on the basis of reported mother tongue. For every group, the patterns
of language choice for Panjabi, Standard Hindi, and English are given. All of the sub-groups,
except for informants who regard English to be their mother tongue, reported using Panjabi
most frequently. The mother tongue speakers of English reported using English most. The
Panjabi group clearly chose Panjabi most frequently. The Hindi and Panjabi-Hindi sub-groups
reported a high frequency of use of Standard Hindi. All the groups reported a high frequency
ofuse of English.

Table 6-44 Informants' language choice by mother tongue
(in percentages of mother tongue groups; Saxena  1995: 215)

Mother tongue Panjabi Hindi English
Very Some- Very Sonne- Very Sorne-

often times often times often timeS

Panjabi                  64          6        12           3         36          6
Hindi                       49            5         45            7           35             3
English  24 12 17 2 58 12
Panjabi - Hindi            52             5          31             6           44            6

Saxena tested his informants' attitudes towards cultural and linguistic maintenance by means
of the following thesis:  'We can maintain the cultural identity of the communities even if we
cease to use the languages.'

Table 6-45 Informants' language choice by attitude towards cultural and linguistic
maintenance (in percentages of mother tongue groups; Saxena 1995: 216)

Attitude Panjabi Hindi English

Very Some- Very Sorne- Very Some-

often times often times often times

Agree            31          8        18          1         61          7
Disagree         61          5        22          3         39          4

Table 6-45 clearly demonstrates that the 'disagree' group appears to be more inclined to
maintain the use of the Panjabi and Hindi languages than the 'agree' group.
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Concluding remarks on Saxena's study
Panjabi, Hindi, and English constitute the main language repertoire of the community of Pan-
jabi Hindus in Southall. Panjabi has a more important position within this community than
Panjabi/Gujarati have in the community that is investigated in this dissertation. English has had
less of an effect on Saxena's community than it had on the community on which this disserta-

tion focuses. A notable difference can be observed, particularly for the home domain. Pan-
jabi/Gujarati have a less prominent position in the community under investigation than Pan-
jabi has in the Panjabi Hindu community in Southall. The findings reported by Saxena suggest
that the reported use of Panjabi is much higher than that of English in the family domain. The
use of Hindi is also slightly higher than English in this domain. According to Saxena, this sug-

gests that, even 30 to 40 years after the minority community's establishment in Britain, with
the third generation growing up at present, English has not encroached on the family domain
enough to threaten the minority languages.

For this community also, and particularly for the younger generations, we see a shift
towards English within the family domain. However, this shift is weaker than the shift taking
place within Hindu families in the UK that do not live in a concentration area of Hindus, as
was concluded from from the results of the current investigation. Panjabi Hindus in Southall
have a wider use for Panjabi in their community than the informants in the current investiga-
tion. It is reasonable to assume that Panjabi is the lingua franca within their community for
Panjabi Hindus in Southall. Standard Hindi and English have this function for the informants of
the current investigation. The prominent languages of Panjabi Hindus in Southall are Panjabi in
the family domain, Standard Hindi in the religious domain, and English in society at large.

According to Saxena (1995:221),  it can be argued that the Panjabi Hindu community
in Southall is characterised by a 'double overlapping diglossia' (cf. Fasold 1985:44-46): Hindi
is the High Variety and Panjabi the Low Variety at the community level; and English is the
High Variety and Panjabi and Hindi are the Low Varieties at the wider societal level.

With respect to language attitudes, Saxena (1995:156) remarked that Panjabi Hindus
in Southall have the most positive attitudes towards English, followed by Hindi, and they have
the least positive attitudes towards Panjabi. English and Hindi are considered equally prestig-
ious. According to Saxena, English has more of what Baker (1993:90) calls a 'utilitarian' value

for the informants, and Hindi is valued for 'affective' reasons. In this respect, the language

attitudes of Saxena's informants are not different from those of the Dutch and UK informants
under investigation.

6.3.8 Concluding remarks on the in-depth survey

The results of the data collection for this dissertation and those of Saxena's research show a
number ofsimilarities and some interesting differences.

The most remarkable similarity is the almost undisputed status of English within both
Saxena's tight community and the more loose Hindu community of the current investigation.
Many Hindus understand the importance of having a good command of English in order to be
successful in the UK. It is also clear that many Hindus, of whom the majority are not native
speakers of Standard Hindi, attach great importance to the learning of Standard Hindi. Al-
though the language might have strong rivals in either Panjabi or English, or both languages,

the connection of Standard Hindi with the Hindu religion and the Indian culture is hardly chal-
lenged by these other languages.

Although some interesting differences have been demonstrated between Saxena's

Southall community and the group of UK informants from the current investigation, the large
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majority of language users in both studies are dedicated to multilingualism as a matter of prin-
ciple. The actual patterns of language use, however, may vary for individual language users
and communities. The community of Panjabi Hindus in Southall considers Panjabi to be much
more useful than language users of more scattered communities do. For these other language

users, Standard Hindi serves as lingua franc:a within the Hindu or Indian/South Asian commu-
nity. In this sense, the Hindu community in the UK can be seen as a pragmatic group of lan-
guage users: if they see a use for a language, they will use it. This explains the embracement of
English by these communities, but also the relatively strong position still held by languages like
Standard Hindi and Panjabi.

6.4 Instruction ofHindi in the UK

6.4.1 British policy on the instruction of ethnic minority languages

After a review of the policies on education in the UK, Broeder & Extra (1999:88) concluded:
'In short, English education is predominantly education in English, and immigrant minority
groups themselves are made responsible for organising instruction in immigrant minority lan-
guages.' Their observation is not surprising, because the 1985 report entitled Educationfor All
(Swann Report,  1985) has been very influential. This report claimed that

The English language  is a central unifying factor in 'being English,'  and  is  the  key  to
participation on equal terms as a full member of this society.  (p.  385)

The report was also very clear on the status of the languages of'non-English speaking pupils':

It has been suggested that mother tongue provision can help to ameliorate the diffi-
ailties facing non-English speaking pupils entering school for the first time. It must
however be recognised...  that such provision  can  at best serve  only to delay rather
than overcome the trauma for these pupils of entering an English spealdng environ-

ment. (p. 407)

Only ten years before the Swann Report, a comparable report, known as the Bullock report
(1975: 294), stated that

We should see it [bilingualisml as an asset, as something to be nurtured, and one of
the agendes which should nurture it is the school. Certainly the school should adopt a
positive attitude to its pupils' bilingualism and wherever possible should help main-
tain and deepen their knowledge of their mother tongues.... bilingual pupils should
be encouraged to maintain their mother tongue throughout their sdlooling.

The Bullock Report was a reaction to language initiatives taken by the European Community
to promote the position of the national languages. The Bullock Report has, however, not been
very influential on British educational policies. In a highly critical evaluation of British policy
Verma, Corrigan & Firth (1995) conclude that 'while current State policy encourages respect
for linguistic and cultural diversity under the auspices of "equality of opportunity," it does not
encourage anything more than this.' Verma et al. tried to come up with an explanation for this
attitude. According to them educational policies in the UK are assimilationist by nature and
this is clearly articulated in the Swann Report (p. 321):
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The role of education cannot be, and cannot be expected to be, to reinforce the val-

ues, beliefs and cultural identity which each dad brings to school.

Verma a al. have argued that this kind of attitude has a very long history, as can be seen from
the derogation of the Celtic languages in previous centuries:

Englishmen must use English surnames, speak English and follow English customs,
under penalty of forfeiting their lands (Statutes of Kilkenny, 1366, cited in Bliss

1977: D

From henceforth no person or persons that use the Welsh speech or language shall
have or enjoy any manner of Office or  Fees . . . unless he or they  use and exercise the
speech or language of English (Henry VIII,  1536, Aas of-Incorporation ef IVales Mth Eng-

land, cited in Adler 1977:9).

I..1 the vulgar Inglishe toung be universalie plantit,  and the Irish language IScottish
Gaelicl,  whidi is one of the chief and principall causes of the continewance of barbari-
tie and indvilitie amongish the inhibitants of the Isles and Heylands, may be abolished
and removit (Scottish Statute of 1616, cited in Gregor 1980:341).

Broeder & Extra (1995:88) summarised the aims of the British official government policy
since the Swann Reports as follows:

-  to raise the performance level of all pupils and to remove the obstacles to higher
achievement which are common to all;

-  to give immigrant minority pupils the same opportunity as all others to profit from
what schools can offer them by meeting their particular educational needs, for exam-
ple, by promoting good practice in the teaching of English;

-   to preserve and transmit the national values in a way which accepts Britain's ethnic di-

versity and promotes tolerance and racial harmony.

However, Broeder & Extra remarked that any attention paid to languages spoken by immi-
grant minority groups in addition to, or instead of, English, almost exclusively serves an auxil-
iary educational objective: it serves to develop proficiency in English as a second language, in
order to enable immigrant minority children to partidpate in the National Curriculum suc-
cessfully. Although the British Government has stated that the ethno-cultural diversity of Brit-
ish society should be reflected in the school curriculum, in practice, this boils down to inter-
cultural projects, additional support provided in primary education by bilingual assistants or
teachers  in the classroom, and additional support in secondary education after the national

languages of the European Union have been served first.

As part of the National Curriculum, all children between tive and sixteen receive in-
struction in eleven subjects. The National Curriculum is divided into four phases relating to
the children's ages. It fully engages a pupil's school week. In phase 3, from age eleven, a mod-
ern foreign language is offered. Nineteen languages are considered to be modern foreign lan-
guages, including all the national languages from the European Union and five South Asian
languages. Hindi is one of these South Asian languages.
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Verma et al.  (1995) have argued that the inclusion of ethnic minority languages in the
National Curriculum in this manner can be regarded as 'planning for non-preservation' of
these languages:

The decision of the National Curriculum language planners to accept the Swann Re-
port's recommendation to include ethnic minority languages in the Modern Foreign
Language curriculum for secondary schools demonstrates their objective unequivo-
cally - namely, to let the process of attrition and decay affect the heritage languages in
the early formative years of the child's primary school education and socialisation.
Thus, by the time they embark on secondary education, this planning aim will have
achieved to the extent that some minority children are demotivated altogether from
opting for their heritage language for GCSE while the others are convinced that their
heritage language has, after all, become a foreign language. Languages such as Pan-
jabi, Bengali and Urdu, then do not feature in the secondary curriculum as a conse-
quence of any desire to fulfil socio-psychological educational needs; rather they are
offered on a par with subjects such as French and German,  as if they were new to t:he
student.

Educational facilities to promote racial equality in education are funded mainly by special sub-
si(lies. A ministerial guideline, known as Section   11   of  the 1966 Local Government  Act  has
played a key role here. This guideline allows an earmarked budget to be allocated to local au-
thorities, who are to take special measures if a community includes persons belonging to im-
migrant minority groups whose language or customs differ from those of the rest of the com-
munity (Mackinnon, Statham and Hales 1995). Until 1990, these facilities could  be  used  for
mother tongue instruction in ethnic minority languages, but this is no longer the case.

6.4.2 The teaching ofHindi in the UK
In general, the status of Hindi in the educational system in the UK is remarkably different
from its status in the Netherlands. In primary schools, the teaching of Hindi can be considered
a taboo. Also, there are no primary schools based on Hindu principles in the UK. However,
Hindi is included   in   the   curriculum for secondary education, together   with 18 other   lan-
guages, including the national languages of European Union countries and four other South
Asian languages. Schools for secondary education are allowed to provide instruction in Hindi
and pupils can take official exams at a national level. However, there are hardly any schools at
which Hindi is taught. In the Netherlands, the situation is exactly the opposite. There are
plenty of Hindi classes organised by national and local Hindi organisations, but there is no such
thing as an officially recognised national exam for Hindi.

During the nineties, Hindi was only taught at one school for secondary education in
the UK, in Southall. As a result of this, only a very small number of pupils took part in the
Hindi exams. As a consequence, the Hindi exam was withdrawn from the national exams in
1997.

No organisation at the national level in the UK has taken responsibility for the stimula-
tion and co-ordination of activities such as the holding of Hindu meetings and the teaching of
Hindi in local schools. Furthermore, there is no instruction in Hindi available on a large scale
in the UK. Only in a few major cities, like London, Nottingham, and Bradford, have classes
been set up through local initiatives. There is no national platform for Hindi education and
contacts between the various local Hindi classes are sporadic.
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There is no official, structural support provided by the (national) government for the
instruction of Hindi. Local educational authorities have been made responsible for the teaching

of minority languages. This decentralisation of authority has led to great discrepancies in policy
between the various cities. In Bradford, for example, Hindi classes are supported through the
provision of financial compensation for teaching materials and through the payment of teach-

ers. However, the Hindi classes that are organised at a Hindu community centre in Tooting

(London) receive no financial compensation at all; these classes are run by volunteers and they
are fully dependent on the (financial) support of the pupils' parents and the local Hindu com-

munity.
It is obvious that, in the UK, like in the Netherlands, the current policies on the teach-

ing of minority languages do not lend substantial support to the status an(1 maintenance of
Hindi. The teaching of Hindi is highly dependent on the dedication of volunteers from the
Hindu community and on the mercy of local authorities.

6.4.3    A report on three Hindi schools in the UK

During a research stay in the UK, regular visits were made to Hindi classes in Bradford, Not-
tingham, and Tooting (London). Below, the teaching practices at these three Hindi schools are

reported on. Apart from Hindi schools in Southall (London) and Leicester, there do not ap-
pear to be any other Hindi schools in the UK. It should be noted that it was not easy to lind
information on local Hindi schools, because of the lack of a national organisation for the teach-

ing of Hindi in the UK.

Hindi classes at the Hindi Cultural Society, Bradford, Leeds Rd
The Hindi classes in Bradford are held at the Hindu Culture Sodety, a spacious building with a
number of large rooms.  In one of these rooms, which can also be used for the staging of plays

and social gatherings, the Hindi classes are held. There are also a temple and cooking facilities
in the building. Hindi classes are held on Sunday afternoons, between 4 and 6 o'clock. After
the classes, a pudha is held in the temple.

There are three classes, which are led by three female teachers. A total number of 45
pupils come to the Hindi classes. About 18 pupils take part in each of the two lowest classes.

The highest class consists of 10 pupils.
In comparison to facilities available at regular schools, the room is not very suitable for

the teaching of Hindi, but the teachers make the best of it. Provisional blackboards and audio

facilities (tape recorders and headphones) are available. The room is quite noisy. The youngest

pupils, in particular, make a lot of noise sometimes.
In interactions between teachers and pupils, a lot of Panjabi is used. In the most ad-

vanced class, English is also used, but, in general, Panjabi is the language of instruction. The
Hindi classes start and finish with the singing of Hindi songs.

Hindi is taught in a playful manner in Class I. The pupils listen to the teacher, who tells
simple stories or organised small plays in which the older pupils have an active role. The pupils

also sing Hindi songs and practice of the Hindi alphabet. Incidentally, the oldest pupils in this
class make use of the first book of the Hindi Made Easy series. At the end of the class, the teach-

ers ask the pupils simple questions, for example, on the names of the days of the week or the
name ofcolours in Hindi.

In Class H, pupils work with books of the Hindi Made Easy series individually or in
groups. Group conversations are also held, in which the lexicon of the pupils is examined and
extended.
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The pupils in Class III are being prepared for GSCE or A-level exams. Some pupils still
make use of the books of the Hindi Made Eay series, but the Hindi GCSE handbook is used
most of the time. The pupils in this class work in pairs. The pupils who take A-level exams
stucly Hindi poems. In general, the pupils work on exercises independently, but they get in-
structions or further exercises incidentally. Sometimes the teacher tests the oral proficiencies
of the pupils in group conversations. In Class III, there is also a 'white' learner of Hindi. She
works independently and she uses a method that is different from the method used by other
learners. Every week all pupils in this class get home assignments. These are mainly exercises
taken from exams of the past years.

As far as materials are concerned, the pupils in Class II and III make use of the Hindi
Made Ea€y series and the Hindi GCSE handbook. No books are available for the instruction of
pupils who want to take A-level exams. In all classes, teachers make incidental use of materials
developed by themselves. These may be drawings to help extend the lexicon of the youngest
learners, or specific explanations of Hindi grammar or pronunciation for the older learners.

The Hindi GSCE exams consist ofthree parts:

1.    Composition: the pupils have to write two compositions of about 150 words in Hindi.
2.     Translation: the pupils  have to translate three  or four short pieces  of text from English  to

Hindi and vice versa.
3. Reading Comprehension: the pupils should answer about ten questions on one or two

short stories. Their answers should be in Hindi.

Pupils are not allowed to use dictionaries during the GCSE exams.
Two of the three teachers at the Hindi schools in Bradford are teachers at regular pri-

mary schools. There is no opportunity for them to receive a certificate in the teaching of mi-
nority languages or Hindi in the UK. Two of them, however, took part in an in-service train-
ing (INSET) course in the teaching of Hindi at the University of York.

The municipality supports the Bradford Hindi classes by means of a small subsidy for
materials and payment of the teachers.

Hindi classes in Nottingham at Elms Primary School, Cramner Street
The Hindi classes in Nottingham take place  at a regular primary school, Elms Primary School.
Classes are organised on Saturdays between 10 o'clock and 1 p.m. During these hours, the
teaching of Hindi is combined with Hindu dancing (for girls) and drumming  (for  boys).   Ac-
cording  to  the head teacher  of the Hindi classes in Nottingham, the emphasis  on the transmis-
sion of Hindu culture is underlined by the bundling of these activities.

All except the oldest pupils leave their Hindi classes once or twice during lesson time
to attend the dancing or drumming classes. A primary school is suitable for combining these
activities, because the Hindi classes can be held in regular classrooms, and the teachers can
make use of the gymnasium for the dancing and drumming classes. The only disadvantage of
using the facilities of the primary school is that tables and chairs and the learning environment
are not very suitable for the group of oldest pupils, most of whom already attend secondary
education.

There are five Hindi classes at this Hindi school. Each class has its own classroom.  In
general, pupils of 4 and 5 years of age are in Class I; those who are 6 and 7 years old, in Class
II; pupils of 8 and 9 years old are in Class III; those who are  10 and  11 are in Class IV, and all
pupils of 12 and older are in Class V. However, this is not true for all pupils. Because of dif-
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ferences in experiences with Hindi and the presence of pupils who have started learning  Hindi
at a later age, not all pupils in each class fall within the spec:ifled age range.  One of the young-
est learners in Class I already has a reasonable command of Hindi, learned from her grand-
mother, who lives with her family. She will move to Class II shortly.

The five teachers are all women. They take the teaching of Hindi very seriously. This
is also true for the pupils, particularly those who are preparing for the Hindi exams. Even the

youngest pupils are very motivated to learn Hindi.
The first Hindi classes at this school were organised in 1972. The school has been very

successful in preparing the pupils for their GCSE- or A-level exams. In 1996, no less than ten
pupils took their A-level exams. In Classes I and II, there are pupils whose parents also at-
tended these Hindi classes.

It is surprising to see that so many of their own materials are used by the teachers.
Some older materials that are in use come from the Mother Tongue Project, a project in
which teachers developed materials under the guidance of university teachers during the eight-
ies. Both teachers and pupils seem to be happy with the materials, although the print quality
and the current state of the materials are far from optimal. Hardly any materials from India or
materials developed by others in the UK are used. The teachers indicate that it is much easier

for them to adapt the materials to the specific circumstances and levels of the pupils when they
use their own materials.

There are more than 25 pupils in Class 1.  Most of the time, the pupils work independ-
ently on the mastering of the Hindi alphabet. If pupils have finished a particular exercise, they
are allowed to make a drawing that, in general, is related to the topic of the exercise. In group
conversations, the pupils learn the names of colours or days of the week or they sing nursery

rhymes.
The pupils work on the alphabet in a drill-like manner.  They work on the writing of

four letters for long periods until their mastery of these four letters is sufficient. They also get
home assignments. Whether or not the pupils complete these home assignments depends on
how strongly their parents motivate them to do so and their parents' knowledge of Hindi.

The teacher in Class I has a global plan of work, however, because of the individual
differences between the pupils in her class,  it is very hard for her to stick to this plan of work.
Not all pupils (or their parents) are very dedicated to the Hindi classes. Occasionally, it hap-
pens that pupils do not attend the classes for a number of weeks.

Almost all conversations between the teacher and her pupils (and pupils among them-

selves)  are in English.  The home language of the majority of the pupils, Panjabi, is hardly ever
used during the Hindi classes. The teacher indicates that she does not discourage her pupils
from speaking Panjabi, but she thinks that the use of Panjabi could lead to confusion, because

of the similarities and differences between Panjabi and Hindi. The fact that English is used
most of the time does not seem to cause any problems for pupils.

Despite the young age of the pupils in Class I, it is relatively quiet in the classroom.
Although there are always pupils moving around and not all pupils pay attention to the teacher

all of the time, it is remarkable to observe that the majority of pupils are very much dedicated
to the learning of Hindi. At the beginning of the class, and one or two times during the class,
the teacher makes clear to the pupils that it is important to work Seriously.

The pupils in Class H also take the learning of Hindi very seriously. At the beginning of
the class, there is a group conversation in which pupils talk in English. The teacher gives trans-
lates words or sentences to Hindi. After that, the pupils read simple stories from the booklets
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of the Mother Tongue Project. They also use materials developed by the teacher to practise
writing the names of the days of the week, the names ofthe months, etc.

In Class 111, the pupils use booklets with more complex stories from the Mother
Tongue Project. Most of the time, the pupils read the booklets in pairs and answer questions
on the contents of the stories. The booklets of the Mother Tongue Project form a series of
increasing difficulty. The teacher questions pupils in group conversations. It is remarkable to
see that no grammar books or exercises are used in this class, although it would be appropriate
to do so with pupils of this age. Grammar is dealt with in an ad hoc fashion.

In  Class IK the instruction in Hindi consists  of the reading of booklets from the Mother
Tongue Project or storybooks from India. No grammar books are used. The pupils must an-
swer questions, in groups or individually, concerning the stories from the books. Questions
are posed both orally and in written form.

The pupils in Class  F are being prepared for the Hindi exams. They complete exercises
from old exam papers and read poems of Indian poets. The A-level exam consists of two
parts: 1. Translation of three texts from Hindi to English or vice versa;  and  2. A composition
task in which the pupils should write a critical essay on the poems of a number of selected
poets and other texts. No grammar books are used. The teacher of this class says that 'Gram-
mar is commented on as we go on" After finishing the A-levels, the pupils will quit Hindi
classes.

The majority of the materials that are used in this school were developed by tlie teach-
ers themselves, during the early eighties, as part of the Mother Tongue Project. The teachers
were supported by a number of professional (university) teachers of Hindi. The booklets of
the Mother Tongue Project consist mainly of short stories that pay attention to particular ele-
ments of the Hindi language.  It is remarkable that,  with the exception of some reading books
and old exams, these materials, which are more than 15 years old, are the only written mate-
rials that are in use in these Hindi classes. The teachers indicate that they are not happy with
materials from India or materials developed by others in the UK.

Three of the five teachers at the Hindi school in Nottingham are teachers at regular
primary schools. Two of the teachers took part in an in-service training (INSET) course in the
teaching of Hindi.

The Nottingham Hindi classes do not get any financial support from the municipality.
These classes can, however, be held at a regular primary school without charge.

Hindi classes at the Hindu Society in Tooting (London)
The Hindi classes in Tooting are held in a large all-purpose room at the Hindu Society. This
room is also in use for pudhas, weddings, plays, etc. The circumstances under which the teach-
ing of Hindi takes place are comparable to those at the Hindi school in Bradford. There are
four classes of Hindi learners. Tables, chairs, and a blackboard on a stand are installed for
every class. The blackboards are used frequently during the Hindi classes. A strildng aspect of
these classes, is that a fully-fledged Hindi method that was developed by one of the teachers is
used. The learning process in these Hindi classes comes across as being very organised, proba-
bly due to the use of this method. The Hindi classes in Tooting are the only classes in which
adults participate. All adults take part in the classes of the most advanced students.

Classes start with a group conversation with the pupils of all three classes. The topics
of conversation are current affairs  that are relevant to Hindi or Hinduism. The languages  of
conversation are a mixture of Hindi, Panjabi, and English. There are four classes of Hindi
learners at the Tooting Hindi school. Classes I and II are preparatory. Pupils in Class III are
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prepared  for  the  GCSE exam. Pupils in Class  IV  will take A-level exams shortly. Classes  I,  H,

and III attend classes between  10.45 and one o'clock. After these classes, the pupils of Class IV

come to the Hindu society. They have read Hindi texts as a preparation for the exams. The
head teacher discusses these texts with the students.

The method that is used was developed by the head teacher, based on his experience
of teaching Hindi for fifteen years. Four books and six audiocassettes are used. Although the
head teacher publishes the materials himself, they look very professional. This is the only ma-
terial that we came across at Hindi classes in the UK and the Netherlands that can compare
with the professional materials used for the teaching of English and Dutch. The materials are
tailored to the needs of young Hindi learners in the UK: they are mainly bilingual (Eng-
lish/Hindi) and use examples that are relevant to pupils in the UK. The non-existence of co-
operation between Hindi schools in the UK is clear from the fact that teachers in neither Brad-
ford nor Nottingham were aware of the existence of these materials.

The outline of the method is as follows.  Book  I deals with the Hindi alphabet. Devana-

gari letters are described and explained by means of pictures. In Book H, easy words and sen-
tences in Hindi are introduced. Book III deals with Hindi grammar. Book IV contains stories,
general texts, letters, etc. for advanced learners. The audiocassettes contain a spoken version,
in both Hindi and English, of the contents of the books. This method is very useful for the
streamlining of the Hindi classes. Class  I uses Book I, Class II uses Book II, and HI and pupils in
Class HI use Book IV. Pupils in Class IV also read Hindi texts and poems.

One of the teachers at the Tooting Hindi school is a teacher of English as a second lan-

guage. The head teacher, who developed the Hindi method, is a civil engineer. He was the
only male teacher at the three Hindi schools that were visited in the UK. The Tooting Hindi
school does not receive any support from the municipality.

6.4.4     Conclusions on the instruction of Hindi in the UK

There are at least four circumstances that can be considered opposing factors to the teaching of
Hindi in the UK. First, national policies on education are, to say the least, not very supportive
of ethnic minority languages. Although the Hindi language is part of the National Curriculum,
it is not taught in many schools. Second, local educational authorities have not given much
support to the local initiatives of Hindus who teach Hindi in private schools. Support ranges
from none at all to small subsidies for materials and payment for the teachers. Third, both at a
global and local level, Hindi speakers and learners are scattered in cities and regions around
the UK. The example of Hindus in Southall shows the impact which a concentration of speak-

ers can have on actual patterns of language use. Fourth, the lack of a national organisation for
the teaching of Hindi makes it difficult for individual Hindi schools to raise the standards of
their teaching or to reach out to more Hindi learners or learners in other areas.

Only small groups of individuals have made the effort of organising classes in Hindi.
Although there are no statistics available on the actual number of Hindi learners throughout
the past decades, it looks like this number is stable, with low levels of participation from
members of Hindu communities in the UK.

6.5     Summary and concluding remarks

The maintenance of community languages of Hindus in the UK is clearly difficult, owing to a
number of factors. One factor is the low overall concentration of Hindus in the UK. This
group of language users is not only scattered across the country, but, in most cases, they are
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also dispersed over different areas and neighbourhoods of the major cities.  The data from Sax-
ena (1995) shows that the level of concentration of speakers has an effect on the use and main-
tenance of community languages. A second, yet not less important, factor that influences the
maintenance of Hindu community languages concerns the intergenerational shift that is taking
place within the community. This pattern of language shift can be observed particularly within
the home domain of Hindu families. Educational policies clearly have an effect on the status of
community languages, particularly among the group of adolescents.  On the one hand, educa-
tional policies are not particularly supportive of instruction in the language. On the other
hand, these policies clearly favour the promotion of English. The results of these factors were
demonstrated by the marked drop in actual language use and preference of community lan-
guages among Hindu adolescents in comparison to the language use patterns of primary school
children.

The positions of Panjabi and Gujarati in the UK, which should be considered the heri-
tage languages of the majority of the UK informants, is comparable to the position of Sarnami
Hindi in the Netherlands. These three languages seem to be undermined by, on the one hand,
Dutch or English and, on the other hand, Standard Hindi, which holds a strong position within
the Hindu communities in both countries. The strong positive attitudes of Hindus in the Neth-
erlands and the UK towards these languages are the driving forces behind the marginalisation
of Sarnami Hindi and Panjabi/Gujarati.
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7.1 Introduction

In the previous chapters, descriptions of two language communities, the Hindu language users
in the Netherlands and the UK, were presented. In this chapter, the focus will be on the vital-
ity of the languages used within these communities and on processes of language shift taking
place within these communities. The data that were collected as part of the inventories on
which we reported in the previous chapters are used to test the framework for language-
ecological description and intergenerational language shift that was presented in Chapter 3.

As an introduction, a global comparison is made between the two language communi-
ties under investigation, based on the outcomes presented in Chapters 5 and 6. Our calc:ula-
tion of language vitality index scores for the set of languages in the repertoire of the Hindu
community and for sub-groups of informants is then presented. These scores form the input
for the analyses of language shift and determinants of language shift.

7.2 The language use oftwo Hindu communities: A comparison of
outcomes for the Netherlands and the UK

When a comparison is made between the language use patterns of the Hindu communities in
the Netherlands and the UK, based on the outcomes presented in the previous chapters, we
notice, first of all, that the differences are fewer than the similarities. The influence of the
dominant languages of society (Dutch in the Netherlands and English in the UK) on the tradi-
tional languages of these communities is clearly visible and strong. The language use patterns
of the younger generations of Hindus show a particularly strong shift towards the dominant
languages of society. The differences in language use patterns between the Netherlands and the
UK are subtle, but can be observed without complications.

In general, the influence of English on young Hindi speakers in the UK tends to be
stronger than the influence of Dutch on the same age group in the Netherlands. Two observa-
tions can be put forward to illustrate this contrast. The first observation comes from the
youngest group of informants in the current investigation: Hindus at the age of approximately
six years. From the data collection in the UK, it became clear that the informants from this
sub-group used English almost exclusively. For the Dutch informants in the same age group,
the dominant language of their society, Dutch, also played an important role in their language
repertoire, but the data showed that Sarnami Hindi was also present in the language use pat-
terns of these children. At the end of primary school, the sharp contrast between these two
groups has softened to a great extent: Hindu community languages have also gained status in
the  language use patterns of primary school children  in  the  UK. The position of these  lan-
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guages is comparable to the position of Sarnami and Standard Hindi in the language use pat-
terns of the sample of Dutch Hindustani primary school children.

The second illustration comes from the group of adolescents. If we look at both the
general language use patterns of this group and the more specific domains of language choice,
we notice that- almost without exception- English is more prominent in the language use

patterns of the UK informants than is Dutch in the language patterns of a similar group of
Dutch informants. It should also be noted that the same is true, again almost without excep-
tion, for the adult informants.

The clearest and most remarkable context difference can be observed when a com-
parison is made between the teaching of Hindi in the UK and the Netherlands. Whereas Hindi
schools in the Netherlands flourish and a great number of pupils go to Hindi classes all over the
country, the number of Hindi classes in the UK can only be described as being very low. This
contrast is very surprising. A number of factors should be considered beneficial to the estab-
lishment of such classes in the UK. Firstly, the number of native speakers of Standard Hindi is
much higher in the UK than it is in tile Netherlands. The informants in the current investiga-
t:ion reported that Hindi is spoken in 95 percent of the Hindu families in the UK, whereas, in
the Netherlands, it is only spoken in 36 percent of Hindu families. Secondly, the contacts be-
tween Hindus in the UK and people in India clearly outnumber the contacts that Hindustanis
in the Netherlands have with speakers of Hindi outside of the Netherlands. Thirdly, within the
greater South East Asian community in the UK, Hindi acts as a lingua franca. Both the support
from such an encompassing community and the position of Standard Hindi as a lingua franca is

lacking in the Netherlands.
Those advantages, however, have not led to high numbers of pupils taking Hindi

classes in the UK. Two clearly negative factors in the UK exert an influence on the presence of
Hindi classes in the UK.  In the first place, there is a lower concentration of Hindus in the UK
than there is in the Netherlands. This factor makes it more dimcult for the teaching of Hindi in
the UK to gain momentum.  It is not surprising that there is an absence of contact between the
few existing schools, given the great distances between these schools. A second important
factor relates to the differences in language policies between the Netherlands and the UK,
particularly policies on the instruction of ethnic minority languages. Traditionally, language
policies in the UK can be characterised as mainly 'English only' policies. In the Netherlands,
provisions have been made for the instruction of ethnic minority languages, although, until
1998, Hindi was excluded from the national government's scheme to support such languages.

However, local authorities have supported the teaching of Hindi. The overall political and
cultural situation in the Netherlands appears to have been more supportive to the teaching of
community languages than has been the case in the UK.

There is not a sin0e language that can be considered the language of the Hindu com-
munities in the Netherlands and the UK. In the Dutch data, a competition can be observed
between Sarnami and Standard Hindi. The situation in the UK is even more complicated, be-
cause of the fact that three heritage languages are currently in use within the Hindu commu-
nity: Panjabi, Gujarati, and Standard Hindi. Needless to say, Dutch and English benefit from
this division and are becoming strong competitors for the heritage languages of Hindu com-
munities in the Netherlands and the UK.

In the next section, the outcomes of the language surveys among Hindu language users in the
Netherlands and the UK are evaluated, compared and interpreted on the basis of the concept
of language vitality indices.
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7.3 Language vitality index

Broeder & Extra (1999:69) introduced the concept of the language vitality index, an instrument
which can be employed for the measurement and comparison of the vitality of community
languages within and between different groups of (community) language users. This index is
based on five dimensions of language use. The original definitions of these dimensions, as 0ven
by Broeder & Extra, are for use within the framework of language surveys in which primary
school children take part. The operationalisation of these five dimensions of language vitality
are an adaptation of these definitions:

- language competition: the language does not compete with other languages in the family
domain of a group of language users, apart from the dominant language of society;

- language proficiency: the language is understood by these language users;
- language choice: the language is used o#en or alwap with the mother (for children and

adolescents) or with thepanner (for adults);
- language dominance: the language is spokenbest by the language users;
- language preference: the language is likedmost by the language users.

For all dimensions of language use in the vitality index, those contexts or interlocutors are
included that can be considered most favourable to the evaluation of the community language
under consideration.  This can be illustrated by the dimension of language choice:  it is an often
documented phenomenon that, in the family domain, the mother can be considered the gate-
keeper of the use of community languages, to a larger extent than the father. This phenome-
non can also be illustrated by examples from the study. Below,  the five dimensions of language

use, as used in Broeder & Extra's language vitality index, are discussed in more detail and
some critical remarks are made on their operationalisation of these dimensions.

As an operationalisation of the dimension of language competition, Broeder & Extra
consider any language other than the dominant language of society a competitor for the posi-
tion of the language under consideration. However, in the case of Sarnarni Hindi and Standard
Hindi within the Hindustani community in the Netherlands, it is not clear whether these lan-
guages should be considered competitors or co-operators in their relationship to the position
of Dutch in the family domain. Below, analyses are presented in which these languages are

considered, on the one hand, competitors and, on the other hand, co-operators. Separate vi-
tality analyses are presented for Sarnami Hindi and Standard Hindi, thus regarding them as
competitors. However, analyses are also carried out in which the vitality scores for the two
languages are taken together.

It should be noted that, in their calculation of vitality scores for eleven language com-
munities in the Netherlands, Broeder and Extra (1999: 70) considered Sarnami and Standard
Hindi together. This was, however, done for reasons of a practical nature. In their general
purpose questionnaire, the two languages were mentioned as a single entry reading

'Hind(ustan)i.' Since the current investigation deals exclusively with the languages of Hindus
in the Netherlands and the UK, we have aimed at distinguishing between the two languages
from the beginning.

In terms of language competition,  it is surprising that Broeder & Extra do not include
the dominant language of society as a competitor to the position of community languages.  In
the large majority of cases, the dominant language of society should be regarded as the ulti-
mate and supreme competitor to community languages.  In  the  case  of the communities of
informants in the current investigation, Dutch or English have already replaced the commu-
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nity languages or have minimised the position of these languages in some families. For exam-
ple, in Table 7-1, the percentages of Hindustani families are presented in which Dutch en-
counters no competition or only marginal competition from other languages. It is clear that,
particularly in families with young children, Dutch should be regarded the main competitor
for the Hindustani community languages. In the calculations of language competition below,
the consequences of taking these observations into consideration are shown.

Table 7-1 Families in which Dutch has no competition from
community languages (in % for sub-groups NL1 -NL7)

Sub-group %
NL1                  67
NL2                  69
NL3                  70
NL4                  28
NLS                  18
NL6                  22
NL7                  16

In the operationalisation of the dimension of language proficiency, those language users are
included who reported having a fairly good or good understanding of the language under con-
sideration. Language users who reported having only a slight proficiency in the language are
excluded.

The dimension of language choice reports on those language users who use the lan-
guage under consideration regularly with their mother (for children and adolescents) or their
partner (for adults). This is the only dimension in which the concept is operationalised differ-
ently for various sub-groups of informants. However, the reference speakers used in the op-
erationalisation of this dimension can be considered the same gpe of language users. The con-
cept of intergenerational language shift, a central issue in this thesis, is nicely knit into this
dimension by making the concept of language choice operational in this manner.

The dimension of language dominance can be considered a derivative of the dimension
of language proficiency. However, language dominance ranks the reported language profi-
ciency in relation to all other languages in the repertoire of the language user, including profi-
ciency in the dominant language of society. The dimension of language proficiency gives,

therefore, an absolute evaluation of the language proficiency of the language user. Those lan-

guage users who reported speaking the language best, were included in the index score for this
dimension.

The same procedure is applied to the dimension of language preference. In this case,
informants did not report on the language spoken best by them but on the language that was
liked most by them. This dimension reported also on the relative position a language had

within the overall repertoire of the language user. The weight of the dominant language of

society was, therefore, included in this dimension.
It should be noted that the resulting language vitality index is arbitrary, in the sense

that the five chosen dimensions, with their given operationalisations, are weighed equally.

However, the index can be considered more accurate than single dimension scales, since vari-
ous dimensions of language use were included in the calculation of the index.

Below, the language vitality index scores are presented for the 10 groups of infor-
mants: NLI through NL7 and UKl through UK3. Language vitality index scores are also cal-
culated from the results of Saxena's research among Panjabi Hindus in Southall. This sub-
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group of informants is referred to as UK4. The same exercise was done for the group of
Hindustani language users in Surinam, which is coded as 'SU' below. In the data collection in
Surinam, no clear distinction was made between Sarnami and Standard Hindi. We will, there-
fore, inclucle the vitality scores of the Surinamese sample in the table which features combined

vitality scores for Sarnami and Standard Hindi (see Table 7-4 below).
For the Dutch sub-groups, vitality scores are presented for Sarnami and Standard

Hindi. For the sub-group of British Hindus, vitality indices are presented for Panjabi/Gujarati
and Standard Hindi. In the calculation of the dimension of language competition, the original
operationalisation by Broeder & Extra is used: the dominant language of society is not consid-
ered to be a competitor for the languages under consideration.

Table 7-2 1.anguage vitality scores for Sarnami Hindi (in % for sub-groups NLI-NL'7)

Sub- Language Language Language Language Language Lanfluage

group competition proficieng choice dominance preference vitality

NL1                      65                  82                 28                   19                 29                 45
NL2                      21                  85                 16                   10                 19                 30
NL3                                 60                           70                         21                             14                            6                         34

NL4           81         89         18          10         12         43

NLS 100         92         27          17         17         51

NL6                     70                  98                 52                   21                 23                 54
NL7                     91                  97                 56                   32                 44                 64

In  Table  7-2, the language vitality index scores for Sarnami Hindi  for the seven groups  of in-
formants are presented. On average, older informants show higher levels of vitality than
younger informants. The vitality of Sarnami Hindi among the adult informants in sub-groups
NL6 and NL7 is the highest. Among the sub-groups of primary school children (NI.1 through
NL3), the highest level of language vitality for Sarnami Hindi can be found among the pupils
who attend primary schools based on Hindu principles (NLl). When the vitality scores are
compared for groups in concentration areas versus non-concentration areas  (i.e.,  NL2  vs.
NL3; NL4 vs. NLS; NL6 vs. NL7), the vitality of Sarnami Hindi among speakers in non-
concentration areas is higher than among speakers in concentration areas. At first, this may
come as a surprise, but when we look at the vit:ality indices for Standard Hindi below, at least
part of the mystery is solved. It is in concentration areas, in particular, that Sarnami Hindi is
confronted with competition from Standard Hindi. This is another observation that points
towards the need to rethink the concept of language competition.

Table 7-3 Language vitality scores for Standard Hindi (in % for sub-groups NL1 -NL'7)

Sub- 12nguage Language Language Language Language Language

group competition profidency choice dominance preference vitality

NL1                        2                  14                3                  3                   6                6
NLZ                       0                  11                 2                  1                    2                3
NL3                       0                  10                 1                  1                    3                3
NL4                       8                  56                8                  3                   4              16
NLS           0        67        0         0         4       14
NI.6                       8                  83                 3                13                  15              24
NL7           0        80        4         2         9       19
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In Table 7-3, language vitality index scores for Standard Hindi for the seven groups of infor-
mants are presented. On average, the vitality scores of Standard Hindi tend to be considerably
higher in concentration areas of Hindustanis. It should be noted that, for all sub-groups of in-

formants, the vitality scores for Standard Hindi are much lower than the scores for Sarnami

Hindi. The highest vitality score for Standard Hindi (24 for Hindustani adults in concentration

areas; NL6) does not even reach the lowest level of vitality for Sarnami Hindi (30 for Hindu-
st:ani pupils who do not attend primary schools based on Hindu principles in concentration

areas; NL2). Among the sub-groups of primary school children (NLl through NL3), the high-
est level of language vitality for Standard Hindi can, again, be found among the pupils who
attend primary schools based on Hindu principles (NLl). However, even among this group,
Standard Hindi  has  a  very low level of vitality (the actual vitality score  is  6).   As  was  the  case
with Sarnami Hindi, older informants showed higher levels of vitality than younger infor-
mants: the vitality of Standard Hindi among the adult informants in the sub-groups NL6 and
NL7 is the highest. It should, however, be noted that it was only on the dimension of language

proficiency that adult and adolescent informants reported fairly high vitality scores.

In Table 7-2 and Table 7-3, Sarnami Hindi and Standard Hindi were treated as com-
petitors. What vitality patterns will emerge for the sub-groups of informants when Sarnami

Hindi and Standard Hindi are not considered to be competitors? In Table 7-4, the overall vital-
ity indices are presented for Sarnami Hindi and Standard Hindi together.

Table 7-4 Language vitality scores for Sarnami and Standard
Hindi together (in % for sub-groups NL1 -NL7 and SU)

Sub- 1.anguage Language Language Language Language Language

group competition profidency choice dominance preference vitalky

NLI                    88                  85               30                 20                 31               51
NL2                                 92                               87                         17                             11                             20                        45

NL3                    83                  73               23                 15                 10              41
NL4           98          79        25          13          16        47

NLS 100          92         27          17          21        51

NL6 100          98        55          34          38        65

NL7 100          93        61 33 52        68

SU            94          92        57         45         51        68

From the scores for the sub-groups of adolescents and adults (NL4 through NL7), it is clear

that the overall vitality of both languages is lower in concentration areas (NL4 and NL6) than
it is in non-concentration areas (NLS and NL'7). As was shown in Table 7-2, the vitality of
Sarnami Hindi in concentration areas is weakened by Standard Hindi. However, the overall

vitality score of both community languages in concentration areas is not fully compensated for
by Standard Hindi. It can be argued that Hindustanis in non-concentration areas generally 'bet
on one horse': Sarnami Hindi. Hindustanis in concentration areas bet on two horses: Sarnami

and Standard Hindi. This second strategy clearly strengthens the position of Standard Hindi in
concentration areas, but the overall position of Sarnami and Standard Hindi is weakened by
this approach. Among the sub-group of primary school children (NLl through NL3), the
highest level of language vitality for both community languages can be found among the pupils
who attend primary schools based on Hindu principles (NLI).I'his level is comparable to the

highest level of vitality among adolescents.
The language vitality score for the group of Surinamese informants (SU) reaches the

level of the Dutch sub-group (NL'7) that holds the highest vitality score (68%). The group of
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Surinamese informants consists of various age groups. It is, therefore, concluded that the lan-
guage vitality of the Hindustani community languages is higher in Surinam than in the Nether-
lands. Far more Hindustanis in Surinam consider themselves Ll-speakers of Sarnarni and Stan-
dard. This is responsible for the difference between Hindustani language users in Surinam and
the Netherlands.

We now focus on the group of British informants. In the tables below, language vitality indices
are calculated for Panjabi/Gujarati and Standard Hindi for the three groups of British Hindu
informants.  We have also added vitality scores for Saxena's group of Panjabi Hindus, UK4.

Table 7-5 Language vitality scores for Panjabi/Gujarati (in % for sub-groups UK1 -UK4)

Sub- Language Language unguage Language Language Language

group competition proficiency choice dominance preference vitality

UKi                     28                    61 12 5           5        23

UKZ                 40                38              19               0                0             19
UK3          10         82        18         8         6       25

UK4                   13                  90               71                26                29              46

In Table 7-5, language vitality index scores for Panjabi/Gujarati are presented for the four
groups of informants.  In the UK data set, the group of adolescent informants has the lowest
language vitality index score. This is a confirmation of our impression that the community
languages of Hindus in the UK get 'washed away'  in the British system of education. It should
also be noted that the vitality of Panjabi/Gujarati is not very high among adults. In a concen-
tration area like Southall (UK4), however, the vitality of Panjabi/Gujarati is relatively high.

Table 7-6 I.anguage vitality scores for Standard Hindi (in % for sub-groups UK1-UK4)

Sub- Language Language Language Language Language Language

group competition proficiency choice dominance preference vitality

UK1                  19               57            13                 4                18             22
UK2                   22                 69              4                   0                   8              21
UK3                 45               91 32 26         44       48

UK4                   8               80            18                16                43             33

In Table 7-6, vitality scores for Standard Hindi are presented. Again, it is among Hindu ado-
lescents that Standard Hindi has the lowest vitality. The vitality of Standard Hindi is much
higher among Hindustanis in non-concentration areas (UK3) than in concentrated communi-
ties like Saxena's Panjabi Hindus in Southall  (UK4).

Table 7-7 Language vitality scores for Panjabi/Gujarati and Standard
Hindi together (in % for sub-groups UKI-UK#)

Sub- Language Language Language Language Language Language

group competition proficiency choice dominance preference vitality

UK1                  97               66             25                 9               21              44
UK2 100               69             23                0                 8              40

UK3 100 100        50         33         49        66

UK4                  95               96             88               43               71               79
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From the overall position of the Hindu community languages within the four sub-groups in the

UK, it can be understood that the community languages score lowest among adolescents, even
lower than among primary school children. This is particularly so for the dimensions of lan-

guage dominance and language preference.  None of the adolescent informants reported being
dominant in Panjabi/Gujarati or Standard Hindi.  Only 8 percent of these informants reported
that they preferred to speak Panjabi/Gujarati and/or Standard Hindi. This is a relatively
strong decline in comparison to the vitality scores for British primary school children on these
dimensions. An effect like this cannot be observed in the Dutch data. It is believed that the
British educational system, in which the importance of English is traditionally undisputed and
heavily stressed, has a strong impact on the vitality scores of the Hindu community languages

among adolescents.

Although British society, as a whole, places much importance on the learning and
speaking of English by members of linguistic minority groups, so far the impact of such an
attitude has been minimal on the levels of vitality of the Hindu community languages among
adult Hindus in the UK. Relatively closed communities, like the Panjabi Hindus in Southall,
have been able to keep their community languages alive.

If,  out of the  set of Dutch informants, a group of informants of all  ages is compiled that
is comparable to Saxena's sample, the resulting sub-group NI.8 consists of Hindustani lan-

guage users of all ages who live in a concentration area. The language vitality index scores for
this group can be found in Table 7-8.

Table 7-8 Language vitality scores for Hindustani oommunity languages for a sub-group
of Hindustani language users of all ages who live in a concentration area (in %)

Sub- Language Language Language language L.anguage Language

group competition profaency choice dominance preference vitality
NI«8                    96                 89              35                21                  28               54

A comparison can now be made between the positions of the community languages in the
Netherlands and the UK for four (age) groups of informants: primary school children, adoles-

cents, and adults in non-concentration areas and a group of speakers of all ages in concentra-
tion areas. The UK and NL sub-groups and their language vitality index scores are shown in
Table 7-9.

Table 7-9 l'he position of the community languages of
Hindu informants in the Netherlands and the UK

Age group Type ofarea UK sub- NL sub- UK LVI NL LVI

group group soore score

primary school non-concentration UK1 NL3            44             41

pupils
adolescents non-concentration UK2 NLS            40             51
adults non-concentration UK3 NL7            66             68

all ages concentration UK4 NL8            79             54

Table 7-9 shows that the scores for primary school pupils and adults in non-concentration
areas are rather similar for the UK and the Netherlands. Differences arise for adolescents and
for informants in concentration areas. The issue of the relatively low vitality score of British
adolescents has already been addressed. In the table above, it is nicely depicted that the gradual
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rise in vitality that can be observed for the age groups in the Netherlands is somehow cor-
rupted in the UK for the group of adolescents.

We think that an explanation for the differences in vitality scores for informants of all
age groups, in concentration areas, can be found in terms of the position of and the attitudes
towards the Hindu(stani) community languages within these communities. In Chapter 5, it
was noted that the position of Sarnami Hindi in the Netherlands, particularly in concentration
areas, is fragile. Although Sarnami Hindi  can be considered the first language of many Hindu-
stanis in these areas, in terms of acquisition and proficiency, particularly when compared to
Standard Hindi, their attitude towards the language is not very favourable, to put it mildly.
Many Hindustanis aspire to have a much better command of Standard Hindi, however, this
does not have a strong effect on the vitality of Standard Hindi.  It is this feeling of dissatisfaction
with Sarnami Hindi that has an effect on the overall vitality of the Hindustani community lan-
guages. One could even argue that the position of Dutch within the Hindustani community
profits from this 'division.'

From Saxena's dissertation, which was reported on in Chapter 6, it is clear that the
situation is different for the concentrated community of Panjabi Hindus in Southall. The posi-
tion of Panjabi in Southall is less fragile. Panjabi Hindus make more use of the language and
have a more favourable evaluation of it. The vitality of Standard Hindi is lower than the vitality
of Panjabi, but relatively high in comparison to the position of Standard Hindi or Sarnami
Hindi in the Netherlands. Within the South Asian community in Southall, Panjabi Hindus find
more occasions to use Standard Hindi.

In their works, Broeder & Extra focused on the calculation of language vitality index
scores for the heritage languages in use within linguistic minority communities. However, it is
also very interesting, particularly in the case of the groups of informants who have been ex-
posed to the dominant languages of their societies for a long time, to look at the vitality scores
for  Dutch and English for the sub-groups of informants in the Netherlands and the  UK.  In
Table 7-10, the language vitality indices for Dutch for all seven Hindustani sub-groups in the
Netherlands are presented. The same results for the sub-groups of British Hin(lus can be found
in Table 7-11.

Table 7-10 Language vitality index scores for Dutch (in % for sub-groups NLl-NL'7)

Sub- Language Language Language Language Language Lan8uage

group competition proficiency choice dominance preference vitality

NLi                      67                   99               74                   79                  67                 77
NL2                      69                   98                86 85 72        82

NL3                      70                   99               72                   83                  73                 79
NL4                      28                  100               77                   83                  81                 74
NLS                      18                  100               73 79 79        70

NL6                      22                  100               45                   56                  58                 56
NL7                             16                       100                    39                        51                        46                      50

The vitality index scores for Dutch show the opposite patterns to the vitality index scores for
the heritage languages of the Hindustani community.  In this case, the highest vitality scores can
be found among primary school children. The vitality scores for adolescents are somewhat
lower, whereas the scores for Hindustani adults are clearly the lowest. For the group ofadults,
the vitality scores for Dutch are lower than those for the Hindustani community languages.
For all other groups, the scores for these languages are clearly lower than those for Dutch.
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A comparison of concentration areas of Hindustanis With non-concentration areas

shows that the vitality index scores for Dutch are slightly higher in concentration areas than in
non-concentration areas. The suspicion that was expressed above, that Dutch might profit
from the stronger competition between Standard Hindi and Sarnami Hindi in concentration
areas, is supported by this evidence.

Among the group of primary school children (NI,1 through NL3), the highest level of

language vitality for Dutch can be found among children in concentration areas who do not
attend primary schools based on Hindu principles (NL2). This outcome reflects the attitudes
of the parents of these children who have decided not to send their children to primary schools
based on Hindu principles. It is very likely that these parents have more favourable attitudes
towards the learning of Dutch than the parents of children who attend primary schools based
on Hindu principles. The vitality scores for children who live in non-concentration areas lie at
the average level ofvitality scores for both sub-groups of children in concentration areas.

Table 7-11 Language vitality scores for English (in % for sub-groups UK1-UK3)

Sub- Language Language Language Language Language Langua8e

group competition proAdency (hoice dominance preference vimlity

UK1                      40                100                74                  90                   75                  76
UK2                      31                100                77                  85                   77                  74
UK3                        9                100                39                  56                   42                 49

In Table 7- 11, the vitality scores for English for the three sub-groups of British informants are
calculated. The patterns for the three age groups look very similar to the patterns found for
Dutch for the same age groups in the Netherlands. The same age pattern can be observed: the
older the British informants are, the lower their vitality score for English is. A comparison of
the vitality scores for comparable groups in the Netherlands and the UK yields almost identical
outcomes: primary school children (NL3/UK1): 79 versus 76; adolescents (NLS/UK2): 70
versus 74; and adults (NL7/UK3): 50 versus 49.

Above, the matter of excluding the dominant language of society from the group of
languages that compete with community languages was discussed. If the position is taken that,
for a group of informants, the dominant language of society should be considered the main
competitor for their heritage languages, this dominant language should be included as a real
competitor in the calculation of the vitality dimension of language competition. Therefore, the
dimension of language competition is recalculated. In Table  7-12,  the new language vitality
scores for Sarnami Hindi and Standard Hindi for the Dutch sub-groups of informants are pre-
sented. In this table, also, the vitality index scores for Dutch are included. The same exercise
was carried out for the British sub-groups of informants and the results from these recalcula-
tions are presented in Table 7-13. The reader is reminded that these recalculations do not have
an effect on the language vitality index scores for Dutch and English.
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Table 7-12 Recalculation of language vitality scores for Sarnami
Hindi, Standard Hindi, and Dutch (in % for sub-groups NLI-NL7)

Sub- Old vitality New vitality Old vitality New vitality Old vitality New vitality Vitality
group score score score score score Sar- score Sar- score

Sarnami Sarnami Standard Standard  nami/ Stan-   nami/ Stan- Dutch
Hindi Hindi Hindi Hindi dard Hindi dard Hindi

NLI                45               32               6                5               51               33         77
NL2                30               23               5                 3               45               27         82
NL3                34               22               3                 3               41               24         79
NL4                 43                 26               16                 14                47                27          74
NLS                  51                 31                14                 14                51                 31          70
Nl.6                 54                40               24                23                65                47          56
NL7                 64                48               19                 19                68                 50          50

Table 7-12 shows that the effects of recalculating the dimension of language competition are
very strong for Sarnami Hindi, but only marginal for Standard Hindi. This is not surprising. In
almost all Hindustani families where Standard Hindi is spoken, Sarnarni Hindi is present. The
opposite, however, is not true. As was shown in Table 7-2, Dutch is the only other language
present in a large number of Hindustani families in the Netherlands. These newly calculated
vitality scores indicate that the vitality of Dutch should be considered much higher among
Hindustani primary school children and adolescents than the vitality of the Hindustani com-
munity languages. For Hindustani adults in the Netherlands, the vitality scores for Hindustani
community languages are at levels that are around or just below the vitality levels of Dutch.

Table 7-13 Recalculation of language vitality scores for Panjabi/Gujarati,
Standard Hindi, and English (in % for sub-groups UK1-UK3)

Sub- Old vitality New vitality Old vitality New vitality Old vitality New vitality Vitality
group score score score score score Panjabi/ score Panjabi/ score

Panjabi/ Panjabi/ Standard Standard Gujarati/ Gujarati/    English
Gujarati Gujarati Hindi Hindi   Standard Hindi Standard Hind

UK 1                23                19              22                16                   44                   29         76
UK2               19              11             21              16                  40                 21         74
UK)                25                23              48               39                    66                   46         49

In the UK, as can be understood from Table 7-13, a recalculation of vitality index scores has
an effect on both Panjabi/Gujarati and Standard Hindi. This recalculation shows that, for the
sub-groups of primary school children and adolescents, the vitality levels of Panjabi/Gujarati
and Standard Hindi should be considered low. For the group of adults, the vitality level of
Panjabi/Gujarati and Standard Hindi together is just below the vitality level of English: 46
versus 49.

Broeder & Extra (1999: 70) reported on the language vitality index scores for eleven
immigrant minority languages in the Netherlands, based on a survey among primary school
children. In Broeder & Extra's vitality indices, Romanes (92), Turkish (89), and Chinese (83)
score highest, whereas Sranan Tongo (48), Hind(ustan)i (4D, and Malay (41) score lowest.
How do the primary school children of the current investigation, from the Netherlands and
the UK, rate among these outcomes? Because Broeder & Extra have considered Sarnami Hindi
(Hindustani) and Standard Hindi together in their research, the same is done here. Broeder &
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Extra's original method of calculating language competition is employed. The language vitality
index scores for the four groups of primary school children under consideration are:  NLt:  51;
NL2: 45; NL3: 41; and UKI: 44. It is clear that these scores are similar to Broeder & Extra's
outcomes for Hind(ustan)i. The score for sub-group NL 1 would rank just above Broeder &
Extra's scores for Hind(ustan)i, whereas all other scores would rank just below it.

A comparison between our outcomes for Hindustani adults and those of Broeder &
Extra for primary school children shows that the vitality scores for these adults do not reach
the vitality levels that primary school children from the Romanes, Turkish, and Chinese

groups reach. The vitality scores for Hindu(stani) adults lie between 60 and 70, and would
rank between, on the one han(1, Berber and Arabic and, on the other hand, Papiamentu and

Spanish.
The only conclusion that can be drawn is that -in terms of language vitality index

scores» the vitality of the heritage languages of the Hindu communities in the Netherlands
and the UK has been affected by the status of Dutch. For Hindu adults, and for members of
relatively closed communities like that of the Panjabi Hindus in Southall, the vitality index
scores for the community languages reach relatively high levels. For the younger informants,
the vitality levels of, on the one hand, Sarnami Hindi and, on the other hand, Panjabi/Gujarati
and Standard Hindi have to be considered low. The difference in vitality levels between pri-
mary school children and adolescents in the UK is particularly remarkable. However, in the
Netherlands, where such a sharp drop cannot be observed, there is a difference between ado-
lescents and adults in terms of the vitality of the community languages. It is clear that in both
the Netherlands and the UK, a decline in the vitality of community languages is connected
with a rise in the vitality of the dominant languages of these societies. In terms of causal rela-
tionships, it can be argued that a rise in the position and status of Dutch and English among
younger generations has a strong effect on the vitality of Hindustani community languages in
these countries. Data from Surinam, presented in Chapter 5, have shown that a process like
this is not exclusive to the Netherlands and the UK. Similar intergenerational processes can be
observed in Surinam, but, in that context, these processes take place at a slower pace.

In the next sections the phenomena of language shift and determinants of language shift are
discussed.

7.4 Language vitality as an indicator oflanguage shift

To determine the extent of language shift, users of a community language are rated on a scale

of language shift. The outcomes of the language vitality index are used as the basis for the de-
termination of language shift. The outcomes of these vitality scores rank a group of language
users between two poles.

One pole concerns a group of language users

-    in whose homes no language other than a particular community language is spoken;

-    who have a good control of this community language;
-    who use only the community language to talk to their mother or partner;
-    who are all dominant in the community language;
-    who all prefer to speak the community language.
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This may be the state in which a community of language users is at the moment of arrival in a
society in which a language other than their own language is dominant. After several genera-
tions, the descendants of these language users may have fully shifted to the other pole and have
become a group of language users

-    in whose homes no language other than the dominant language is spoken;

-    who have a good control of this dominant language of society;
-    who use only the dominant language of society to talk to their mother or partner;
-    who are all dominant in the dominant language of society;
-    who all prefer to speak the dominant language of society.

The degree of language shift that has taken place is determined at the level of the individual.
This is done for the sub-groups NL4 through NL7 and UK2 and UK3, for which data are
available on both language vitality scores and cleterminants of language shift.

A broad approach is taken towards language shift. Traditionally, language shift has
been determined by changing patterns of language choice.1 However, by looking at this di-
mension of language use only, it is hard to determine whether a community of language users
has really shifted from its heritage language(s). The multidimensional language vitality indices
at the level of the individual are used as an indicator of the degree to which an individual has
shifted from his or her heritage language to the dominant language of society. The tables in the
previous section showed the outcomes for language vitality at the level of particular sub-
groups. The outcomes presented in these tables should be regarded as indicators of the degree
to which language shift has taken place at the level of the various sub-groups. For the analyses

below, language shift is determined at the individual level. An individual language vitality
score is calculated for each informant and this outcome is confronted with the scores of the
individual on determinants oflanguage shift.

7.5 Determinants oflanguage shift
The current investigation not only focuses on the patterns of language shift that can be ob-
served in the sub-groups of Hindustani informants, but is also concerned with determining
which factors can be regarded as having the most influence on language shift. A large number
of factors was included in the questionnaires that were administered as part of in-depth sur-
veys in the Netherlands and the UK. The reader is referred to Chapters 3 and 4 for an exten-
sive description of these factors. Below, a summary is given of the list of potential determi-
nants that we included in the current investigation of language shift.

In the analyses, we will include the following factors:

-    age: the age of the informant;
- concentration: whether or not the informant lives in an area where there is a concen-

tration of speakers;
- country: country ofresidence ofthe informant;
- socio-cultural characteristics (cf. Chapter 4);
-   determinants of language shift, taken from the model for ethnolinguistic vitality and

language shift (cf. Chapter 3).

1 The reader is referred to Chapter 3 for a discussion of theories on language shift.
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By means of the first three factors (age, concentration and country), it is investigated whether
or not there is an intergenerational or cross-national effect, and whether or not there is an
effect which could be attributed to the clensity of speakers in a particular area. The relationship
between language shift and socio-cultural factors shows how socio-cultural conditions and the
attitudes of the informants relate to their language use. The set of factors taken from the
model for ethnolinguistic vitality and language shift gives an indication of how other factors,
which might be considered potential determinants of language shift, are related to language

shift.

First, the outcomes on how Hindus in the Netherlands and the UK evaluate their
communities and the languages that are used within these communities are presented. After

that, the effects that variations in the level of description have on these evaluations are looked
into. In the remainder of this chapter, these evaluations are related to the processes of lan-

guage shift that are taking place within the Hindu communities in the Netherlands and the UK.

7.5.1 The attitudes of Hindus towards their communities and their community languages

The factors taken from the model for ethnolinguistic vitality and language shift are used as
potential determinants for language shift below. First, however, the actual scores of the
Hindu communities in the Netherlands and the UK on these factors are reported on. Scores

for three categories are presented: the attitudes of the members of these communities towards
their communities, towards Sarnami Hindi/Panjabi/Gujarati, and towards Standard Hindi.
The scores of the sub-groups of Dutch and British adults and adolescents are presented to-

gether in Table 7-14.
Scores in the tables below are, again, between 0 and  1. A score of 0 means a very

negative evaluation of the factor by all informants, whereas a score of 1 means a very positive
evaluation. The codes that can be found with the variables below refer to specific questions in
the questionnaire of the in-depth survey. This questionnaire can be found in Appendix 7.
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Table 7-14 The attitudes of Hindus in the Netherlands and the UK towards
their communities and their community languages (in mean scores)

Factor Score

Attitudes towards the Hindu community

Demography: global c001 0.73

Demography: local c003 0.53
Education c009 0.64

Influx of Hindus c025 0.57
Attitude of the Dutch/British vs. informant c039 0.65

Attitude of non-Surinamese/Indians vs.  informant £041 0.68

Rights of Hindus cO+2 0.66

Attitudes towards community language instruction c046 0.82

Quality of community language instruction c{)51 0.55
Economic position c063 0.65

Importance of dominant language of sodety for progress d68 0.90

Media presence of Hindus c070 0.37

Ethnic cultural awareness c 079 0.75

Attitudes towards  Sarnami  Hindi  /  Panjabi /   Gujaratl

Transmission of sPG c011 0.62

Support for sPG £014 0.59
Judgement of proficiency in SPG c:016 0.72

Evaluation of sPG 0019 0.67
Contacts abroad with spG speakers c027 0.52

Importance of spG for identity c031 0.75

Recognition of SPG cO+4 0.48

Importance of spG for religion c058 0.64

Importance of sPG for economic progress c066 0.43

Media presence of spG (073 0.33

Attitudes towards Standard Hindi

Transmission of Standard Hindi (011 0.53

Support for Standard Hindi £014 0.57
Judgement of profidency in Standard Hindi  018 0.57

Evaluation of Standard Hindi c022 0.87

Contacts abroad with Standard Hindi speakers c{)29 0.48

Importance of Standard Hindi for identity c034 0.80

Recognition of Standard Hindi c045 0.50

Importance of Standard Hindi for religion c056 0.85

Importance of Standard Hindi for economic progress  066 0.47

Media presence of Standard Hindi c076 0.33

2 SPG refers to Sarnami Hindi / Panjabi/ Gujarati.
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The scores tend to be above the level of 0.50, which means there is a tendency towards a posi-
tive evaluation of these variables. The majority of scores are between 0.43 and 0.73. Within
this interval, the contacts with speakers of Standard Hindi abroad (0.48),the recognition of
SPG (0.48), the importance of SPG for economic progress (0.43), and the importance of Stan-
dard Hindi for economic progress (0.47) score lowest. This means that the informants do not
have so many contacts with Hindi speakers abroad, that they think there is little recognition
for SPG and that they do not consider SPG and Standard Hindi to be so important for their eco-
nomic progress. At the other end of the scale are the scores for the judgement of proficiency

of SPG (0.72) and the demography or number of Hindus at the national level (0.73). With
respect to this last variable, it is interesting to see that Hindus think that there is a considerably
lower number of them at the local level (0.53).

The media presence of Hindus, SPG, and Standard Hindi are considered to be very low
by the informants (scores between  0.33  and 0.37). Exceptions  in the opposite direction  are
the scores for ethno-cultural awareness of Hindus and the attitudes towards community lan-

guage instruction (0.75 and 0.82). The dominant language of society is considered very im-
portant for economic progress (0.90) by Hindus. Three dimensions for Standard Hindi stand
out: attitudes towards this language and the importance of this language for identity and relig-
ion (scores between 0.80 and 0.87). This means that the ethno-cultural awareness of Hindus
can be considered high and their attitudes towards community language instruction are posi-
tive on average. Furthermore, Hindus in both the Netherlands and the UK attach importance
to Standard Hindi for a variety of reasons.

7.5.2 The relationship between the objective level and other levels of description
In the model for ethnolinguistic vitality and language shift, a distinction was made between
three levels of description: the objective, the intermediate and the subjective level of descrip-

tion (cf. the description of the research framework in Chapter 3). Below, the relationship be-
tween these three levels is investigated.  The main question that should be answered by inves-

tigating this relationship is the question of not distinguishing between these levels gives addi-
tional information on the attitudes of Hindus in the Netherlands and the UK towards their
communities and their community languages. It should be noted that it was not possible to
collect data for every cell in the matrix.

Table 7-15 The attitudes of Hindus in the Netherlands and the UK towards their communities
and their community languages (in mean scores for three levels of description)

Level of description
Objective Subjective Relational

Attitudes towards the Hindu community

Demography global CO01 c002

0.73 0.30

Demography local c003 d**
0.53 0.33

Education a:education CO09 0010

0.75 0.64 0.57

Influx of Hindus c025 0026

0.57 0.44

Attitude of Non-Surinamese/Indians vs. CO41 c036

Hindus 0.68 0.65
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Level  of desaiption
Objective Subjective Relational

Attitude of the Dutch/British vs. Hindus 0039 &44
0.65 0.59

Rights of Hindus c04·2 c·043

0.68 0.52

Attitude towards community language c046 847 c048
instruction 0.82 0.73 0.50

Quality of community language instruc. CO51 0052 c053
non 0.55 0.57 0.43

Religiosity of Hindus a:religion 9054 0055

0.86 0.75 0.76

Importance of religion in the NL/UK c060 c,061 c062

0.72 0.71 0.64
Economic position c063 c064 c065

0.65 0.63 0.55

Importance of Dutch for economic pro- c068 c069

gress 0.90 0.84

Media presence of Hindus c070 c)71 872
0.37 0.49 0.32

Ethnocultural awareness of Hindus a:ethnocult c079 c080

0.74 0.75 0.69

Attitudes towards Sarnad Hindi  /  Panjabi  /  Gujarati

Use of spG b:choiceSPG COOS

0.27 0.73

Transmission of SPG 0011 0012 813
0.65 0.60 0.40

Support for Sarnami Hindi c014 d)15

0.59 0.55

Proficiency in SPG b:profSPG 0016

0.49 0.72

Evaluation of SPG co19 0020 c021

0.67 0.67 0.39

Contact abroad with SPG speakers c027 c028

0.52 0.63

Importance of SPG for identity c031 d032 c033

0.75 0.70 0.35

Importance of spG for religion c058 0059

0.64 0.69

importance of sPG for economic pro- 86  067
gress 0.43 0.54

Media presence of SPG c073 c 74 CO75

0.33 0.34 0.31

Attitudes towards Standard Hindi

Profidency in Standard Hindi b:prolhindi2 0018

0.57 0.57
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Level of description
Objective Subjective Relational

Evaluation of Standard Hindi c022 c023 c024

0.87 0.69 0.51

Contact abroad with speakers of Stan- c029 c030

dard Hindi 0.48 0.56

Importance of Standard Hindi for iden- c034 0035 c033

tity 0.80 0.66 0.35

Importance of Standard Hindi for relig- (056 (05-1

ion 0.85 0.75

Media presence of Standard Hindi c076 8-11 c078

0.33 0.33 0.29

It  is  interesting to observe, in Table  7-15, that, almost without exception, the three levels  of

description for the Hindu community and Standard Hindi show the following pattern.  At the
level of objective description, the highest scores can be found for almost each of the investi-

gated variables. The actual status of each variable is higher than the perceived status of this
variable at the other two levels of description. At the level of subjective description, which
indicates how informants think that other members of the Hindu community evaluate this

variable, scores can be found that are somewhat lower than the scores for the same variables at

the level of objective description. The lowest scores can be found at the level of relational
description, at which level similarities and contrasts with the position of the indigenous popu-
lation of the Netherlands or the UK is taken into consideration in the evaluation of the vari-
able.

For SPG, the picture is somewhat more blurred than for Standard Hindi and for the
evaluation of the positions of the Hindustani communities. The scores for the variables con-

cerning SPG at the first and second levels are closely related and not always as neatly ordered as

are the scores for the variables concerning Standard Hindi and the position of the Hindu com-
munities. This less clear pattern can be considered a reflection of the ambiguous relationship
that many Hindustanis have with SPG.

It can be seen, from the first column in Table 7- 15 and from the findings in previous chapters,
that Hindus have more positive attitudes towards and more positive evaluations of their com-
munities and Standard Hindi than SPG. The positive personal evaluations are connected with a

way of thinking in which other Hindus are judged as having somewhat less positive attitudes
towards these variables. When related to out-group members, these variables are evaluated

the lowest. The positions of the majority communities in the Netherlands and the UK and of
the majority languages in these countries are considered much stronger by the Hindu infor-
mants than are the positions of the Hindu communities and their languages.

A pattern like this can be characterised as modesty or a tendency to underestimate the
status of the Hindu community and community languages by many Hindus, as the actual vital-
ity  levels of the Hindu community an(1 languages are higher  than the perceived levels. Below,
it is investigated whether or not patterns like these tell us something about the relationships
between the various levels at which the variables are described and the actual patterns of lan-
guage shift that can be observed within the Hindu communities in the Netherlands and the
UK.
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7.5.3 Predicting language shift

It is interesting to investigate which level of description has the most predictive value with
respect to the language vitality of Standard Hindi and SPG. In the construction of the frame-
work for language-ecological description and intergenerational language shift, presented in
Chapter   3,   it was assumed that those description levels  that are derived  from the objective
level of description,  i.e., the subjective  and the relational levels of description, should  have
closer relationships to the levels of language vitality, because these levels take into account the
perceptions of language users and the sociolinguistic environments in which these language
users operate.

Above, it was observed that, particularly for Standard Hindi and the status of the
Hinclu communities, there are clear-cut differences between the actual language patterns and
status and the perceptions of these patterns and status.  If the perceived levels of these variables
have more predictive power than the actual levels, it can be expected that processes of lan-

guage shift are actually accelerated by these perceptions.
Below, the relevant correlations between the sets of independent variables and the

outcomes  of the language vitality analyses for Standard  Hindi  and spG are presented. Following
that, a set of Multiple Regression (MR) analyses is presented. It should be noted that this part
of the current investigation is highly explorative. The value of the resulting models from the
MR analyses should be regarded as indicative for further studies.

Sarnami Hindi / Panjabi / Gujarati (SPG)
In Table 7-16 below, the correlations for the set of predictive variables and the individual lan-
guage vitality scores for SPG are calculated. It should, again, be noted that data are not available
for each cell for all informants. See the discussion on this issue in Section 3.5.4.

Table 7-16 Correlations of determinants of language shift with language
vitality index scores for Sarnami Hindi / Panjabi / Gujarati

Level of derription
Objective Subjective Relational

Attitudes towards the Hindu community

Demography global CO01 c002

-0.05 0.15

Demography local c003 CO04

0.03 0.08

Education a:education £009 Colo

0.41** -0.03 -0.05

Influx of Hindus c025 c026

-0.01 0.02

Attitude of non-Surinamese/Indians CO41 6036

VS. Hindus -0.19 -0.07

Attitude of Dutch British vs. Hindus c039 844
0.01 0.02

Rights of Hindus  42 c043
-0.06 -0.01

Attitude towards community lan- c046 tJ47 c048

guage instruction -0.31 0.01 -0.13
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Level of description
Objective Subjective Relational

Quality of community language in- C051 0052 c053

struction -0.11 -0.12 -0.05

Religiosity of Hindustanis a:religion 0054 CO55

0.30** -0.02 -0.05

Importance of religion in the NL/UK c060 0061 c062

0.07 -0.11 0.14

Economic position c063 c064 0065

-0.33** -0.08 0.55

Importance of dominant language of c068 0069

society for economic progress -0.27** 0.06

Media presence of Hindus 0070 c071 c072

-0.09 -0.11 0.08

Ethno-cultural of awareness Hindus a:ethnocult d079 (080

0.34** -0.34 0.12

Attitudes towards Sarnami Hindi  /  Panjabi  /  Gujarati

Use of SPG b:choiceSPG 0005

0.80** 0.03

Transmission of SPG 0011 0012 c013

0.31** 0.16** -0.02

Support for Sarnami Hindi c014 0015

0.09 0.01

Proficiency in SPG b:profSPG 0016

0.23** 0.13**

Evaluation SPG 0019 c020 c021

0.14 0.06 0.09

Contact abroad with SPG speakers c027 c028

0.15 0.07

Importance of spG for identity c031 0032 c033

0.31** 0.14** 0.13

Importance of spG for religion c058 dD59

0.24** 0.08
Importance of spG  for economic c066 c061

progress 0.25* 0.07

Media presence of SPG 873 874 875
-0.10 -0.04 0.04

Age                          0.35**
Country of residence 0.16**

Concentration of Hindus -0.09

An evaluation of the strength of the correlations shows that the following variables come out
on top.3

3
Language variables, such as proficiency in SPG (profSPG), are not included in this comparison,

since these variables are used for the calculation of the language vitality score forsPG.
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1.     Level of education -0.41

2. Age 0.35

3. Ethnocultural awareness 0.34

4. Economic position -0.33

5.    Transmission of SPG 0.31

6. Importance of SPG for identity     0.31

We notice that 'classic' concepts such as level of education, age, ethno-cultural awareness, and
economic position have the highest correlation with vitality scores for SPG.

It is also worth noting that correlations are clearly higher between the scores at the ob-
jective description level and the language vitality scores than is the case for the correlations
between the perceived values of these variables and the language vitality scores. Although it
has been suggested that including more subjective levels of description would result in clearer
images of language vitality, the analyses above suggest the opposite. The relationships between
variables that are described at the objective level and the actual language vitality levels are
more clear-cut than are the relationships between, on the one hand, variables that are de-
scribed at the subjective and relational description levels and, on the other hand, the actual

language vitality levels.

A reduction of the data would make an interpretation of the collection of potentially predic-
tive variables easier. Data reduction was obtained by means of a factor analysis. This analysis
was carried out using the set of objective variables for spG and the three general variables.
Scores of all informants were included in the factor analysis.

A factor analysis with varimax rotation (using Kaiser Normalization) was used. Factors
with an eigenvalue over 1 were extracted. The results indicated a factor solution of five fac-
tors. The explained variance for this solution was 56.8%. This percentage indicates that the
amount of explained variance is not very high. The interpretation of the factor solution is for
some of the factors not straightforward. The contribution of some of the variables is not am-
bivalently to one particular factor, if variables are used that, on the one hand, have a loading of
.60 as representatives of a particular factor and which, on the other hand, have loadings below
.40 on other factors. The five resulting factors and the variables representing them are pre-
sented in Table 7-17.

Table 7-17 Factors in the factor analysis for SPG (Extraction Method: Unweighted Least Squares;  Ro-
tation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization; Rotation converged in  11 iterations)

Factor Variables Load

FlConsidered importance of SPG Importance of sPG for religion (858)                          .81
Importance of spG for economic progress (£066) .67

Evaluation of St'G (c019) .61

F2 Identity Ethnocultural orientation (a:ethnocul) .79

Religiosity (a:religion) .60

F3 Media presence Media presence of Hindus «070) .84

Media presence of SPG ( 73) .71

F4 Sodo-economic position Level of education (a:education) -.56
Economic position (0063) -.55

FS Living situation Country ofresidence (country) .75

Concentration area .74
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We notice that the loadings on Factor 4 ('Socio-economic position') are just below the level of
.60 for variables contributing to a factor. Furthermore, the variables Religiosity and Country
of residence, which contribute to other variables, also contribute to Factor 4 with a loading
that is just above the.40 level. Therefore, the outcomes of this factor analysis should be inter-

preted with some reservations.

Below, the outcomes of a multiple regression analysis with individual language vitality scores

for SPG as the dependent variable and all potential variables entered stepwise into the model
are presented. Included in consecutive order are level of education (a:education), transmission
of SPG (£011), importance of SPG for identity  (c031), and importance of religion in the Neth-
erlan(is and the UK (c062). Entered into the analysis were tllose variables with a partial corre-
lation coefficient that is significant at the 0.05 level. All variables included in the regression

equation have a regression coefficient that is above the specified significance level of 0.10.
The set of independent variables gives an R (=0.70) which is higher than any individ-

ual correlation between the dependent variable and an independent one (the highest one being

0.41). The betas in the regression equation are a:education: -0.29; c011: -0.39; c031: 0.29;
c062: 0.25.

Although some reservations were expressed with regard to the outcomes of the pre-
sented factor analysis for SPG, it was investigated whether or not the reduced set of independ-
ent variables from the factor analysis would do well in a multiple regression analysis with indi-
vidual language vitality scores for SPG as the dependent variable. Included are the five factors
from the factor analysis in tlle MR analysis and excluded are the variables that are covered by
these factors. Not surprisingly, the resulting  R  (=0.58) is lower  than  the R resulting  from
feeding individual variables into the MR analysis. Included in the regression equation are the
dubious Factor  4 and Variable c027 (Contact abroad  with SPG speakers).   It is decided  not  to
include the resulting factors from the factor analysis in further MR analyses.

In the original MR analysis, above, all available variables were entered into the MR
analysis. Below, various models are tested by feeding sub-groups of variables into the MR
analyses. The following sets of sub-groups of variables are used in the analyses:

- Three general variables: age, country, and concentration of Hindus;
-    The set of variables at the objective level of description;

-      The set of variables at the subjective level of description;

-      The set of variables at the relational level ofdescription;

-    Combinations of the three last categories and the three general variables;

-   All variables.

The results from the tests of the various models are presented in Table 7-18.
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Table 7-18 MR Models for Sarnami Hindi / Panjabi / Gujarati,
entering sub-groups of variables into the analysis

Induded set of variables R Variables in equation

Three general variables 0.46 age, country, concentration

Objective variables 0.62 a:education, c041, c:011, c{)31

Subjective variables No variables entered

Relational variables No variables entered

Objective an(i general variables 0.71 country, a:education, c068, c070, c027,
c058

Subjective and general variables 0.32 country
Relational and general variables 0.30 country
All variables 0.70 a:education, c011, c031, c062

The model with the highest R comes from an MR analysis in which only the sets of objective
and general variables are included. The models in which subjective and relational variables are
entered, score poorly.

The model for SPG that has the best fit includes the following variables:

-    Country: The vitality of Sarnami Hindi in the Netherlands is higher than the vitality of
Panjabi and Gujarati in the UK. Standard Hindi and English exert more pressure on
these languages in the UK than Dutch and Standard Hindi do on Sarnami Hindi in the
Netherlands.

-      Level of education:  SPG  is less vital for speakers who have a higher level of education.
-  Importance of Dutch/English for economic progress (c068): the attitude towards

Dutch or English is related to the above. If speakers attach much importance to Dutch
or English, this is a threat to the vitality ofSPG.

- Media presence of Hinclus   (c070): The correlation between the media presence  of
Hindus and the vitality of SPG is negative. This might be considered somewhat puz-
zling, but the negative correlation might be explained by the fact that SPG are lan-
guages that are not normally used in the media. For instance, in the Netherlands,
Hindustanis prefer to speak Standard Hindi (or Dutch) in the programs of the National
Hindu Broadcasting Corporation instead of Sarnami Hindi. If Hindustanis  are  of the
opinion that more media attention is being paid to Hindustanis, this might actually be
harmful to the position of Sarnami Hindi, because this language is not considered to be
appropriate for use in the media.

- Contacts abroad with speakers  of spG ( 027): If language users of spG have more  con-
tacts with speakers abroad, this strengthens the position ofsPG.

-     Importance of sPG for religion (6058): Although Standard Hindi should be regarded as
the language most closely linked to the Hindu religion, the status of Sarnami Hindi is
stronger if a language user considers this language important for the Hindu religion.
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Standard Hindi
The same analyses were carried out for Standard Hindi as were carried out for SPG above.

First, the correlations that were calculated for the collection of potential predictive variables

and the individual language vitality scores for Standard Hindi are presented.

Table 7-19 Correlations of determinants of language shift with

language vitality index scores for Standard Hindi

Level of description
Objective Subj ective Relational

Attitudes towards the Hindu commu-

nity

Demography global CO01 c:002

0.09 -0.09

Demography local c003 (04
0.00 -0.11

Education a:education CO09 0010

0.13 0.03 0.01

Influx of Hindus c025 0026

-.28** -0.30**

Attitude of non- CO+1 c036

Surinamese/Indians vs. Hindus 0.19 0.15

Attitude of non- c039 42*,3

Surinamese/Indians vs. Hindus 0.03 -0.04

Rights of Hindus c042 c043
-0.07 -0.09

Attitude towards community c046 847 c048

language instruction 0.33** 0.04 -0.06

Quality of community language C051 0052 c053

instruction -0.04 0.21* -0.10

Religiosity of Hindustanis a:religion 854 CO55

0.20** -0.19** -0.01

Importance ofreligion in the c060 c061 0062

NL/UK -0.06 -0.02 0.12

Economic position 0063 c:064 0065

0.22* 0.02 0.07

Importance of dominant language c068 0069

of society for economic progress -0.01 0.08

Media presence of Hindus c070 c071 0072

0.00 -0.07 -0.09

Ethno-cultural awareness of Hin- a:ethnocult e079 0080

dus 0.32** -0.14** -0.32**

Attitudes towards Standard Hindi

Proficiency in Standard Hindi b:profnindi2 c018

0.65** 0.14**

Evaluation of Standard Hindi 0022 c023 c024
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Level of description
Objective Subjective Relational

0.06 0.19** -0.03

Contact abroad with speakers of o029 0030

Standard Hindi 0.58** 0.15**

Importance of Standard Hindi for d)34 0035 c033

identity 0.40** 0.19** -0.10

Importance of Standard Hindi for c)56 c057

religion 0.17 0.15**

Media presence of Standard Hindi c076 c«77 c078

-0.01 0.07 0.17

Age                      0.39**

Country of residence -0.31**

Concentration of Hindus -0.26**

For Standard Hindi, the highest correlations between the vitality index score and individual
variables are

1.     Contact with speakers of Standard Hindi abroad (c029): 0.58
2.   Importance of Standard Hindi for the identity (c034): 0.40
3.  Age: 0.39
4. Attitude towards community language instruction  (c046):  0.33
5. Et:llnocultural awareness: 0.32

For Standard Hindi, also, classical concepts such as contacts with speakers abroad and the im-
portance of the language for identity, age, and ethno-cultural awareness give the highest corre-
lations with the language vitality scores on Standard Hindi. The correlation between the inten-
sity of contacts with speakers of Standard Hindi abroad and the vitality of the language is par-
ticularly high. Again, the sets of variables which have the highest correlations to the language

vitality scores for Standard Hindi are all described at the objective level.
A multiple regression analysis with individual language vitality scores for Standard

Hindi as the dependent variables and all potential independent variables entered stepwise into
the model yields the following results. Included in the equation in consecutive order are coun-
try of residence, ethnocultural awareness, contacts with Hindi speakers abroad, and the im-
portance of Dutch/English for economic progress. Entered into the analysis were those vari-
ables with a partial correlation coefficient that is significant at the 0.05 level. All variables in-
cluded in the regression equation have a regression coefficient above the specified significance
level ofO. 10.

The set of independent variables gives an R (=0.80) which is higher than any individ-
ual correlation between the dependent variable and an independent one (the highest one being
0.58). The betas in the regression equation are: Country of residence (country): -0.46; Ethno-
cultultural orientation (ethnocult): 0.26; Contact with speakers of Standard Hindi abroad
((029): .44; Importance of Dutch/English for economic progress (c069): .30. It should be
noted that we reach a fairly high R for a model in which only four variables are included:

country of residence, ethnolinguistic orientation, contacts with speakers of Standard Hindi
abroad, and importance of Dutch / English for progress.

'Country of residence' plays a role in both the model for spG and for Standard Hindi.
The status of Sarnami Hindi in the Netherlands is much higher than the status of Panjabi and
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Gujarati in the UK. On the other hand, the vitality of Standard Hindi is much higher in the UK
than in the Netherlands.

The correlation and MR analyses indicate that contacts with speakers of Standard
Hindi abroad are very important for the vitality of Standard Hindi within the Hindu communi-
ties in the Netherlands and the UK. For SPG, this factor was also of some importance. Standard
Hindi is likely to be more frequently used with speakers outside of the country of residence
than is Sarnami Hindi. The external use of Standard Hindi is not limited to speakers of Stan-
dard Hindi in India; the language can also be used with people who have Indian roots. The
countries of residence of this group of language users range from South Africa to Fiji and from
the United States to Trinidad (cf. Chapter   2). The external  use of Sarnami Hindi is mainly
limited to speakers of the language in Surinam.

Ethnolinguistic orientation is a factor which is expected to play a role in the relation-
ship between Hindus and their language use. For those Hindus who are still strongly rooted in
their heritage culture, Standard Hindi plays a crucial role as a bridge between, on the one
hand, the individual Hindu and, on the other hand, India, Indian culture, and the Hindu relig-
ion. For those Hindus who have assimilated more to the Western culture and their current

country of residence, the importance of Standard Hindi is much less, even if there are still
some traces of Hinduism or Indian culture left in their cultural background. Particularly for
those Hindus who live in the UK, of whom most have, as we have seen, a good command of
English, the use of English might be sufficient to keep alive the ties they want to maintain with
India and its cultures and religions.

Below, various models for Standard Hindi are tested by feeding sub-groups of vari-
ables into the MR analyses. The same sets of sub-groups of variables are used for Standard
Hindi as were used for the analyses for SPG. The outcomes for the various models are given in
Table 7-20.

Table 7-20 MR Models for Standard Hindi,
entering sub-groups of variables into the analysis

Induded set of variables R         Variables in equation

Three general variables 0.44 age, country
Objective variables 0.61 0029

Subjective variables 0.58 c025,0036, c064, c069, c030

Relational variables 0.33 c080

Objective and general variables 0.72 country, c060, etnocult, c029
Subjective and general variables     0.67 age, country,  069, c023, c030
Relational and general variables     0.63 age, country, c026, c053
All variables 0.80 country, etnocult, c029, c069

Unlike the presented models for SPG, MR models for Standard Hindi which include variables

at the subjective and the relational level score only slightly worse in comparison to models in
which the three general variables and variables described at the objective level are included. In
the model that reaches the highest R, one variable at the subjective level of description is in-
cluded. This model scores better than the model in which only the general variables and the
variables at the objective description level are included (R=0.80 versus R=0.72). However,
for Standard Hindi,  also,  it is clear that the  sets of general variables and variables at the objec-

tive level of description do better in MR analyses in which the language vitality of Standard

Hindi acts as the dependent variable.
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7.6      Summary an(1 concluding remarks

This chapter dealt with language shift. It focused on two related communities of linguistic mi-
norities: Hindi-spealang Hindus in the Netherlands and in the United Kingdom. The actual
processes of language shift and its underlying determinants were calculated instead of only
being described in terms of general impressions.

The analyses of language vitality and shift clearly indicated that both communities un-
der consideration are undergoing processes of intergenerational shift. The heritage languages
of both communities are used more often by older generations of language users than they are
by the younger generations. There is a clear tendency for these languages within both Hindu
communities to make way for the dominant languages of society in the Netherlands and the
UK.

These general patterns of language shift constitute the dominant picture that arises
from an investigation of the status of the languages within both communities. However, a
number of contrasts between the patterns of language use within the two communities can
also be revealed. Although an intergenerational shift towards the dominant language of society
can be observed in both the Netherlands and the UK, the data show that English has gained a
stronger position within the Hindu community in the UK than Dutch has within the Hindu-
stani community in the Netherlands. The fact that only English is spoken in the UK and the
undisputed prominence of English within the British system of education can be put forward as
explanations for the strong position of English with the Hindu community in the UK.

On the other hand, Standard Hindi has a relatively strong position within the Hindu
community in the UK. The position of Standard Hindi in the UK is supported by the frequent
use of the language within the (greater) South East Asian community and by the relatively
large number of native speakers of the language who live in the UK. In the Netherlands, sup-
port for Standard Hindi is rather indirect and comes mainly from the impressive network of
community-run schools in which Standard Hindi is taught. However, if the overall position of
community languages within the Hindu communities in the UK and the Netherlands is taken
into consideration, it is clear that the continued existence of these community languages is
clearly threatened. Calculations based on Broeder & Extra's concept of language vitality indi-
ces, particularly if the motivated revised version of the concept is used for these calculations,
show that, for all generations, the vitality of Dutch and English is at least as high as the vitality
of the heritage languages of both communities. We notice, however, that, particularly for
younger generations, the vitality of Dutch and English exceeds the vitality of the community
languages to a great extent. From detailed analyses of the data, one could even argue that,
owing to a variety of circumstances, the Hindu community languages should be seen more as
mutual competitors than as supporters of each other. Needless to see that, either directly or
indirectly, the status of Dutch and English benefits from this competition.

In the analyses on language vitality, two external data sources for other, yet compara-
ble, communities were included: Panjabi Hindus in Southall (taken from Saxena's dissertation)
and the Hindustani community in Surinam (based on a data set collected by Scheepers). Calcu-
lations of language vitality scores on these data indicate that the outcomes of the data collec-
tion are in line with the findings of Saxena and Scheepers. The Surinamese data indicate that
the same tendencies are clearly visible in the Hindustani community in Surinam as can be seen
in the Netherlands.  The same patterns of intergenerational language shift from the community
languages to Dutch can be observed, although the changes in language use patterns take place
at a slower pace in Surinam than in the Netherlands and the UK.
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The data of Saxena illustrate another interesting phenomenon that deepens the under-
standing of the processes of language shift taking place. Within a relatively homogeneous

community, such as the community of Saxena's Panjabi Hindu informants in Southall, the po-
sition of the community language that is use(1 in daily life, in this case Panjabi, is relatively
strong. The position of this community language is stronger than that of any other community
language in the UK data.  On the other hand, the position of Standard Hindi is weaker within
this community than within other communities in the UK sample of the current investigation.

Much attention has been paid to the impact of the British educational system on the
position of community languages within the Hindu (and other) communities in the UK.  In the
UK data, there is a relatively strong decline in the vitality of the community languages for ado-
lescents when compared to the vitality scores measured for British primary school children.
An effect like this cannot be observed in the Dutch data. It is understood that the British edu-
cational system, in which the importance of English is traditionally undisputed and heavily

stressed, has a strong impact on the vitality scores of the Hindu community languages among
adolescents. Given this sharp drop in vitality, one may wonder what can be expected in the
future from the current generation of Hindu adolescents with respect to the continued exis-
tence of the community languages of Hindus in the UK.

In the second part of this chapter, the focus was on the explanation and prediction of language

shift. In the search for insights into the processes of language shift, two questions were dealt
with: which factors should be considered the main determinants of language shift and at which
level  of description should these factors be treated? A wide collection of factors from a variety
of research models and theories was used to answer these questions. The outcomes from cor-
relation and multiple regression analyses, which related language vitality scores to this collec-
tion of factors, indicated that factors which are described  at the objective level, i.e., which
describe the actual status of these factors, best explain and predict language vitality and shift.

Describing these factors in subjective terms or relating them to the situation of other groups of
language users in society does not give us more insight into the processes of language shift.

Furthermore, it is interesting to see that a set of relatively general factors, such as
ethno-cultural orientation, age, and level of education, provide a good explanation for differ-
ences in language vitality between individual language users for both sPG and Standard Hindi.
The variance explained by means of this set of 'evergreen' variables is satisfactory. The MR
analyses using models containing alternative sets of factors indicate that it is not possible to get
more control of the individual variation available in the data set.

The search for determinants of language shift began with the hope of finding more
elaborate models that might explain and predict language shift. In Chapter 3, the framework
for language-ecological description and intergenerational language shift was developed. It con-
sisted of various levels of description at which variables can be described. The analyses in
which the various models were tested have shown that generic and 'classic' variables such as

age, country of residence, ethno-cultural orientation, contact with speakers of the language,

and transmission of the language best predict language shift. The added value of including vari-
ables that are described at the subjective or relational level in the analyses has not been con-
Armed by the analyses. The analyses showed that these types of variables have low correlations
with individual language vitality scores and that they hardly play a role in MR models for the

prediction of language shift.
An approach in which insights gained at the level of the individual language user are

combined with meta-analyses at the level of the language community and society is more
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promising. The first chapters of this dissertation described the Hindu communities in the
Netherlands and the UK, and the languages in their rich repertoire in a wider context. In
Chapters 5 through 7, the focus was on actual patterns of language use at the level of the indi-
vidual and processes of language shift taking place within the communities of language users.
An investigation at both levels was necessary to get an understanding of the ethnolinguistic
status of the Hindu communities in the Netherlands and the UK.
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Abroad description of the language use patterns of Hindu communities in the Netherlands and
the United Kingdom was presented in this book. This description fills a gap in the knowledge
on two inconspicuous linguistic minority groups in Dutch and British society. Not only in the
Netherlands and the UK has the interest in these communities been minimal, but also in other
migration contexts throughout the world, research efforts into Hindu communities have been
limited to a handful of endeavours.

From the current investigation, it became clear that the communities under investiga-
tion differ in some important respects from other well-studied linguistic minority communi-
ties, such as the Turkish and Moroccan communities in the Netherlands. These differences
arise from a variation in migration history, cultural background, and historical aspects. They
are reflected in the language use patterns of the members of these communities.

The first goal of the current investigation was to present an inventory and description
of the language use and language behaviour of Hindu communities in the Netherlands and the
United Kingdom. The second goals was to present outcomes which demonstrate the surplus
value of doing cross-national research by combining, comparing and contrasting data that were
collected cross-nationally. The third goal was to present an insight into the factors that can be
considered determinants of language shift.

A number of large-scale surveys were used for the collection of data on Hindu communities in
the  Netherlands  and the United Kingdom. A total number  of 1,023 informants were included
in the survey studies, i.e., Hindu children, adolescents, and adults from various areas in the
Netherlands and the United Kingdom. The combination of the criteria country of residence,
age,  area of residence,  and type of school enabled ten different sub-groups of informants  to be
distinguished. With the inclusion of secondary data from Surinam (from Scheepers, p.c.) and
from Saxena's (1995) thesis on Panjabi Hindus in Southall, it was possible to draw a differenti-
ated picture of the Hindu communities in the Netherlands and the United Kingdom, their
backgrounds, and their language use.

Since data on ethnicity are not available from population statistics, other methods had
to be employed in order to find informants for the current investigation.  The data collection
took place mainly in primary schools (for large-scale surveys among primary school children)
and among networks of Hindus in the Netherlands and the UK (for in-depth surveys among
adolescents and adults). The fact that we were unable to use a random sample out of the popu-
lations of Hindus in the Netherlands and the UK in the current investigation was compensated
for by having a high number of informants. A two-step approach, in which informants were
recruited first through primary schools and, after that, through networks/network organisa-
tions of Hindus, resulted in a large number of informants, which made it possible to make
comparisons between various generations of Hindus. In the current investigation, broad-based
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questionnaires were used. Edwards's (1992) typological framework for minority-language-
situation variables proved to be useful for the composition of these questionnaires and for the
theoretical framework in which these questionnaires were embedded. An integrated frame-

work for language-ecological description and intergenerational language shift was defined to
meet the goals of the project. This framework served for both the description of language use

and language shift, and for the investigation of factors determining language shift. Chapter 3 of
this thesis described the basis and origins of this framework.

It was very dimcult to find (detailed) background information on the Hindu communities in
the Netherlands and the United Kingdom. Since Hindus cannot be traced on the basis of eth-

nicity, nationality, or country of origin, no specific data has been collected on these specific

communities at the national or local level. Those pieces of information that were available

originated from studies that were small scale and/or were somewhat outdated. However, by
piecing all the available information together, a general picture on the Hindu communities in
the Netherlands and the UK could be compiled. From this, it became clear that the differ-
ences between these communities are fewer than the similarities. Both Hindu communities
are characterised by a tradition of repetitive migration, which distinguishes them from the
large majority of other minority groups in the Dutch and British societies. The Hindu com-
munity in the Netherlands first migrated from India to Surinam around the turn of the twenti-
all century, before migrating to the Netherlands in the second half of that century. A consid-

erable number of Hindus in the UK (or their ancestors) moved to countries in the East African

region before coming to the UK. This pattern of double migration had, of course, an effect on
the cultural and linguistic composition of these communities. Furthermore, both communities
have a long tradition of living in multicultural and multilingual societies, whether in India,
Surinam or East Africa. These Hindu communities must have regarded Confronted the Neth-
erlands and the UK as rather bleak multicultural societies in comparison to the countries from
which they themselves originate. Nevertheless, both Hindu communities form minority

groups within larger sets ofminority communities.
The Hindu community in the Netherlands is part of the larger minority community of

Surinamese. Contrary to popular belief, the Creole community is not the largest ethnic group
within the Surinamese community in the Netherlands. Small-scale studies indicate that more
members of the Surinamese community in the Netherlands have a Hindu(stani) background

than a Creole one. The Surinamese community itself is part of a larger minority group which
includes Turks, Moroccans, and many other ethnic and linguistic groups. Both the Turkish and

the Moroccan communities in the Netherlands are larger than the Surinamese community.
The Hindu community in the UK is part of the linguistically, religiously,  and culturally

very complex Indian community in the UK. Hindus form only a minority group within the
Indian community, which consists mainly of Muslims and Sikhs. The Indian community is part
of the South East Asian community, which also includes migrants from Pakistan, Bangladesh,

and Sri Lanka. The South East Asian community is one of the largest minority communities in

the UK, next to communities ofAfrican an(1 Caribbean origin.
Both Hindu communities still adhere to their cultural roots, particularly with respect

to their religion, the food they eat, and their use of media, in which movies from India play a
substantial role. For most members of both communities, their intermediate stations with

respect to their migration patterns, i.e., Surinam for Hindustanis in the Netherlands, and East
African countries for Hindus in the UK, are not really reference points. Both groups feel a
much greater association with India than with the countries in which most adult members of
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these communities were born. Their aversion to these countries is related to the hostility that
Hindus experienced when these former colonial countries gained independence.

The political climates in both the Netherlands and the UK do not appear to be very
favourable to the maintenance of the culture of the Hindu communities. Particularly with re-
spect to the maintenance of Hindu community languages, not much support has been given by
the national and local governments. In the United Kingdom, local governments have been
made responsible for education in minority languages. This decentralisation of authority has
led to a great discrepancy in policies between various cities, but, in general, the education of
Hindi has been supported by hardly any local governments. As a result Hindi classes have been
organised only in a few cities. Nevertheless, until 1997, the Hindi language was part of the
National Curriculum, a situation which can be considered a corollary of the 1977 Directive on
the Education of Migrant Workers Children of the European Community. Pupils taking Hindi
classes were able to take a nationally organised exam in Hindi.

In the Netherlands, the situation until now has been exactly the opposite. There were
plenty of Hindi classes organised by national and local Hindi organisations, but there was no
such thing as a state exam for Hindi, since immigrant children from Surinam, including the
group of Surinamese Hindustanis, were not eligible for immigrant minority language instruc-
tion (IMLI) under the law on Onder,vijs in Eigen Taal en Cultuur (7nstruaion in Own Langua8e and

Culture'). Nevertheless, each year hundreds of Hindu pupils have been taking exams organised

by national Hindi organisations. These exams are based on materials and exams from India. In
1998,  a  new  law on IMLI, Onderwijs in Allochtone Levende  Talen  (OALT;   'Instruction in non-native
living languages') was passed by the Dutch parliament. OALT makes it possible, in principle,
for all ethnic minority children to receive [MLI in their preferred languages. It took until 2001
before a start was made with the introduction of Hindi in the regular curriculum of primary
schools.

It is obvious that, in both the Netherlands and the UK, the policies on the instruction
of minority languages have not lent much support to the status and maintenance of Hindi. The
instruction in Hindi for Hindu children has depended heavily on the dedication of volunteers
from the Hindu communities and on the mercy of local authorities.

The data from the current investigation sho ved that there are not may digerences between
the two communities. Although, in absolute numbers, both communities are of a comparable
size (each community has around 100,000 members), relatively speaking, the Hindu commu-
nity in the Netherlands is larger than the community in the UK. The Hindu community in the
Netherlands seems to be more close-knit than the Hindu community in the UK. Hindus from
the UK look abroad for their contacts, while Hindus in the Netherlands find these contacts
within the boundaries of their country of residence. Hindu adolescents in the Netherlands
reported having predominantly Hindustani friends. For example, in the Hague, a city in which
a high concentration of Hindus can be found, there are opportunities for Hindu adolescents to
come into contact with other Hindustani youngsters. Young Hindustanis seize these opportu-
nities. British Hindus score considerably lower on this factor. In general, they have less oppor-
tunities to get in touch with other Hindus, given the lower concentration of Hindus in the
United Kingdom.

For the contacts with relatives, a similar pattern emerges. Hindus in the Netherlands
indicate that a large number of their relatives live in the Netherlands and a substantial number
of these relatives live in the same town as the informants do. The majority of the relatives of
British Hindus live abroad. British Hindus have more contacts with relatives abroad than their
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Dutch counterparts have. In the orientation towards their country of origin, India, there is also
a difference between Dutch and British Hindus. British Hindus spend more holidays in India
and have a more positive attitude towards migration to India. Members of the Dutch Hindu
community, on the other hand, do not have many contacts with people in India. For the main
part, this can be explained in terms of the low number of relatives who live in India (most
informants reported that they do not have any relatives who live in India). The joint family, in
India a cultural aspect that is typical for Hindus, particularly those who live in the (rural) areas

from which the ancestors of the informants stem, is not a reality within the Hindu communi-
ties in the Netherlands and the UK. Strong family ties do exist, but the financial responsibility
which Hindustanis feel for their family members has been replaced by the responsibility which
is taken by the national governments. In the data, none of the adolescents or parents, in either
the Netherlands or the UK, reported having resident (grand)parents.

Although the numbers of actual contacts with and visits to the country are not very
high for the Hindu community in the Netherlands, India plays, nevertheless, an important role
in the minds of many Hindus in the Netherlands. No evidence was found for the argument,
put forward by Van Niekerk (1994), that the existence of an Indian community nearby, in the
United Kingdom, strengthens the cultural orientation towards India of Hindus in tile Nether-
lands. From the current investigation, it can be understood that the contacts between the
Hindu communities in the Netherlands and the UK are few. The distance between the two
communities seems to be as large as the distance, both geographical and cultural, that exists
between the British Isles and the European continent.

Expressions of Indian popular culture are very much alive within the Hindu communi-
ties in the Netherlands and the UK. Indian food and Indian (Hindu) culture are equally popular
in both countries: high scores for the consumption of Indian food and the enjoyment of Indian
culture can be observed. Hindi-language (video) movies are particularly popular among Hin-
dus in both countries. Indian shops are not visited very frequently, but this may be due to the
fact that, in both countries, such shops are not always to be found within a short distance of
the homes of the informants. A substantial number of informants in both countries reported

being active members of Hindu organisations. As was observed above, Hindus in both coun-
tries have to rely on their own organisations for the cultivation of their culture, language, and

religion.
Both communities manage to keep in touch with their cultural backgrounds to a sub-

stantial degree by either keeping in touch with relatives, of whom many live nearby, or by
keeping in touch with India and relatives who live there. Moreover,  a very high number of the
informants reported that they are able to adhere to the common aspects of Hindu culture.

From the economic status ofboth communities, it can be understood that, on average,
the Hindu community in the UK seems to be economically better off than the Hindu commu-
nity in the Netherlands. The influx of a great number of doctors from India and Pakistan and
the arrival of Hindu businessmen from East African countries in the UK during the second half
of the last century explains this difference. However, there are indications that the younger
generations of Hindus in the Netherlands are following in the footsteps of Hindu businessmen

and entrepreneurs abroad.

From the inventory of the language use and language behaviour of the Hindu communities in
the Netherlands and the United Kingdom, it became indisputably clear that the dominant lan-
guages of society, i.e., Dutch  in the Netherlands and English in the  UK, have gained a strong
position within these communities and within the actual patterns of the individual language
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user. On the other hand, it can be observed that multilingualism is still very much alive within
the Hindu communities in the Netherlands and the UK.

The languages of the Hindu community in the Netherlands, Sarnami and Standard
Hindi, are still part of the repertoire of many Hindus, including the younger generations.
Nevertheless, it cannot be denied that Dutch has gained a prominent position in their language
repertoire. The position of Dutch is particularly strong in the repertoire of the younger gen-
erations of Hindus. For many Hindu adults, a truly balanced multilingualism can be observed
for Sarnami Hindi, Standard Hindi, and Dutch, in terms of language proficiency, language

choice, and language attitudes. Among young Hindustanis, a shift can be observed from Sar-
nami Hindi (and Standard Hindi) to Dutch. The dimensions of language choice and proficiency
are affected the most by this shift, whereas the dimensions of language preferences and atti-
tudes resist the forces of shift more easily.

The large-scale study among 613 Hindu primary school children in the Netherlands
gave strong indications of the prominent position that Dutch has gained within the Hindu
community in the Netherlands. Many pupils reported that Dutch is the language that is used
the most within their family. Dutch is the language chosen most frequently in many families,
particularly in the interactions between children, but it is remarkable to observe how much
Dutch is used by parents when speaking to their children. Almost without exception, parents
reported that their main concern is for their children to learn to speak Dutch. Once their chil-
dren have a fairly good control of Dutch, they also stimulate their children to speak the com-
munity languages with them. Dutch can be regarded the first language for the large majority of
Hindu children in the Netherlands, both with respect to the order of acquisition and with re-
spect to their proficiency in this language. The acquisition of Sarnami Hindi will not be com-
pleted for a considerable number of these children. For some pupils, a stagnation in the acqui-
sition process occurs at a young age and the loss of Sarnami Hindi will be the probable result.
In terms of the repertoire available within the Hindu community, these children are not
unlikely to become monolinguals. However, most children reach a moderate or high level of
proficiency in Sarnami Hindi, but they use this language less often than Dutch. Sarnami Hindi
is the preferred language for only a small group of informants. The majority of children prefer
to speak Dutch.

The language shift in favour of Dutch that has taken place amongst Hindu children, is
much stronger than the shift observed for other ethno-cultural minority groups in the Nether-
lands, e.g., Turkish and Moroccan children. The Hindu community in Surinam  has been  ex-
posed to Dutch as a dominant colonial language for many generations. In terms of the duration
of this exposure, the language shift patterns that can be observed for the Hindu community
may well be indicative of the language shift patterns that can be expected for future genera-
tions of Turks and Moroccans in the Netherlands.

The demand for language instruction expressed by many Hindu children and their
parents is an important indication of the connections felt by Hindustanis with their community
languages. De Haan & Ramnandanlal (1990) concluded that there is a possibility that the posi-
tion of Sarnami Hindi will be in one respect similar to the position of Hindi and Urdu: alan-
guage with which Hindustani feel connected, but also a language which Hindustani are not
able to speak." The results of this investigation agree to a certain extent with this conclusion of
De  Haan & Ramnandanlal. Sarnami Hindi may  end up having only a symbolic value within  the
Hindustani community in the Netherlands.

The investigation held among 272 Hindu parents and adolescents in the Netherlands,
as part of the in-depth survey, confirmed the trends that emerged from the survey among
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primary school children. Dutch has clearly also gained a strong position in the language reper-
toire of adult and adolescent Hindus. On various dimensions (including language proficiency,
choice patterns, and preferences), Dutch should be regarded the most prominent language in
the language repertoire of the group of informants.  In the language use of adolescents, in par-

tic:ular, Sarnami Hindi and Standard Hindi have a subordinate position in comparison to the

position of Dutch. For Hindus aged between 30 and 60 years, a balanced biling„alism can be
observed in which Dutch, Sarnami Hindi and Standard Hindi each play a clear role, and none
of these languages can be considered to be pushed aside by one of the other languages. For
Hindus of 60 years and over, Sarnami Hindi and Standard Hindi are of increasing importance.

When the language attitudes of Hindustani adults and adolescents were examined, it
was observed that both groups have very balanced attitudes towards the various languages in

their repertoires. A lasting exposure to Dutch has not resulted in a marginal position of, nor a
negative attitude towards, the Hindu community languages. The importance attached to these

languages by Hindustanis is clearly visible, although the reasons given for the maintenance of
these languages strongly differ greatly from the reasons given for speaking Dutch. Almost all
reasons given for maintaining the use of Sarnami Hindi and Standard Hindi are related to the
association of these languages with the Hindu community and/or identity. Dutch is mainly of

importance for instrumental reasons. A small number of informants also consider Standard
Hindi important for instrumental reasons. This has to do with the fact that, in the Nether-
lands, Standard Hindi is the language that is used by the Hindu media, in Hindu temples, and
in language instruction.

Such a balanced attitude towards the languages in their repertoire forms clear counter-
evidence to the view that users of minority languages in the Netherlands should stop using
these languages in order to better learn Dutch. The community of Hindus in the Netherlands,
whose members, in general, have a very good command of Dutch, shows that an alternative
for such a view is available in terms of an attitude which evaluates multilingualism positively.
Such an attitude does justice to the complexities of the cultural, social, and psychological con-
ditions experienced by linguistic minorities in the Netherlands. The various languages in the
experiences and spheres of influence of Hindustanis are treated in a way that does justice to a
community that, from a historical viewpoint, and -one could argue- by nature is multilingual.
On a small scale, this community shows how a multicultural society can be given shape in a

balanced manner.
The pressure on the community languages of the Hindu community is clearly greater

in the UK than in the Netherlands. The maintenance of these languages in the UK is difficult
because of a number of factors. One factor is the low overall concentration of Hindus in the
UK. This group of language users is not only scattered all over tile country, but, in most cases,

is dispersed over several areas and neighbourhoods of major cities. A study by Saxena (1995)
among Panjabi Hindus in Southall showed the effect of living in a concentration area of speak-

ers on the use and maintenance of community languages. A second, yet not less important,
factor that influences the maintenance of Hindu community languages is the intergenerational
shift that is taking place within the community. This pattern of language shift can particularly
be observed at the level of interaction within the home domain of Hindu families. Further-

more, educational policies in the UK clearly have an effect on the status and position of com-
munity languages, particularly among the group of adolescents. These educational policies are,

on the one hand, not particularly supportive of the giving of instruction in Hindi.  On the other

hand, these policies clearly promote the use of English and strengthen the position of this lan-
guage. The results of such policies are demonstrated by the marked drop in actual language
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use of, and preferences for, community languages among Hindu adolescents, particularly
when compared to the language use patterns ofprimary school children.

The positions of Panjabi and Gujarati in the UK, which should be considered the heri-
tage languages of the majority of the UK informants, are comparable to the position of Sar-
nami Hindi in the Netherlands. These three languages seem to be undermined by Dutch or
English, on the one hand, and by Standard Hindi, on the other hand. The latter language has a
strong position within the Hindu communities in both countries, because of the ties between
Standard Hindi, Hinduism, and India. The strong positive attitudes of Hindus in the Nether-
lands and the UK towards these languages are the driving forces behind the marginalisation
and less favourable evaluation of Sarnami Hindi and Panjabi/Gujarati.

Dutch and English have become the dominant languages with higher reported degrees
of proficiency and an increase in frequency of use in more and more domains within the Hindu
communities in the Netherlands and the UK, yet these languages have not succeeded in dis-
placing Sarnami Hindi or Panjabi/Gujarati. Dutch has also not been able to demotivate young
Hindu learners from adding one more language to their repertoire, Standard Hindi, through
which these young Hindustanis can project their identity. On the other hand, it cannot be
denied that a strong tendency towards language shift exists within the Hindu communities in
the Netherlands and the UK. Although classes for community language instruction are organ-
ised (often with minimal, token governmental support), the pressure on these community
languages is to be considered high. Although support for these languages appears to be high
within the communities, and many Hindus have positive attitudes towards their community
languages, this has not stopped Dutch and English from gaining dominant positions within the
Hindu communities and displacing their community languages. Dutch and English are granted
a very high status by members of the Hindu communities in the Netherlands and the UK, re-
spectively. As a result, the use of community languages is replaced by the use of Dutch and
English in the domain which is most typical for the promotion of community languages, i.e.,
the home domain.

It is unclear whether interest and support from the national and/or local governments,
which, in the Netherlands, may become available through the implementation of the OALT
law,  could slow down or reverse the process of language shift that is taking place among young
Hindustanis. Processes taking place within the Hindustani community and the actual language
use patterns of Hindustanis might turn out to be the strongest threat to the maintenance of
Hindu community languages, in the long run. It is likely that those languages may have a sym-
bolic rather than a communicative value in the future.

The cross-national research turned out to be fruitful and rewarding. Chapter 2 of this book is
devoted to a description of Indian languages, both in their homeland and abroad. The complex
situation of Indian languages is not only interesting, but is also necessary for understanding the
language situation in which the Hindu communities in the Netherlands and the United King-
donn find themselves. This complex language situation is due to at least three factors: the lan-
guage situation in their country of origin, India; the language situation in the countries to
which they or their ancestors moved throughout the ages; and the language situation in their
current country of residence. Because of the  fact that various Indian communities have spread
throughout the globe, cross-national comparison and a deepening of the understanding of the
position of Hindu communities in the Netherlands and the UK was possible.

The study of Indian languages abroad consisted of a broad description of two language
communities, i.e., the Hindu communities in the Netherlands and the UK. The analysis of
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data collected among the Hindu community in Surinam, made available by Scheepens, was
incorporated in the analysis of the language use of these communities. A comparison of the
language situations within the Surinamese and the Dutch Hindu communities revealed some

similarities, but also an interesting difference. The patterns for language use and language shift
within the Hindu community in Surinam look very similar to the patterns found in the Nether-
lands and the UK. A shift takes place from mainly Sarnami Hindi (grandparents) to a balanced
bilingualism (parents) to mainly Dutch (children). However, an interesting difference can be
observed in the speed with which the intergenerational shift has taken place in the Nether-
lands. Dutch figures somewhat more prominently in parent-child interaction in the Nether-
lands  than in Surinam (65 versus 58 percent, respectively). However, the effects in terms  of
child-child interaction are vast: in the Netherlands, Dutch is the language chosen for interac-
tion in 82 percent of the cases (versus 63 percent in Surinam). The only conclusion is that

intergenerational shift is clearly visible in both Hindu communities. A comparison of the avail-
able data indicated that the speed of shift is much greater in the Netherlands than in Surinam.

Another comparison comes from an investigation of another group of Indians abroad.
On the basis of a small number of available studies, a case study on Hindi speakers in Mauritius
was  presented in Chapter   2.   The main conclusion  from   this case study   was that there   are

hardly any Indians in Mauritius who use Hindi as their home language. The main reasons for
Indians in Mauritius to learn and use Hindi are related to symbolic values in terms of culture
and religion. There is a growing awareness of the importance of the majority languages in

Mauritius, i.e., Creole, English,  and,  to some extent, French, for socio-economic upward
mobility. Film, television, and radio should be considered the media through which Standard
Hindi makes its greatest and widest impact in Mauritius.

The status of Hindi in Mauritius resembles to a high degree the situation of the lan-
guage in the Netherlands and the United Kingdom.  In a study of Indian languages in KwaZulu-
Natal (South Africa), Dellevoet (1997) presented a similar picture. Dellevoet argued that cul-
tural policies in South Africa have had a strong impact on the languages of the Indian commu-
nity in this country. The use of English, in particular, is widespread throughout the Indian
community and has replaced the use of Indian languages for many members of the commu-
nity.  English also has a higher status than Indian languages among members of the Indian corn-
munity.  The use of Indian languages in KwaZulu-Natal is confined to cultural activities,  e.g.,
visits to temples.

Many Hindu communities around the globe appear to be at the crossroads. On the one
hand, they are adjusting to the dominant cultures of the countries in which they live. On the
other hand, they are adhering to the culture of their country of origin, India. A reflection of
this dual orientation can be seen in the language use patterns of these communities. Particu-
larly the younger generations are shifting to the dominant languages of the countries of resi-
dence.

This study not only focused on patterns of (intergenerational) language shift, but was also con-
cerned with factors that influence language use and that should be considered determinants of
language shift. The analyses of language vitality and shift indicated that both communities un-
der consideration are undergoing processes of intergenerational shift. The heritage languages
of both communities are used less often by the younger generations of language users than by
older generations. These languages are making way within both Hindu communities for the
dominant languages of society in the Netherlands and the UK.
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From an investigation of the status of the languages used within both communities,
patterns of language shift emerge that look similar for both communities. However, a number
of contrasts between the patterns of language use within the two communities can also be
observed. Although a shift towards the dominant language of society can be observed in both
the Netherlands and the UK, the data show that English has gained a stronger position within
the Hindu community in the UK than Dutch has within the Hindustani community in the
Netherlands. An explanation for this phenomenon can be found in the mentality that pro-
motes the use of English-only in the UK and the undisputed prominence of English within the
British system ofeducation.

Another difference that was observed is the relatively strong position of Standard
Hindi within the Hindu community in the UK. The position of Standard Hindi in the UK is
supported by the frequent use of the language within the (greater) South East Asian commu-
nity and by the relatively large number of native speakers of the language who live in the UK.
This is different in the Netherlands, where the support for Standard Hindi is rather indirect
and comes mainly from the impressive network of community-run schools in which Hindi is
taught. Nevertheless, the collected data show that the continued existence of the community
languages of the Hindu communities in the Netherlands and the UK is clearly threatened.  Cal-
culations based on Broeder & Extra's concept of language vitality indices showed that, for all
generations, the vitality of Dutch and English within the two Hindu communities is at least as
high as the vitality of the heritage languages of both communities. Particularly for younger
generations in the Netherlands, the vitality of Dutch exceeds the vitality of the community
languages to a great extent. In-depth analyses of the data indicate that , owing to a variety of
circumstances, the Hindu community languages should be seen more as mutual competitors
than as supporters of each other. Needless to say that, either directly or indirectly, the status
of Dutch benefits from this situation.

In the analyses for this study, two external data sources for other Hindu communities, i.e.,
Panjabi Hindus in Southall (taken from Saxena's dissertation) and the Hindustani community in
Surinam (based on data collected by Scheepers), were included. Calculations of language vital-
ity scores on these data indicate that the outcomes of the current data collection are in line
with the findings of Saxena and Scheepers. In the Surinamese data, the same patterns of inter-
generational language shift from community languages to Dutch can be observed as were ob-
served in the Hindu community in the Netherlands. However, the language shift from the
community language to Dutch takes place at a slower pace in Surinam than in the Netherlands.

Saxena's data on a relatively homogeneous Hindu community, i.e., Panjabi Hindus in
Southall, demonstrated that the position of the community language that is used in daily life, in
this case Panjabi, is relatively strong. The position of the language is stronger than is the case
for any of the community languages in the UK sample from the current investigation.  In con-
trast, the position of Standard Hindi is weaker within this community than in the communities
that were investigated as part of the current investigation.

In the UK data, a relatively strong decline in the vitality of community languages for
adolescents in comparison to the vitality scores for primary school children was observed. An
effect like this cannot be observed in the Dutch data. It is argued that this effect is caused by
the British educational system, in which the importance of English is traditionally undisputed
and heavily stressed. This system has a strong impact on the vitality scores of the Hindu com-
munity languages among adolescents. Given this sharp drop in vitality, the question arises as to
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what can be expected in the coming years from the current generation of Hindu adolescents

with respect to the maintenance of the Hindu community languages in the UK.
In the second part of Chapter 7, the focus shifted from the description to the explana-

tion and prediction of language shift. Answers were sought to the question of which factors
should be considered the main determinants of language shift and at which level these factors
should be desaibed. Analyses were carried out in which potential determinants of language
shift, as discussed in Chapter  3,  were related to language vitality scores at the level of individ-
ual language users. The results from both correlation and multiple regression analyses indicate
that factors which are described at the objective level, i.e. which describe the actual status of
these factors, best explain and predict language vitality and shift. Describing these factors in
subjective terms or relating them to the situation of other groups of language users in society
did not give us more insights into the backgrounds of the processes of language shift.

Furthermore, it is interesting to see that a set of relatively general factors, such as
ethno-cultural orientation, age, and level of education, provide a good explanation for differ-
ences in language vitality between individual language users for both the cluster Sarnami

Hindi/Panjabi/Gujarati (SPG) and Standard Hindi. The variance explained by means of this set
of general factors is satisfactory. The Multiple Regression (MR) analyses with models contain-
ing alternative sets of factors indicate that these models do not give a better explanation of the
variation that is present in the data set.

The search for determinants of language shift began with the hope of finding more
elaborate models that might explain and predict language shift. The framework for language-

ecological description and intergenerational language shift, which was introduced in Chapter
3, consisted of various levels of description at which variables can be described. The analyses
in the second part of Chapter 7, in which several models containing variables described at
various levels of description were tested, showed that generic and 'classic' variables such as

age,  country of residence, ethno-cultural orientation, number of contacts with speakers  of the
language and intergenerational transmission of the language best predict language shift. The
added value of describing variables at the subjective or the relational description level has not
been confirmed by the analyses. They showed that these types of variables have low correla-
tions with individual language vitality scores and that they hardly play a role in MR models for
the prediction of language shift.

The Hindu communities in the Netherlands and the UK, and, particularly, the generations
within these communities that are between 20 and 50 years of age, show that a good com-
mand of community languages can go hand in hand with a good command of the dominant
languages of society, i.e., Dutch in the Netherlands and English in the UK. However,  the fu-
ture of these community languages appears to depend heavily on the importance attached to
these languages for cultural experiences by the Hindu communities. Because of the strong
status of Dutch or English within Hindu families and the high status attached to these languages

by Hindus, great efforts have to be made to maintain the Hindu community languages. The
level of support given to the languages of the Hindu communities in the Netherlands and the
UK by national and local governments is low. Both Hindu communities are in a crudal phase

with respect to the maintenance (or loss) of their community languages. For future genera-
tions of Hindus  in the Netherlands  and the Unite(1 Kingdom, community languages might  be
reduced to having a merely symbolic value.
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The selection of Hindu communities in the Netherlands and the UK as target groups for cur-
rent investigation was to some extent arbitrary. It would be interesting to carry out research
on other communities of Hindus, e.g., those communities living in Mauritius, Fiji, and South
Africa, using the same methodology that was used in the research for this book. The cross-
national comparisons presented in this book have shown that such comparisons contribute to a
deeper understanding of the local situations of Hindu communities.

Furthermore, to ground the results found by the investigations and, possibly, by future
investigations of other Hindu communities, it would be interesting to carry out research in
India, in those areas from which the ancestors of the Hindus in the Netherlands, the UK, and
other countries originate.

Finally, the framework for research and the methodology presented in this book was
not specif cally tailored to the needs of the current investigation and to the target groups cho-
sen in this research. It should be possible to use the framework for the study of other linguistic
minority groups, regardless of their current country of residence. By adding other groups of
language users, the framework could fulfil the promise of enabling a comparison between a

variety of linguistic minority groups.
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APPENDIX 1
THE MAIN LANGUAGES OF INDIA

Below, a description is given of the main languages of India. Languages were selected on the
basis of the importance of these languages in India, mainly based on the number of speakers of
these languages. Special attention is being paid to the languages of the Hindu communities in
the  Netherlands  and the United Kingdom. The languages are presented in alphabetic order.
The information on the languages below is taken mainly from Hugoniot 1970, Marrison 1967

and  Voege in and Voegelin  1977.  For the languages given below, the following information  is
presented.

o    Full name:  (the main variant as identilled and recognised by the electronic version of The
Ethnologue at the Summer Institute of Linguistics).

o Alternate names: Many languages are known by more  than one name. Speakers may have
one name for themselves, while neighbouring groups may use different names for them. A
French-speaking person may spell the name differently than an English-speaking person.
Alternate names are given in parentheses after the main name.

0    Number 2/- speakers: The first population figure given refers  to the estimated number  of
mother-tongue speakers in India. Number of speakers in other countries might also be
given.

o    Regions [Rl. Regions in India where the language is spoken.
o      Dialects [DI. language varieties which are functionally intelligible  to each other's speakers

because of linguistic similarity are considered dialects of one language and listed under that
language.

o     Linguistic q#iliation  [LI. All languages are slowly changing, and related varieties are diverg-
ing for the most part. Most languages are related to some other languages: to some more
closely and to others more distantly. Iinguists have used terms such as phylum, stock,
family, branch, group, language, and dialect to refer to these relationships in increasing
order ofcloseness.

o   Further ilybrmation [Fl: status (state language, national language, etc.), ecological 4rmation
(information on the ecological and geological environment, altitude range, and subsistence
type  of the speakers), linguistic gpology (information on constituent order and other  fea-
tures'), grammars and dictionaries, script, etc.

' Some of the categories of information are not available for alllanguages.
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Assamese (Asambe, Asami, Asamiya)

14,604,000 speakers in India; a few in Bangladesh.[R) Assam, Meghalaya, Arunachal Pradesh.

Also in Bhutan. [L] Indo-European, Indo-Iranian, Indo-Aryan, Eastern zone, Bengali-
Assamese. ID] jharwa (Pidgin), Mayang, Standard Assamese, Western Assamese. IFI State

language of Assam. Bengali script. National language.

Awadhi (Abadi, Abohi, Ambodhi, Avadhi, Baiswari, Kojah, Kosali)
20,000,000 speakers in India (1951 census); 540,000 in Nepal (1993 johnstone); 20,316,950
in all countries. [R  Bihar, Madhya Pradesh, Uttar Pradesh, Kanpur, Delhi. ILl Indo-
European, Indo-Iranian, Indo-Aryan, East Central zone. [D  Gangapari, Mirzapuri, Pardesi,
Tharu, Uttari. 111 Awadhi is the standard for literature. There is considerable epic literature.
'Kosali' is a name used for the Eastern Hindi group. Caribbean Hindi is related to Awadhi.
50% to 75% literate.

Bengali (Bangala, Bangla, Bangla-Bhasa)

67,200,000 in India (1994 IMA); 100,000,000 in Bangladesh (1994 UBS); 70,000 in United
Arab Emirates (1986); 600 in Singapore; 189,000,000 in all countries (1995 WA). [Rj West
Bengal and neighbouring states. [Ll Indo-European, Indo-Iranian, Indo-Aryan, Eastern zone,

Bengali-Assamese. [D1 Bank, Bhatiari, Chirmar, Kachari-Bengali, Lohari-Malpaharia, Mussel-

mani, Rajshahi, Samaria, Saraki, Siripuria. [Fl Bengali script. State language of West Bengal.
National language. Hindu.

Bhojpuri (Bhojapuri, Bhozpuri, Bajpuri, Bihari)

23,375,000 in India (1994 IMA); 1,370,000 in Nepal (1993); 25,000,000 in all countries. [Rl
Bihar Purnea area, Assam, Delhi, Madhya Pradesh, Uttar Pradesh, West Bengal. [L  Indo-

European, Indo-Iranian, Indo-Aryan, Eastern zone, Bihari. [DI Northern Standard Bhojpuri
(Gorakhpuri, Sarawaria, Basti), Western Standard Bhojpuri (Purbi, Benarsi), Southern Stan-
dard Bhojpuri (Kharwari), Tharu, Madhesi, Domra, Musahan: [Fl May be more than one lan-
guage. Extent of dialect variation in India and Nepal not yet determined. The cover term 'Bi-

hari' (Behari) is used for Bhojpuri, Maithili, and Magahi. Kaithi script. 50% to 75% literate.

Agriculturists. Hindu.

English
Second language speakers: 11,021,610 (1961 census); 322,000,000 in all countries (1995
WA). [Ll Indo-European, Germanic, West, North Sea, English. [Fl Language for official use.

Gujarati (Gujrathi, Gujarati)
43,312,000 in India (1994 IMA); 140,000 in United Kingdom (1979 Wagner and Dayton);
6,203 in Fiji; 9,600 in Zimbabwe (1973); 12,000 in Zambia (1985); 147,000 in Uganda
(1986); 5,000 in Malawi (1993); 50,000 in Kenya (1995); 800 in Singapore (1985);
44,000,000 in all countries. [RJ Gujarat, Maharashtra, Rajasthan, Karnatal<a, Madhya Pradesh.
Also in Bangladesh, South Africa, Pakistan, Reunion. [LI Indo-European, Indo-Iranian, Indo-
Aryan, Central zone, Gujarati. ID} Standard Gujarati (Saurashtra Standard, Nagari, Bombay
Gujarati, Patnuli), Gamaclia (Gramya, Surati, Anawla, Brathela, Eastern Broach Gujarati, Cha-
rotari, Patidari, Vadodari, Ahmedabad Gamadia, Patani), Parsi, Kathiyawadi (Jhalawadi, Sora-
thi, Holadi, Gohilwadi, Bhawnagari), Kharwa, Kakari, Tarimuld (Ghisadi). [Fl Gujarati script.
30% literate (1974). State language of Gujarat. National language. Hindu.
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Hindi (Khari Boli, Khadi Boli)
180,000,000 in India (1991 UBS); 346,513,000 or nearly 50% including second language
users in India (1994 IMA); 346,000 in Bangladesh (1993); 26,253 in USA (1970 census);
685,170 in Mauritius; 890,292 in South Africa; 232,760 in Yemen; 147,000 in Uganda;
5,000 in Singapore; 2,900 in Nepal; 11,200 in New Zealand (1987); 24,500 in Germany
(1984 Time); 182,000,000 in all countries or more. 418,000,000 including second language
users (1995 WA). IR  Throughout northern India: Delhi, Uttar Pradesh, Rajasthan, Panjab,
Madhya Pradesh, northern Bihar, Himachal Pradesh. Also in Kenya, United Arab Emirates,
United Kingdom. [Ll Indo-European, Indo-Iranian, Indo-Aryan, Central zone, Western
Hindi, Hindustani. [Dl Hindi, Hindustani, Urdu could be considered co-dialect:s, but have
important sociolinguistic differences. IFl Hindi uses the Devanagari writing system, and formal
vocabulary is borrowed from Sanskrit, de-Persianized, de-Arabicised. Literary Hindi, or
Hindi-Urdu, has four varieties: Hindi (High Hindi, Nagari Hindi, Literary Hindi, Standard

Hindi); Urdu; Dakhini; Rekhta. State language of Delhi, Uttar Pradesh, Rajasthan, Panjab,
Madhya Pradesh, Bihar, Haryana, Himachal Pradesh. Languages and dialects in the Western
Hindi group are Hindustani, Bangaru, Braj Bhasha, Kanauji, Bundeli; see separate entries.
National language. Typology: SOV. Hindu.

Kannada (Kanarese, Canarese, Banglori, Madrassi)
33,663,000 (1994 IMA); 44,000,000 including second language users (1995 WA). [Rl Karna-
taka, Andhra Pradesh, Tamil Nadu, Maharashtra. IL1 Dravidian, Southern, Tamil-Kannada,
Kannada.[D  Bijapur, Jeinu Kuruba, Aine Kuruba. About 20 dialects; Badaga may be one. [Fl
Kannada script; similar to Telugu script. 60% literate. State language of Karnataka. National

language. Typology: SOV. Hindu, Muslim, Christian.

Magahi (Magadhi, Magaya, Maghaya, Maghori, Magi, Magodhi, Bihari)

10,821,000 (1994 IMA). IRI Southern districts of Bihar, eastern Patna Division, northern
Chotanagpur Division, and Malda District of West Bengal. [LI Indo-European, Indo-Iranian,
Indo-Aryan, Eastern zone, Bihari. [DI Southern Magahi, Northern Magahi, Central Magahi.
[F1 Also used as a religious language.

Malayalam (Alealum, Malayalani, Malayali, Malean, Maliyad, Mallealle, Mopla)
33,667,000 in India (1994 IMA); 300,000 in United Arab Emirates (1986); 37,000 in Malay-
sia; 10,000 in Singapore (1987); 313 in Fiji; 34,014,000 in all countries. [Rl Kerala, Laccadive
Islands, and neighboring states. Also in United Kingdom, Bahrain, Qatar. [LI Dravidian,
Southern, Tamil-Kannada, Tamil-Kodagu, Tamil-Maiayalam, Malayalam. [D  Malabar, Na-
gari-Malayalam, Malayalam, South Kerala, Central Kerala, North Kerala, Kayavar, Nam-
boodiri, Moplah, Pulaya, Nasrani, Nayar.  [Fl Malayalam script. State language of Kerala. Caste
and communal dialect:s: Namboodiri, Nayar, Moplah, Pulaya, Nasrani. The Cochin jews in
Kerala speak Malayalam. National language. Saivite Hindu, Christian.

Marathi (Maharashua, Maharathi, Malhatee, Marthi, Munithu)
64,783,000 (1994 IMA). IRI Maharashtra and adjacent states. [LI Indo-European, Indo-
Iranian, Indo-Aryan, Southern zone. [Fl 34% literacy rate. Devanagari script. The Habshi are
descended from East African slaves brought to western India, and are Muslim. 42 dialects. The
dialect situation throughout the greater Marathi speaking area is complex. Dialects bordering
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other major language areas share many features with those languages. See separate entries for

dialects or closely related languages: Konkani, Goanese, Deccan, Varhadi, Nagpuri, Ikrani,
Gowlan. State language of Maharashtra. The Bene Israel are a Marathi-speaking jewish group
of Bombay. National language. Typology: SOV. Hindu, Muslim, Sikh, Christian, Jain, Jewish

(Bene Israel).

Marwari (Rajasthani, Merwari, Marvari, Mewan)
12,104,000 Marwari, Rajasthani, and Mewari (1994 IMA). [RI Gujarat, Rajasthan, Madhya
Pradesh, Panjab, Delhi, Haryana, Uttar Pradesh, thoughout India. [Ll Indo-European, Indo-

Iranian, Indo-Aryan, Central zone, Rajasthani, Marwari. [Dl Standard Marwari, Eastern Mar-

wari, Southern Marwari (Marwari-Gujarati, Mewari), Western Marwari, Northern Marwari

(Bikaneri), jaipuri. The standard form of Rajasthani. 23 dialects. Different from Marwari of

Pakistan, and from Mewati, dialect of Haryanvi. IFI Devanagari script. 80% to 85% lexical

similarity among some Gujarat and Rajasthan Marwari Bhil dialects. 50% to 75% literate.

Hindu, traditional religion.

Panjabi, Eastern (Panjabi, Gurmukhi, Gurumukhi)

25,690,000 in In(lia (1994 IMA); 43,000 in Malaysia (1993); 10,000 in Kenya (1995); 9,677
in Bangladesh (1961 census); 1,167 in Fiji; 25,700,000 in all countries. IRI Panjab, Haryana,
Delhi, Rajasthan, jammu, Kashmir. Also in United Arab Emirates, Singapore, United King-
dom. [LI Indo-European, Indo-Iranian, Indo-Aryan, Central zone, Panjabi. IDI Panjabi

Proper. Western Panjabi is distinct from Eastern Panjabi, although there is a chain of dialects

to Western Hindi (Urdu).[Fl Gurumukhi is associated with Sikhs. Gurmukhi script  used;  a
variant of Devanagari script. Subdialects of Panjabi Proper: Majhi, Doab, Bhatyiana, Powadhi,

Malwa, Bathi. National language. Sikh.

Tamil (Tamalsan, Tambul, Tamili, Tamal, Damulian)

58,597,000 in India (1994 IMA); 3,000,000 in Sri Lanka (1993); 250,000 in South Africa;

274,218 in Malaysia (1970 census); 191,200 in Singapore (1980); 35,000 in Germany; 7,000
in Netherlands; 22,000 in Mauritius (1993); 6,663 in Fiji; 62,000,000 or more in all countries

first language speakers; 69,000,000 including second language users (1995 WA). [Fl Tamil

Nadu and neighbouring states. Also in Bahrain, Qatar, Reunion, Thailand, United Arab Emir-

ates, United Kingdom. [LI Dravidian, Southern, Tamil-Kannada, Tamil-Kodagu, Tamil-

Malayalam, Tamil. [DI Adi Dravida, Aiyar, Aiyangar, Arava, Burgandi, Kasuva, Kongar,
Korava, Korchi, Madrasi, Parikala, Pattapu Bhasha, Tamil, Sri Lanka Tamil, Malaya Tamil,
Burma Tamil, South Africa Tamil, Tigalu, Harijan, Sanketi, Hebbar, Mandyam Brahmin,
Secunderabad Brahmin. [Fl Tamil script. State language of Tamil Nadu. Kasuva is a jungle

tribe dialect. Burgandi speakers are nomadic, Aiyar and Aiyangar are Brahmin dialect:s. Na-

tional language. Typology: SOV. Hindu, Muslim.

Telugu (Telegu, Andhra, Gentoo, Tailangi, Telangire, Telgi, Tengu, Terangi, Tolan8an)

66,318,000 in India (1994 IMA); 30,000 in Malaysia (1993); 2,008 in Fiji; 300 in Singapore

(1970); 73,000,000 in all countries (1995 WA). [Rl Andhra Pradesh and neighbouring states.

Also in Bahrain, United Arab Emirates. [L1 Dravidian, South-Central, Telugu. [DI Berad,

Dasari, Dommara, Golari, Kamathi, Komtao, Konda-Reddi, Salewari, Telangana, Telugu,

Vadaga, Vadari, Srikakula, Vishakapatnam, East Godaveri,Rayalseema, Nellore, Guntur. Te-

lugu script. [Fl State language of Andhra Pradesh. National language. Typology: SOV.
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Urdu (lslami, Undri, Urudu)
45,773,000 in India (1994 IMA); 8,000,000 in Pakistan (1988); 3,562 in Fiji; 170,000 in
South Africa; 30,000 in Oman; 20,000 in Bahrain; 19,950 in Qatar; 16,800 in Germany;
54,000,000 or more in all countries. IRI Jammu and Kashmir and by Muslims in many parts of
India. Also in Afghanistan, USA. ILJ Indo-European, Indo-Iranian, Indo-Aryan, Central zone,
Western Hindi, Hindustani. IDI Dakhini (Dakani, Deccan, Desia, Mirgan), Pinjari, Rekhta
(Rekhti). [Fl Dakhini is freer of Persian and Arabic loans  than  Urdu.  Both are written in Arabic
script. Rekhta is a form of Urdu used in poetry. State language and medium of instruction in
government schools in jammu and Kashmir. National language. Muslim.



APPENDIX 2
PROFILE OF THE INFORMANTS

I.  Basic data

Name, place of residence, nationality, gender, year of birth, country of birth, ethnic back-
ground, religion.

11.  Personal history/backgrounds

A. Migration history

Short descriptions:
Where did you live in the country of origin?
When did you move to the Netherlands/United Kingdom?
Where (lid you live in the Netherlands/United Kingdom?

B. Educational history

For primary, middle, secondary, A-level and higher education:
did you complete it? In which country?

C. Migration history

For various jobs:
Which period?
In which country?

III.  Surroundings

A. Family

Composition of family: which person, gender, age, country of birth, year of arrival in the
Netherlands / United Kingdom, ethnic background

For partner: ethnic background, personal history / backgrounds (migration history, educa-
tional history, employment history).
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B. Relatives

Where do you relatives live (father, mother, brothers, sisters)?

How often do you have contacts with your relatives?

C. Friends

Do you have Hindu(stani) friends?

Do you have Dutch/English friends?

IV. Socio-cultural orientation

Attitudes and behaviour towards countries and cultures

A. Orientation towards country of origin

Holidays in country oforigin?
Attitudes towards (re)migration?
Contacts with country of origin? (India?)

B. Orientation in the Netherlands /UK towards Dutch/ British culture or the culture of the
own ethnic group.

Hindustani/Indian food?
Hindustani/Indian music, television, radio, movies?
Hindustani/Indian newspapers?

Shopping at Hindustani/Indian shops?
Active member of a Hindustani/Indian organisation?



APPENDIX 3
RESEARCH QUESTIONS USED AS THE BASIS FOR
OBSERVATIONS AT HINDI SCHOOLS

General questions

1.      Is instruction in Hindi available?
2.   Is it supported? If yes, in which way?
3.     How many people are involved in this type of education?
4.   Who are these persons?
5.    What is the quality of this type of education?

Visits

1.    When was the school visited?
2.     Where is the school located?

General impression ofthe Hindi classes

1.    What is the venue of the classes like?
2.     Who is the organiser of the classes?
3.   When (day of the week, time of day, number ofhours) are the classes organised?
4.   Are there other activities organised alongside with the Hindi-classes?
5.     What do the classrooms used for the instruction of Hindi look like?
6.   Are these rooms suitable for the teaching of a language?
7. Which facilities are available?
8.   How many pupils attend the Hindi classes?
9. Which languages are used in the interaction between the teacher and the pupils?
10. What is the structure of the lessons, courses (in general terms)?

Classes

1.    How many classes are being taught?
2. What activities take place in the various classes?
3. Which teaching methods are being employed?
4.   What is the ambition level of the teachers?
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Materials

1.   Which materials are being used?
2.     What is the origin of these materials?

3.   Who developed these materials?

4.   Are these materials suitable for the group in which they are being used?

Teachers

1.     Are the teachers qualified?
2.    What is their age, gender and background?
3.   How much experience do they have with the teaching of Hindi?

Evaluation

1.    What is our impression of these classes?

2.    What  is our opinion  of the circumstances, both practical and political, in which these

classes are organised?



APPENDIX 4
WORD NAMING TASK IN ENGLISH

1.   Now I'm going to ask you to tell me as many different words as you can. Any words at all
will be OK. They don't have to be big words or words they teach you at school. just any
words at all - like (pause, to give the effect of giving words at random) cat, table, pen.
When I tell you to start, tell me as many different English words as you can. I'll tell you
when to stop. Any questions? Ok, now. (When one minute has elapsed, say) Good, that's
fine.

2.  Now, I'm going to ask you to tell me as many different English words as you can that
name things you can see or find in a kitchen. Your kitchen or any other kitchen. Words like
salt, spoon, rice. OK? OK. Now. (When one minute has elapsed, say) Good, that' s Bne.

3.  Now, I'm going to ask you to tell me as many different English words as you can that
name things you can see or find in a nei8hbourhood. Your neighbourhood or any other

neighbourhood. Words like street, car, hairdresser's shop. OK? OK. Now. (When one minute
has elapsed, say) Good, that's fine.

4.  Now, I'm going to ask you to tell me as many different English words as you can that
name things you can see or find in a temple. Your temple or any other temple. Words like
candie, beH, idols. OK? OK. Now. (When one minute has elapsed, say) Good, that's fine.

5.  Now, I'm going to ask you to tell me as many different English words as you can that
name things you can study in school.  In any kind of school, primary school, high school, or
college. Anything you can study - like reading, chemist , arithmetic. OK? OK. Now. (When
one minute has elapsed, say) Good, that's fine.

6.  Now, I'm going to ask you to tell me as many different English words as you can that
name jobs or occupations like doctor, machine operator, secretary. OK? OK. Now. (When one
minute has elapsed, say) Good, that's fine.

The same word naming task was used in Hindi.



APPENDIX 5
PROFESSIONS MENTIONED BY INFORMANTS AND
THEIR PARTNERS

Professions mentioned by informants and their partners in the Netherlands,
ordered by total number (Informants: N =58 Partners: N= 36)

Informant Partner Total Total Total
Nether- Surinam

lands
Nether- Surinam Nether- Surinam

lands lands
Clerical staff                                     1 9                          5                           5                           3                        24                          8              32

Teacher 5 3 2 3 7 6 1 3
Production em-                   6                1                5                                11                1         12
ployee

(Male) nurse 5 1 3 1 8 2 1 0
Salesman/woman 2222448
Bookkeeper                2                      2                      4                  4
Telephonist  2 1 1   3 1 4
Doctor                           1             1              1              1             2             2        4
Watchmaker                   1             1              1              1             2             2        4
Scientist                         3                                                          3                       3
Caretaker                       2                            1                            3                       3
Cleaner                          2                            1                            3                       3
Civil servant                      1               1                               1               2               1         3
Housewife       3   3 3
Personnel & Or-                2                                                               2                         2
ganisation omcer
Trader                   1                    1                    2                2

Insurer                    1                     1                     2                 2

Child nurse                             1                                      1                                      2                               2
Technician                      1                            1                            2                       2
Executive secre-                  1                                  1                                  2                            2
tary

Policy omcial                       1                                  1                                  2                            2
Welfare officer                  1                               1                               2                         2
Mechanic                        1              1                                           1              1        2
Furniture maker                    1                  1                                                          1                  1           2
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Informant Partner Total Total Total
Nether- Surinam

lands

Nether- Surinam Nether- Surinarn
lands lands

Land surveyor                        1                  1                                                          1                   1           2
Soldier                                         1              1                            1              1        2
Technician                                    2                                                          2        2
Doctors assistent                                       1                                      1                                      2           2
Farmer                                            2                                                               2         2
Tax specialist                                             1                                      1                                      2           2
Accountant                       1                                                               1                          1
Manager                   1                                               1                   1
Child nurse                            1                                                                              1                               1
Warehouse-                      1                                                                1                          1
worker
Waiter                             1                                                                1                          1
Construction                     1                                                                1                          1
bench fitter
Manager                  1                                           1                  1
Policy official                      1                                                                      1                            1
Controller                        1                                                                1                          1
Gardener                       1                                                          1                       1
Social worker                        1                                                                              1                                1

Nursery teacher                   1                                                                      1                            1

Temporary                1                                           1                  1
worker

Kitchen help                          1                                                                              1                               1
Medical analyst                    1                                                                      1                            1
Prison warder                                                         1                                  1                            1
Metal worker                                                    1                               1                          1
Postal employee                                                 1                               1                          1
Dockworker                                                 1                            1                       1
Cashier                                                        1                            1                        1
Electrician                                                    1                            1                       1
Technical                                                     1                            1                        1
draughtsman
Lab technician                                                                                               1                                                         1                                               1

Security omcer                                          1                                                                              1            1
Police inspector                                     1                                                                      1          1
Company owner                                1                                                                1         1
Joiner                                                      1                     1      1

Branch manager                                         1                                                                              1            1

DepartInent man-                                                                             1                                      1            1

ager

Bricklayer    1      1 1
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Professions mentioned by informants and their partners in the UK,
ordered by total number (Informants: N =24 Partners: N= 18)

Infor- Infor- Partner Partner Total Total Total
mant mant UK Before UK Before

UK Before UK UK
UK

Doctor               4             6             2             8             6              14           20
Civil servant         3               1               4                               7               1               8
Teacher              2                             3             2              5             2             7
Optician          2          1           1                       3           1          4
Lathe operator     3                                                           3                             3
Clerical staff         1                                1                                2                               2

Engineer          1                     1                     2                     2
Company         1                     1                     2                     2
olvner

Driver                2                                                           2                             2
(Male) nurse                                     1                    1         1

Insurance ad-                                         1                                1                                1
viser
Trader                    1                                      1         1

Business man                                                                         1                                        1                   1

Cashier                                         1                           1                           1
Pharmacist                                     1                           1                           1
Medical agent                                        1                                1                                1
Seamstress                                         1                             1                             1
Manager                     1                                           1          1
Computer pro-                        1                                                                         1                 1
grammer
Civil engineer                     1                                                           1              1
Accountant          1                                                           1                             1
Bookkeeper 1      1   1
Shopkeeper 1      1  1
Textile drawing    1                                                           1                             1
System analyst      1                                                           1                             1
Business analyst     1                                                                 1                                1
Retail manager      1                                                                        1                                    1
Sales rep                 1                                                                         1                                    1
Carpet estima-      1                                                                 1                                1
tor

Chemist             1                                                                                  1



APPENDIX 6
QUESTIONNAIRE OF THE LARGE-SCALE SURVEY

Language survey ofHindi-speakers in England
Tilburg  University (the Netherlands) in cooperation with the University  of York

Background information (ckle mful,n)

1.          School

2.          City

3.    Teacher

4. Grade 1 2 3456 7    8

5. Child's name or code

6. Sex       boy girl

7. Age

8.       Country ofbirth Child

9.       Country of birth Father

10. Country of birth Mother

Remarks:
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LANGUAGE PROFILE (c"cle orJill in)

11. Which languages are used in your home;

(!f oppl 1,61,1.fill t. 6.0™, 4 lagi'08') Hindi Another Indian English Another
language, language,
namely: namely:

ves no yes no

12.   Can  you..

..understand this languagd well fairlv ..11 f*irly well fairly well fairly

alittle not a little not a little not a little not

..speak thi, languagel well fairly will
flilly

well fairly well fairly

a little not a little not a little not a little not

..read this language7 well
fairly

well
fairly well

fairly well fairly

a little not alittle not alittle not a little not

..write this language? well
fairly

./11 firly well fairly well fairly

a little not a little not a little not a little not

13.   Do you speak thislmguage

always often always often always often always often..with your mother? does not

'Pply
sometimes never sometimes never sometimes never sometimes never

always often always often always often always often..with your father? does not
apply Sometimes never sometimes never sometimes never

sometimes never

always often dways often always often always often...with your older does not
sometimes never

brothers and sisters? apply sometimes never sometimes never sometirnes never

always often always often dways often always often...with your younger does not
brothers and sisters? *pply sometimes never sometimes never sometimes never

sometimes never

14. Which language do you speak best, Hind Another Indian English Another language
1*ngu,ge

15.  Which languagedo you like to speak most? Hindi Another Indian English Another language

language

EDUCATION IN MINORITY LANGUAGES (arcle)

(!f oppli«,bkifill in & nom• of . 199.) Hindi Another Indian Another language,

language, namely: namely:

16,    Do you follow classes in.. yes no yes no               yes     no

17.   Ifso, do you follow these classes during yes no yes no yes     no

regular school hours?

18.   If not, would you like totake classes in. yes no yes no yes    no



APPENDIX 7
QUESTIONNAIRE OF THE IN-DEPTH SURVEY

The layout of this questionnaire was changed to save space. The length of the original ques-
tionnaire was 34 pages.

In Chapter 7 of this dissertation, a code such as 'c039' refers to question 39 in part C of the
questionnaire. Codes without a number,  such as  'age', are included in the questionnaire in a
bolt,  sanserif font.
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Part A: Background information
Personal background information
Basic information

Concerning yourself

1. Name (optional)
2.    Where do you live now? COUNTRY OF RESIDENCE

3.       Nationality
4.   Gender (Male / Female)

5.    Age group (0 20-30  0 31-40  0 41-50  0 51-60  O 61 andover) AGE

6.     Country of birth
7.    Do you consider yourself to be religious? (Yes / Fairly / Not at all) RELIGION
8.    If so, which religion do you practice?

Concerning your partner

9. Name (optional)
10.  Where does you partner live?
11.   Nationality
12.  Gender (Male / Female)
13. Age group (0 20-30  0 31-40  041-50  051-60  O 61 andover)
14.  Country of birth
15.  Do you consider your partner to be religious? (Yes / Fairly / Not at all)
16.  If so, which religion does your partner practice)

Personal history
Migration history

Concerning yourself

17.  What is your place ofbirth?
18.  If you were born outside the U.K.: In which towns and which countries did you live out-

side the U, K,?

19.  Ifyou were born outside the U.K.: In which year did youmove to The U.K.?
20.  In which towns did you live in The U.K.?

Concerning your partner

21.   What is your partner's place ofbirth?
22. If your partner was born outside the U.K.. In which towns and countries (lid your part-

ner live outside the U.K. ?
23. If your partner was born outside the U.K.: In which year did your partner move to The

U.K.?

24. In which towns did your partner live in The U.K.7
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Educational background

Concerning yourself

25.  Did you complete the following types of education and
in which town/village and country:

Completed? Town/village, country
Primary Yes No
Middle Yes No

Secondary Yes No
(0-Level/G.C.S.E)
A-Level Yes No

Higher Yes No

26.  Are you receiving any education at the moment? (Yes / No)
27.  Ifso, what kind of educationi

Concerning your partner

28.  Did your partner complete the following types of education
and in which town/village and country:

Completed? Town/village, country
Primary Yes No
Middle Yes No

Secondary Yes No
(0-Level/G.C.S.E)
A-Level Yes No

Higher Yes No

29.  Is your partner receiving any education at the moment? (Yes / No)
30.   If so,  what kind of education?

Employment history

31. Which occupation(s) did you have until now?

Occupation For how long? In which town and country.2
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32. Which occupation(s) did your partner have until now?

Occupation For how lonti? In which town and country7

Personal environment

Family situation

Children
Please fill in the following information aboutyour children:

Oldest child
33. Nationality
34. Gender (Male / Female)

35.   Age
36. Country ofbirth
37.  Do you consider this child religious? (Yes / Fairly / Not at all)
38.  If so, which religion does this child practice?

Second child
39.  Nationality
40. Gender (Male / Female)

41. Age

42.   Country ofbirth
43.   Do you consider this child religious?  (Yes / Fairly /  Not at all)
44.  If so, which religion does this child practice?

Third child
45.  Nationality
46. Gender (Male / Female)

47.  Age
48.   Country ofbirth
49.  Do you consider this child religious? (Yes / Fairly / Not at all)
50.  If so, which religion does this child practice?

Fourth child

51.   Nationality
52.  Gender (Male / Female)

53. Age
54. Country ofbirth
55.  Do you consider this child religious? (Yes / Fairly / Not at all)
56.  If so, which reli0on does this child practice?
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Parents living at home

57.  Does your father live at your home? (Yes / No)
58.  Does your mother live at your homel (Yes / No)
59.  Does your father-in-law live at your home? (Yes / No)
60.  Does your mother-in-law live at your home? (Yes / No)

f you  gave   the   answer   'Yes'   to   one  or  more  of  the   above   question,   please fill   in  the following   information  about

parents living  at your  home:

61. Father / Mother / Father-in-law / Mother-in-law (circle)

62.   Nationality
63. Gender (Male / Female)
64. Age group    (041-50  0 51-60  061-70  071-80  O 81 andover)
65.   Country ofbirth
66.  Do you consider this person religious? (Yes / Fairly / Not at all)
67.  If so, which religion does this person practice?

68. Father / Mother / Father-in-law / Mother-in-law (circle)
69.   Nationality
70. Gender (Male / Female)
71. Age group    (041-50  0 51-60  0 61-70  0 71-80  O 81 andover)
72.   Country of birth
73.  Do you consider this person religious? (Yes / Fairly / Not at all)
74.   If so, which religion does this person practicel

Other family members living at home

75. Are there any other family members who live at your home? (Yes / No)

!f so,  pleasefd  in  thefollowing  information  about  these  members:

Family member A
76.  Who is this person (please fill in family relation, eg. uncle, sister, etc.)?
77. Nationality
78. Gender (Male / Female)

79.  Age group (020-30  031-40  041-50  051-60  O6landover)
80.  Country of birth
81.  Do you consider yourself to be religious? (Yes / Fairly / Not at all)
82.  If so, which religion do you practice?

Family member B
83.  Who is this person (please fill in family relation, eg. uncle, sister, etc.)?
84. Nationality
85.  Gender (Male / Female)
86. Age group (0 20-30  0 31-40  041-50  0 51-60  O 61 andover)
87.  Country of birth
88.  Do you consider yourself to be religious? (Yes / Fairly / Not at all)
89.  If so, which religion do you practice?
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Relatives

90.   Where do your relatives live (parents, brothers and sisters)? ((Almost) all of them in India

/ More of them in India than in Great Britain / As much in India as in Great Britain /
More of them in Great Britain than in India / (Almost) all of them in Great Britain)

91.  If (some of) your relatives live in Great Britain: Where do these relatives live? ((Almost)
all of them  in the town where I live  /  Most of them  in the town where I live  / As many in
this town as in other towns /  Most of them outside this town / (Almost) all of them in
other towns)

92.  If (some of) your relatives live in India: How often do you have oontact with them? (Very
often / Often / Sometimes / Rarely / Not at all)

93. If (some 01) your relatives live in Great Britain: How often do you have contact with
them? (Very often / Often / Sometimes / Rarely / Not at all)

Friends

94.  How many of your friends are of a Hindu background? ((Almost) all my friends  /  Many
friends / Half of my friends /Afew friends / None ofmy friends)

95.  How many of your friends are of an Indian (non-Hindu) background? ((Almost) all my
friends / Many friends / Half of my friends / A few friends / None of my friends)

96.  How many of your friends are of a white British background? ((Almost) all my friends  /

Many friends / Half of my friends / A few friends / None of my friends)

Soao-cultural orientation ETHNOCULT

97. How often do you go to India for your holidays? (((Almost) every years / Every 2 to 4
years / Less then every 4 years / Never)

98. What is your opinion on moving to India? (I am sure that some day I will move (back) to
India / I am not sure about moving to India / I am sure that I will never move (back) to
India)

99. How many contacts do you have with people in India? (Vey many contacts / Many con-
tacts / Fairly many contacts / A few contacts / No contact)

100.  Do you like living in the U.K.? (Yes / No / Don't know)
101.   Would you prefer to go and live in India? (Yes  / No  / Don't know)
102.  When do you feel the most at ease? (Among Hindu friends / Among Indian (non-Hindu)

friends / Among white British friends)
103. How often do you eat Indian food? ((Almost) daily / A few times a week / Less than a

few times a week / Never)
104. How often do you listen to or watch Indian music, television programs, radio or  movies?

((Almost) daily / A few times a week / Less than a few times a week / Never)
105. How often  do  you read Indian newspapers in Hindi? ((Almost) daily  /  A few times  a

week / Less than a few times a week / Never)
106. How often do you shop at Indian stores? ((Almost) daily / A few times a week / Less

than a few times a week / Never)
107.  Are you active as a member of Hindu organisations? (Very active / Active / Fairly active

/ Slightly active / Not active)

When youfinished this  part of the questionnaire,  please continue with  part  B.
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Part B: Inventory oflanguage use

Language variety

How often do you use the following languages?
1. Hindi (always / often / sometimes / never)
2. English (always / often / sometimes / never)

Are there any other Indian languages that you usei (pleasejiU in the name ofthe language(s))

3.       . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  (always / often / sometimes / never)
4.      . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  (always / often / sometimes / never)

Language choice CHOICESPG / CHOICEHINDI

For the given domains please indicate which language(s) you use mostly and sometimes in the indicated
situations.

For a number of domains we ask you to fill in the languages that you use when you speakto Hindus in
the given domain and in other situations.

When I'm talking to myself I mostly use  . . . . . . . . . and sometimes........

At  home...

...with mypartner Imostly use............... and sometimes................

...with my oldest children I mostly use  . . . . . . . . . .  and sometimes....

...with my youngest children I mostly use  . . . . . . . . and sometimes.

Wth.piends

Among Hindu friends I mostly use . . . . . . . . . . . . . . and sometimes............

Among non-Hindu friends I mostly u s e. . . . . . . . . . . and sometimes........

In the streets...

... among Hindus Imostly use.................. and sometimes...............

. . .  in other situations I mostly use  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . and sometimes...........

IVithin rel  ous organisations.

... among Hindus I mostly use ................... and sometimes..............

...  in other situations I mostly use  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . and sometimes...........

At  work....

... among Hindus Imostly use................... and sometimes..............

... in other situations I mostly use ................ and sometimes ............
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Within  Hindu  organisations.

... among Hindus Imostly use.................... andsometimes.............

. . .  in other situations I mostly use  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . and sometimes..........

In shops  or  at  the market..

... among Hindus I mostly use....................and sometimes.............

. . .  in other situations I mostly use  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . and sometimes.

At school or educational institutions

... among Hindus Imostly use.................... and sometimes.............

. . .i n other situations I mostly use . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . and sometimes....... . ...

Within  political  organisations.

... among Hinduslmostly use.................... and sometimes .

. . .  in other situations I mostly use  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . and sometimes...........

Language proficiency PROFSPG / PROFHiNDI

Please circle the appropriate answer.

Can you understand the following languages?
5.     Hindi (very well / fairly well / not very well / not at all)

6.     English (very well / fairly well / not very well / not at all)
7.    Any other Indian language (very well / fairly well / not very well / not at all)

Can you speak the following languages?

8.     Hindi (very well / fairly well / not very well  / not at all)
9.     English (very well / fairly well / not very well / not at all)
10. Any other Indian language (very well / fairly well / not very well / not at all)

Can you read the following languages?

11.   Hindi  (very well / fairly  well  /  not  very well  /  not  at all)
12.   English (very well / fairly well  / not very well  /  not at all)
13. Any other Indian language (very well / fairly well / not very well / not at all)

Can you write the following languages?

14.  Hindi (very well / fairly well / not very well / not at all)
15.    English (very well / fairly well / not very well / not at all)
16. Any other Indian language (very well / fairly well / not very well / not at all)

Language dominance

17. Which language do you speak best? (Hindi / English / Another language:...........)
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Language preference

18. Which language do you like to speak most? (Hindi / English / Another language:

Language attitudes

19.  Do you And it important to have a good control of Hindi? (Very important /  Important
/ Fairly important / Not important / Not important at all)

20. Please ivrite below the reasons why you find it (not) important to have a good control of
Hindi.

21.   Do you find it important to have a good control  of English? (Very important / Important
/ Fairly important / Not important / Not important at all)

22. Please write below the reasons why you flnd it (not) important to have a good control of
English.

23.  Do you find it important to have a good control of any other Indian languagei  (Very im-
portant / Important / Fairly important / Not important / Not important at all )

24. Please write below the reasons why you find it (not) important to have a good control of
any other Indian language.

25.   Do you consider Hindi  to  be a beautiful languagei (Very beautiful / Beautiful / Fairly
beautiful / Not beautiful /Not beautiful at all)

26. Do you consider English to be a beautiful languagei (Very beautiful / Beautiful / Fairly
beautiful / Not beautiful /Not beautiful at all)

27. Do you consider any other Indian language to be a beautiful language? (Very beautiful /
Beautiful / Fairly beautiful / Not beautiful /Not beaudfulat all)

28.  Do you consider Hindi to be an important language, (Very important / Important /
Fairly important / Not important / Not important at all)

29. Do you consider English to be an important language? (Very important / Important /
Fairly important / Not important / Not important at all)

30. Do you consider any other Indian language to be an important language? (Very important
/ Important / Fairly important / Not important / Not important at all)

Education in Hindi

31.   Do you go to classes in Hindi?  (Yes  /  No)

fyou 80 to dasses in Hindi:
32.  How much time do you spend on classes and home study on Hindi per week? (Less than

two hours / Between 2 and 4 hours / Between 4 and 8 hours / More than 8 hours)

33.   Do your children go  to classes  in  Hindi? (Yes  /  No)

 your children 80 to classes in Hindi:

34. How much time do your children spend on classes and home study on Hindi per week?
(Lkss than two hours / Between 2 and 4 hours / Between 4 and 8 hours / More than 8
hours

Reading habits

35.   Do you read reading books? (often / sometimes / never)
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!fyou read reading books:
36. Which language are these books? (Mostly:......... Sometimes:.........  )

37.  Do your children read reading booksi (often / sometimes / never)

lI your  children  read  readin8 books:

38. Which language are these books' (Mostly:......... Sometimes:.........  )

39.   Do you watch (video) movies? (often / sometimes / never)

f you watch (video) movies:
40. Which language are these (video) movies? (Mostly:.........  Sometimes:.........)

41.   Do your children watch (video) movies? (often / sometimes / never)

f your children watch (video) movies:
42. Which language are these (video) movies? (Mostly: . . . . . . . . . Sometimes:  . . . . . . . . .  )

11'henyoujlnished this part of the questionnaire,  please continue Mith part C



Part C: Background information with language use and language shift

1.   How many Hindi-speakers are there according to you in the U.K.1 (Very few / Few /
Fairly many / Many  / Very many)

2.   Are there according to you more Hindi-speakers than white British people in the U.K.1
(Much less / L ss / (Almost) equal / More / Much more)

3.   How many Hindi-speakers live in your area according to you?  (Very few / Few / Fairly
many / Many  / Very many)

4.   Are there according to you more Hindi-speakers than white British people in your areal
(Much less / Less / (Almost) equal / More / Much more)

5.  How much is Hindi used by Hindi-speakers in the U.K. according to youi (Never /
Sometimes / Fairly often / Often / Very often)

6.   For the given domains please indicate which language is used most by Hindi-speakers in
the U.K. according to you.

When talking to them- 0 Hindi 0 English 0 Other language:
selves

At home 0 Hindi 0 English 0 Other language:

Amongfriends and 0 Hindi 0 English 0 Other language:
acquaintances
In the streets 0 Hindi 0 English 0 Other language:

Within reliflious or- 0 Hindi 0 English 0 Other language:
Banisations
At work 0 Hindi 0 English 0 Other language:

IVithin Hindu or#ani- 0 Hindi 0 English 0 Other language:sations

In shops or at the mar- 0 Hindi 0 English 0 Other language:
ket

At school 0 Hindi 0 English 0 Other language:

Within political or- 0 Hindi 0 English 0 Other language:
ganisations

7.    Do Hindi-speakers in the big cities in the U.K. use Hindi or any other Indian language ac-

cording to you? (Never / Sometimes / Fairly often / Often / Very often)
8.  Do Hindi-speakers in the smaller dties and villages in the U.K. use Hindi according to

you? (Never / Sometimes / Fairly often / Often / Very often)
9.      How high is according to you the average level of education of Hindi-speakers in Englandl

(Very low / Low / Average / High / Very high)
10.  How high is according to you the average level of education of Hindi-speakers in the U.K.

compared to the level of white British people ? (Much lower / Lower / Equal / Higher /
Much higher)

11.   Do you communicate in Hindi with your dildren? (Not at all  / A little / Fairly  /  Much /
Very much)

12. Do Hindi-speakers in the U.K. according to you communicate in Hindi with their chil-
dren? (Not at all / A little / Fairly / Much / Very much)
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13. Do Hindi-speakers in mixed marriages in the U.K. communicate in Hindi with their dul-

dren? (Not at all / A little / Fairly / Much / Very much)
14. What efforts do you make to keep Hindi alivei (Very few / Few / Fairly many / Many  /

Very many)
15. What efforts do Hindi-speakers in English  make  to keep Hindi alive according  to  youi

(Very few / Few / Fairly many / Many  / Very many)
16.  How well do Hindi-speakers in the U.K. speak Hindi acoording to you? (Not at all / Not

very well / Fairly well / Well / Very well)
17. How well do Hindi-speakers in the U.K. speak English according to youi  (Not at all /

Not very well / Fairly well / Well / Very well)
18.   How  well do Hindi-speakers  in  the U.K. speak other Indian languages according to youi

(Not at all / Not very well / Fairly well / Well / Very well)
19. Do you consider Hindi to be a valuable language? (Not valuable at all / Not valuable /

Fairly important / Valuable / Very valuable)
20.  Do Hindi-speakers in the U.K. according to you consider Hindi to be a valuable languagel

(Not valuable at all / Not valuable / Fairly important / Valuable / Very valuable)
21.  Do white British people according to you consider Hindi to be a valuable language? (Not

valuable at all / Not valuable / Fairly important / Valuable / Very valuable)
22.   Do you consider  other Indian languages than Hindi  to be valuable languages?  (Not  valu-

able at all / Not valuable / Fairly important / Valuable / Very valuable)
23. Do Hindi-speakers in the U.K. according to you consider other Indian languages than

Hindi to be valuable languages? (Not valuable at all / Not valuable / Fairly valuable /
Valuable / Very valuable)

24. Do white British people according to you consider other Indian languages than Hindi to
be valuable languagesi (Not valuable at all / Not valuable / Fairly important / Valuable

/ Very valuable)
25.   ls the group of Hindi-speakers  in  the U.K. increasing because  of the arrival of Hindi-

speakers from abroad? (Not at all / A little / Fairly fast / Fast / Very fast)
26.  Is the group of Hindi-speakers in the U.K. ina easing faster than the group of white Brit-

ish people according to youi (Much slower / Slower / Equally fast / Faster / Much

faster)

27.  Do you have contacts with speakers of Hindi outside of the U.K.?  (Very few / Few /
Fairly many / Many  / Very many)

28.   Do  Hindi-speakers in  the  U.K. have contacts with speakers of Hindi outside  of the  U.K.

according to you?  (Very few / Few / Fairly many / Many  / Very many)
29.  Do you have contacts with speakers of other Indian languages than Hindi outside of the

U.K.?  (Very few / Few / Fairly many / Many  / Very many)
30.  Do Hindi-speakers in the U.K. have contacts with speakers of other Indian languages than

Hindi outside of the U.K. according to you? (Very few  / Few / Fairly many / Many   /

Very many)
31. How important is Hindi for your ethnic identity? (Not important at all  / Not important

/ Fairly important / Important / Very important)
32. How important do Hindi-speakers consider Hindi to be for their ethnic identity according

to you? (Not important at all  / Not important / Fairly important / Important / Very

important)
33. How important do white British people consider English to be for their ethnic identity

according to youi (Not important at all  / Not important / Fairly important / Important

/ Very important)
34. How important are other Indian languages than Hindi for your ethnic identity? (Not im-

portant at all  / Not important / Fairly important / Important / Very important)
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35. How important do Hindi-speakers consider other Indian languages than Hindi to be for
their ethnic identity according to you? (Not important at all  / Not important / Fairly
important / Important / Very important)

36.  What is according to you the attitude of non-Hindu Indians in the U.K. towards Hindi-
speakers? (Very negative / Negative / Neutral / Positive  / Very positive)

37.  What is according to you the attitude of white British people towards Hindi? (Very nega-
tive / Negative / Neutral / Positive  / Very positive)

38.  What is according to you the attitude of non-Hindu Indians in the U.K. towards Hindii
(Very negative / Negative / Neutral / Positive  / Very positive)

39. What is the attitude of white British people towards youl (Very negative / Negative /
Neutral / Positive / Very positive)

40.  What is according to you the attitude of white British people towards Hindi-speakers in
the U. K.? (Very negative / Negative / Neutral / Positive  / Very positive)

41. What is the attitude of non-Hindu Indians towards you? (Very negative / Negative /
Neutral / Positive  / Very positive)

42. How strong are according to you the rights of Hindi-speakers in the U.K.7 (Not very
strong / Not strong / Fairly strong / Strong / Very strong)

43. Do Hindi-speakers in the U.K. according to you have the same rights as white English-
men? (Much worse rights / Worse rights / Equal rights / Better rights  / Much better

rights)
44.  Is there according to you an offidal recognition of Hindi in the U.K.? (No official recogni-

tion / A slight recognition / A partial recognition / Recognition for the most part / Full
recognition)

45.   Is there according  to  you an official recognition of other Indian languages than  Hindi  in
the U.K.1 (No official recognition / A slight recognition / A partial recognition / Recog-

nition for the most part / Full recognition)
46.  What is your attitude towards the teaching of Hindi in the U.K..1 (Very negative / Nega-

tive / Neutral / Positive  / Very positive)
47. What is the attitude of Hindi-speakers in the U.K. towards the teaching of Hindi in the

U.K.1 (Very negative / Negative / Neutral / Positive  / Very positive)
48. What is the attitude of white British people towards the teaching of Hindi for Hindi-

speakers in the U.K.1 (Very negative / Negative / Neutral / Positive  / Very positive)
49.  How many Hindi-speakers (of all Hindi-speakers in the U.K.) take classes in Hindi? (Very

few / Few / Fairly many / Many  / Very many)
50.  Is there according to you support from the British government for the teaching of Hindi

in the U.K.? (Not at all / Some support / Reasonable support / Much support / A lot of
support)

51.   How high do you regard the quality of Hindi-classes  in  the  U.K.1 (Very low  /  Low  /  Av-
erage / High / Very high)

52.  How high do Hindi-speakers in the U.K. regard the quality of Hindi-classes in the U.K.;
gerylow / Low / Average / High / Very high)

53.  How high do you regard the quality of the teaching of English in the U.K.1 (Very low /
Low / Average / High / Very high)

54.  How many Hindi-speakers in the U.K. are according to you religious? (Very few / Few /
Fairly many / Many  / Very many)

55. Are Hindi-speakers in the U.K. according to you more religious than white Englishmen?
(Much less religious / Lkss religious / Equally religious / More religious / Much more
religious)

56. Do you regard Hindi to be important for your religion? (Not important at all  / Not im-
portant / Fairly important / Important / Very important)
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57. Do Hindi-speakers in the U.K. according to you regard Hindi to be important for their

religion? (Not important at all  / Not important / Fairly important / Important / Very
important)

58.  Do you regard other Indian languages than Hindi to be important for your religion? (Not

important at all  / Not important / Fairly important / Important / Very important)
59. Do Hindi-speakers in the U.K. according to you regard other Indian languages than

Hindi to be important for their religion? (Not important at all  / Not important / Fairly

important / Important / Very important)
60. Does religion according to you play an important role in the U.K.7 (Not important at all

/ Not important / Fairly important / Important / Very important)
61. Do Hindi-speakers in the U.K. think that religion plays an important role in the U.K.1

(Not important at all  / Not important / Fairly important / Important / Very important)
62. Are according to you many white British people religious? (Very few / Few / Fairly

many / Many  / Very many)
63. How good is your econo-fmancial position) (Very bad / Bad / Fairly good / Good /

Very good)
64. How good is the econo-fmandal position of Hindi-speakers in the U.K. according to you.i

(Very bad / Bad / Fairly good / Good / Very good)
65.  How good is according to you the econo-financial position of Hindi-speakers in the U.K.

compared to the econo-financial position of white Englishmani (Much worse / Worse  /

Equally good / Better / Much better)
66. Do you consider speaking Hindi important for your personal economic progress? (Not

important at all  / Not important / Fairly important / Important / Very important)
67. Do Hindi-speakers in the U.K. according to you consider speaking Hindi important for

their personal economic progressi (Not important at all  / Not important / Fairly impor-

tant / Important / Very important)
68. Do you consider speaking English important for your personal economic progress) (Not

important at all  / Not important / Fairly important / Important / Very important)
69. Do Hindi-speakers in the U.K. according to you oonsider speaking English important for

their personal economic progressi (Not important at all  / Not important / Fairly impor-

tant / Important / Very important)
70.  Is there according to you attention being paid to Hindi-speakers at the radio and television

and in papers and magazines in the U.K.1 (Not at all / Some attention / Reasonable at-

tention / Much attention / A lot of attention)
71.   Is there according to Hindi-speakers attention being paid  to  them  at the radio and televi-

sion and in papers and magazines in the U.K.? (Not at all / Some attention / Reasonable

attention  / Much attention /  A lot of attention)
72. Is there according to you more attention being paid to Hindi-speakers at the radio and

television and in papers and magazines in the U.K. than to white Englishmen? (Much less
attention / Less attention / Equal amount of attention / More attention / Much more at-

tention)

73.   Is there according  to you attention being paid to Hindi  at the radio and television  and  in

papers and magazines in the U.K.? (Not at all / Some attention / Reasonable attention /
Much attention  / A lot of attention)

74. Is there according to Hindi-speakers attention being paid to Hindi at the radio and televi-
sion and in papers and magazines in the U.K.? (Not at all / Some attention / Reasonable

attention / Much attention / A lot of attention)
75.  Is there according to you more attention being paid to Hindi at the radio and television

and in papers and magazines in the U.K. than to English? (Much less attention / I. ss at-
tention / Equal amount of attention / More attention / Mudi more attention)
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76. Is there according to you attention being paid to other Indian languages than Hindi at the
radio and television an(i in papers and magazines in the U.K. 1 (Not at all / Some attention
/ Reasonable attention  / Much attention  /  A lot of attention)

77. Is there according to Hindi-speakers attention being paid to other Indian languages than
Hindi at the radio and television and in papers and magazines in the U. K.1 (Not at all /
Some attention / Reasonable attention / Much attention / A lot of attention)

78. Is there according to you more attention being paid to other Indian languages than Hindi
at the radio and television and in papers and magazines in the U.K. than to English?
(Much less attention / Less attention / Equal amount of attention / More attention /
Much more attention)

79. How large is the cultural-ethnic awareness of Hindi-speakers in the U.K.? (Very small /
Small / Fairly large / Large / Very large)

80.  Is the cultural-ethnic awareness of Hindi-speakers in the U.K. smaller or larger than that
of white Englishmen? (Much smaller / Smaller / Equally large / 1.arger / Much larger)

You have reached the end of the questionnaire. Thanks for your cooperation!

Space forremarks: ...........................................



APPENDIX 8
SUB-GROUPS OF INFORMANTS IN
THE NETHERLANDS AND THE UK

Sub- Country Generation Concentration of Hin- Type of school

Group dus

NLl Netherlands Primary school pupils Concentration area Hindu primary
school

NL2 Netherlands Primary school pupils Concentration area Regular primary
school

NL3 Netherlands Primary school pupils Non-concentration area Regular primary

school
NL4 Netherlands Adolescents Concentration area n/a
NLS Netherlands Adolescents Non-concentration area n/a
NL6 Netherlands Adults Concentration area n/a
NL7 Netherlands Adults Non-concentration area n/a

UK1 United King- Primary school pupils Non-concentration area     n/a

dorn
UK2 United King- Adolescents Non-concentration area n/a

dorn

UK3 United King- Adults Non-concentration area n/a
dorn



SAMENVATTING (DUTCH SUMMARY)

In dit proefschrift wordt een breed opgezette beschrijving gegeven van het taalgebruik van
Hindoe-gemeenschappen in Nederland en het Verenigd Koninkrijk. Deze beschrijving vult
een leegte in de kennis over twee onopvallende taalgemeenschappen in de Nederlandse en
Britse samenleving. Niet alleen in Nederland en in het Verenigd Koninkrijk hebben deze ge-
meenschappen weinig aandacht gekregen in (wetenschappelijk) onderzoek, ook binnen andere

migratiecontexten in de wereld is het aantal onderzoeksinspanningen naar Hindoe-gemeen-
schappen beperkt gebleven tot een kleine hoeveelheid.

De uitkomsten van het onderzoek maken duidelijk dat de Hindoe-gemeenschappen in
een aantal belangrijke opzichten afwijken van meer bestudeerde taalminderheidsgemeenschap-
pen, zoals bijvoorbeeld de Turkse en Marokkaanse gemeenschappen in Nederland. Deze ver-
schillen zijn vooral te verklaren vanuit de andere migratiegeschiedenis en culturele achter-

grond van Hindoe-gemeenschappen en vanuit historisch perspectief. Er is een weerspiegeling
zichtbaar van deze verschillen op de taalgebruikspatronen van leden van deze gemeenschap-

pen.

Het eerste doel van dit proefschrift is het presenteren van een beschrijving van het
taalgebruik en -gedrag van Hindoe-gemeenschappen in Nederland en het Verenigd Konink-
rijk. In de tweede plaats laat het onderzoek de meerwaarde zien van het uitvoeren van grens-
overschrijdend onderzoek, waarin data over vergelijkbare gemeenschappen worden gecom-
bineerd, vergeleken en gecontrasteerd. Ten derde gaat het proefschrift in op het fenomeen
taalverschuiving en in het bijzonder op factoren die als determinanten van taalverschuiving
gezien kunnen worden.

Het proefschrift bestaat uit acht hoofdstukken, die onderverdeeld kunnen worden in
vier delen. Het eerste deel bestaat uit de hoofdstukken 1 tot en met 3. In het inleidende eerste
hoofdstuk worden de doelen en achtergronden van het onderzoek op een rijtje gezet. Hoofd-
stuk 2 geeft de lezer achtergrondinformatie over talen uit India. In hoofdstuk 3 komen metho-
dologische kwesties aan de orde, inclusief de bespreking van de onderzoeksopzet van het on-
derzoek. Het tweede deel van het proefschrift concentreert zich op Hindoe-gemeenschappen
in Nederland en het Verenigd Koninkrijk. Achtereenvolgens wordt er relevante achtergrond-
informatie over deze gemeenschappen gegeven (hoofdstuk 4) en wordt het taalgebruik van
beide gemeenschappen uitgebreid beschreven (hoofdstukken  5  en 6). Het derde deel van het
boek handelt over taalvitaliteit en taalverschuiving en de relatie tussen deze fenomenen. In
hoofdstuk 7 worden theorieEn over taalverschuiving geconfronteerd met de uitkomsten van
het onderzoek zoals gepresenteerd in het tweede deel van deze dissertatie. Het laatste deel van

dit proefschrift is gereserveerd voor afsluitende opmerkingen en discussie (hoofdstuk 8).

Hoofdstuk 1 laat zien dat veel onderzoeken op de terreinen van de sociolinguistiek en de taal-
sociologie zich richten op het leren van een taal als tweede taal door leden van etnische min-
derheidsgroepen. De status en het gebruik van etnische minderheidstalen, misschien juister te
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benoemen als 'gemeenschapstalen' (van het Engelse 'community languages'), hebben veel
minder aandacht gekregen binnen deze wetenschapsgebieden. De Hindoe-gemeenschappen in
Nederland en het Verenigd Koninkrijk zijn slechts in beperkte mate onderzocht. Ook voor

vergelijkbare gemeenschappen in andere landen bestaat een gebrek aan betrouwbare gegevens
over het taalgebruik van deze gemeenschappen. In dit proefschrift wordt een deel van het ge-
brek aan informatie over de Hindoe-gemeenschappen in Nederland en het Verenigd Konink-
rijk ingelost door een internationaal grensoverschrijdend onderzoek uit te voeren. Voor ver-
scheidene dimensies wordt het taalgebruik van de Nederlandse en Britse Hindoe-gemeen-

schappen beschreven. In het bijzonder is er aandacht voor patronen van intergenerationele
taalverschuiving.

Hoofdstuk 2 plaats (le sociolingubtische situatie van de onderzochte Hindoe-gemeenschappen
in een breder, internationaal perspectief. Beide gemeenschappen bevinden zich in een com-
plexe taalsituatie, die te verklaren is vanuit drie factoren: de taalsituatie in het land van oor-
sprong van deze gemeenschappen, India; de taalsituatie in de migratielanden waar deze ge-

meenschappen door de jaren heen verbleven hebben, bijvoorbeeld Suriname en Kenia; en de
taalsituatie in de huidige verblijflanden van (leze gemeenschappen, Nederland en het Verenigd
Koninkrijk. Hoofdstuk 2 is een verhandeling over talen in India: een algemene inleiding tot
deze talen, historische feiten en een meer gedetailleerde beschrijving van de talen en taalfami-
lies in het land. Ook wordt een overzicht gegeven van de huidige sociolinguYstische situatie in
India: gegevens over aantallen sprekers van verschillende talen en een schets van deze talen.
Daarbinnen is er bijzondere aandacht voor de talen die relevant zijn voor de Hindoe-gemeen-

schappen in Nederland en het Verenigd Koninkrijk. Daarnaast gaat het hoofdstuk in op (le
positie van Indiase talen buiten India.

In hoofdstuk 3 wordt stilgestaan bij de theoretische en methodologische aspecten van het on-
derzoek dat in het kader van dit proefschrift is uitgevoerd. Op basis van bestaan(le theorieEn

op het terrein van de beschrijving van taalgebruik en (de verklaring van) taalverschuiving
wordt in (lit hoofdstuk een geintegreerd raamwerk voor taalecologische beschrijving en inter-
generationele taalverschuiving geconstrueerd. Het raamwerk is onder andere gebaseerd op
onderzoek uitgevoerd in het kader van etnolinguistische vitaliteit en op Tilburgs taalpeilings-
onderzoek. Het resulterende raamwerk kan rechtstreeks vertaald worden naar een ver-
zameling onderzoeksvragen die gebruikt kunnen worden om een beschrijving te geven van
Hindoe-gemeenschappen in Nederland en het Verenigd Koninkrijk (zoals ge(laan wordt in
hoofdstuk 4),  van de taalgebruikspatronen  van deze gemeenschappen (hoofdstukken  5  en  6)
en van taalverschuivingsverschijnselen en een verklaring van deze verschijnselen (hoofdstuk 7).
Dit hoofdstuk geeft verder een beschrijving van de methodologie en de onderzoekspopulaties
van de in het kader van het onderzoek gehouden dataverzamelingen onder kinderen, adoles-

centen en volwassenen.

In hoofdstuk 4 wordt achtergrondinformatie gegeven over de Hindoe-gemeenschappen in
Nederland en het Verenigd Koninkrijk. Deze informatie is gel)aseerd op schaarse gegevens die
voortkomen uit veelal kleinschalige of geclateerde onderzoeken die er voor handen zijn over
deze gemeenschappen en op informatie uit de dataverzamelingen die in het kader van dit

proefschrift gehou(len zijn. De achtergrondinformatie heeft betrekken op de migratie-
geschiedenis en demografte van deze gemeenschappen, hun sociaal-economische en culturele
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status  en op hun positie binnen het onderwijs en de media. Ook wordt er ingegaan op het
politieke en sociale klimaat waarin deze gemeenschappen zich bevinden.

Uit deze beschrijvingen wordt duidelijk dat er meer overeenkomsten dan verschillen
zijn tussen de Hindoe-gemeenschappen die centraal staan in dit onderzoek. Zij kennen beide

een geschiedenis van herhaalde migraties. De Hindoe-gemeenschap in Nederland migreerde
eerst van India naar Suriname en migreerde in de tweede helft van de twintigste eeuw van
Suriname naar Nederland. In het Verenigd Koninkrijk zijn een behoorlijk aantal Hindoes die
zelf of van wie de ouders alkomstig zijn uit Oost-Afrikaanse landen. De voorou(les van deze
groep migreerden naar deze landen in dezelfde periode dat voorouders van Nederlandse Hin-
doestanen naar Suriname verhuisden. De Hindoe-gemeenschappen in Nederland en het Vere-
nigd Koninkrijk kennen verder een lange traditie van het leven in multiculturele en meertalige
samenleving, of dat nu in India, Suriname of Oost-Afrika was. Desalniettemin blijven ze in
sterke mate vasthouden aan hun culturele wortels, in het bijzonder op het gebied van religie,
voedselbereiding en populaire media, bijvoorbeeld het kijken (en luisteren) naar Hindi-films
uit India. De politieke klimaten in zowel Nederland als het Verenigd Koninkrijk zijn echter
niet bepaald gunstig voor het behoud van de eigen cultuur door deze gemeenschappen. In het
bijzonder waar het gaat om het behoud van de gemeenschapstalen is de ondersteuning vanuit
lokale en nationale overheden minimaal.

Zoals aangegeven is het aantal verschillen tussen beide Hindoe-gemeenschappen be-
perkt. Ze zijn qua grootte in absolute zin vergelijkbaar, maar in relatieve zin betekent clit dus
dat er een grotere concentratie Hindoes in Nederland is dan in het Verenigd Koninkrijk. De
banden tussen leden van deze gemeenschappen lijken in Nederland dan ook sterker te zijn dan
in het Verenigd Koninkrijk. Het is daarom niet verwonderlijk dat Hindoes in het Verenigd
Koninkrijk meer contact zoeken buiten de landsgrenzen. De sociaal-economische positie van
de Hindoe-gemeenschap in het Verenigd Koninkrijk is aanmerkelijk beter dan die in Neder-
land. Vooral door de komst van een flink aantal doktoren uit India en van zakenmannen uit
Oost-Afrikaanse landen zijn deze gemeenschappen in de tweede helft van de twintigste eeuw
sociaal-economisch versterkt.

In hoofdstuk 5 wordt een beschrijving van het taalgebruik van de Hindoe-gemeenschap in Ne-
derland gegeven op basis van de dimensies taalrepertoire, taalvaardigheid, taalkeuze, taal-
dominantie, taalpreferentie en taalattitudes. Deze beschrijving is gebaseerd op dataverzame-

lingen onder 885 Hindoestaanse kinderen, adolescenten en volwassenen.
De uitkomsten van de dataverzamelingen laten zien dat veel informanten, inclusief die

van de jongste generaties, de gemeenschapstalen Sarnami en Standaard Hindi nog in hun re-
pertoire hebben. Desalniettemin heeft het Nederland zich een sterke positie verworven in hun
repertoire. De positie  van het Nederlands  is het sterkste  bij de jongere generaties Hindoe-
stanen. Bij volwassen Hindoestanen zien we een gebalanceerde meertaligheid, waarbinnen het
Sarnami Hindi, het Standaard Hindi en het Nederlands voor wat betreft de vaardigheden, taal-
keuzepatronen en taalattitudes een gelijke positie innemen. Onder jonge Hindoestanen is er
echter sprake van een taalverschuiving van de gemeenschapstalen naar het Nederlands. De
dimensies taalkeuze en taalvaardigheid worden het sterkst beinvloed door deze taalverschui-
ving, terwijl de dimensies taalpreferenties en taalattitudes het meest weerstand bieden aan de
taalverschuivingskrachten die werkzaam zijn binnen de Hindoe-gemeenschap in Nederlands.

Het is op dit moment onduidelijk of de ondersteuning voor de Hindoestaanse gemeen-
schapstalen, in de vorm van de OALT-wetgeving, een tegenwicht kan bieden aan de intergene-
rationele taalverschuiving die plaatsvindt. Het lijkt erop dat vooral processen binnen de Hin-
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doestaanse gemeenschap en de feitelijk taalkeuzepatronen van Hindoestanen de sterkste be-

dreiging vormen voor het behoud van Hindoestaanse gemeenschapstalen in Nederland.

Hoofdstuk 6, dat gaat over de taalgebruikspatronen van Hindoes in het Verenigd Koninkrijk,
laat een vergelijkbaar beeld zien. Het behoud van gemeenschapstalen door Hindoes staat ook
in het Verenigd Koninkrijk duidelijk onder druk. Hierbij speelt de relatief lage concentratie
van Hindoes in het Verenigd Koninkrijk een rol. Er treedt ook hier een sterke mate van inter-
generationele taalverschuiving op. In het bijzonder is deze verschuiving zichtbaar binnen inter-
acties in het thuisdomein van Hindoes. Ook laten de data zien dat het onderwijsbeleid in het
Verenigd Koninkrijk effecten heeft voor de positie van gemeenschapstalen, met name bij ado-
lescenten. Dit beleid ondersteunt aan de ene kant de gemeenschapstalen amper of niet, terwijl
het aan de andere kant duidelijk de positie van het Engels versterkt. Het resultaat is dat er een

duidelijk lager gebruik is van de gemeenschapstalen onder adolescenten in vergelijking met
leerlingen van de basisschool en dat ook de voorkeur voor deze talen onder adolescenten aan-

merkelijk lager is, ook in vergelijking met Hindoestaanse adolescenten in Nederland.

De positie van het Panjabi en het Gujarati, de moedertalen van de meerderheid van de
Hindoe-informanten in het Verenigd Koninkrijk, is vergelijkbaar met de positie van het Sar-
nami Hindi binnen de Hindoe-gemeenschap in Nederland. Deze drie talen lijken vermalen te
raken tussen Nederland/Engels aan de ene kant en Standaard Hindi, dat een sterke positie
heeft in beide Hindoe-gemeenschappen, aan de andere kant. De uitgesproken positieve hou-
ding die Hindoes zowel in Nederland als het Verenigd Koninkrijk hebben tegenover het Ne-

derlands/Engels en het Standaard Hindi lijken de drijvende kracht achter de marginalisatie van
het Sarnami Hindi binnen de Hindoe-gemeenschap in Nederland en die van het Panjabi/ Guja-
rati binnen de Hindoe-gemeenschap in het Verenigd Koninkrijk.

In hoofdstuk 7 wor(len de geobserveerde taalverschuivingspatronen binnen de Hindoe-

gemeenschappen in Nederland en het Verenigd Koninkrijk in beschouwing genomen en
wordt er gezocht naar verklaringen voor deze verschijnselen. Het concept taalvitaliteit, dat
geconstrueerd wordt op basis van vijf dimensies van taalgebruik, wordt gebruikt als een indi-
cator voor taalverschuiving. In de analyses in dit hoofdstuk worden karakteristieken van indi-
viduele taalgebruikers in verband gebracht met de scores van deze gebruikers op een taalvitali-
teitsindex.

Correlationele en multiple regressie-analyses laten zien dat karakteristieken die be-
schreven worden op een objectief niveau, die dus een beschrijving geven van de feitelijk situa-

tie van de karakteristieken, het beste in staat zijn om taalvitaliteit, en daarmee taal-
verschuivingspatronen, te verklaren en voorspellen. De beschrijving van deze karakteristieken
in subjectieve termen of in relatie tot de situatie van andere groepen taalgebruikers levert niet
meer inzicht op in de geobserveerde processen van taalverschuiving.

Bovendien laten deze analyses zien dat algemene karakteristieken als etnisch-culturele

oriEntatie, leeftijd en opleidingsniveau in staat zijn om verschillen tussen individuele taalge-

bruikers in taalvitaliteit te verklaren voor zowel het cluster Sarnami Hindi/ Panjabi/Gujarati
aan (le ene kant als voor het Standaard Hindi aan de andere kant. De hoeveelheid verklaarde
variantie door middel van deze verzameling algemene karakteristieken is bevredigend. Multi-

ple regressie-analyses met modellen die alter:natieve verzamelingen karakteristieken bevatten
leveren geen betere verklaring voor de gevonden variatie in de verzamel(le gegevens.
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In het afsluitende achtste hoofdstuk worden de conclusies van het proefschrift beschreven en
worden enige indicaties voor toekomstig onderzoek gegeven. Et wordt geconcludeerd dat het
met name de patronen van intergenerationele taalverschuiving zijn die de belangrijkste bedrei-

ging vormen voor het behoud en de vitaliteit van de gemeenschapstalen van Hindoes in
Nederland en het Verenigd Koninkrijk. Het in het kader van het proefschrift ontwikkelde
gategreerde raamwerk voor taalecologische beschrijving en intergenerationele taalverschui-

ving is een nuttig model gebleken voor de bestudering en beschrijving van gemeenschapstalen
en van taalverschuivingspatronen die binnen taalgemeenschappen optre(len. Het is een uit-
daging om het raamwerk te gebruiken voor onderzoek onder andere taalgemeenschappen in
de wereld in het algemeen, en bij andere Hindoe-gemeenschappen in de wereld in het bij-
zonder.
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